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Abstract 
 
I studied organizational principles that may subserve the control and learning of forelimb 
movements. Among these principles, I focused on muscular coordination patterns, motor cortical 
excitability, and sensorimotor interactions. 
 
I found that muscle activity in grasping and reaching behaviors could be reconstructed by linear 
combinations of a small number of time-varying muscle synergies, each fit with coefficients unique 
to the behavior. However, the generalization of these synergies between behavioral conditions was 
limited, in part by the sensitivity of the extraction algorithm to stereotyped muscular relations within 
contrasted conditions. In reaching studies designed to assist or resist different movement directions, I 
found a gradual change in the structure, as well as recruitment, of synergies. When a perturbation 
was targeted to the activity within a single muscle, I found a transient, relative suppression of this 
muscle in response to descending motor commands. 
 
In other motor cortical microstimulation experiments, I confirmed that long-train microstimulation 
is able to evoke complex, convergent movements. Even during highly-trained reaching movements, I 
found that there was relatively little invariance of the muscular patterns in relation to kinematic 
variables coding for the hand’s displacement and velocity. In two studies examining the kinematic 
consequences of modulating cortical excitability, I either infused tissue plasminogen activator into 
monkey cortex or applied transcranial magnetic stimulation to human cortex, either while or before 
each adapted to a clockwise force field. In both cases basal motor performance was spared, but each 
manipulation appeared to be associated with disruptions of subjects’ ability to retain, improve, or 
recall recent adaptations. 
 
Among other human studies, I investigated the interaction of dynamic adaptation and sequence 
learning, and found that simultaneous acquisition of a force field and a sequence does not impair 
performance on either but may have enabled subjects to tune in to, and chunk, their movements. I 
found that motor consolidation may be dependent on the more effortful learning enabled by catch-
trial interruptions of practice on a novel condition. Finally, I used functional imaging and manual 
cutaneous stimulation to show that the hemodynamic response was biased according to receptor 
density but generally non-somatotopic and distributed throughout sensorimotor cortex. 
 
 
Thesis supervisor: Emilio Bizzi 
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 FOREWORD 
 
This thesis is composed of 12 Studies. The Abstract and Conclusion binding these Studies give an 
overview of the scientific methods and findings of the thesis. The content of the twelve chapters (the 
outer ring of the figure below) can be described according to several underlying dimensions. First, 
the initial studies focus on monkey models, while later studies move to human experiments. Second, 
I have focused on movements of the whole arm or the hand, or the central encoding of these body 
parts. Third, the methods I used could be defined as ones primarily suitable for correlating motor 
variables to normal behavior, while others have explicitly interfered with the motor system in order 
to observe its function at a causal level. Fourth, the studies may be divided into those concerned 
primarily with motor control or with learning. Finally, the involvement of sensory feedback, rather 
than strictly motor processing, becomes more of a concern in the later chapters. Most chapters can 
be uniquely identified by their relation, in whole or in part, to these dimensions. 
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 STUDIES 
 
1 Muscle Synergy Modulation in the Control of Grasping 
 
I tested a muscle synergy model capturing both non-negative and time-varying properties 
of muscle contraction and coordination in a nonhuman primate model. I recorded 
electromyographic (EMG) activity from 18 chronic intramuscular electrodes implanted in 
arm and hand muscles of two rhesus macaque monkeys, including 12 muscles implanted 
in both monkeys that spanned extrinsic flexor and extensor and intrinsic hand muscles. 
Each animal was presented with a set of 11 or 13 novel plastic cubes, spheres, or cylinders 
after having been trained extensively to perform a reach-to-grasp and transport behavior 
using its left hand to bring a canonical sphere from one side of its workspace to the other. 
The analysis here focused on 40 trials performed with each object and the same 
(rightward) direction of transport. After averaging these trials together, I found that three 
time-varying muscle synergies were able to account for 79% of the EMG variance 
recorded from each monkey. Three synergies appeared to be an appropriate number given 
that fewer than three was not able to explain as much of the variance as were 18 single-
muscle “synergies” similarly extracted from the data, while more than three synergies were 
only associated with small increases in EMG variance-explained. In reconstructing each 
monkey’s data as a linear summation of these three synergies, each given an optimal 
weight and onset time, I found that one synergy in each monkey scaled with object mass. 
Object shape was not reflected in the synergy coefficients, except perhaps in interaction 
with object scale. The timing coefficients fit to the synergies showed relatively little 
modulation, but did indicate a consistent temporal ordering of the synergies. Detailed 
biomechanical interpretation of the synergies’ function was precluded by substantial 
differences between the two monkeys’ synergy sets, only one synergy of which appeared to be 
significantly correlated and also to display similar coefficient modulation for objects shared 
by the two monkeys. These between-subject differences were evident in the EMG data 
prior to extraction, and may have been related to differences in electrode placement or 
quality, or motor strategies used by the monkeys. 
 
 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1.1 Muscle synergies as a motor control solution 
 
The following three chapters concern the manner in which the primate central 
nervous system controls the movements of the hand. Movement control is an 
amazing feat that requires the nervous system to monitor and control a multitude of 
motor units and external variables (Bernstein, 1967). The large degree of redundancy 
in the design of the hand provides great flexibility for grasping a variety of objects 
and otherwise interacting with the environment, but makes the control and learning 
problems particularly complex. The sensorimotor system is faced with an ill-posed 
problem: a movement can only be accomplished by selecting an appropriate 
combination of muscle activations and joint rotations from an enormous array of 
possible combinations of these degrees of freedom. 
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 In studying sensory systems, investigators have dealt with another ill-posed 
problem: that of recognizing objects from ambiguous arrays of stimuli. In this 
domain, researchers have proposed to bind low-level stimuli into invariant features 
and thence into perceived objects in a hierarchical fashion (Marr, 1982). In the visual 
system, for example, objects are identified by their possession of features such as 
edges and constant surface texture. A similarly heuristic solution to the problem of 
movement selection has been the idea of muscle primitives or synergies (Sherrington, 
1906), i.e. invariant patterns of muscle activity that form the modular building 
blocks of more complex motor plans. By activating muscles as “synergies,” the 
nervous system would effectively reduce the degrees of freedom available. 
Despite the long history of this idea, actual evidence for muscle synergies and 
their central coding has been slow in coming. In lower vertebrates, controlled 
movements elicited by cutaneous or spinal stimulation have been shown to possess 
synergistic patterns of muscle recruitment (Tresch et al., 1999; Saltiel et al., 2001). A 
modular organization has more recently been extended to natural behaviors of the 
frog such as swimming, jumping, walking, and defensive movements (d’Avella et al., 
2003)—consistent with Gibson’s (1979) prescription to use ecologically natural 
stimuli in order to understand perception (e.g. Rieke et al., 1995; Reinagel & Reid, 
2000). In mammals, the hindlimb muscle activity of cats has similarly been shown to 
readily decompose into muscle synergies (Ting & Macpherson, 2005), albeit in a 
postural rather than movement control paradigm. 
The present investigation derives from those studies and extends the synergy 
hypothesis to a considerably more complex system, the monkey forelimb. In this 
study, I observed patterns of EMG activity during a variety of natural grasping 
movements of the hand as it interacted with a variety of plastic objects. The 
optimization procedure of d’Avella et al. (2003) was then applied to test the degree 
to which EMG patterns are generated by combinations of synergies (depicted 
schematically in Figure 1-1) rather than by independently-controlled muscles. 
According to the model, each synergy participates in the data reconstruction with a 
particular amplitude and timing coefficient specific to a given behavior and synergy. 
These scalar coefficients are assumed to reflected flexible, centrally-driven commands. 
The synergy structures themselves are assumed—for now—to be encoded in a fixed 
manner within the nervous system.
 
1.1.2 Grasping behaviors of the primate 
 
The wide variety of grasp postures and manipulatory movements available to the 
primate hand allows flexible handling of various object shapes and sizes (Napier, 
1956). While study of these behaviors is complicated by the kinematic ambit of the 
primate hand (compare the two-dimensional reaching task introduced in Chapter 4), 
such movements allowed me to investigate the parametric modulation of muscle 
synergies as a function of object properties (mass, size, shape, and location) and task 
demands. 
Several earlier studies of grasp control in humans (e.g. Santello & Soechting, 
1997/1998; Mason et al., 2001) and monkeys (Roy et al., 2002) have focused on 
kinematic variables (like grasp aperture) and their dependence on object parameters. 
For instance, the kinematics of prehension movements were investigated by Roy et 
al. (2002) in macaques trained to grasp cylinders of variable size and location. Less 
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 regard has been given to the neurophysiological control underlying the grasping 
behaviors. Investigators have studied forelimb EMG activation in rhesus monkeys 
trained to reach for, grasp, and pull with a small, controlled force on a set of six 
(Brochier et al., 2004) or sixteen (Mason et al., 2004) different objects. Using a 
similar design to study visual and haptic interactions in the anterior intraparietal 
cortex, Murata et al. (1996, 2000) had monkeys pull or hold objects of variable size, 
shape, or orientation. 
Here my interest in invariant and generalizable patterns of muscular activation 
led me to maximize such patterns by including a variety of object and task 
conditions. My set of grasping tasks is distinguished principally by: 1) the systematic 
and relatively independent variation of behavioral dimensions including task and 
object properties; and 2) the relatively controlled manner in which at least some of 
the object sets were introduced to the monkey, allowing me to address issues of 
motor generalization and adaptation. 
In particular, to explore the space of manual behaviors I presented the monkey 
with a rich set of objects in which I have systematically varied object parameters 
(shape, size, and mass), and with these objects I required the monkey to perform 
various tasks: transportation, isometric pulling, or exploratory rotation. Object 
location was a further variable of interest, though it was expected to modulate the 
basic reaching component in these behaviors rather than the finer grasping 
movements that were of greater interest given my relatively distal sampling of 
muscles. In this chapter I focus on synergy modulation with object size and shape. In 
Chapter 2 I consider the monkeys’ generalization to novel object shapes or sizes, and 
also to different object locations. In Chapter 3 I describe the monkey’s generalization 
to multiple tasks performed with the same object. 
 
 
1.2 METHODS 
 
1.2.1 Subjects 
 
I collected EMG and behavioral data from two rhesus macaques (Macaca mulatta) 
while they performed object transport behaviors. In the text that follows I refer to 
these monkeys as G0 and G1 (7- and 8-year old female monkeys, respectively). 
Cortical data was recorded separately (monkey G0) or simultaneously (G1) but is not 
presented here. All procedures were approved by the MIT Committee on Animal 
Care. 
 
1.2.2 Paradigm 
 
Transportation task   Each animal was trained to perform a variety of grasping 
behaviors, using the left hand (which I found to be non-dominant for such 
behaviors; see Discussion). During the recordings presented here the monkey was 
head-fixed by means of an implanted cranial post, but still able to see the task tray in 
front of it. (I do not consider the effect of this head-posting, or postural factors in 
general, on the monkeys’ EMG patterns.) As depicted in Figure 1-2, the task 
involved a reach-to-grasp and a transportation movement. Each monkey was trained 
to use its hand: 1) to press a start button located on the left side of its workspace; 
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 then 2) within 1.0 s to reach for and remove a clearly visible object in one of two 2-
cm-deep, 7-cm-wide cylindrical (monkey G0) or conical (G1) wells fixed on the tray; 
and finally 3) to release it in the opposing tray location 20 cm away (where it had to 
remain stably for at least 0.1 s, without bouncing out) following either a “leftward” 
or a “rightward” transport of 1.0 s or less. During the transport the monkey’s hand 
had to clear a plastic barrier 3-4 cm high that divided the left and right halves of the 
tray. (The monkey’s right hand was not able to participate in the task given another 
plastic barrier.) After receiving its reward (~0.3 ml water or apple juice delivered 
automatically via a drinking spout) the monkey was able to initiate a new trial at will. 
After every 10 successful trials, I removed the object and replaced it with another (or, 
during training, with the same, canonical sphere). Within such blocks, objects were 
presented for as many trials as were required to achieve 10 successful transport 
behaviors. The selection of objects across blocks was random except for the 
restriction that the same object would not be presented for two or more blocks in a 
row within a given day. These task requirements were imposed by a software 
acquisition and control suite written in LabVIEW (National Instruments). 
 
Objects   Although the transportation task was relatively stereotyped, I attempted to 
explore a wide space of reach-to-grasp behaviors by presenting the monkeys with a 
rich set of objects. Among these objects I systematically varied object parameters, in 
particular, shape and size. The 24 objects used in this chapter and the next, displayed 
schematically in Figure 1-3, were custom-designed three-dimensional shapes 
fashioned out of Delrin plastic and weighing between 0.1 g and 215 g. The density 
of these objects was constant at 1.4 g/cm3, and no attempt was made to equalize the 
mass of the objects within this set. The canonical object used in training was a sphere 
of intermediate size (33.5 g and 3.6 cm in diameter). The remaining objects included 
four other spheres of regularly-varying radius (denoted s0x; range 1.1 to 4.6 cm), five 
cubes of regularly-varying width (c0x; range 1.5-3.6 cm), and twelve cylinders that 
spanned three dimensions (height h0x, 0.6-6.4 cm; width w0x, 1.3-3.8 cm; and “arc” 
or concavity a0x, 1.3-3.2 cm) but were united by one prototypical cylinder 
(h05½/w06/a06). (The number in the object code denotes the relative magnitude of 
the variable dimension according to a linear scale, e.g. cube width incremented by 
0.5 cm.) These objects had not previously been experienced by the monkeys, with 
the exception of the training object (s08), and spheres s05-s10 and cubes c03-c06 
which had been handled by monkey G0 on each of 18 and 2 days, respectively, prior 
to the recordings described here. Also, monkey G1 had previously experienced the 
cube of size c05 and the prototypical cylinder in a separate study, described in 
Chapter 3. Both of these prior recordings were completed two months prior to the 
beginning of the recordings presented here. Over the course of the recordings 
presented here and in Chapter 2, monkeys G0 and G1 experienced the same objects, 
except that monkey G0 received six spheres of sizes s05-s10, while monkey G1 
received spheres of sizes s03-s08. 
 
Object sets   Although the two monkeys handled a nearly identical range of objects, 
they differed in the order in which these objects were presented. In this chapter I 
describe only the first of two sets of objects experienced by each monkey. In Chapter 
2 I look at each monkey’s generalization to the second set of objects. Monkey G0 was 
presented with the entire set of spheres and cubes in a pseudorandomly interleaved 
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 fashion over five sessions spanning 10 days, and then was presented with the cylinder 
set. In contrast, I initially presented monkey G1 with a subset of the objects in each 
shape category (spheres s04, s06, s08; cubes c03, c05, c07; and the prototypical 
cylinder as well as cylinders of height h01 and h03, width w02 and w04, and 
curvature a02 and a04), over nine sessions spanning 19 days. The monkey was then 
presented with the remaining objects (see Chapter 2), again pseudorandomly 
interleaved. The greater number of days of recording conducted on monkey G1 
allowed me to collect more trials per object, although here I consider only the same, 
minimum number of trials performed by each monkey with each of the 24 objects 
and in each of the two directions of movement (see Analysis, below). For both 
monkeys and all object conditions I sampled trials from the entire span of days in 
which the monkey experienced the object. 
 
1.2.3 Recording/Stimulation 
 
Event markers   Basic and indirect kinematic information was collected in the form 
of event times. The trial start time was indicated by the digital state of the start 
button (after custom “debouncing” of this record), a signal that I recorded digitally 
with monkey G0 and with greater, analog precision with monkey G1. Trial end time 
was determined by the software once the trial success conditions had or had not been 
met, and was logged more precisely in the case of monkey G1 as the digital state of 
the liquid dispenser solenoid control channel. For monkey G1, the data acquisition 
board (National Instruments) also recorded the digital signals from photosensors 
(Omron) mounted orthogonally and at staggered heights in each of the two conical 
object wells located on the tray in front of the monkey. For monkey G0, lowpass-
filtered analog pressure sensor signals were used in place of photosensors, but were 
found not to be reliably sensitive to the presence of objects less massive than 5 g 
(hence in the 24-object set I substituted two large spheres for the two smallest 
spheres handled by monkey G1). These records provided information on times of 
object removal and object deposit in the target well. In particular, I used the event 
marker corresponding to the object’s removal from the well to divide each trial into 
an initial reach component followed by an object transport time. 
 
Videography   Besides these simple event markers, I also videotaped each of the 
grasping behaviors at 29.97 Hz using a downward-facing video camera. Within the 
field of view of the videotapes was a chair-mounted digital counter, which recorded 
time elapsed in each trial in 10-ms increments. Also located near the counter were 
two light-emitting diodes (LEDs) which flashed briefly at the beginning of each trial 
and could be used to synchronize the videotape frames and the EMG data 
acquisition to within 1-ms precision (due to the precise phase shift between the LED 
flashes). However, for this thesis I did not consider these videographic data except to 
interpret in a crude fashion the biomechanical significance of the muscular patterns I 
observed. 
 
Muscle set   The muscles implanted with electrodes in each of monkeys G0 and G1 
are given in Table 1-1, and depicted in Figure 1-4. The implantations shown in the 
figure do not include additional muscles implanted in both monkeys whose signal 
quality had degraded sufficiently by the time of these recordings to warrant exclusion 
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 from the dataset. These degradations were characterized by distinct increases both in 
electrode impedance (sampled weekly) and in co-occurring noise artifacts visible as 
increases in cross-correlation to other muscles. (One source of such cross-talk can be 
volume conduction in the tissue embedding the muscles; see Brochier et al., 2004). 
The remaining 18-muscle set of monkey G0 contained a larger representation of 
extrinsic forearm flexors and intrinsic hand muscles than that of monkey G1, whose 
18-muscle set complementarily included more proximal arm muscles and extrinsic 
forearm extensors. Although only 12 of the muscles in each set were common to the 
two monkeys, this common group included an even distribution of intrinsic hand 
muscles as well extrinsic hand or elbow muscles with either a primarily flexor or 
extensor action. Several muscles were also implanted in multiple locations given 
known anatomical and/or functional divisions (Howell & Straus, 1971). Muscles 
were identified during surgery based generally on size, fiber direction, and relative 
anatomical location (Howell & Straus, 1971). For intrinsic hand muscles, either a 
hand-held bipolar needle electrode or the implanted intramuscular electrode itself 
were used to electrically stimulate the muscles in order to make a functional 
identification. 
 
Muscle implantation   Muscles were implanted using intramuscular electrodes 
which were wired subcutaneously to a circular connector (WPI) mounted cranially. 
Like Park et al. (2000), my own prior experience with monkey G0 showed that such 
subcutaneous tunneling to the skull both limits the chance for infection, and 
promotes stability because the wires are less likely to dislocate (especially for longer 
wires) and may even bond to tissue. The muscle implantations required three 
separate surgeries on both monkeys. In the case of monkey G0, these were spread 
over a five-month period; the EMG data presented here were recorded between one 
and two months following the last of these surgeries. In the case of monkey G1, the 
surgeries spanned only a half-month, but the EMG data presented here were 
recorded between three and five months following the last of these surgeries. (The 
data presented in Chapters 2 and 3 from this monkey were recorded between one 
and five months after the surgeries.) In order to reduce the surgical time, a novel 
surgical sequence was attempted with monkey G1. Whereas with monkey G0 the 
electrodes had been implanted first before connecting them to designated pins on the 
cranial connector, with monkey G1 the wires were first attached to the cranial 
connector prior to implantation of this entire assembly into the monkey (G1). This 
second surgical sequence did not achieve any reduction in surgical time given the 
time that was required to complete the electrodes after the individual wires had been 
implanted. (The electrodes could not be pre-manufactured since each wire first had 
to be drawn through the implanted muscle before they could be attached; see below.) 
 
Electrode construction   The bipolar electrodes were manufactured either prior to 
surgery (monkey G0) or during the surgeries (G1), according to the surgical sequence 
described under “Muscle implantation,” above. The intramuscular electrodes were 
made of two Teflon-coated 50-µm stainless steel wires anchored together under the 
muscle belly by means of a 2-mm wax ball (Loeb & Gans, 1986). As shown 
schematically in Figure 1-5, a short length of each wire was stripped of 1-3 mm of 
insulation where it would pass through the muscle belly (itself 6-10 mm thick). 
When the electrodes were manufactured prior to surgery (as for monkey G0), this 
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 Teflon coating was removed using a scalpel and microscope, and I confirmed that 
electrical current flow across the electrode was restricted to these breaks in the 
insulation by systematically monitoring the impedance of the electrode in saline. 
When the electrodes were instead manufactured immediately after implantation into 
each muscle (monkey G1), I used a soldering iron applied briefly to the wire to 
remove the insulation (or to weaken the Teflon prior to removal with a scalpel). 
With this monkey I relied more frequently on visual inspection to confirm that the 
implanted ends of the wires were well-insulated by the wax beads I applied. For both 
monkeys, the 8-15 mm spacing between wire exposures was oriented parallel to 
muscle fibers, and was chosen to maximize the differential voltage between the two 
electrodes when action potentials passed along the recorded fibers. 
 
EMG data collection   The EMG data from all the muscles implanted in each 
monkey were recorded together, bandpass-filtered (10-Hz highpass and 1000-Hz 
lowpass), notch-filtered (60 Hz), and amplified (5000×) in differential fashion using 
a programmable signal conditioner (CyberAmp 380, Axon Instruments) controlled 
by software (CyberControl, Axon Instruments). Data were then digitized at 2 kHz 
using a data acquisition board (National Instruments). The EMG data records were 
recorded discretely between start and reward times, as detected by the software 
acquisition and control software. 
 
1.2.4 Analysis 
 
Trial alignment   After acquisition, the EMG signals were aligned on the time of 
object removal from the origin well, an event registered by either the pressure sensors 
(monkey G0) or photosensors (G1) located in the well. To equalize the quantity of 
data contributed by each object condition, I restricted the EMG data to a fixed 
window around the time of object removal, and selected an equivalent number of 
trials from each object condition as described under “Trial selection” below. Finding 
that monkey G0’s movements were generally slower than those of monkey G1, I 
chose this window to be either -0.90/+0.60 s (G0) or -0.45/+0.30 s (G1) around the 
time of object removal. These durations serendipitously captured 67% of both the 
reach and transport durations for each monkeys. Note that the window also 
corresponded to a 1.5:1 ratio of reach-to-grasp to transport components for both 
monkeys.  
 
EMG data preprocessing   The EMG data of each trial were centered by median 
subtraction within each muscle channel, highpass filtered (50 Hz), full-wave 
rectified, and lowpass filtered (20 Hz). The relatively elevated highpass filter cutoff 
was necessitated in the case of monkey G1 by movement artifacts that occasionally 
characterized its EMG signals. High-frequency oscillations characteristic of genuine 
EMG oscillations persisted after this filtering (see Fig. 1-6a). As for the lowpass filter, 
the results that follow appeared qualitatively identical whether or the filter was 
applied. Its function was merely to smooth the results to make the average nature of 
the synergies more apparent. The data were further bin-averaged over 20 ms (G0) or 
10 ms (G1), thereby equalizing the quantity of data points contributed by each 
monkey given the difference in reach/transport window durations quoted above. 
Then, data were normalized across muscles within each day of recording to the peak 
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 level of activity in each muscle recorded in that day. Finally, for the analyses reported 
in this chapter and the next (but not Chapter 3), the 40 trials within each object 
condition and monkey were averaged together following these preprocessing steps. 
Reach or transport durations that were not as long as the averaging window were 
only included in the average for the duration they spanned. Hence activity at the 
termini of the windows could be based on fewer than 40 trials. 
 
Trial selection   I only present data from trials that were rewarded according to the 
task criteria quoted earlier. Among each monkey’s rewarded trials, furthermore, I 
used the recorded event times to select an equivalent number of trials in each object 
condition, to balance the contribution of each object to the dataset. In particular, I 
selected those 40 trials in each condition that had reach and transport durations both 
closest to the mean values for that object. For monkey G0, this trial selection 
followed an initial exclusion of 1347 of its 3778 recorded leftward- and rightward-
directed trials (36%) due to instability in the pressure sensor signals (and a manual 
correction of the object removal time in another 710 trials, or 19%). For monkey G1 
(whose event times were more reliably recorded by photosensors, but whose 
recordings were spaced over a longer period of time), this trial selection followed two 
data stratification procedures designed to reduce EMG artifacts. First, I applied an 
initial exclusion of four and three days (from its first and second recording conditions 
respectively, as described under “Object sets” above) based on inspection of average 
daily cross-correlation between its muscle signals. (At the same time I manually 
removed several blocks of trials from four and three of the remaining days, finding 
that these blocks had channel saturation artifacts.) Second, within the remaining 
5772 rewarded, leftward- or rightward directed trials in each object condition I 
applied an automatic exclusion of trials defining the top quartile of the average root-
mean-square (RMS) of EMG across muscles.  Finally, in this chapter (cf. Chapter 2) 
I focus only on the “rightward” movements made by the monkeys. 
 
Data reconstruction   The variable muscle activity observed in these behaviors was 
reconstructed by a linear summation of a small number of synergies, each coded by 
only two scalar coefficients ci and ti. (See Figure 1-1 for a schematic example, or 
Figure 1-9 for the actual synergies extracted from monkeys G0 and G1.) Formally, I 
used the results of the extraction algorithm (see below) to reconstitute the sequence 
of muscle activity ms(t) in each episode of recording s as the sum of N synergies wi 
each weighted by an amplitude coefficient csi and shifted by an independent timing 
coefficient tsi: 
 
∑
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In matrix form, each synergy i was expressed as a matrix Wi defined by E muscle 
electrodes and J discrete time points. More compactly, the N synergy matrices were 
concatenated according to W = [W1 W2 … WN] (dimension E by J×N). While both 
the amplitude and timing coefficients were scalar quantities, the timing parameters 
could be expressed as a time-shifting matrix Θsi[ksi,Ks] in order reconstruct the 
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 samples of muscle data Ms (each of dimension E by K samples) by matrix 
multiplication with the concatenated synergy matrix W: 
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This time-shifting matrix accomplished two things. First, it aligned each synergy i 
with the k-th data point (2−J ≤ k ≤ K) in the muscle pattern M, according to the 
optimized time delay found for that behavioral episode s. Second, it truncated any of 
the time points t within the synergy that were shifted outside of the muscle pattern 
M. (This simplifying operation does not presuppose that muscle activity outside of 
the recorded sample could not be accounted for by the “excised” portions of the 
synergies.) The matrix Hs encompassed both the scaling and time-shifting operations 
of the coefficients.  
 
Synergy extraction   The time-varying synergies were operationalized as two-
dimensional matrices of muscle activity across time. In particular, synergies were 
defined as 1.0-s (G0) or 0.5-s (G1) periods of non-negative activity across 18 muscle 
electrode dimensions, each integrated over 20-ms or 10-ms bins, giving each 
extracted synergy a dimensionality of 18 × 50 for each monkey. The synergies were 
extracted using a non-negative matrix factorization algorithm adapted from that of 
Lee and Seung (1999). The algorithm, implemented in MATLAB (MathWorks) 
proceeded by iterative decomposition (see d’Avella et al., 2003). At each iteration, 
the data reconstruction error M - WH over all S muscle patterns Ms in the dataset 
was calculated and used as a cost function to direct the update of the synergy 
matrices Wi, the amplitude coefficients csi, and the timing coefficients tsi. (Each of 
these was first initialized to random values prior to the extraction; Wi was initialized 
as a set of Gaussian muscle profiles specified by random µ and  parameters.) In 
particular, the steps involved:  
 
1. optimizing the timing coefficients tsi for all S muscle patterns M 
(given the synergy matrices W) using an efficient “greedy search” 
nested matching procedure (d’Avella et al., 2003) to find the set of 
time delays that maximized the scalar product between the time-
shifted synergies W Θi[j, Ks] and the data M (and subtracting each 
synergy Wi in order of decreasing correlation to the data after its ti 
were optimized); 
 
2. updating the non-negative amplitude coefficients csi for all patterns M 
(given the synergy matrices W, the coefficients tsi from step 1, and the 
coefficient matrix H defined earlier) according to the multiplicative 
rule: 
 ( )( ))()( siiTTs sii
T
s
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 3. updating the columns of the non-negative synergy structures Wi 
(given the coefficient matrix H defined earlier) according to the 
multiplicative rule: 
 [ ][ ]ijTij
T
ijij HHW
HM
WW ← . 
 
These steps were iteratively repeated until the reconstruction error decreased by less 
than r2 = 0.001 over 10 iterations. The entire algorithm was repeated five times for 
each extraction. 
 
Synergy set selection   While the synergies from each repetition tended to be highly 
similar, only the set with highest EMG variance explained was selected for further 
analysis. The particular number of synergies selected for further analysis was based 
primarily on visual inspection of the pattern incremental variance explained by each 
additional synergy. In addition, for the primary synergies presented in this chapter 
(three from each monkey), I attempted to calculate a baseline amount of variance 
explained by extracting 18 one-muscle synergies from the EMG data of each 
monkey. These single-muscle “synergies” were operationalized as being of the same 
duration as the trials from which they were extracted and to which they were fit (cf. 
the 2/3 of this duration covered by the multiple-muscle synergies). This duration 
conservatively allowed the entire time-course of each muscle’s activity to be fit by the 
single-muscle synergy (since no combination of shorter single-muscle synergies could 
span the data of a single muscle). Single-muscle synergies are consistent with the 
hypothesis that the nervous system controls each muscle independently in time and 
amplitude (and with a fixed command profile, typically unimodal and bell-shaped). 
Eighteen such synergies accounted for 75% of the variance in monkey G0’s dataset, 
and 70% of the variance in monkey G1’s dataset (maximal r2 achieved in five 
repetitions of the extraction). Hence I take 75% as the minimum variance to be 
explained in order for the multi-muscle synergy model to explain “significantly” 
more variance than a single-muscle control model. As an upper limit on the number 
of synergies considered, I also chose a smaller number of synergies than the number 
of object shapes or sizes (five) given to each monkey. I did so in case EMG variability 
due to object shape or size was so substantial as to result in spurious extraction of 
object- or size-specific synergies. (Such reasoning also led me to focus (until Chapter 
2) on only one of the two directions of movement performed by the monkey.) 
 
Synergy comparison   Besides visual comparison of synergies extracted from 
different datasets (here, those of monkey G0 and monkey G1; in subsequent 
chapters, between different datasets within each monkey), a more quantitative 
method was also used. In particular, the scalar product of each synergy in set A was 
computed in relation to each synergy of set B (within corresponding muscles and at 
every possible time difference between the two matrices). This was done in order to 
find the pair of synergies capable of achieving maximal cross-correlation (across all 
muscles and at whichever time difference maximized the scalar product). Synergies 
were compared without replacement, i.e. once a synergy in one set had been matched 
to synergy in the second set, it was not able to be matched to other synergies in the 
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 second set. Muscle implantations unique to either monkey were not included in the 
correlation. While the auto-correlation of one synergy against itself would be scored 
1.0 by this method, the minimal level of cross-correlation one might expect, even 
between very different synergies, is not zero. This is particularly true given the non-
negative average activation profile ascribed to each muscle within the synergy. To 
find a baseline level of cross-correlation, I took the three-synergy sets extracted from 
each monkey, and randomized the order of muscles within each synergy prior to 
calculating its auto-correlation. (Scrambling the muscle order rather than the 
temporal order within the synergy matrix is a more conservative procedure as it does 
not change the frequency content of the muscles, which may generally be described 
as having only one or two activity phases within the synergy.) I repeated this 
procedure ten times for each monkey and synergy, and in doing so found an average 
“auto”-correlation of 0.73 ± 0.02. I thus consider 0.75 to be a threshold for deeming 
cross-correlations between different synergies “significant.” 
 
 
1.3 RESULTS 
 
As described in the Methods, both monkeys were trained to transport plastic 
objects between two wells mounted in front of them on a tray. After many days of 
practice with a training sphere, the monkeys were exposed to novel objects, presented 
in a pseudorandom fashion. The monkeys were required to reach the object within 1 
s and then bring it to rest in the target well within a further 1 s (Figure 1-2), and to 
complete a block of ten such successful trials (in any combination of leftward and 
rightward directions of movement) before being given a new object. The objects 
presented to the monkey included the original training sphere and a number of novel 
spheres, cubes, and cylinders of variable width, height, or concavity (Figure 1-3). I 
postpone an analysis of each monkey’s behavioral trends and adaptation patterns 
until the next two chapters. Suffice it to say that for both monkeys the recordings 
presented in this chapter occurred after the monkeys had each quickly reached a 
stable and generally proficient level of performance. 
 
1.3.1 Muscle activity 
 
While each monkey was performing the task described above, I recorded EMG 
activity from 18 bipolar intramuscular electrodes, implanted in the muscles shown in 
Figure 1-4. Several of the muscles were only implanted in one monkey; others of the 
muscle set were common to the two monkeys. Several muscles in each monkey were 
also implanted in multiple locations following known functional divisions. 
In Figure 1-6 I plot EMG data from a sample trial performed by monkey G1, 
wherein the monkey transported a small cube (c03) towards the right target well. 
The EMG activity was preprocessed as described in the Methods. Despite the greater 
degradation of the electrode recordings from this monkey the post-filtered EMG 
activity retained physiologically plausible oscillations. The behavioral event times 
superimposed on the data were detected by hardware sensors, and included start 
button release, object removal from the origin well, object arrival in the target well, 
and reward delivery. Sample screenshots accompany these times. 
Of the event times superimposed, I judged the time of object removal to be 
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 relatively consistent and intermediate within each trial, and so used it to align the 
trials before restricting the data to a fixed window in time and averaging the data 
within these windows and for each monkey and object condition. Given the longer 
duration apparent for monkey G0’s movements, I used a larger window (1.50 s) than 
for monkey G1 (0.75 s). For each monkey, however, I found that the ratio of reach-
to-grasp and transport times was equivalent at 1.5:1 (see Methods), prompting me to 
place the removal time at 0.9 or 0.45 s into the windows of the two monkeys, 
respectively. 
Prior to extracting muscle synergies from these data, I also looked for qualitative 
differences in activity between object conditions and subjects. Hence I averaged the 
removal-aligned and rectified (but not filtered or integrated) EMG activity over all 
rightward trials each monkey performed with each object. In Figure 1-7 I depict the 
results for both the canonical sphere and the small cube of Figure 1-6. Even without 
a direct measure of the kinematics it was apparent that at the level of individual 
muscular recruitment, the two monkeys may have used different motor strategies (see 
Discussion). Differences in muscle recruitment for different objects were 
considerably more subtle. Given the multiple muscles and time-points over which 
these small differences were manifest, I proceeded to extract a small number of time-
varying muscle synergies in order to parsimoniously capture any systematic trends. 
 
1.3.2 Synergy extraction 
 
From each monkey’s time-aligned, fixed-window, integrated and condition-
averaged EMG activity I extracted between one and eight muscle synergies according 
to the time-varying synergy extraction algorithm (see Methods). In Figure 1-8 I plot 
the amount of variance within this dataset accounted for when the same data were 
reconstructed by a linear summation of individually weighted and timed muscle 
synergies. I do not plot the reconstruction achieved by a single synergy, as the 
duration of all synergies was only 2/3 the duration of the fixed-window trials (1.5 or 
0.75 s). Only two or more synergies could (at least theoretically) span the entire trial 
duration. Qualitatively, these plots suggest that only a rapidly diminishing amount of 
variance was explained by any more than three synergies. Coincidentally, 79% of the 
EMG variance in each monkey’s data was accounted for by three synergies. This 
amount also exceeded the 75% significance threshold estimated from reconstruction 
of the data by 18 single-muscle “synergies” (see Methods). 
The three synergies that I selected for each monkey by the above reasoning are 
shown in Figure 1-9. (Although I do not show them here, additional synergies tend 
to resemble very closely those of smaller extractions, except that individual synergies 
will “split” into two partitions when additional synergies are allowed.) Each synergy 
appeared to capture a different set of monophasic or biphasic relationships between 
the muscles. Only the first synergy of the three appeared to have even modest 
similarity between the two monkeys, one that was above a conservative 0.75 cross-
correlation threshold (see Methods). This synergy described a relatively prolonged 
phase of cocontraction across many extrinsic and intrinsic muscles. The second 
synergies of each did not score nearly as similar to each other, but at least both 
appeared to possess a biphasic structure across the more distal muscles. Little 
between-subject homology was evident in the third synergy of the set. The relatively 
poor correspondence between the monkeys’ synergy structures was also evident when 
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 I extracted synergies from only the twelve common muscles of each monkey (data 
not shown). 
 
1.3.3 Synergy modulation 
 
After time-varying synergy extraction, I looked at how the EMG in individual 
object conditions could be reconstructed by a linear combination of the synergies. 
Figure 1-10 depicts several of these conditions for monkey G0. Variation in the 
EMG activity of each trial average (e.g. that of the flexor digitorum profundus) was 
well-captured by changes in these coefficients, particularly the amplitude factors. 
Conversely, “muscle activity” that was not well-captured, for instance the brief phases 
at the beginning of trials with the largest cube (c07), may represent noise that 
persisted despite averaging—particularly at the beginning and end of the trial where 
fewer than 40 trials were included in the average (see Methods). 
Figure 1-11 summarizes each synergy’s modulation with object properties. At 
least one synergy—the second shown for each monkey (Fig. 1-9)—had what 
appeared to be a systematic increase in scaling with object size. In the case of monkey 
G1, this amplitude modulation could be seen particularly well for the cylindrical 
objects, suggesting a nonlinear relationship with object size dimension but perhaps a 
more linear relationship with object mass. The relationship of this synergy’s scaling 
coefficient to object mass (regardless of size or shape) is plotted in Figure 1-12a. 
Particularly in the case of monkey G0, the synergy modulated strongly (r2 = 97%; cf. 
76% for G1) with object mass. The amplitude modulation of the remaining 
synergies appeared less consistent, although a small, inverse relationship with object 
size for at least some object shapes may have described the third synergy of each 
monkey (Figure 1-11). Also, the first and third synergies of each monkey displayed a 
modest either negative (G0) or positive (G1) relationship with each other (Fig. 1-
12b). The direction of these correlations, like the structure of the third synergy, was 
not consistent between monkeys. There was relatively little evidence for a 
modulation of synergy recruitment by object shape, although interactions of shape 
and size may have characterized the modulation of monkey G1's third synergy. 
I applied the same qualitative analysis to the timing coefficients, as shown in 
Figure 1-13. In contrast to the amplitude modulation shown in Figure 1-11, the 
same synergies showed little modulation of timing with respect to object shape or 
size. The first synergy of monkey G0 and G1 may have been assigned onset times 
later into the trial for objects of intermediate size (or very late into the trial for the 
largest cylinders, in the case of G1). The temporal relationship of the first and second 
synergies (insofar as they could be equated) was generally consistent between the two 
monkeys, in that the peak of the first synergy appeared to precede that of the second 
for most objects. But the timing of the third synergies again indicated no 
correspondence between the monkeys. 
 
 
1.4 DISCUSSION 
 
1.4.1 Evidence for reach- and object-related synergies  
 
Two synergies appeared either structurally or functionally comparable between 
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 monkeys when they performed a reach-to-grasp and rightward transportation 
movement. For instance, the scaling coefficient of one of three synergies extracted 
from each monkey (#2 in each case) was strongly correlated with object mass (Fig. 1-
12a), and consisted of largely biphasic intrinsic muscle activity supported by some 
upper arm and flexor activity (Fig. 1-9). A similar size-related kinematic principal 
component underlying human grasping was described by Santello and Soechting 
(1997). The finding that the peak activity in the object-related synergy occurred at 
(G0) or before (G1) the time of object contact (Fig. 1-13) is also consistent with the 
results of Santello and Soechting (1998). They found that the posture of the hand 
could predict an object to be grasped with monotonically increasing accuracy that 
reached a maximum when the object was contacted. I speculate that this synergy thus 
describes the monkey’s grasp and initial lift of the object per se.  
The remaining two synergies of each monkey appeared modestly related in their 
scaling coefficients, though inconsistently between monkeys (Fig. 1-12b). One of 
these two synergies (#1 in each case) appeared structurally consistent between 
monkeys and seemed to specify a co-activation of many muscles (Fig. 1-9) that 
occurred consistently prior to the object-related synergy described above (Fig. 1-13). 
I tentatively identify this synergy as having spanned the end of the button-pressing 
behavior and the reach towards the object. A dynamic correlate of this synergy may 
have been the synchronous inter-digit force application observed in an isometric 
grasping task by Santello & Soechting (2000), who argued that it reflected a 
common drive to extrinsic finger muscles. 
The third synergy extracted from each monkey was more difficult to interpret, 
particularly given its inconsistency both structurally (Fig. 1-9; cf. #1) and 
functionally (Fig. 1-11; cf. #2) between monkeys. It was at least characterized by a 
predominance of upper arm muscles (although only one of these was sampled in 
monkey G0), and may thus be thought of as having a role in the whole-arm 
transportation movements. This may particularly have been the case for monkey G1, 
for whom this synergy spanned the final portion of the trials (Fig. 1-13). 
Whatever the biomechanical interpretation of these synergies, the chief results in 
this chapter have been the following: 1) A small number of time-varying muscle 
synergies were able to explain a large portion of the EMG variability observed when 
two monkeys performed a reach-to-grasp and transport behavior, and 2) at least one 
synergy from each monkey displayed a systematic increase in amplitude when it was 
fit to trials performed with successively larger objects. Some problems with these 
conclusions will be addressed in the following two chapters. In particular, while in 
this chapter I have reconstructed data using synergies extracted from the same data, 
Chapter 2 will address the generalization of muscle synergies to additional datasets. 
Furthermore, in Chapters 2 and 3, I will consider whether EMG variability can still 
be captured by the synergy account when trials in the same task condition are not 
averaged together as done here (and in a related study of EMG in primate grasping 
by Brochier et al., 2004). Also, in Chapter 4 I will test whether systematic changes in 
task parameters could be reflected in changes of synergy structure rather than 
coefficient—a finding that would challenge the idea of muscle synergies as invariant 
motor programs. For now I address two other features of the results: the prominent 
between-subject differences observed, and the evidence that three synergies is an 
appropriate number to have analyzed. 
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 1.4.2 Between-subject differences in synergistic recruitment 
 
Brochier et al. (2004) found dissimilarity between monkeys in muscle-space 
vectors they extracted from a muscle set (comparable to the one here) while two 
monkeys grasped different object shapes. Only for some objects (e.g. a small cylinder, 
like G1’s w02) did these muscle vectors overlap well; for others (like G1’s h04), both 
extrinsic and intrinsic muscle activity differed between the monkeys. Nevertheless I 
initially expected only moderate between-subject differences in the structure of the 
time-varying synergies I extracted from my EMG data, based on reports of minor 
inter-subject variability in hindlimb time-varying synergies extracted from frogs 
(d’Avella et al., 2003). I expected greater differences in the coefficients associated 
with matched synergies, e.g. given Cheung et al.’s (2005) finding of substantial 
variability between deafferented frogs in the activations ascribed to extracted 
hindlimb synergies. Similarity between the muscle patterns of different animals 
would have justified a more detailed biomechanical analysis of those patterns in 
relation to the observed behavior. 
As shown in Figure 1-9, however, three synergies extracted from the two 
monkeys were too dissimilar even to identify more than a single matched pair. This 
was the case even if the synergies were extracted only from the common twelve 
muscles (not shown), a procedure which should have removed any biasing effect on 
extraction of muscles highly involved in the grasping task but only recorded in one 
monkey (in particular, the more proximal muscles included in G1’s set). Only the 
variance explained by the two synergy sets was similar (79% by three synergies; Fig. 
1-8), a result that might also not have been predicted given that monkey G1’s dataset 
was slightly larger and more variable in shape, with 13 rather than 11 objects and five 
rather than two basic shapes. (But as I demonstrate in Chapter 3, the fact that 
monkey G1 experienced a wider range of object shapes would not likely have affected 
its extracted synergy structures, which were apparent even if extracted from trials 
with only a single object.) 
There are at least three explanations for the differences observed in the synergy 
structures of monkeys G0 and G1 (Fig. 1-9). First, it is possible that the synergy set 
selected for each monkey (out of the five repetitions of the extraction algorithm) was 
biased by the initial settings to find a local solution that did not generalize well 
between monkeys. These settings include randomly chosen initial amplitude and 
timing coefficients, and a synergy structure that specifies Gaussian muscle activation 
profiles with random parameters. However, despite these randomized initial 
conditions, multiple repetitions of the extraction tended to converge to the same 
synergy solution for the same dataset. On average, the correlation between matched 
synergies in each three-synergy repetition was 0.91 ± 0.06 for G0 and 0.95 ± 0.02 for 
G1 (not shown). Moreover it seemed reasonable simply to choose the repetition 
producing the highest variance explained as the “best” set of synergies to describe 
each monkey’s data. 
Second, the muscles identified as “common” between the two monkeys may have 
had very different activity profiles, depending on placement within each muscle. This 
may be especially true for muscles extrinsic to the hand with anatomical (Cheng & 
Scott, 2000) or functional subdivisions (Schieber, 1993). Within such muscles (in 
human subjects), Weiss and Flanders (2004) indeed found that single EMG “units” 
could have quite distinct activity profiles. Johnston et al. (2005) also found that the 
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 coherence between the activity of extrinsic hand muscles during grasping can be as 
strong—or stronger—between muscles (e.g. the flexors digitorum profundus and 
pollicis longus) than within muscle compartments (of the former muscle). The 
muscle signals I recorded frequently contained single-unit activity, at least initially 
during recording (not shown) and therefore would not be expected to reflect the 
global activation of the muscle. Over time all the channels came to contain more 
multiunit activity, but conversely the increasing noise pickup could well have 
differentiated the two monkeys’ records even more. Any of these possible differences 
in muscle identity or quality may be reflected not only in synergistic patterns but also 
in raw, averaged EMG activity (Fig. 1-7). 
Third, monkey G0’s movements were uniformly slower, perhaps attributable to 
differing motor strategies. (This observation led me to look at only within-subject 
synergy modulation in the following two chapters.) It is unlikely that monkey G1 
was globally faster than monkey G0, given that its movements in the reaching 
paradigm (described in Chapter 4) were unusually slow. Both monkeys had also 
received over one year of training in the grasping paradigm, and their performance 
even with the relatively novel objects presented in this study was quite accurate (see 
Chapter 2). It is possible that these differences in timing reflect an underlying 
difference in hand preference. As in the all the non-human primate chapters that 
follow, each animal was trained to perform with its putative non-dominant hand, to 
facilitate maximal learning. But the evidence for an overall hand dominance in 
nonhuman primates is inconsistent (Deuel & Dunlop, 1980; Deuel & Schaffer, 
1987) and may not indicate homology to the strongly lateralized human condition 
(Warren, 1987; Corballis, 1989). Dhall and Singh (1977) as well as Falk et al. 
(1988) argue for a right-hand dominance in most rhesus macaques based on greater 
muscle weights and bone dimensions typically found for the right versus the left 
forelimb, indicating preferential use of the right forelimb and thus hypertrophy of 
the left forelimb muscles. Alternatively, some investigators have suggested that 
prosimians and monkeys demonstrate differential hand preference in certain tasks 
(MacNeilage et al., 1987). Thus, while I had found empirically that the left hand of 
the two monkeys appeared dominant in untrained food retrieval, it is possible that a 
different pattern of hand dominance would have emerged in the grasping task. 
 
1.4.3 Sensitivity of synergy extraction algorithms 
 
The synergies described in this study were extracted using an adapted non-
negative matrix factorization algorithm (NMF; Lee & Seung, 1999). The algorithm 
is conceptually similar to principal component analysis (PCA: e.g. Brochier et al, 
2004) and to competing dimensionality reduction techniques such as independent 
components analysis (ICA: Bell & Sejnowski, 1995; Hyvärinen & Oja, 2000; Kargo 
& Nitz, 2003; Hart & Giszter, 2004). An analysis applying several of these 
factorization techniques to the same simulated or empirical EMG data set from the 
frog by Tresch et al. (2005) suggests that all these techniques produce comparable 
synergy structures and degrees of variance explained. However, an important 
distinction of NMF is its “non-negativity” constraint. Applied to EMG patterns, this 
constraint requires that the synergies (essentially trajectories through muscle space) 
include only positive (or zero) activation values for each muscle. This constraint 
reflects the physiological reality that muscles themselves can be activated but not 
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 “negatively” so. Lee and Seung (1999) similarly justified this constraint by pointing 
out that neurons have non-negative firing rates. This technique has previously been 
used in the sensory domain to extract a “parts-based” representation of a family of 
face images (Lee & Seung, 1999)—consistent with the feature-based solution to the 
“binding problem” described in the introduction. 
The particular model used here was adapted from NMF by d’Avella et al. (2003) 
in another key respect. The majority of the techniques above consider muscle 
synergies to be static patterns of coactivation between muscles. The algorithm used 
here is “time-varying” in that the synergies specify a dynamic profile of activity for 
each muscle (d’Avella & Tresch, 2001; d’Avella et al., 2003; d’Avella & Bizzi, 2005). 
This allowance incorporates a physiological assumption that muscle coordination can 
involve invariant but non-synchronous relationships between muscles. A further 
implicit assumption built into the present model of synergistic control is that of a 
“refractory” period: in a given behavioral episode, a synergy can be invoked only 
once, even if the duration of muscle activation within the synergy is less than the 
duration of the movement. 
Synergy decomposition, like other methods of dimensionality reduction, could 
be considered appropriate if the amount of EMG variance explained by a small 
number of synergies (smaller at least than the number of EMG signals) is relatively 
high. However, no consensus has emerged in the literature as to a minimum 
threshold of variance explained that is required to accept or reject such a synergistic 
approach. Nor is there agreement on an appropriate level of cumulative or mean 
variance explained to accept a given component as behaviorally “relevant” (Hart & 
Giszter, 2004). 
Even if there were such a level, it would be highly sensitive to data preprocessing 
and processing steps. For example, in preliminary analysis of the G1 dataset I found 
that halving the integration interval led to a ~10% decrease in variance explained by 
three synergies, while doubling the synergy duration was associated with a greater 
than 10% increase of r2. In this study I have simply reported the variance explained 
by the synergy approach, and compared it to the level expected by a model assuming 
independent control of the timing and amplitude of each muscle (activated with the 
same time-varying profile). I find that even three multiple-muscle synergies were able 
to explain more variance than 18 single-muscle controllers (Fig. 1-8). This number 
of synergies was also justified by the diminished returns in variance explained 
accompanying further synergies (Fig. 1-8). 
Proper evaluation of different synergy definitions may not depend solely on the 
degree of muscle variance explained. This is particularly true in studies of muscle 
activity in grasping, where a large amount of variance is often explicable by a single 
component (particularly when the task variability is highly constrained—cf. Chapter 
3). For instance, Mason et al. (2004) found that the largest-eigenvalue principal 
component extracted from EMG data recorded during reach-to-grasp movements of 
the rhesus macaque was able to explain 93.5% of the EMG variance in their study. 
Or, conversely, components that explain very little variance may actually be very 
informative about the task conditions. Thus in a similar task with the macaque, 
Brochier et al. (2004) found that while the highest-eigenvalue principal component 
could explain over 60% of the EMG variance, the set of five lowest-eigenvalue PCs 
were together able to correctly sort 90% of the objects handled by the monkey in a 
discriminant analysis. Similarly, Santello et al. (1998) found that over 80% of the 
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 variance in human kinematic joint recordings could be explained by only two 
principal components, but that additional higher-order principal components were 
informative (in an information theoretic sense) about the objects subjects were asked 
to imagine holding. (In Chapter 2 I perform a similar discriminant analysis.) 
Such results, in combination with qualitatively consistent studies applying PCA 
to human hand posture (e.g. Santello, Flanders & Soechting, 1998), suggest that the 
variance in kinematic and EMG data in manual tasks is predominantly the result of 
overarching postural transitions (e.g. opening of the hand), and is relatively 
independent of proposed grasp taxonomies. In the present study, one or even two 
time-varying muscle synergies  may have explained far less of the variability in the 
task than in the above studies (Figure 1-8), though as described earlier this level of 
variance explained is highly sensitive to data preparation parameters. The extraction 
algorithm also does not lend itself to identification of “significant” synergies in the 
way that PCA identifies components with large or small eigenvalues. Nevertheless, 
the results seem to indicate that three synergies are appropriate to explain a large 
amount of the variance in the data (Fig. 1-8), and in doing so identify distinct 
muscle coordination patterns (Fig. 1-9). In linearly reconstructing the data (Fig. 1-
10), these synergies furthermore demonstrated instances of parametric relationship to 
object properties (Fig. 1-11), in particular object mass (Fig. 1-12). They were also 
recruited at consistent but distinct points that spanned each averaged trial (Fig. 1-
13). 
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 Table 1-1   Muscles implanted. Muscles are grouped both by crude anatomical location, and within 
each region by a general caudal-rostral or radial-medial ordering. Monkeys G0 and G1 (Chapters 1-
3) and R0 and R1 (Chapters 4-6) were each implanted over the course of one to three surgeries. 
Muscles implanted in common between the two “grasping” or two “reaching” paradigm monkeys, 
and still viable by the time of the primary recordings presented here, are indicated by × symbols. 
Muscles recorded uniquely in one monkey are shown by × symbols. Muscles that had degraded and 
were excluded in the primary analyses (Chapter 1, 2, and 4) are coded by — symbols. (Some of the 
muscles were still viable in the recordings presented in Chapters 3 and 5.) Several muscles (e.g. 
abductor pollicis longus) were implanted only once in one monkey but twice in another monkey. 
 
G0 G1 R0 R1
back region rhomboideus major × ×
trapezius (caudal) × ×
trapezius (rostral) × ×
pectoral region pectoralis major (caudal) × ×
pectoralis major (rostral) × ×
scapular region clavodeltoideus/cleidodeltoideus (anterior) × × ×
acromiodeltoideus (medial) × ×
spinodeltoideus (posterior) — × —
infraspinatus —
supraspinatus × ×
teres major × —
upper arm biceps brachii (lateral) × ×
biceps brachii (medial) × ×
brachialis × ×
brachioradialis × ×
triceps brachii, long head × ×
triceps brachii, short head (radial/medial) × × ×
triceps brachii, short head (ulnar/lateral) × × ×
forearm flexor carpi radialis × —
palmaris longus × ×
flexor digitorum sublimis (radial) ×
flexor digitorum sublimis (ulnar) ×
flexor digitorum profundus (radial) × ×
flexor digitorum profundus (ulnar) × —
flexor carpi ulnaris (lateral) ×
flexor carpi ulnaris (medial) —
extensor carpi radialis brevis ×
abductor pollicis longus ×
abductor pollicis longus (proximal) —
extensor digitorum communis (distal) ×
extensor digitorum communis (proximal) —
extensor digiti secundi & tertii proprius × ×
extensor digiti quarti & quinti proprius × ×
extensor carpi ulnaris — ×
hand (intrinsic) opponens pollicis × ×
abductor pollicis brevis × ×
adductor pollicis × ×
dorsal interossei manus I ×
abductor digiti quinti manus ×
flexor digiti quinti brevis manus — —
opponens digiti quinti manus × ×
×
reaching
×
×
location muscle grasping
×
×
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 Figure 1-1   Time-varying synergy model. a) Two schematic, three-muscle synergy matrices Wi 
describing activity profiles over three muscles ms. Muscle activity is denoted by the brightness within 
the plots. Note that these synergies are able to capture non-synchronous coactivation between the 
muscles. The time profiles below each matrix are icons depicting the average activation across the 
three muscles. In b) the synergies are used to fit two behavioral episodes. The muscle activity is 
represented by the black envelope. The reconstruction is achieved by solving for optimal, 
independent activation weights csi and and timing coefficients tsi, specific to each episode s and 
synergy i (Adapted from d’Avella et al., 2003). 
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 Figure 1-2   The transportation task. Each monkey was trained to transport plastic objects between 
two wells mounted in front of it on a tray. After many days of practice with a training sphere, the 
monkeys were exposed to novel objects, presented in a pseudorandom fashion. The monkeys were 
required to reach the object within 1 s and then bring it to rest in the target well in 1 s, and to 
complete ten such successful trials (in any combination of the two possible target locations) before 
being given a new object. Behavioral information was limited to event times triggered by pressing the 
start button or crossing the photosensors. 
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 Figure 1-3   Object set used in grasping paradigm. The objects presented to each monkey included 
the training object (a sphere) and 23 novel objects including a) five additional spheres, b) five cubes, 
and five cylinders each of variable c) width, d) height, or e) concavity. One of the cylinders was 
common to each of the three cylinder shape categories (and was presented to the monkeys in equal 
frequencies with each of the other objects). For each object shape, the critical object dimension (e.g. 
width) was varied in a regular fashion. In Chapter 1, I describe each monkey’s exposure to only a 
subset of these objects. For each monkey the remaining objects were presented in a subsequent 
bject set described in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3 I used only the training sphere size, one of the cube 
sizes, and the prototypical cylinder, but in one of the experiments I varied the mass of these objects. 
 
o
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Muscle locations targeted in grasping paradigm. Between 18 and 24 intramuscular EMG elec
muscles of the shoulder, upper arm, forearm, and hand, in three separate surgeries on both monkeys G0 and G1
here includes 18 electrodes from each monkey, the others having been rejected based on high cross-correlat
developed within the months between implantation and these recordings. These muscles are colored and labele
arm, b) ventral hand, and c) medial forearm. (Figures adapted from Howell & Straus, 1971.) 
 
trodes were implanted in the 
. The muscle set presented 
ion or other artifacts that 
d in views of the a) lateral 
 
Figure 1-4   
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Intramuscular electrode construction. The electrodes were designed to maximize the 
orded between the two electrode wires penetrating the muscle when action 
 recorded fibers. From the spatial wavelength of these action potentials the 
d) was calculated to be on the order of 10 mm; I used 
 15 mm. The size of the exposure on each wire (l=[1,3] mm) and its 
t to the 2-mm wide wax bead was chosen relative to the expected muscle 
s physically but not electrically, and 
e of the muscle. 
Figure 1-5   
differential voltage rec
potentials pass along the
proper spacing of the exposed wire lengths (
distances between 8 and
placement with respec
thickness (t=[6,10 mm]). The wax bead attached the two wire
anchored them on one sid
 
 Figure 1-6   Sample transportation task trial. a) Highpass-filtered EMG activity is shown for a 
sample rightward-directed trial performed by monkey G1 with a small-sized cube (c03). The 
ordinate of each muscle represents voltage normalized to the peak voltage recorded on any muscle 
during the trial. Behavioral events are estimated based on signals from pressure sensors (monkey G0) 
or photosensors (G1) mounted in the wells. Sample screenshots accompanying these times at right 
were taken from video recorded by a camera suspended above the monkey. The events included: b) 
start button release (green), c) object removal (yellow), d) target well arrival (orange), and e) trial 
success and reward delivery (red). Despite the kinematic markers placed on the joints of the fingers 
d hand of monkey G1, the movements for both monkeys were difficult to characterize with 
precise 3D kinematics, particularly given only a single overhand camera view. 
 
an
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Event-aligned, averaged EMG in the transportation task. For the purposes of this figure (b
rectified but pre-filtered and pre-integrated EMG activity was averaged across all trials transporting the canon
well by monkey a) G0 and b) G1. The event used to align the EMG prior to averaging was the time of obj
sensors located in the origin well. I found empirically that this time divided the reach and transport comp
1.5:1 ratio of reach to transport times in both monkeys, despite the two-fold difference in the two monkey
activity in a -0.9/+0.6 s (G0) or -0.45/+0.3 s (G1) window around this alignment time of was averaged over a
performed by each monkey with each object. The ordinate represents voltage at the same scale for all musc
abd.: abductor; add.: adductor; opp.: opponens; digit.: digitorum.) 
 
ut not subsequent analysis), the 
ical sphere to the right target 
ect removal registered by the 
onents of the behavior into a 
s’ movement latencies. EMG 
ll 40 selected, rightward trials 
les. (fl.: flexor; ext.: extensor; 
 
Figure 1-7   
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rtation task. A small number of time-
extracted from the 18-muscle, 11- or 13-object, single-direction, 40-trial-
moval-aligned EMG data, after additional processing including median baseline 
ss-filtering, half-rectification, 20-Hz lowpass-filtering, 20- or 10-ms 
the maximum EMG activity in each muscle across the entire 
ated five times; the solid lines represent the maximal variance 
synergies. The curves were roughly similar for both monkeys a) G0 
y fitting these synergies to the same 
n each of the procedures enumerated above, and hence cannot be taken as 
m. Nevertheless, it was clear that while successively 
ance in these datasets, this gain was diminished 
e threshold variance explained conservatively 
by 18 single-muscle “synergies.” 
Figure 1-8   EMG variance accounted for in the transpo
varying synergies were 
subselected, object re
removal, 50-Hz highpa
integration, and normalization to 
experiment. Each extraction was repe
accounted for by two to eight 
and b) G1. The amount of EMG variance accounted for b
dataset was dependent o
an absolute measure of the success of the algorith
higher numbers of synergies can explain more vari
beyond three synergies. The dotted line shows th
estimated by reconstructing the data 
 
 Figure 1-9   Synergy structures in the transportation task. The extractions that generated the 
maximal variance-explained score (79%) at three synergies in Figure 1-8 produced the synergy 
matrices shown in for monkey a) G0 and b) G1. Note that monkey G0’s synergies were 
operationalized as twice the duration of G1’s. Color intensity refers to the degree of ascribed EMG 
activity, as per the reference bar on right. (The colors themselves are chosen arbitrarily to help give 
visual continuity with the figures that follow in this chapter and beyond.) Muscle channels not 
recorded in either monkey are filled in with black in the synergy matrices. Synergies have been 
normalized to the same level of peak intensity within each matrix. For each monkey the synergies 
have been ordered in terms of decreasing similarity, as indicated by the cross-correlation score above 
the synergies of monkey G1. 
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 Figure 1-10   EMG reconstruction by linearly combined muscle synergies. Shown are the trial 
averages from the series of cubes transported in the rightward direction by monkey G0.  In each case 
the EMG activity can be reconstructed by linear summation of the three independently scaled and 
shifted synergies (colored as in Fig. 1-9). The integrated EMG activity is shown as the grey envelope 
for each muscle; superimposed on this in red is the reconstructed activity. The scaling and timing are 
represented by the height and offset of the icons representing each synergy at bottom.  
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 Figure 1-11   Amplitude modulation of synergies by object properties. The data are grouped by 
object shape and size, as shown schematically below the abscissa. Note that no error bars can be 
plotted as each point represents a single, averaged condition fit by the synergies. Also note that the 
coefficient units on the ordinate are somewhat arbitrary as they are based on the reconstruction of 
normalized EMG data by the extracted synergies. Finally, note that for monkey G1, the three 
cylinder sets were united by a prototypical cylinder, plotted thrice. 
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 Figure 1-12   One synergy from each monkey appears correlated with object scale. a) The amplitude 
coefficient assigned to the second of the two synergies for each monkey and object condition in 
Figure 1-11 is plotted against object mass (rather than the dimension I explicitly manipulated, such 
as cylinder height). The correlations between these variables are given in the legend. b) A modest 
correlation between the amplitude coefficients of the remaining two synergies is also evident for each 
monkey. 
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 Figure 1-13   Timing modulation of synergies by object properties. The ordinate plots the time of 
each synergy’s peak activity (after averaging across muscles) relative to the time of object removal, 
itself fixed at 0.9 or 0.45 s into the trials of monkey a) G0 or b) G1, respectively. 
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 2 Muscle Synergy Generalization in Grasping Behaviors 
 
I examined the generalization of three muscle synergies derived from each of two monkeys 
performing a reach-to-grasp and transport behavior with a variety of objects. While I 
previously found that only one of the three synergies was reasonably conserved between 
monkeys, here I found that two of each monkey’s synergies were present regardless of 
whether the monkey transported the objects in a leftward or rightward direction, and 
despite direction-related changes in the EMG patterns and the duration of both the reach-
to-grasp and transport movements. A similar degree of generalization was evident when 
each monkey was later exposed to a set including novel object shapes or sizes, despite the 
passage of time between these objects sets. When one of the monkeys was presented with 
cylindrical objects after having first been trained on spheres and cubes, two of its three 
synergy structures were preserved. When the second monkey was presented with spheres, 
cubes, and cylinders interposed in size between its familiar objects, all three of the synergies 
appeared to be present. In all of these contrasts both a reach-related synergy and an object-
related synergy were evident, based either on comparisons of synergy structure and/or of the 
modulation of synergy scaling coefficients with object mass, respectively. The moderate 
degree of generalization evident in these contrasts may have been compromised by the 
time-varying synergy model’s inability to characterize non-parametric changes in the 
involvement of muscle subsets or in the relative timing and duration of muscle phases 
within the synergies, each likely due to over-representation of one variable (e.g. movement 
direction) uniquely present within one of the datasets. In all of these contrasts, a similarly 
low number of synergies appeared appropriate for describing the data, based on the profile 
of EMG variance explained by reconstruction of the dataset as a linear combination of the 
synergies (79-88%). A reduced but still substantial degree of EMG variance (50-56%) 
was captured by only three synergies when the data across behavioral conditions defined by 
object location and identity were pooled together, and the trials representing each 
condition were not averaged together. Moreover, the scalar coefficients associated with 
these synergies were able to convey a reasonable amount (42-48%) of the information 
defined by these task parameters. 
 
 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
2.1.1 Tests of within-subject muscle synergy generalization 
 
In the previous chapter I identified a small number of synergies in the patterns of 
EMG activity observed in natural reach-to-grasp and transportation movements of 
the hand as two monkeys interacted with a variety of objects. I demonstrated that 
different behavioral conditions could be generated with good accuracy by 
combinations of just three synergies, each specified with particular amplitude and 
timing coefficient. I further demonstrated a parametric modulation of one of these 
synergies as a function of object mass. 
One caveat about these data was that they were reconstructed by synergies 
derived from the same dataset. In this chapter I therefore compare synergies extracted 
from different datasets to see whether they are similar. In Chapter 1 I introduced the 
primary methods of comparison when I contrasted the synergy sets extracted from 
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 the two monkeys. In doing so I found that two of the three muscle synergies 
extracted from the monkeys appear markedly different, even among the subset of 
2.1.2 
vel datasets, primarily in terms of both their 
spatiotemporal structure and their modulation with object properties. I consider a 
lation between the 
these datasets is superior to a baseline level of at-chance 
vari
base
muscles that were implanted in common between the monkeys. However, one 
additional synergy from each monkey demonstrated a functional correlation (with 
object weight) even though its structure (represented as a matrix of muscles and time 
points) was not shared. 
In this chapter I consider several within-subject tests of the generalization of these 
synergies. In particular, I consider: 1) how well synergies derived from reach-to-grasp 
and transportation movement in one direction across the workspace (as in the 
previous chapter) generalize to movements in the opposite direction; and 2) how well 
the synergies explain muscle activity variation in handling an entirely novel set of 
objects. The first comparison involves two datasets that were collected in an 
interleaved fashion (wherein rightward and leftward movements were alternated 
according to the monkey’s choice). The latter comparison involves datasets that were 
separated temporally, and hence allows me to discuss retention of these synergies over 
time. (Conservation of synergies over learning rather than the simple passage of time 
is something I discuss in the chapters that follow.) In the second comparison, the 
novel object set presented to each monkey was also distinct. Monkey G0 had 
previously experienced a set of 11 spheres and cubes (as described in Chapter 1) but 
then was exposed to a new set of 13 cylinders of variable curvature, height and width. 
Monkey G1, like G0, was presented over two months with two consecutive sets of 
objects. However, its second set contained objects systematically interposed in scale 
between the first-set objects, allowing more concrete predictions about the patterns 
of generalization. 
 
Predictions about the generalization of synergy structure and modulation 
 
All of these tests are correlational in nature, given that I attempt to describe 
previously-recorded EMG activity as a linear superposition of several muscle 
primitives. Here I test the conservation of these synergies between the dataset of the 
previous chapter and the no
synergy structure to be “conserved” across two datasets if the corre
best-matched synergies in 
correlation (calculated as in Chapter 1). Conservation is further indicated if the same 
patterns of synergy coefficient modulation are observed.  
An additional basis for synergy generalization could be a comparable degree of 
ance explained by the two sets of synergies in their respective datasets. Another 
reasonable test of synergy conservation would be to fit the novel dataset with 
synergies derived from the baseline dataset. Although I have employed this approach 
in the past, I do not do so here given that it could obscure the emergence or 
disappearance of synergies within the novel dataset. 
Beyond drawing correlations between the datasets, I am able to make hypotheses 
about the modulation of the matched synergies when they are fit to the novel data, 
d on the trends I observed in the previous chapter. In particular, in Chapter 1 I 
found that the scaling coefficient of one of three synergies extracted from each 
monkey (#2 in each case) was strongly correlated with object mass (Fig. 1-12a). 
Another synergy that I tentatively identified as underlying the reaching portion of the 
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 trials (#1 in each case) appeared structurally consistent between monkeys (Fig. 1-9). 
The third synergy extracted from each monkey may have had a role in generating 
more proximal joint rotations. 
Hence I expect that in comparison 1—with the same object set but a different 
movement direction—both the reach-related and object-related synergies (#1 and 
#2) will still be present, and the latter will still possess a strong correlation to object 
mas
 
2.1.3 
 analyses involved trial-averaged datasets (Brochier et al., 2004) 
specially prepared to minimize non-systematic variability in the EMG data. To study 
te the 
predictive power of the synergy coefficients alone, I introduce in this chapter a 
disc
which the given task 
con
bed by an information theoretic 
esti
s. Recall that the start button was located on the left of the tray, and hence the 
initial reach-to-grasp involved a rightward movement regardless of object location. 
The transportation component of each trial, in contrast, involved a different 
movement direction, and this may be reflected in a substitution of another synergy 
(for #3 above). In comparison 2—with the same rightward trials but a different 
object set with novel shapes (G0) or interposed sizes (G1)—I make the same 
predictions, except that I expect all synergies (including each monkey’s synergy #3) 
to be preserved since the overall movement of the arm was similar. I expect 
particularly well-conserved synergies from monkey G1, given both that its novel 
objects spanned the same object dimensions as the familiar objects, and that the 
objects were introduced one-a-day into old dataset (displacing one familiar object 
each time). Given the lack of any systematic synergy scaling with object shape, I do 
not expect to see shape-specific synergies to be extracted from the trials performed by 
monkey G0 with novel cylindrical objects.  
Trial-to-trial variability described by synergy modulation 
 
The foregoing
the variation of synergistic recruitment with task parameters, and to demonstra
riminant analysis (Johnson & Wichern, 2002). This technique has been used 
previously in studies of human hand kinematics (Santello & Soechting, 1998; 
Santello, Flanders & Soechting, 1998) to discriminate between a large set of objects 
grasped by subjects while wearing kinematic gloves. 
Here I demonstrate discriminability of behavioral conditions based on scaling 
and time coefficients associated with extracted EMG synergies. The result of the 
analysis can be presented as a b × b “confusion matrix” (Johnson & Phillips, 1981) of 
b behavioral conditions, defined here by objects and movement directions. Each 
element of the matrix represents the proportion of trials for 
dition (row) was successfully assigned to the target task condition (column) rather 
than another task condition. The assignment to a target task condition is made by a 
least squares fit in a linear discriminant space formed by a combination of the 
synergy scaling and timing coefficients (rather than within the original muscle space). 
The overall probability of making a correct assignment according to the 
discriminant analysis above can be succinctly descri
mate of the “information” about behavioral conditions transmitted by the synergy 
coefficient dimensions (e.g. Hatsopoulos et al., 1998; see Shannon, 1948). This 
quantity is also known as “mutual information”. Previous investigators (Santello & 
Soechting, 1998/2000) have converted this quantity into a “sensorimotor efficiency 
index” (SME) by taking the ratio of the information transmitted by kinematic or 
postural primitives with the maximum amount of information that could 
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 theoretically be transmitted about behavioral conditions. (A related “visual-motor 
efficiency” statistic was calculated by Sakitt, 1980.) I describe the derivation of these 
quantities in the Methods, below. 
 
2.2 
 
2.2.1 
 
 
2.2.2 
 
 the monkey’s synergies derived from the 
first and second object sets. For monkey G0, this second set was presented 
ed all 13 cylinders (the 
prototypical cylinder plus h01-h04, w02-w05, and a02-a05). In contrast, with 
mo
each time replacing one of the 
obj
 
2.2.3 
 
METHODS 
Subjects 
As in Chapter 1. 
Paradigm 
Transportation task   As in Chapter 1. 
Objects   As in Chapter 1. 
 
Object sets   As described in Chapter 1, each monkey experienced the same set of 24 
objects (with the exception of two spheres unique to each monkey). However, this set 
was divided into two separate sets, the first containing either 11 (monkey G1) or 13 
(G0) objects. Here I look at the similarity of
pseudorandomly on four sessions spanning 8 days, and includ
nkey G1 I tried to remove any confound of object presentation sequence and 
object shape. This monkey’s second set thus included an interleaved subset of the 
object span defined by the first object set (e.g. spheres s03, s05, s07 and cubes c04, 
c06; cf. Chapter 1 Methods). Three of the objects (s03, a01, and h01) were actually 
outside of this span, instead extending it towards the “small” end of the span. All 
these objects were presented over fourteen sessions spanning 21 days. Unlike the 
prior object presentations for both monkeys G0 and G1, the second set of monkey 
G1’s objects was introduced one object per day, 
ects presented in the earlier dataset. My analysis only considers the novel objects 
handled during this period, not the accompanying familiar objects that were 
gradually being displaced by the novel objects. (During these latter days, monkey G1 
also handled three additional objects not experienced by monkey G0, and not 
reported here.) Note that while only one day passed between the two object sets 
experienced by monkey G0, nine days passed between the two object presentation 
schemes described above for G1. Each monkey performed “leftward” and 
“rightward” trials in alternation, allowing me to study generalization of movement 
patterns between these two datasets without possible confounds of time. 
Recording/Stimulation 
 
Event markers   As in Chapter 1. 
Muscle set   As in Chapter 1. 
Muscle implantation   As in Chapter 1. 
Electrode construction   As in Chapter 1. 
EMG data collection   As in Chapter 1. 
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2.2.4 
 
Trial alignment   As in Chapter 1. 
EMG data preprocessing   As in Chapter 1. 
s in Chapter 1. 
 
nstruction   As in Chapter 1. 
Synergy extraction   As in Chapter 1. For the discriminant analysis described below 
ther the first and second object sets and the leftward and rightward 
trials performed by each monkey, and did not average together the 40 trials in each 
ndition (as I did in the other analyses of this chapter and Chapter 1). I 
was only able to extract up to three synergies (rather than eight) as further extractions 
tionally demanding. I did repeat the 
action five times, however (as in previous analyses). 
Analysis 
Trial selection   A
Data reco
I also pooled toge
behavioral co
from such a large dataset were too computa
three-synergy extraction extr
 
Synergy set selection   As in Chapter 1. 
Synergy comparison   As in Chapter 1. 
 
Sensorimotor efficiency   For the 48 behavioral conditions (2 directions × 24 
objects) the entropy of the behavioral variations was straightforward to calculate since 
the probability of any of these conditions (after selecting 40 trials per condition) was 
identical. In particular,  
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The entropy defined by all the possible combinations of synergy coefficients, 
H(synergy) was calculated in a similar fashion (although all these possible 
combinations were weighted by the frequency with which each actually occurred in 
reconstructing the data). A joint entropy H(behavior,synergy) was derived in the same 
manner, by taking the possible and observed combinations of behavioral states and 
synergy coefficients observed in the dataset. The “mutual information” between 
H(behavior) and H(synergy) is the degree to which one set of data (e.g. synergy 
coefficients) can be used to predict the other set of data (behavioral states), as 
measured by the informational “bits” that are shared. Its formulation was: 
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he sensorimotor efficiency was expressed as: T
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This expression takes as denominator the entropy (or information content) contained 
 experienced by the monkey, and as 
bout these conditions by synergy scaling 
within the variability of task conditions
numerator the information transmitted a
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 and timing coefficients. As a baseline level for the SME, I simply randomized the 
conditions before calculating I(behavior,synergy) and computed the 
resulting SME. Over ten repetitions, the value for monkey G0 was 9 ± 1%, while 
 a value of 10% to be a minimal SME threshold. 
 
 
2.3 RESULTS 
 
2.3.1 
 and 
1’s day 10), these were not associated with the introduction of the second set of 
several days of monkey G1’s recording were 
 artifacts; see Chapter 1 Methods.) Hence 
is dataset was not ideally suited to address questions of motor learning or 
n 26 and 174 blocks in the case of G1). 
The overall stability of performance is further evident in Figure 2-2, which 
depicts the duration of each of the reach and transport components among the 
rewarded trials of each monkey and target well location. (The nonsystematic 
ariability that remained in the timing measures was one motivation for my 
 either on 
e left or on the right), an inverse modulation of the transport component is also 
visible. This sensitivity of transport duration is apparent even though the distance 
2.3.2 Generalization across object locations 
 
The unexpected dependence of transport (as well as reach) duration on object 
cation (Fig. 2-3) prompted the single-movement-direction analysis in Chapter 1, 
behavioral 
that for G1 was 10 ± 1%. I thus take
Stability of behavior 
 
Figure 2-1 summarizes for each monkey and tranportation direction the 
performance on each block of trials with both the first and second object sets, as 
measured by the fraction of trials that were rewarded. These plots demonstrate that, 
given the behavioral measures available, the behavior was generally stable over days of 
practice. Although there were reductions in performance (e.g. on G0’s day 7
G
objects on day 6 for each monkey. (Also, 
not included in the analysis due to EMG
th
adaptation (cf. Chapter 4). The monkeys’ overall accuracy levels were similar even 
though they differed both in their experimental history (see Chapter 1 Methods) and 
in their motivation (completing between 17 and 62 10-trial blocks a day in the case 
of monkey G0, or betwee
v
subselection from among all trials in each object × movement direction condition 
those 40 whose reach and transport durations were both closest to the mean 
durations; see Chapter 1 Methods). 
One additional feature apparent from the data in Figure 2-2 was an interaction 
between reach and transportation movement durations as a function of 
transportation direction. This trend is shown more clearly in Figure 2-3, which plots 
the distributions of each of these durations. These histograms reveal a 
complementarity of these durations between leftward and rightward trials. Even 
though the reach component necessarily varied with object placement (because the 
start button was on the left side of the tray while the object could be placed
th
between the left and right wells was a constant 20 cm. 
 
lo
where I focused on synergy modulation with a richer set of behavioral conditions as 
defined by object size or shape. Further rationale for this initial restriction was the 
dependence of EMG activity on object placement (e.g. for monkey G1 in Fig. 2-4)—
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 even in the initial reach-to-grasp portion of the trials, which invariably required a 
rightward movement of the arm from the button towards the object on the tray. 
Here I consider how well synergy structures were nevertheless preserved across object 
locations. Figure 2-5 depicts monkey G0’s synergies extracted from leftward as well 
as rightward transportation movements. Figure 2-6 does the same for G1. The r2 
curves shown in Figures 2-5c and 2-6c suggest that extraction of more than three 
s relatively little further variance in the EMG data for either the 
leftward or the rightward movements. Furthermore, the leftward transportation data 
 than the rightward data with three synergies—or only two 
synergies in the case of monkey G1. 
r synergy having a 
sim
ns (Fig. 2-6ab). The amplitude coefficients 
asso
2.3.3 
ce explained by the synergies, 
independent extraction of 2-8 synergies from each dataset revealed a consistent 
 synergy structure, Figures 2-7ab and 2-8ab 
reveal that two of monkey G0’s synergies, and all three of G1’s, had correlation 
scor
synergies explain
are even better explained
For both monkeys (in particular G0), two of the three synergies were matched at 
above the 0.75 correlation threshold (Fig. 2-5ab and 2-6ab). For each monkey the 
synergy that was best-correlated across reach directions was the first of the three (#1), 
which was also the only synergy that was well-correlated between the two monkey’s 
rightward-trial synergies (Fig. 1-9). Even in these well-matched synergies, however, 
there were differences evident at the level of individual muscles, for instance the 
second phase of activation ascribed to many muscles of G1’s first synergy (Fig. 2-
5ab), or the involvement of the deltoid in monkey G1 (Fig. 2-6ab). 
Among the less well-matched synergies, the synergy that demonstrated a 
dependence in its amplitude coefficient with object mass among rightward trials (#2 
of each set) also appeared to be present in monkey G0’s leftward movements, with 
the same dependence on mass (Fig. 2-5d). In monkey G1’s leftward movements, its 
mass-related synergy appeared to have been replaced by anothe
ilar dependence on mass (Fig. 2-6d). For both monkeys, the mass-dependence of 
this synergy appears to have been modulated by reach direction, as shown by the 
slopes of the linear fits. For both monkeys, the relation to mass of the object-related 
synergy was accentuated for the leftward trials. 
The remaining synergy (#3) did not appear to have been conserved between 
monkey G0’s leftward and rightward datasets (Fig. 2-5ab), or was only marginally 
similar in monkey G1’s extractio
ciated with the novel synergy #3 had either an inverse (Fig. 2-5e) or no (Fig. 2-
6e) relationship with the coefficients assigned to the first synergy, again suggesting no 
homology with the remaining synergy of the rightward-transport datasets. 
 
Generalization to a second set of novel objects 
 
In contrast to the foregoing results, there was a superior conservation of synergies 
when they were extracted from different object sets, either introduced all at once one 
day after the first object set (monkey G0) or one novel object per day beginning nine 
days after the first object set (G1). In terms of varian
profile (Figs. 2-7c and 2-8c). In terms of
es above the baseline 0.75 level. Monkey G1’s synergies, in particular, were all 
matched with correlation scores of 0.89 or above. 
The exception in monkey G0’s case had a near-threshold score; the novel synergy 
in the pair appeared to be distinguished principally by greater involvement of 
forearm flexors (Fig. 2-7ab; e.g. flexor carpi radialis). I considered the possibility that 
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 three synergies were an insufficient number to retain both G0’s original synergy #3 
and its novel, cylinder-set-related synergy. Also, based on the r2 explained curve in 
Figure 2-7c, four synergies appear to have considerably greater explanatory power in 
reconstructing the second dataset than do three synergies. However, after comparing 
the highest-r2 extraction of three synergies from monkey G0’s first dataset and four 
synergies from its second dataset, the three best matches (scored 0.94, 0.80, and 
0.73) still contained only two reasonably well-matched synergy pairs (data not 
shown). 
Although monkey G0’s third, novel synergy may have been structurally unrelated 
to its prior third synergy (Fig. 2-7ab), its modulation in reconstructing the different 
obj
 
2.3.4 Dis
 was 66% and 68% respectively; not 
sho
bore little 
structural similarity to each other (correlation scores of 0.64 and 0.57 for G0 and 
igures 2-9b and 2-10b give the confusion matrices describing the correct 
assi
n 
and
ect conditions was similar. In particular, this synergy’s coefficients remained 
modestly, and negatively, correlated to those of the preserved reach-related synergy. 
This functional conservation was also evident between monkey G1’s reach-related 
and third synergies (Fig. 2-8e), although (as before) the direction of the relationship 
was positive for this monkey. As for the object-related synergy, both in the familiar 
and the novel object sets its amplitude coefficient remained strongly, and positively, 
modulated with object mass (Figs. 2-7d, 2-8d). 
criminability of object location and identity 
 
Figures 2-9a and 2-10a depict the synergies that were extracted from each 
monkey’s data when these data were pooled across objects and movement directions, 
and not averaged within each of the 48 resulting movement conditions. Despite the 
much greater quantity of data, these synergies were able to explain 56% and 50% of 
the variance in monkey G0 and G1’s pooled datasets, respectively. (When three 
synergies were extracted from the same population of trials without these having first 
been averaged together, the variance explained
wn) For each monkey two of these synergies could be paired (with a similarity 
score between 0.76 and 0.94) to two of the monkeys’ synergies presented in Chapter 
1 and reprinted in Figures 2-5a and 2-6a. Recalling the pattern of similarities evident 
in comparisons of the separate leftward and rightward datasets, the matched synergies 
in G0’s case were the first two shown in the plots, while the matched synergies in 
G1’s case were the first and the third. The unmatched synergies again 
G1). 
F
gnment of object location and identity based only on knowledge of these 
synergies’ coefficients. The clustering of assignments along the diagonal indicates that 
trials were frequently assigned a correct task condition (or a related one, as per the 
ordering of these conditions along the axes). For monkey G0, the set of just three 
amplitude and three timing coefficients could correctly predict the object location 
(with only two possibilities) on 86% of the trials, the object location and shape (10 
possibilities) on 41% of trials, and the location, shape, and size (48 possibilities) on 
26% of the trials. For monkey G1, the discriminability was superior. The coefficients 
could correctly predict the object location on 99% of the trials, the object locatio
 shape on 51% of trials, and the location, shape, and size on 37% of the trials. 
Particularly in the case of monkey G0 (e.g. with the sphere and cube classificiation in 
Figure 2-9b), it may have been the case that objects at the extremes of each shape 
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 class were classified better than those of intermediate mass. Summarizing these 
relations over all conditions, the relative degree of information contained in this 
small set of coefficients, as measured by the SME index (see Methods), was 42% for 
monkey G0 and 48% for monkey G1. For both monkeys these values well exceeded 
the 10% threshold defining coincidental mutual information between the coefficient 
and behavioral condition data. 
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ealed a surprising modulation of 
transport as well as reach durations as a function of object placement (Fig. 2-3). 
ime to complete each of the reach 
and transport components, this complementarity may reflect the monkeys’ 
com
lated by reach direction (Figs. 2-5d and 2-6d). Judging by the slopes of the 
line
SCUSSION 
 
Time-varying synergies and changes in temporal scaling of muscle activity 
Despite the poor conservation of synergy structures found between monkeys in 
Chapter 1, some within-monkey generalization across behavioral conditions was 
evident in the comparisons presented in this chapter. Object location was the first 
variable presented as a test of generalization. The behavioral analysis of the 
rightward- and leftward-trial conditions rev
Given that the monkeys were each given a limited t
pensation for the longer reach required on leftward trials (given that the start 
button was on the left and the object was on the right). However, for both monkeys 
(particularly G1) the movement durations were generally well under the 1-s limits, so 
the complementarity of reach and transport times cannot be said to have been 
explicitly enforced by the task design. It is possible that the complementarity was 
instead a carry-over from the monkeys’ training, when their movements could be 
expected to have been slower. 
Because both the reach and the transport components of each monkey’s 
movements appeared to be scaled by object location (Fig. 2-3), this first test of 
generalization proved to be more challenging than I had expected. Indeed, I found 
structural or functional similarity in only two of each monkey’s three extracted 
synergy structures across movement direction conditions (Figs. 2-5 and 2-6). Even 
the synergy I tentatively identified as being involved at or just before the time of 
object contact (i.e. between the reach and transport movements) appeared to be 
modu
ar fits in these figures, this object mass-related synergy was recruited even more 
strongly for heavier objects on leftward trials, perhaps associated with the monkeys’ 
apparent strategy of accelerating their transportation times on leftward trials (Fig. 2-
3). 
Time-varying synergies such as the ones I extracted (d’Avella & Tresch, 2001; 
d’Avella et al., 2003) do not have the feature of capturing (within a single synergy) 
muscle coactivations that can scale in duration. Rather, each synergy reflects a pattern 
of muscle coordination that can only be scaled in amplitude across all muscles, or 
shifted to any point in time within the trial, in order to maximize reconstruction of 
the muscle data. EMG bursts that are prolonged in one dataset will be captured by 
novel synergies—as may have been the case with monkey G1’s second synergy in 
Figure 2-6b. A future modification of the extraction algorithm may allow for a 
temporal scaling parameter as well as the two parameters currently fit to the synergies 
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 (Andrea d’Avella, personal communication). 
Time-varying synergies and changes in the relation between muscle phases 
Another problem for the time-varying synergy model is that fixed, task-imposed 
temporal relationships between 
 
2.4.2 
 
multiple phases of muscle activity will be captured by 
synergies extracted from the data but will transfer poorly to a second dataset in which 
this timing is systematically changed to define a new, fixed relationship between the 
s the second phase that was evident in monkey G0’s third, 
leftward-set synergy (Fig. 2-5b) may have occurred at too great or variable a delay to 
uably 
more a result of the paucity of object locations presented to the monkey rather than a 
lim
lgorithm may also achieve a reduction in the number 
of f
ction of control parameters relative to other data reduction techniques. Models 
of s
muscle phases. Thu
be captured in the best-matched synergy in Figure 2-5a. This failing was arg
itation of the model (something I attempt to rectify in Chapter 4). Nevertheless, a 
second future modification to the time-varying synergy model that I am pursuing is 
to restrict muscle activation within each extracted synergy to a monophasic burst 
(still not necessarily synchronous between muscles). This will be accomplished by 
iteratively optimizing not only the synergy amplitude and timing coefficients but also 
three parameters describing a pseudo-Gaussian waveform of variable scaling, width, 
and temporal delay of each muscle. (The distribution of ascribed muscle activity 
would be “pseudo-Gaussian” because of the independent scaling and width 
parameters.) These latter parameters will be optimized by gradient descent, so that 
the algorithm would iteratively converge towards a minimum of residual EMG error 
within the space defined by the parameters. In order to capture complex, multiple-
motion behaviors like the reach-to-grasp and transportation task studied here, the 
modified algorithm could also allow for multiple instances of each synergy (d’Avella 
& Bizzi, 2005). 
This modification of the a
ixed parameters assumed to give rise to the invariance of the synergy. Note that 
the time-varying synergy algorithm used in this thesis achieves reasonable data 
reconstruction with only a minimal number of free parameters. In particular, each 
synergy is composed of M = 18 muscles vs. T = 50 time points (20- or 10-ms bins), 
but only the amplitude and time delay parameters of S = 3 synergies are allowed to 
vary in reconstructions of the data. Hence a dimensionality of S(MT) (=2700) can be 
said to be coded within the nervous system. (Physiologically-speaking, these 
dimensions would undoubtedly be dependent. For instance, the activity of any one 
muscle within a time-varying synergy is highly related to its activity in the preceding 
timepoints.) Because of the large number of fixed parameters, time-varying synergies 
can hypothetically be recruited by only 2S (=6) free parameters—a dramatic 
redu
ynchronous (or “time-static”) synergies (of dimensionality SM) specify only a 
small fixed dimensionality SM (=54 in this example), but require a much larger free-
parameter dimensionality ST (=150) even when reconstructing a single behavioral 
episode of T samples. (For an empirical comparison of time-varying and synchronous 
synergy extractions see d’Avella and Bizzi, 2005.) Although time is a “free” control 
parameter in the synchronous models, this may also imply a greater control demand 
on the central nervous system. My monophasic restriction, in contrast, assumes both 
a small, fixed set of intrinsic parameters (three pseudo-Gaussian parameters for each 
muscle and synergy; 3MS=162) as well as the few, freely-varied synergy amplitude 
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 and scaling coefficients of the time-varying synergy model (2S=6). 
the objects were introduced one-a-day into old dataset (displacing 
one
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2.4.3 Time-varying synergies and changes in the relation between muscle subsets 
 
A final limitation of the synergy algorithm as applied to these data may have been 
that it was unable to describe non-parametric changes between muscle groupings 
(like muscle phases above) within the synergy. In particular, the structure of the 
synergies suggested some independent modulation of more proximal and more distal 
muscles. Consider the novel synergy found in monkey G0’s cylinder-set data (Fig. 2-
7b), in which the principal difference evident in comparison with the matched 
synergy from the first dataset (Fig. 2-7a) was the involvement of a group of forearm 
flexors. I speculate that the closure of the monkey’s hand involved less individuation 
of the fingers for these cylindrical objects in comparison to the hand postures 
necessary to enclose cubes and spheres; hence the greater involvement of extrinsic 
flexors. 
Similarly, the third synergy observed in monkey G1’s performance on leftward 
trials (Fig. 2-6b) may have recruited a coactivation of forearm extensor and intrinsic 
muscles, along with the more proximal muscle involvement evident in the matched 
synergy in the rightward-trial dataset (Fig. 2-6a). Again, the paucity of movement 
directions given to the monkey may have led to only two predominant patterns of 
coordination between these muscle groupings, such that both leftward and rightward 
datasets were characterized by unique relationships between these groups. 
Only when confounds of transportation direction and object shape were removed 
did the synergies derived from multiple datasets yield the same structures (Fig. 2-
8ab). As I had predicted, synergy structures in this comparison were well conserved, 
given both that 
 object from the familiar set each time), and that the novel objects experienced by 
the monkey spanned the same task dimensions as the familiar objects. Without this 
tight behavioral control, the time-varying synergy extraction algorithm may require 
that synergies be extracted separately from different possible combinations of muscles 
specified a priori according to known anatomical or functional relations between the 
muscles. (The mechanism to do so was introduced in the Methods of Chapter 1, 
where I described the extraction of single-muscle “synergies” derived by a restriction 
of each muscle’s activity to one each of 18 synergies.) 
Variability explained vs. behavioral discriminability 
In terms of EMG variance explained by the synergies, both the rightward- and 
leftward-trial datasets were reasonably well-explained by a small set of synergies (Figs. 
2-5c, 2-6c). That a greater fraction of EMG variability appeared to be explained in 
the leftward dataset (even by two synergies in the case of monkey G0) was an 
unexpected result. Neither monkey’s performance on the leftward trials was more 
accurate than their performance on the rightward trials (Fig. 2-3). Hence the greater 
variance explained by three synergies in the leftward dataset (Figs. 2-5c and 2-6c) is 
not likely due to more stereotyped performance on the left-directed trials. The 
greater variance explained in the leftward dataset is also surprising given that these 
trials involved both a rightward reaching movement from the start button to the 
target followed by a leftward transportation movement. In the rightward dataset, in 
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 contrast, both the reaching and transportation movements were directed in a 
rightward direction, and could presumably have involved a similar set of muscles. 
ore 
consistent when the synergies were extracted from trials performed in the same 
tran
absence of further parametric relationships with object properties suggests 
that
I observed 
an 
tructure of the data, have been 
proposed but not widely accepted or systematically contrasted with the competing 
plained estimates, the SME 
index would not be expected to necessarily increase monotonically as a function of 
syn
 
The profiles of variance explained as a function of synergy number were m
sport direction but with multiple object sets (Figs. 2-7c, 2-8c). Nevertheless, the 
overall level of variance explained in each of these comparisons (r2 = 79-88%) may 
appear low considering that the trials within these datasets were averaged together 
within each object condition. Indeed, the variance explained was substantially lower 
(r2 = 49-54%) when the 40 trials in each condition were not averaged, and when the 
two object sets and two movement directions were pooled together for each monkey 
prior to extraction of the three synergies (Fig. 2-9a, 2-10a). This is arguably still an 
impressive reduction in variability considering that these pooled datasets contained 
160× the data of the previous analyses. But while one synergy in each extraction 
demonstrated a systematic relationship with object scale (Figs. 2-5d, 2-6d, 2-7d, 2-
8d) the 
 the residual EMG variance itself may not be reducible to explicit task 
dimensions. 
This does not mean that the synergies are unable to give a compact description of 
the behavioral variables at play, however. Without regard to the systematic 
relationship of each synergy to task parameters, I found that the coefficients of just 
three synergies were able to convey a large degree of information about object 
properties including shape, size, and location (Figs. 2-9b, 2-10a). Indeed 
apparent dissociation between the variance-explained scores and SME indices 
between the monkeys: three synergies could account for more of the EMG variance 
for monkey G0 (56% vs. 49%) but for less of the behavioral variability it 
encountered (42% vs. 48%). 
I was not able to extract more than three synergies from the pooled dataset due to 
computational resources. With greater resources or a different set of extraction 
parameters selected to reduce the volume of data, the SME index could be a useful, 
independent estimate of the number of dimensions underlying datasets such as these. 
This is particularly true because it takes into account the number of synergies used to 
convey information about the behavioral conditions, unlike the variance-explained 
metric. For this latter quantity, various curve-fitting methods, or model order 
estimates that make particular assumptions about the s
approaches (Tresch et al., 2005). Unlike variance-ex
ergy but might rather peak at a certain number of synergies. 
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2-1   Stability of performance in the transportation task. Shown for all trials in the firs
datasets towards the left (a and b) and right (c and d) target well for monkey G0
and d) are the monkey’s performance on each block of trials, as measured by the fr
 in which the reach and transport components of the trial were within the set time limi
ollowing figures those trials, blocks of trials, or entire days with sensor or EMG artifa
 of monkeys G0 or G1 respectively, were removed from the dataset prior to this analys
r 1 Methods.) Vertical lines represent divisions between days of recording; the thicker
ides the first and second datasets of each monkey. Note that the first set comprised fiv
h monkeys. Note that “blocks” are sets of ten consecutive trials performed with the
in any combination of leftward or rightwards trials as the monkey preferred. The blo
issa of this figure represented the variable numbers of leftward or rightward trials perf
hese 10-trial blocks. 
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 Figure 2-2   Stability of movement times in the transportation task. Shown for all rewarded trials 
towards the left (a and b) and right (c and d) target well for monkey G0 (a and c) and G1 (b and d) 
are the duration of each of the reach and transport components in each trial. Both sides of zero on 
the ordinate are positive. Mean ± S.D. times are displayed for each set of movements. Vertical day 
boundaries are displayed as in Figure 2-1. 
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 Figure 2-3   Distribution of movement times. Histograms of the reach and transport movement 
durations are shown for all rewarded trials towards the left (a and b) or right (c and d) target well for 
monkey G0 (a and c) and G1 (b and d). Superimposed over the histograms are Gaussian fits that 
include the mean ± 2 S.D. of the reach and transport times.  
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 Figure 2-4   Event-aligned, averaged EMG in each direction of transport. For the purposes of this 
figure (but not subsequent analysis), the rectified but pre-filtered and pre-integrated EMG activity 
was averaged across all trials selected from the a) leftward and b) rightward transportation trials 
performed by monkey G1 with object the training sphere (s08). The event used to align the EMG 
rior to averaging was the time of object removal. EMG activity outside a -0.45/+0.3 s window 
around this alignment time was truncated. Each muscle’s activity has been normalized to the same 
voltage level across the two directions, equal to the maximum level of averaged activity observed in 
the muscle in either of the directions. Each muscle’s maximum activity relative to the maximum 
found across all muscles is represented by the scale bars at right. (fl.: flexor; ext.: extensor; abd.: 
abductor; add.: adductor; opp.: opponens; digit.: digitorum.) 
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 Figure 2-5   Synergies derived from G0’s leftward and rightward performance. In a) are the three 
synergies extracted (as in Chapter 1) from data recorded during performance of the reach-to-grasp 
and transportation movements that brought the object from an origin well on the left of the 
workspace to a target well on the right. In b) are synergies extracted from the interposed trials in 
which the monkeys performed the same task with the same set of objects but brought the object 
from the right to the left well. As in the plots that follow, the correlation between these novel 
synergies, aligned according to the ordering of the best-matched synergies as shown in a), are given 
above each synergy. The r2 curves in c), and the like in subsequent plots, depict the variance 
explained by five repetitions each extracting two to eight synergies from the rightward or leftward 
datasets, ±S.D. The plot in d) repeats for both movement directions the correlation between the 
aling coefficient of the second synergy and the object masses handled by the monkey (as in Fig. 1-
12a). The relationship between the remaining amplitude coefficients for both movement directions 
(cf. Fig. 1-12b) is given in e). (Note the “cleavage” evident in midway through the synergies in b is 
an extraction artifact related to the fixed time window allowed for each trial, the fixed temporal 
relationship of this window to the behavior, and the limited number and duration of the synergies 
used to span the behavior.) 
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 Figure 2-6   Synergies derived from G1’s leftward and rightward performance. Panels were prepared 
as for Figure 2-5. 
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 Figure 2-7   Synergies derived from a baseline and novel set of object shapes. Panel a) depicts the 
same baseline synergies from monkey G0 as shown in Figure 2-1a, extracted from EMG data 
escribing the monkey’s rightward transport of a set of 11 spheres and cubes of variable size (and 
mass). In b) are the corresponding synergies extracted from the monkey’s later performance with a 
set of 13 cylinders of variable curvature, height, and width. Panels c), d), and e) are shown as in Fig. 
2-5, but depict the results for G0’s two object sets rather than its two initial object positions. 
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 Figure 2-8   Synergies derived from a baseline and novel set of interposing object sizes. a) The three 
synergies extracted from the muscle activity of monkey G1 as shown in Figure 2-1a, extracted from 
EMG data describing the monkey’s rightward transport of a set 13 spheres, cubes, and cylinders of 
variable curvature, height and width. The synergies extracted from a later dataset performed with 11 
spheres, cubes, and cylinders interposed in size between the objects in its first set are shown in b). 
Panels c), d), and e) are shown as in Fig. 2-5, but depict the results for G1’s two object sets rather 
an its two object positions. 
 
th
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Discriminability of behavioral conditions by synergy coefficients of monkey G0. a) Confusion matrice
(24 objects × 2 directions of movement) performed by monkey G0, using the three synergies derived from this pooled 
Predicted and actual task conditions are represented by the matrix columns and rows, respectively. Horizontal and vert
object classes. The objects within each of these classes were ordered in terms of increasing mass, as shown schematica
objects from each class beside the ordinate and the abscissa. The coefficients associated with each of three synergies 
trials were computed for individual trials and used to predict which task condition was involved in given trials. Th
condition “assignments” is represented by the color of each cell, as shown in the reference bar at right.  
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Figure 2-9   
 Figure 2-10   Discriminability of behavioral conditions by synergy coefficients of monkey G1.  Panels are shown as for monkey G0 in 
Figure 2-9. (The correlation scores in b) give the relation of the synergy structures to those in Fig. 2-6a.) 
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Muscle Synergies and Task-Specificity 
To examine generalization of time-varying muscle synergies beyond a single behavior, I 
presented one monkey with three separate tasks involving the same object. The 
“transportation” task, as before, was designed to elicit a precision grip. A “force” task 
required the monkey to isometrically pull on the object with sustained and controlled 
force. A “sip” task was a spontaneous behavior wherein the monkey translocated the object 
to its mouth and manipulated it as necessary to direct a liquid-filled cavity on the object 
towards its mouth. In all three tasks I considered the EMG activity recorded from a set of 
24 intramuscular electrodes chronically implanted in shoulder, arm and hand muscles. In 
all tasks, I restricted the analysis to a subset of 50 trials and a uniform time window 
around the time of object retrieval or isometric force application. Other spurious 
differences between the datasets were minimized in the task design. Nevertheless, a small 
number (three) of time-varying synergies extracted separately from each task revealed only 
a single common synergy describing a component of the common reaching portion of each 
movement. When I minimized this final, categorical confound by pooling together the 
EMG dataset from each task, I found that only four synergies appeared to be appropriate 
to capture the main variability in the EMG data.  This choice was made not only on the 
basis of the error reconstruction curve, but also a consideration of the structural distinction 
between the four synergies (vs. increasing relatedness among other numbers of synergies 
extracted from the dataset). None of these four synergies appeared to be specific to one 
behavior. Rather each appeared to be recruited to a task-specific degree and with task-
specific timing.  
 
Precision grips vs. power grasps 
Primate hands are capable of more than grasping and holding objects. Iberall and 
MacKenzie (1990) characterize the “output” behavior of the hand with the following 
scheme. As an output device it either manipulates an object by imparting motion to 
it, or stably grasps the object by applying forces needed to keep it in place. 
Morphologically, the prehensile grasps a hand may apply include either a precision 
grip or a power grasp (Iberall & MacKenzie, 1990). Precision grips permit fine 
stabilization and sensory interaction with an object, and allow for small movements 
applied by the fingers. Such movements have been the focus of my analyses up to this 
point. 
Power grasps, by contrast, are used when larger stabilizing forces are anticipated, 
and more contact with the hand surface is needed. With the ulnar-directed deviation 
associated with power grasps (Napier, 1956), motion may be forcefully imparted to 
an object through the arm and wrist (Iberall & MacKenzie, 1990). In the 
transportation task it is unlikely that power grasps were well-sampled. The most 
massive object presented to each monkey in the datasets I described in the previous 
chapter (cylinder w06) was 102 g. Among the objects in the variable-weight set to be 
described in this chapter in the context of adaptation, the most massive was still only 
215 g. In order to stably hold these objects against gravity only 2 N were required. 
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3.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
3.1.1 
 
 Similarly modest levels of force output can be inferred from the task designs used by 
Brochier et al. (2004) and Mason et al. (2004) in their studies of primate grasping. 
 
3.1.2 
opening a jar may involve different grasps as the torque requirements 
change (Napier, 1956). Their taxonomy thus includes more power grasps and 
n postures, than have traditionally been 
t characteristics alone (e.g. Schlesinger, 1919). Still their 
er of fundamental grasps, with perhaps 100 rules 
tansfield, 1988; Cutkosky, 1989). 
In this chapter I therefore introduce another task, the “force” task. For this 
behavior the monkey was required to apply to an object a sustained and controlled 
force exceeding 30 N and directed back along its arm. Early tests with this monkey 
demonstrated that this level of force application was well within its range: I found 
that the monkey could displace at least 4.5 kg of mass attached to a pulley in order to 
pull towards it a connected food reward. Nevertheless, the task required a greater 
length of time to train compared to the transportation task. (An earlier version of the 
task in which I tried to train the monkey to apply an upward force rather than one 
directed towards itself proved too difficult to train.) This task differed from the 
transportation task not only in the degree of force required, but also in being an 
isometric task. (Such behaviors are frequently studied because they avoid various 
biomechanical complexities such as muscle viscosity and inertial forces.) 
Grasps vs. manipulatory behaviors 
 
Grasping rather than manipulatory behavior was the focus of my previous 
investigations as both precision and power grasps can be more easily classified, both 
in terms of appearance and function. Cutkosky and Howe (1990) have proposed a 
preliminary hierarchy of grasp choice, based on detailed observation of the grasps 
chosen by human machinists. They suggest that grasp choices are made according to 
both object geometry and, following Napier (1956), task requirements. Even a 
simple task like 
precision grips, as well as side oppositio
considered based on objec
taxonomy includes a finite numb
needed to choose between them (S
While power and precision grasps are relatively easy to characterize, Klatzky et al. 
(1990) and Lederman and Klatzky (1996) do provide a further classification for 
manipulative and exploratory hand movements, as well as other non-prehensile 
postures in which the hand interacts with an object but the fingers do not close about 
it. Such behaviors have also been studied in nonhuman primates; for instance, 
Lawrence and Kuypers (1968) used a “Klüver board” containing wells from which 
monkeys could extract morsels of food using their index finger with help from the 
thumb. A similar setup was used in studies by Miller et al. (1993), Nudo et al. 
(1996), and McKiernan et al. (1998, 2000). 
I have similarly recorded data during both monkeys’ interaction with a Klüver 
board setup. But for this analysis I sampled from manipulatory behaviors in another, 
more controllable fashion, by having the monkey reach for an object and rotate it as 
required in order to extract a small volume of liquid contained inside. This task 
differs from both the transportation and the pulling behavior not only in the 
kinematics but in being an untrained behavior. As I discovered, the monkey was 
spontaneously able to recognize (and extract) the intrinsic reward value of these 
liquid-loaded objects. 
All of these tasks were presented to the monkey over the course of several days of 
recording. Only one object—the canonical sphere—was used. In an additional 
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 analysis, I thus tested whether EMG recorded during reach-to-grasp and transport 
with only this one object decomposed into the same muscle synergies as did a dataset 
reco
 
 
3.2 
 
3.2.1 
collected from monkey G1 (see Chapter 1). 
Additional EMG data from a reduced set of intramuscular electrodes were collected 
dur
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Sip
well with the orifice facing upwards, 
alth
s in the transportation task, the initial object location (on the 
righ
rded with a larger variety of objects. A positive set of matches was expected given 
the conservation of two out of three synergies between monkey G0’s EMG data from 
different object shape sets, as described in Chapter 2. Next, in extracting synergies 
separately from each behavior, I predicted that the categorical differences between 
these tasks would lead to few if any matches in the extracted synergies. But when 
pooling the data together from the three behaviors, I expected that invariant muscle 
patterns common to the three behaviors would emerge. 
METHODS 
Subjects 
 
The data in this chapter were all 
ing performance of the force tasks by monkey G0 but these are not considered 
here. 
Paradigm 
Transportation task    As described in Chapter 1, in this task the monkey was 
trained using its left hand: 1) to press a start button located to the left of its 
workspace; then 2) within 1 s to reach for and remove a clearly visible object in one 
of two conical wells fixed on a tray; and finally 3) to release it in the opposing tray 
location (where it had to remain stably for at least 0.1 s, and not bounce out) 
following either a “leftward” or a “rightward” transport of 1 s or less. 
 
 task   This task was an untrained extension of the transportation task, involving 
the same steps 1) and 2) as in that task, followed by the monkey’s retrieval of liquid 
reward (~0.3 ml) placed within the object. I used a syringe to load the object with 
liquid prior to presenting it to the monkey on each trial, via the same small orifice 
through which the monkey was able to extract the liquid by the capillary action of its 
tongue. (No additional reward was given via a liquid dispensation spout, as in the 
transportation and force tasks.) The orifice on the object was small enough that the 
liquid remained inside due to surface tension even as object was turned around. I 
generally placed the object in the origin 
ough this did not noticeably limit the monkey’s tendency to rotate the object 
several times in order to direct the orifice towards its mouth. This manipulatory 
behavior was evident after the monkey had brought the object towards its face, and 
often involved unrestricted bimanual motions. The liquid contents of the object were 
typically removed over the course of several seconds while the monkey held the 
object (generally with the right hand). When the liquid was extracted the monkey 
would return the object to one of the wells on the tray (typically the left well, closest 
to the start button). A
t or left of the tray) was varied between trials, although in the sip task this 
variation was imposed by the experimenter. As in both of the other behaviors, the 
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 monkey had full vision of its hand and the object during the task (Fig. 3-1). Not 
shown in the figure are the EMG cranial connector or the cortical recording chamber 
through which I recorded motor cortical activity, not presented here, in this and the 
other tasks. 
 
Force task   In this task, the monkey was trained: 1) to press the start button; then 
2) within 1 s to grasp the object mounted on a horizontally-oriented, six-axis force-
torque transducer (ATI Industrial Automation) on the monkey’s left (Fig. 3-2a), and 
apply at least +30 N of force in the “critical” direction of the transducer/object axis 
(i.e. along the monkey’s left arm towards the left of its torso) while applying less than 
±3 N of force in the orthogonal (“extraneous”) directions and less than 1 N·m of 
gular direction; and finally 3) to hold the object within this 
force/torque target window for 1 s. The force/torque data were collected via a 
acquisition board at 36 Hz. Training was accomplished by gradually 
narrowing the “cone” of allowable force and torque values around the 
 transportation/sip and force tasks. The difference in the vertical placement of 
other objects in the transportation/sip tasks varied with object shape and size since 
 rested at the base of the origin well.) As in the transportation and sip 
tasks, the trial requirements were imposed by a software controller written in 
w objects were 
eated that were restricted to three basic shapes (spheres x01-x05, cubes y01-y05, 
torque in any an
dedicated 
transducer/object axis. The placement of the transducer was chosen to closely match 
the placement of the object in the left well in the move and sip tasks. (There was still 
a vertical difference of 4 cm between the position of the center of the training object 
in the
these objects
LabVIEW (National Instruments). 
 
Objects   The densities of the objects described in Chapter 1 were constant at 1.4 
g/cm3, and no attempt was made to equalize the mass of the objects within this set—
hence mass was a confounding variable with object size and shape. To study the 
relation of synergistic activation with object mass, another 15 hollo
cr
and cylinders z01-z05). In order to minimize the confound of object size, the objects 
were closely matched on approximate horizontal hand aperture needed to fully grasp 
the object (spheres 3.7 cm, cubes 3.6 cm, and cylinders 3.8 cm). Within this set I 
varied the mass systematically by filling each with a different balance of brass ball 
bearings and Styrofoam, distributed as evenly as possible within the object to 
maintain a fixed center of mass. I consider in the analysis both the synergies derived 
from the entire set and those derived from the data of sphere x02, which had nearly 
the same mass as the training sphere (31 vs 34 g). (The cylinder was of the same 
shape and size as the protypical cylinder used in the experiments of Chapters 1 and 
2.) The three tasks involved another copy of the training sphere s08 that had been 
bored and tapped so that it could be mounted on a force-torque transducer (for the 
force task) or could be filled with a small quantity (~0.3 ml) of liquid reward (for the 
sip task). 
 
Object sets   With the variable-weight and variable-mass object sets, the objects were 
introduced in pseudorandom 10-trial blocks as in Chapter 1, and the monkey could 
alternate between leftward and rightward transportation at will. The variable-weight 
object set was each presented over four consecutive days (i.e. with no breaks longer 
than a day between recordings). On the first day when the weight dataset was 
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 introduced, I allowed the monkey to first practice on ten, 10-trial blocks with the 
training sphere, and on 40 blocks with a restricted set of three of the shapes that was 
already familiar to the monkey. The monkey performed between 32 and 166 blocks 
on each day of this paradigm. In the sip and force tasks the monkey was only exposed 
 a single object (s08, the training object), and this object was only presented to the 
3.2.3 
 and three torque dimensions recorded by the 
rce/torque transducer. (See Figure 3-2b for an example.) Off-line, I interpolated 
aled that all were still recording independent, physiological signals. The 
le exception was a relatively high level of cross-talk observed on four of the 
to
monkey on its left side. It was not feasible to pseudorandomly interleave the three 
tasks given that the force task required a unique experimental assembly (Fig. 3-2a). 
The variable-behavior datasets spanned two, three-day periods separated by six days. 
The first period included a day of transportation-task recordings, followed by two 
days of sip-task recordings. The second period included only force-task recordings. 
The number of complete 10-trial blocks performed in each of the three tasks was 100 
(transportation), 87 (sip), or 79 (force). 
 
Recording/Stimulation 
 
Event markers   As in Chapter 1, except that no pressure sensors were used and 
photosensors were only used to track the removal or deposit of the objects in the 
transportation and sip tasks. In the sip task the end of the trial (analogous to the 
target well contact event in the transportation task) was an experimenter-logged time 
identifying when the monkey had begun retrieving the liquid contents of the object 
(and was generally lowering its freed left hand back towards the start button). This 
was by no means a precisely-defined time. In the force task, I derived behavioral 
events on-line from the three force
fo
these analog samples to 2 kHz (the same sampling rate as the EMG signals). From 
these signals I defined event times analogous to the object contact, removal, target 
well arrival, and settling that I defined in the transportation task (see Chapter 1 
Methods). The “contact” time was the time at which the monkey first exceeded a +3-
N threshold on the critical force direction. The “removal” time analogue was the first 
time at which the critical force channel exceeded +30 N and the extraneous force and 
torque channels registered under ±3 N and ±1 N·m, respectively, prior to the longest 
continuous period during the trial in which these conditions continued to be met. 
Similarly, the force-task analogue of the “arrival” time was the point in the trial when 
the continuous satisfaction of these conditions had ended, and the “settling” time 
was the last time in the trial when the critical force channel exceeded a +3 N 
threshold. 
 
Muscle set   As in Chapter 1. The additional six muscle implants available in each of 
the recordings of this chapter were listed previously in Table 1-1. The variable-
behavior data were collected between 2.5 and 3 months after the surgeries. 
Inspection of the impedance within electrodes, and the cross-correlation between 
them, reve
so
channels on two of the days during recording of the force task (the last dataset in this 
chapter to be recorded). I have therefore restricted my trial selection in the force task 
to those trials recorded on the remaining, less-affected day.  
 
Muscle implantation   As in Chapter 1. 
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 Electrode construction   As in Chapter 1. 
EMG data collection   As in Chapter 1. 
Analysis 
Trial alignment   Because the average duration of the post-retrieval behavior in the 
sip task was considerably longer and more variable than in the transportation task 
(see Fig. 3-3), I have elected to restrict this analysis only to a fixed length of time near 
the beginning of each trial, generally prior to the sipping per se. In the force task, the 
monkey’s motions were more stereotyped but the average duration of the pulling 
movement per se was still considerably longer than the object translocation time in 
the transportation task. For direct compa
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rison of EMG patterns in all three behaviors 
simply focused on the monkey’s EMG data surrounding the time of object contact 
/+0.3 s window around the time of object removal (as in 
hapters 1-2). In the sip task, this restriction also helped to remove the effect of the 
nted on the left.) In the transportation task, I selected the 50 trials whose 
ach-to-grasp and transportation times were both closest to the means of their 
ynergy set selection   Because of the greater number of muscles (and of trials) in 
level of variance explained by single-muscle 
I 
by applying the same -0.45
C
monkey’s relatively variable behavior before the time of object contact. As I 
discovered on the first day of recording, the monkey was so eager to complete the sip 
trials that after clearing the liquid out of the object it would return the object to the 
tray and—before I had time to retrieve and refill it—would begin pressing the start 
button without pause until the object had been refilled. (I corrected for this artifact 
in the experimental control on the second day of recording on the sip task, and do 
not consider data from the first day in this analysis.) 
 
EMG data preprocessing   Parameters were set as in Chapter 1. As in the final 
analysis of Chapter 2, I did not average the EMG data between trials in each 
behavioral condition, but instead concatenated these trials and performed EMG 
analysis simultaneously over all trials in each dataset. 
 
Trial selection   As in earlier analyses, I focused only on rewarded trials. I did not 
have to exclude trials based on EMG or sensor artifacts (except for the two days of 
force task recording referred to above under “Muscle set,” the first day of sip task 
recording described under “Trial alignment,” above, and several blocks on the final 
day of the weight set, which had to be excluded because of an acquisition hardware 
error). In the transportation and sip tasks I only considered those trials where the 
object was initially placed in the left well on the tray. (In the force task the object was 
always mou
re
Gaussian-fit distributions (as in Chapters 1 and 2; see Fig. 3-3b). In order to 
minimize differences in reach-to-grasp and secondary movement latencies between 
each of the three behaviors behaviors, the 50 trials I selected in sip and force tasks 
were those with reach-to-grasp and movement times both closest to the minima in 
each of the distributions (Fig. 3-3ac). 
 
Data reconstruction   As in Chapter 1. 
Synergy extraction   As in Chapter 1. 
 
S
these datasets I calculated a new baseline 
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 time-varying “synergies.” I used a similar procedure as in Chapter 1, by extracting 24 
 and then calculating the amount of EMG 
variance explained by these synergies. Given computational resources available, it was 
 to perform this extraction on the entire set of 150 trials (50 trials × 3 
tasks) selected in the multiple-task dataset. Instead I separately extracted the single-
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3.3.1 
 
The three tasks presented to the monkey differed in a number of respects, 
as possible to identify several analogous points 
 time within each behavior, including the button press and release, object contact, 
e application, in the case of the force task. 
ach of the trials in the dataset, Figure 3-3 
evertheless demonstrates that the duration of not only the secondary behavior 
single-muscle “synergies” from the dataset
not possible
muscle synergies from each of the three behaviors. Note that this procedure actually 
generated a considerably more conservative significance threshold than used in 
Chapters 1 and 2, since I technically allowed the entire 150-trial dataset to be fit by 
three single-muscle controllers, each specific to one task. Over a single repetition of 
each extraction, the reconstruction fidelity in these extractions averaged out to 63%. 
Given the conservative nature of this baseline, I therefore consider the threshold r2 to 
be 65% in order claim that “significantly” more variance is explained by the 
multiple-muscle synergies than independently-scaled and -timed muscle bases.  
 
Synergy comparison   As in Chapter 1. Because of the differences in number and 
identify of the muscles in this analysis relative to those of the previous chapters, I 
empirically determined a new baseline criterion for determining whether two synergy 
structures were correlated. I repeated this procedure described in Chapter 1 ten times 
for each behavior and synergy, and in doing so found an average "auto"-correlation 
of 0.77 ± 0.02. I thus consider 0.80 (or greater) to be a minimal threshold for 
deeming cross-correlations between different synergies "significant." 
RESULTS 
Differences between the behaviors in timing and muscle recruitment 
 
including the degree of training required before recording, isometric vs. per-
movement force application. Both of these features may have been reflected in a 
difference between these tasks in accuracy, i.e. the fraction of trials in each 10-trial 
block that were successfully completed. This crude measure of performance 
demonstrated that the (rightward) transportation trials were completed 78% of the 
time, while only 63% of the force trials were likewise recorded. (In the sip task, the 
performance could not be summarized in an analogous fashion, given that the sole 
condition for success was effectively the ability of the monkey to retrieve the object 
within 1 s following button press.) 
Two additional and better quantifiable differences that have particular bearing on 
the analyses here were the latencies of the movements and the muscular involvement 
in each behavior. Figure 3-3 demonstrates that each task was characterized by a 
unique distribution of reach-to-grasp and secondary movement times. Based on the 
design of each task (see Methods) it w
in
and object displacement—or critical forc
Using this lattermost time to divide e
n
following this displacement but also the prior reach plus grasp phase was 
systematically different depending on the task. Even after this subselection, the 
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 average reach-to-grasp durations (± S.D.) were 0.33 ± 0.01 s (transportation), 0.47 ± 
0.05 s (sip), and 0.64 ± 0.07 s (force). The average secondary behaviors lasted 0.30 ± 
0.01 s, 1.6 ± 0.2 s, and 1.3 ± 0.1 s, respectively. (Note that in the force task the 
monkey pulled on the object on average for longer than the required 1 s, perhaps 
related to the small delay in reward administration following each successful trial.) 
In terms of the recruitment of individual muscles, there was also a clear division 
of the three behaviors, even in a restricted window around the time of initial object 
contact. As shown in Figure 3-4, there were differences in the involvement, 
amplitude, and timing of various muscles. (Note that I have normalized each muscle 
to its maximal activity in any of the behaviors; such normalization across monkeys 
was not possible for the muscle sets in Figure 1-7. Such normalization makes it easier 
to compare the behaviors in terms of the relative modulation of activity in each 
muscle across tasks.) The sip task, for instance, involved a strong activation in the 
ductor pollicis following object retrieval, while at this point in the transportation 
ad characterized 
by relatively tonic activation, particularly in extrinsic muscles of the forearm. 
 
he muscle synergies underlying the behaviors 
 
considered 
the same synergies captured in earlier chapters could emerge in this analysis 
give
e of 0.94. 
ad
trials there was a coactivation of the extensors digiti quarti and quinti proprius. Both 
the transportation and force tasks appeared to involve strong coactivation of the 
pectoralis and anterior deltoid, but the timing of these in relation to the alignment 
time differed, Although the monkey’s arm was applying a great deal more force to 
the object in the force task, it was not evident that the maximal EMG activity in this 
task was higher than in the other behaviors. (I will consider the relationship of EMG 
activity and force application in Chapter 6.) The force task was inste
3.3.2 Similarities in t
Before extracting synergies from the multiple-task dataset, I first 
whether 
n that only one object was used. In particular, one of the synergies observed in 
previous analyses appeared to be strongly related in its recruitment to object weight. 
Prior to the multiple-task recordings, I therefore collected a set of data while the 
monkey performed the reach-to-grasp and transport behavior with a set of objects 
varying systematically in weight (but not size) among three prototypical shapes (see 
Methods), including the sphere used in training and included in the recordings in 
the multiple-task dataset. I then simply extracted synergies from both this entire 
dataset and from those trials performed with the training sphere. This analysis 
revealed that the same synergies were matched between the single-object and pooled 
datasets—all with a correlation scor
As in Chapter 2, I then proceeded to extract synergies from the multiple-task in 
two ways: separately from each task condition and then from all conditions pooled. 
Given that the behavior was stereotyped within each task (particularly in the force 
task, where there was not only a single object but also a single placement of the 
object), I expected that any synergies I extracted separately from each task would be 
highly dissimilar. Indeed, I found that three synergies extracted from each behavior 
(selected without respect to the reconstruction r2 curve, for the moment) possessed 
only one common primitive, as computed by their scalar product (Fig. 3-5). The 
same synergy was robustly identified in each of the prior analyses (as reproduced in 
Figure 3-5), and appeared to characterize the reaching portion of those trials—the 
one overtly common movement in these three tasks. 
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 When the data from the three tasks were pooled together, I focused on four 
synergies rather than three. I made this decision in part based on the shape of the r2 
curve (Fig. 3-6a). Four synergies were also the minimal number needed to meet the r2 
= 65% threshold derived in the Methods. As an additional consideration, I computed 
the degree of muscle-by-muscle cross-correlation of the synergies within each 
extr
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3.4.1 
observed a commonality between these behaviors of only one of three synergies 
es in typical EMG 
records in these tasks (Fig. 3-4), even during the early phases of the trial described by 
this
trically modulate the task, nor 
was
is analysis by considering only 
action (e.g. between the four synergies extracted in the four-synergy repetition 
explaining the greatest degree of variance). Averaging over these relations, I found 
that the synergies within a set were most distinct when four synergies were extracted 
(Fig. 3-6b). Schematic examples of these relations are shown in Figure 3-6c. 
The four synergies so selected are depicted in Figure 3-7. Each is quite distinct as 
suggested by the inter-synergy correlation scores of Figure 3-6. However, they do not 
appear to each be specific to a single behavior. As demonstrated by sample trial 
reconstructions in Figure 3-8, what differentiates the behaviors may be more the 
relative involvement and timing of each of the synergies. Over all trials, Figure 3-9 
depicts the clustering of the behaviors within the four-dimensional space of the 
synergy coefficients. 
DISCUSSION 
Common muscle synergies emerge when confounds are controlled for 
 
I 
(Fig. 3-5). This was not a trivial result given the clear differenc
 reach-related synergy. Nevertheless, the correlations were modest, and differences 
in muscle involvement were evident. In particular, both the transportation (Fig. 3-
5ab) and sip (Fig. 3-5c) synergies appear to have involved a second phase of muscle 
activity, particularly in forearm extensor muscles. This phase is absent in the more 
tonic patterns present in the force synergy. In much the same way, I demonstrated in 
Chapter 2 how non-parametric variation of movement direction or object shape 
could confound the generalization of muscle synergies between behavioral 
conditions. The generalization of muscle synergies over a behavioral dimension (e.g. 
object size) may only be evident with parametric variation of the variable, ideally 
presented in a balanced and interleaved fashion so as to remove confounds of time or 
over-representation of any one condition. 
In this experiment it was not sensible to parame
 it experimentally feasible to interleave the force task with the remaining 
behaviors. However, I was able to pool together the data from the three tasks with 
minimal concern about confounding differences between these datasets. The 
recording sessions spanned only ten days, making systematic changes in electrode 
recording quality a less serious concern than in the data of previous chapters. I 
selected trials only from a single day with each behavior, and in any case its 
performance was sufficiently trained (transportation and force tasks) or spontaneous 
(sip) that I did not consider possible learning-related trends in the data. The object 
shape and size did not vary and so were not confounds. In the transportation and sip 
tasks, the monkey did perform trials with two initial object placements (as in 
Chapter 2), but I have removed this confound in th
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 the 
 3-6) is 
com
 by a common set of only a few synergies. Recall that separate 
extractions from the three datasets each seemed to imply one common synergy and 
two unique synergies each—a total of at least seven synergies (and likely more if I 
compared four synergies from each behavior). Functionally, 
Figures 3-8 and 3-9 suggest that the behaviors were distinguished by their relative 
ed in any 
one task. Unfortunately the “relative involvement” associated with each behavior is 
diff
3.4.2 
 
object-removal behavior might have been 
bet
left-side object placement corresponding to that in the remaining two tasks. The 
monkey performed a comparable number of 10-trial blocks (79-100) in each 
paradigm, and in any case I have selected an equal number of trials to represent each 
task. 
With the confounds above controlled for and the data pooled together, I again 
extracted a number of time-varying synergies from the data. In doing so it was 
therefore possible to estimate the number of muscle synergies underlying the dataset, 
and to compare them directly in terms of recruitment (rather than structure). The 
overall level of variance explained by a small number of synergies (Fig.
parable to that reported in Chapter 2 when I similarly did not average the trials 
in each behavioral condition. Four synergies appeared to be an appropriate number 
to compactly describe the behavior, given both the profile of the reconstruction error 
curve and the degree of relatedness between the synergies (Fig. 3-6). 
The finding that only four synergies appeared to be appropriate to capture 
substantial EMG variability in all three datasets (Fig. 3-6) alone suggests that the 
behaviors were united
had extracted and 
involvement of the same set of synergies, but no synergy was exclusively us
icult to visualize in a comprehensive fashion. Figure 3-9 only shows correlations 
between the amplitude coefficients, for instance, without considering timing 
differences evident in reconstruction of each behavior’s EMG data (Fig. 3-8). In the 
next chapter I will briefly introduce a novel method for representing this high-order 
clustering in coefficient space. 
 
Common muscle synergies do not reflect stereotopy in each behavior 
One concern with this analysis is that it was restricted to a limited time window 
around the time of object contact, and thus failed to capture the full range of 
motions within each task. Indeed, I was concerned with temporally similar patterns 
of EMG activity in the three tasks because I restricted myself to using the same time-
varying synergy algorithm on each of these behaviors. In the sip task, the cumulative 
unpredictability and duration of the post-
ter captured by a modification to the algorithm allowing multiple instances of 
each synergy (d’Avella & Bizzi, 2005). For the force task, the relatively tonic muscle 
activations (at least on average: compare Fig. 3-4c vs. Fig. 3-8c) might have been 
better captured by a modification of the algorithm allowing extraction of both time-
varying and synchronous synergies (d’Avella & Lacquaniti, 2004). 
But although the time window I selected should have been favorable to similar 
muscle patterns between tasks, Figure 3-4 reveals that this was not necessarily the 
case. The temporal placement of this window was designed in order to capture the 
preshaping and grasping behaviors of the transportation task, the ramping of force 
application in the force task, and the initial manipulatory movements in the sip task. 
In each case any synergy strictly related to the hand’s grasp of the object should have 
been evident. The duration of the restriction was also chosen carefully, in order to 
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 capture the majority of selected trials in each task (including the shortest, 
transportation trials). The selection of these trials (in particular in the force and sip 
tasks, where I chose those trials with minimal reach and secondary behavior 
durations) was likewise designed to increase similarity in the trial latencies in the 
dat
he monkey was 
onl
 monkey interacted with a wide array of object shapes 
and weights. The high level of correspondence between the single- and multiple-
een these 
datasets, but also the fact that the monkey had considerably more experience with the 
sing
 
3.4.3 
aset. Although these trials were not as “representative” as those selected from the 
transportation task (where the selected trials had reach and transport durations 
closest to the mean of each distribution), they were nevertheless still drawn from the 
unimodal distributions of trial movement times (Fig. 3-3). Finally, my truncation of 
EMG data outside of the -0.45/+0.30 s should have enforced (and not just selected 
for) some degree of analogy between the behaviors. 
Of this analysis it may also be objected that the three behaviors were each so 
stereotyped that it was indefensible on those grounds to have extracted more than 
three synergies from the pooled dataset. In particular, given that t
y exposed to a single object in each case (and the analysis was only restricted to a 
single object starting location), the actual space of hand postures and movements 
available to the monkey may have been poorly sampled (e.g. relative to the previous 
two chapters). One counter-argument is that each behavior (particularly the sip and 
transportation tasks) clearly involved more than a single motion and phase of muscle 
activity (Fig. 3-3).  
But to address this concern more directly, I briefly introduced an earlier dataset 
recorded from the same monkey with the same muscle set but a wider variety of 
objects, each transported between tray locations. I pointed out that with the only 
confound between the single-object and pooled-object datasets being the relative 
representation of object weights, three synergies derived from each of these datasets 
could be easily matched. Thus I consider the synergies I extracted from the 
transportation behavior (at least) in the multiple-task dataset to be representative of 
the synergies present when the
object synergies may indicate not only the absence of confounds betw
le (training) object examined separately, and was only learning appropriate 
muscle recruitment for the remaining objects (as will be discussed in the next 
section). Incidentally, this result also suggests that time-varying synergies emerge 
from a high-level controller’s optimization of muscles in order to satisfy particular 
task exigencies (Roy et al., 2002; Todorov, 2004). Instead it may be that—with 
confounding variables removed—similar motor primitives are recruited both for 
stereotyped behavior and the same behavior in a novel, more diverse environment of 
objects. 
Motor adaptation in the context of manual behaviors 
 
The results of these first three chapters indicated a moderate degree of 
generalization of muscle synergies between tasks and task dimensions including 
transport direction and object shape, even despite the passage of time. However, this 
generalization may have been compromised by the time-varying synergy model’s 
inability (at present) to capture non-parametric changes in the involvement of muscle 
subsets or in the relative timing and duration of muscle phases within the synergies. 
Also, in the case of the synergies derived from two datasets separated by time, 
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 temporal degradation of the electrodes (particularly in the case of monkey G0)—or 
behavioral adaptations made by the monkey—may have led to differentiation of the 
extracted synergies even when the underlying task was the same. In this chapter I 
therefore consider an additional and more critical experimental variable: the course 
not only of time but of adaptation. 
In addition to the many musculoskeletal degrees of freedom, animals are required 
to compensate for changing external conditions. I suggest that muscle synergies may 
also facilitate motor learning, insofar as this learning involves coordinated changes in 
muscle activation across—rather than strictly within—muscles. Unfortunately, 
neither monkey’s dataset from these chapters lent itself well to investigations of 
mo
G artifacts. Moreover, the datasets in the first three chapters 
gen
in times on day 2 may be associated with an initial increase in “generativity” 
in the monkey’s motor performance, as has been documented in the domain of 
e previously observed this 
same profile to describe the variability in the coefficients associated with time-varying 
syn
tor learning. Consider Figure 2-8. Do the changes in synergy structure (Fig. 2-8a 
vs. 2-8b), and the lateral shift of the second synergy’s amplitude dependence on 
weight (Fig. 2-8d), reflect non-systematic measurement noise? Systematic increases in 
the noise of some electrodes? Variability in the extraction process due to randomized 
initial conditions? Adaptations made by the monkey? Both monkeys (particularly 
G0) had previously been exposed to several of the objects prior to the dataset 
introduced in those chapters. Several of monkey G1’s days of recording (including 
the first three days with the first object set) were furthermore excluded from the 
analysis due to EM
erally did not involve consecutive days of recording. My inspection of these and 
other datasets suggested that EMG patterns could demonstrate gradual adaptation 
over consecutive days but that interruptions of practice (e.g. on weekends when the 
monkeys received ad lib) were associated with dramatic reversals of these adaptations. 
In this chapter, I introduced a variable-weight dataset to investigate how the 
monkey compensated for unpredictable mass when transporting otherwise identical 
objects. Although I do not analyze the EMG data for learning-related trends here, I 
include Figure 3-10 in order to demonstrate that behavioral trends can be crudely 
captured with this paradigm. As in other manual tasks (in particular the serial 
reaction time tasks discussed in Chapter 9), motor skill is often characterized in terms 
of progressive decreases in reaction time (cf. Smith, 1981). Figure 3-10 captures this 
same pattern using an expanded definition of “reaction time” that includes not only 
the reach duration but also the time the monkey spent grasping and removing each 
object, over four consecutive days. In addition to the differences in performance 
according to object weight (with heavier objects simply taking longer to remove), it 
also appeared that there was a systematic decrease in the reach and grasp duration. 
The decrease in this time may reflect the monkey’s incentive to learn, since the 
limiting factor it its rate of reward was effectively its own movement times. The 
increase 
birdsong adaptation (Tchernichovski et al, 1999). I hav
ergies extracted from this behavior (not shown here). 
This task, too, was not ideally-suited for addressing motor learning, for several of 
reasons. First, the learning measure was not kinematically precise. I had kinematic 
control (in the form of different object shapes and weights designed to elicit different 
hand postures) but not characterization. In a separate project (not reported here) I 
have been developing a novel piezoresistive flex sensor glove for the monkey hand, in 
combination with a wrist-mounted 6-axis electromagnetic position sensor, in order 
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 to address this deficiency in further recordings. A similar combination of angular and 
position sensors has been used in human kinematic studies (e.g. Santello & 
Soechting, 1998; Santello et al., 1998), and is advantageous over videographic 
systems (e.g. Mason et al., 2001; Roy et al., 2002) in efficiently capturing 
movements in three dimensions (without concerns of sensor occlusion). A second 
pro
sup
blem with this task was that the monkey’s adaptation to the variable object 
weights was not likely driven by a feedforward strategy—at least not on the first trial 
of each 10-trial block, when the monkey would not have been able to predict the 
object weight. The “size-weight illusion” operating for human subjects (Flanagan & 
Beltzner, 2000) also suggested that the monkey’s expectation of object mass may 
have been inaccurate even after having had several trials with an object. 
Finally, the primate hand is perhaps the least favorable system for seeking motor 
primitives underlying motor learning—and indeed motor control. Although 
independent finger movements do involve the contraction of multiple muscles 
(Schieber, 1995), the greatly enhanced fractionation of muscle activity in primates 
(Bennett & Lemon, 1996) is known to support relatively independent movement of 
the fingers. Most notably, the increased mobility of the thumb, along with its 
anatomical evolution, afford apes and Old World monkeys (including the macaques 
studied here) opposability (Iberall & MacKenzie, 1990). And beyond the extensive 
sensorimotor cortex area devoted to the hand (see Chapters 11-12), anatomical and 
electrophysiological studies in monkeys suggest that the motor cortex sends 
monosynaptic projections to the distant forelimb motoneurons (Lemon, 1993). 
Because of all these concerns, I restrict my analysis of motor learning to a task with 
erior (if restricted) kinematic characterization: the manipulandum reaching task, 
introduced in the next chapter. 
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3-1   The sip task. a) The monkey (G1) was able to see the object and its hand during 
 and removal of the object. Re-orientation of the object in order to position the orifice o
not shown) to face the monkey’s mouth could be performed at any time between gras
 could involve both hands. During the sip per se, the monkey generally continued to
ect with a single hand while using its tongue to remove the object’s liquid contents.
s barriers shown were designed to keep sensitive equipment out of reach and to main
nt posture.) 
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 Figure 3-2   The force task. a) The apparatus surrounding the monkey allows the object mounted 
on the shaft of a force/torque transducer to be pulled isometrically strongly and backwards towards 
the monkey’s left side. The red start button (common to all three tasks) is visible at the left of the 
workspace. b) Sample transducer records from a successful trial demonstrate the monkey’s controlled 
force application and my selection of relevant event times. The horizontal lines define the minimum 
threshold of 30 N required on the critical (Fz) channel and the maximum limits (3 N or 1 N·m) 
allowed on the extraneous force and torque channels. The times at which the critical force crossed 
ither two force threshold are given by the vertical lines. The second of these times was taken to be 
analogous to the object removal time in the transportation and sip tasks.  
 
e
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   Distribution of movement times in each behavior. Histograms of the reach and transport mo
all rewarded trials (with the object placed to the left of the tray) on each day representing the a) sip, b) transpo
Superimposed over the histograms are Gaussian fits that include the mean ± 2 S.D. of the reach and transport tim
 
nt durations are shown for 
rtation, and c) force tasks. 
es.  
veme
 
Figure 3-3
 Figure 3-4   Event-aligned, averaged EMG in each behavior. For the purposes of this figure (but not subsequent analysis), the rectified but 
pre-filtered and pre-integrated EMG activity was averaged across all trials selected in the a) sip, b) transportation, and c) force tasks. The 
event used to align the EMG prior to averaging was the time of object removal (a and b) or critical force application (c). EMG activity 
utside a -0.45/+0.3 s window around this alignment time was truncated. (In the case of the transportation task, the reach-to-o grasp 
movements were all shorter than 0.45 s and hence only the latter part of this interval is plotted.) As in Fig. 2-4, each muscle’s activity has 
been normalized to the same voltage level across all three behaviors, equal to the maximum level of averaged activity observed in the muscle 
in any of the behaviors. Each muscle’s maximum activity relative to the maximum found across all muscles is represented by the scale bars 
at right. (fl.: flexor; ext.: extensor; abd.: abductor; add.: adductor; opp.: opponens; digit.: digitorum.) 
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etween synergies extracted separately from separate tasks. The only synergy 
icant correlation when extracted separately from monkey G1’s recorded b) 
d) pulling behaviors is plotted here along with its muscle-by-muscle scalar 
rs is represented by a set of trials in which the object identity 
tant. In a) is the matched synergy extracted from G1’s pooled movement 
 at the end of Chapter 2 (Fig. 2-10a). (Muscles lost from the 
Figure 3-5   Similarity b
to demonstrate a signif
transportation, c) sip, and 
product score. Each of these behavio
and placement were cons
direction and object dataset presented
dataset by these recordings are masked by white.)  
 
 Figure 3-6   Selection of four synergies in the multiple-task dataset. a) Visual inspection of the 
reconstruction error curve suggests that four synergies were associated with the “last” sizeable 
increase in variance explained. b) The correlations among synergies within a set also revealed that 
beyond four synergies, the synergy structures extracted were on average more similar to each other. 
c) The relations between synergies that were averaged together in panel b), coded both by width and 
by color of the lines between synergies (as coded in the reference bar at top right). The nodes 
represent each synergy among sets of 2, 3…8 extracted. 
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 Figure 3-7   Synergies derived from the pooled set of three behaviors performed by monkey G1. 
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 Figure 3-8   EMG reconstruction by three-behavior-derived synergies. Shown are the trial EMG 
ata from sample trials in the a) sip, b) transportation, and c) force tasks. In each case the EMG 
activity can be reconstructed by linear summation of the four independently scaled and shifted 
synergies (colored as in Fig. 3-8). The integrated EMG activity is shown as the grey envelope for 
each muscle; superimposed on this in red is the reconstructed activity. The scaling and timing are 
represented by the height and offset of the icons representing each synergy at bottom.  
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key G1 over four consecutive days with variable objects. The 
a) spheres, b) cubes, and c) cylinders—and weight (1, 
nfound of object size. The reach and grasp duration spans the 
 object removal from in its initial well in front of the monkey. 
Figure 3-10   Performance of mon
objects were defined according to shape—
lightest, 5, heaviest), without the co
time from button press to the time of
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 4 Muscle Synergy Recombination in Adaptation to Dynamic 
Perturbations 
 
The time-varying synergy model was applied to the primate arm model. I recorded EMG 
activity from 14-16 intramuscular EMG electrodes implanted in the back, shoulder and 
arm of two macaques as they performed a center-out reaching task using a robotic 
manipulandum. The muscle patterns recorded during practice on this behavior could be 
decomposed into a small number of synergies but only with a moderate amount of EMG 
variance (42-48%) accounted for. A set of four synergies from each monkey were selected 
for further analysis as these appeared to be “tuned” to directions that spanned the 
workspace. When the monkeys were exposed to a velocity-dependent force field for 160 
trials per day (before and after additional baseline null-field epochs), the pattern of 
muscular tuning was altered. Because the field chosen was a saddle field, it was possible to 
predict that muscle synergies whose preferred directions were aligned with the assisitive 
directions of the field would beceome attenuated in their recruitment, and that the 
converse would be true for synergies tuned along the resistive axis of the field. Evidence for 
this prediction was found among more tightly-tuned synergies, whose amplitude 
coefficients in fitting the data from both baseline and force field epochs demonstrated a 
pattern of modulation contrary to the applied forces. In order to visualize the 
recombination of synergy scaling coefficients in a two-dimensional space, I applied a 
nonlinear dimensionality reduction to extract a manifold containing the coefficient data. 
Day-by-day consistency in the overall structure of this manifold—despite extraction from 
successive days—suggested that there were higher-order constraints on the possible patterns 
of synergy recombination, and that with the learning the variability of this synergistic 
coordination would decline. The synergy model’s assumption that only the coefficients 
associated with synergies can change, but not the structure of the synergies, was tested by 
monitoring the structural similarity between synergies derived from the baseline data and 
separately from each day’s force field epoch. For at least one of the monkeys, the average 
degree of similarity appeared to decline gradually over days, suggesting that adaptation 
could be reflected in a rebalancing of muscle activity.  
 
 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
4.1.1 Learning in the context of reaching movements 
 
In contrast to the grasping paradigm used in Chapters 1-3 to study motor 
control, I have selected whole-arm reaching movements as a model system for motor 
learning. Reaching movements without an explicit learning component have been 
previously used as a model of cortical coding of endpoint movement kinematics in 
the monkey (e.g. Georgopoulos, 1982; Wessberg et al., 2000). To dissociate cortical 
activity related to kinematic and dynamic variables, investigators have modified the 
task to involve: 1) isometric vs. movement conditions (Sergio & Kalaska, 1998); 2) 
different upper arm (Scott & Kalaska, 1997; Scott et al,. 1997) or forearm (Kakei, 
Hoffman & Strick, 1999, 2001) postures during reach; or 3) loads assisting or 
resisting one-dimensional (Evarts, 1968, 1969; Alexander & Crutcher, 1990; 
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 Crutcher & Alexander, 1990) or two-dimensional (Kalaska et al., 1989) reaching
movements. 
By retaining assi
 
stive or resistive perturbations such as those above and making 
them predictable environmental disturbances, motor adaptation can also be studied 
 
4.1.2 
. A simple test of this hypothesis 
could be to extract muscle synergies from early in learning a new field, and use these 
synergies to reconstruct the EMG activity of subsequent days. Provided there are no 
hanges in the quality of the EMG signals over this time, I 
would interpret a progressive decrease in the amount of variance explained by the 
e synergy structures latent in the 
data, rather than an adaptive rebalancing of synergy coefficients. Another test of 
syn
confounding variables). My hypothesis regarding the conservation of synergies over 
in the context of reaching. Both the relevant kinematic data and the resulting 
behavioral analyses are simpler and more standardized (though see Discussion) than 
in studies of manual behavior. This task has now become a classical paradigm of 
motor learning both kinematically and electromyographically in humans (see 
Chapters 8-10) and cortically in monkeys (Gandolfo et al., 2000; Li et al., 2001; 
Padoa-Schioppa et al., 2002). 
But while neural correlates of control variables and motor learning (e.g. Li et al., 
2001) have been shown to exist, the interpretation of their activity has been 
complicated both by the diversity of coding schemes ascribed to motor cortex (see 
Todorov, 2000), and the difficulty of chronic neural recording over a timecourse 
appropriate for studies of motor learning. Thus it seemed appropriate to seek 
organizational principles of motor learning at the intermediate level of muscular 
activation. 
A note about handedness: While visually-guided food reaching is typically 
performed with the left hand in monkeys (Deuel & Schaffer, 1987; King et al., 
1987), at least three species of macaque prefer the right hand in complex, stereotyped 
manipulation tasks (Kuhl, 1988), and certain monkeys have a right-hand preference 
in manipulating joysticks (Hopkins et al., 1989) or other tasks requiring fine control 
of applied pressure (Preilowski et al., 1986).  Hence while I had selected the 
nondominant left forelimb for study in the grasping paradigm, here I train 
movements of the right arm. 
Tests and representation of a modular basis for muscular adaptation 
 
In this chapter I not only monitor changes in synergy coefficients, but I explicitly 
test whether learning can better be described as a recombination of existing synergies, 
or as a replacement of one synergy set for another
systematic, confounding c
“early” synergies as evidence for a change within th
ergy conservation based on reconstruction error might be to examine the shapes 
of the r2 vs. synergy number curves derived on successive days. If the number of 
synergies justified by this inspection increases over learning, this might be taken as 
indirect evidence for the emergence of a novel synergy. However, as I have discussed 
in Chapter 2, model order estimates based on reconstruction error curves are 
controversial. 
As in previous chapters, however, I avoid both of these comparison approaches 
because of the possibility that they would obscure the emergence of novel synergies. 
Instead I repeat the technique of previous chapters, wherein I directly compare two 
datasets on the basis of the synergy structures extracted from each (after mitigating 
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 the course of learning can then be stated thus: the degree of structural correlation 
between synergies derived from each day in the novel environment and synergies 
deri
o be of interest to see if there are constraints on these 
com
ional surfaces, or “manifolds,” joining these data within the space of 
syn
 
4.2 
4.2.1 
 
ral data from two rhesus macaques (Macaca mulatta) 
while they performed object transport behaviors. In the text that follows I refer to 
e monkeys, 
spectively). Cortical data was recorded separately (monkey R0) or simultaneously 
(R1
 
4.2.2 
the wrist, elbow, shoulder, and back. The endpoint of the 
ma
ved from an unchanged environment should not progressively decrease over days. 
That is, the patterns of muscular activity I extract from a familiar and a novel 
condition should not systematically diverge in their correlation over learning. Of 
course, this hypothesis is predicated on the assumption that learning actually occurs, 
and hence it will be necessary to demonstrate a functional modulation of synergy 
parameters (i.e. the amplitude and timing coefficients). 
To the extent that it is possible to describe motor adaptation as a recombination 
of existing synergies, it will als
binations. (Chapter 5 examines this issue more in a more direct experimental 
fashion.) As experimental evidence for such constraints, Saltiel et al. (2001) described 
not only synchronous synergies in hindlimb behaviors of the frog but also “preferred 
combinations” of these synergies. To this end I have implemented and compared two 
nonlinear dimensionality reduction algorithms—locally linear embedding or LLE 
(Roweis & Saul, 2000) and Isomap (Tenenbaum et al., 2000)—in order to visualize 
two-dimens
ergy coefficients (see Discussion). 
 
METHODS 
 
Subjects 
I collected EMG and behavio
these monkeys as R0 and R1 (5-year old male and 10-year old femal
re
) but is not presented here. All procedures were approved by the MIT Committee 
on Animal Care. 
Paradigm 
 
Reach task   Each animal performed the reaching task using its right hand (which I 
found to be non-dominant for this behavior, at least for monkey R1 in whom I 
tested this explicitly). During the recordings presented here the monkey was head-
fixed by means of an implanted cranial post, but still able to see the manipulandum 
handle and screen in front of it. Each monkey was trained to move a handheld, two-
link manipulandum handle using its arm following visual cues on a computer screen 
placed in front of the animal, as shown in Figure 4-1a. The monkey’s hand was 
loosely tied to the handle, but its arm was not restricted to the same planar 
workspace as the manipulandum. Thus the movements may have involved joint 
rotations at 
nipulandum was represented by a 3×3 mm (~0.2° of visual angle) cursor; the 
targets by 14×14 mm (~1°) squares. In each trial the monkey is rewarded (with 0.2-
0.4 ml liquid reward) for: 1) maintaining the cursor within the central square for an 
initial 1 s; 2) moving the cursor to a peripheral target square within 1.2 s (R0) or 2 s 
(R1), without deviating from the ideal movement direction by ±60°, following (in 
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 sequence) the appearance of this target, a delay period (randomly chosen between 
0.8-1.2 s), and the  disappearance of the original square; and finally 3) holding the 
cursor within the peripheral target for 1 s. Note that rewarded trials are known as 
“hits” in this paradigm. 
 
Epochs   In each day of training and recording the monkey performed (if it was 
willing) 160 hits before (baseline) and after (washout) a test epoch during which the 
manipulandum controller generated either a null (i.e. no) force or a velocity-
dep
 to perform additional trials under washout 
conditions. There was no break between epochs. 
 
er all four, consecutive days that monkey R1 performed under the 
selected force field conditions (see “Forces,” below). Monkey R0 was exposed to the 
ver seven sessions spanning 15 days. I consider days 1-6 even though 
there was a break of several days between day 2 and 3. (But see Chapter 7 Discussion 
orkspace, at 22.5° (to the right), 68.5° (ahead and to the right) etc. 
in 45° increments. The target presentation was pseudorandom, with all eight targets 
ordered randomly within repeated blocks of eight trials. On incorrect 
ials the missed target and any remaining targets within the block were reordered 
endent force field. The test epoch normally spanned 160 hits. In the case of 
monkey R1, ~8% of these trials were randomly selected by the software as “catch 
trials” on which the motors are turned off without warning to the animal, leading to 
characteristic trajectory errors that indicate the formation of an internal model of the 
force field. In the case of monkey R0, the catch trials were added to the 160-hit test 
epoch by experimenter control, in order to ensure a relatively equal frequency of the 
catch trials among the hits (and not only the trials) and among the eight possible 
targets. (Technically these should be called catch “hits” in the case of R0, since it was 
required to successfully complete at least 11 catch trials each day.) If the monkey was 
not sated it was frequently allowed
Sessions   I consid
force field o
for an example of how such interruptions between days of practice can disrupt 
learning trends.) 
  
Targets   The eight peripheral targets were located radially around the central square 
at distances of 10 cm (R0) or 9 cm (R1), both on the screen and in the 
manipulandum w
present and 
tr
randomly. A block was not considered complete until all eight targets were reached 
successfully. 
 
Forces   During training the test epoch involved only the null forces. Prior to the 
recordings presented here, monkey R0 was also exposed to a clockwise curl field and 
on a few days, to counterclockwise forces. Monkey R1 experienced these same fields, 
but for consistency this chapter considers only the field that was novel to each: a 
saddle field which tended to displace the hand along one axis and resist motions of 
the arm along the perpendicular axis (Fig. 4-1c). (In chapters 5 and 7 I consider 
additional force fields experienced by monkey R1.) The curl forces, of magnitude 4 
N·s/m, were calculated on-line as xf &B= , where ⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡
−
−=
04
40
 B  and x&  was the 
movement velocity. The gain factor was comparable to that used in Chapters 5 and 
7, and in prior literature (Li et al., 2001), but was lower in order to facilitate the 
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 monkey’s adaptation to the unstable, assistive axes of the field. Each force field was 
presented over multiple days until a speed profile criterion was achieved (see Li et al., 
2001), or in the case of monkey R1, until 4 consecutive days on which the entire 
480-hit was completed. Within the force epoch, ~8% of the trials were 
seudorandomly selected as catch trials, as described under “Epochs” above. 
 
4.2.3 
 
e potentiometer signals prior to 
igitization. Forward kinematic calculations were then used on-line to project the 
r electrodes which were wired subcutaneously to a circular connector 
PI) mounted cranially. The muscle implantations required two separate surgeries 
(“implant-first”) was used with monkey R1. 
Electrode construction   As in Chapters 1-3. 
p
Recording/Stimulation 
Kinematics   Rather than the combination of discrete event markers and qualitative 
video records that served to characterize the monkeys’ behavior in Chapters 1-3, the 
manipulandum used in this chapter was able to provide a continuous record of the 
monkey’s hand—insofar as it could be assumed to be holding the manipulandum, 
which was invariably the case on at least the reaching portion of correct trials. 
Mechanical potentiometers were mounted along the torque motor axis and rotated 
with the motors, thereby providing angular position estimates of each of the two 
joints of the robot arm. These data were collected at 100 Hz (monkey R0) or a 
software-limited rate of between 30-80 Hz (R1), hardware-filtered, and then 
digitized via acquisition boards (National Instruments). For velocity measurements, 
the system performed a differentiation of th
d
cursor properly and to generate the velocity-dependent force fields, and off-line to 
reconstruct the monkeys’ trajectories. More analogous to the event markers in the 
previous chapters were the times associated with software-controlled events. The 
appearance/disappearance of the central origin and the peripheral target, and the 
cursor’s entry/exit from the origin and target, defined a total of eight such event 
times. 
 
Muscle set   As in Chapters 1-3. The muscles implanted with electrodes in each of 
monkeys R0 and R1 are given in Table 1-1, and depicted in Figure 4-2. Three of the 
implants in monkey R1 were excluded from this analysis based on cross-correlations 
and high electode impedance. The remaining muscle sets comprised 16 (R0) or 14 
(R1) muscles, of which 14 were common muscles. 
 
Muscle implantation   As in Chapter 1, the muscles were implanted using 
intramuscula
(W
seven days apart on monkey R0 and a single surgery on R1. (The procedures to 
implant proximal muscles were less involved than those needed for the more distal 
muscles of Chapters 1-3.) In the case of monkey R0, the EMG data presented here 
were recorded within 1.5 months following the last of its surgeries. In the case of 
monkey R1, the EMG data presented here were recorded between 1.5 and 2 months 
following its surgery. The “novel” surgical sequence described in Chapter 1 
(“connect-first”) was used also on monkey R0; the more traditional sequence 
 
 
EMG data collection   The EMG data from all the muscles implanted in each 
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 monkey were recorded together, bandpass-filtered (10-Hz highpass and 1000-Hz 
lowpass), notch-filtered (60 Hz), and amplified (5000×) in differential fashion using 
a programmable signal conditioner (CyberAmp 380, Axon Instruments) controlled 
by software (CyberControl, Axon Instruments). Data were then digitized at 1 kHz 
(monkey R0) or 2 kHz (R1) using a data acquisition board (National Instruments). 
The EMG data records were recorded either continuously over the session (R0) or in 
y the software-determined inter-trial period. 
4.2.4 
e entire multi-day dataset rather than within each day of recording, to the 
eak level of activity in each muscle recorded in that dataset. Trials were not averaged 
ded by task design (i.e. by the 
seudorandom equalization of target direction frequency). In addition, the 
l, here I use a fixed synergy duration 
arameter of 0.5 s for both animals. This was the same duration as used for monkey 
t at 1.3 s the overall duration of these 
trials was substantially longer than in the grasping paradigm. 
single-trial records divided b
 
Analysis 
 
Trial alignment   I did not align trials on an event time midway between the trials, 
but I did restrict the recordings to the data between the time the central target 
disappeared to the time the monkey reached the target (Fig. 4-1b). As in Chapters 1-
3, this duration encompassed two broad phases: a reaction time and a movement 
time. The minimum of each time was set by the monkey’s attention and/or 
movement speed. 
 
EMG data preprocessing   As in Chapters 1-3, the EMG data of each trial were 
centered by median subtraction within each muscle channel, highpass filtered (50 
Hz), full-wave rectified, and lowpass filtered (20 Hz). (In the case of monkey R1, the 
median subtraction followed rather than preceded rectification.) The data were 
further bin-averaged over 25 ms. (Whereas in Chapters 1-2 the integration interval 
was chosen to balance the overall data volume from each animal, given differences in 
movement speed between them, in this experiment the average hit duration on null-
field trials across the dataset was 1.3 s.) Data were normalized across muscles, but 
over th
p
together as was done in Chapter 1. 
 
Trial selection   As in Chapters 1-3, I considered only hits, i.e. rewarded trials. Note 
that I did not need to subselect among the trials in order to equalize each kinematic 
condition, as this equalization was already affor
p
representation of each epoch was balanced as each was represented by 160 hits. (In 
actuality, the test epoch contained catch trials, and as a result a slightly higher 
number of total hits (171-173) in the case of monkey R0, for whom these catch trials 
were randomly interleaved into the remaining force trials. For this chapter I have not 
excluded or separately considered these catch trials. Instead I postpone discussion of 
them to Chapter 10.) Synergies were derived both from individual-day and multiple-
day datasets, and from individual or pooled epochs, as will be described. 
 
Data reconstruction   As in Chapters 1-3. Whereas in Chapters 1 and 2 a difference 
in the average speed of the movements between the monkeys prompted me to choose 
particular synergy durations for each anima
p
G1 in the previous studies. Note, however, tha
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 Synergy extraction   As in Chapters 1-3. 
Synergy set selection   As in Chapters 1-3. 
Synergy comparison   As in Chapters 1-3. 
 
Nonlinear dimensionality reduction   Both Isomap and LLE are applicable under 
the assumption that low-dimensional manifolds embedded in a space are “open” 
(shaped, for instance, as a cone rather than a sphere) yet potentially highly nonlinear. 
Isomap is a variant of classical multidimensional scaling or MDS (Cox & Cox, 
licitly designed to allow for complex nonlinearities in the extracted 
anifolds. Like MDS, Isomap computes a non-sparse distance matrix for each point 
ighborhood, and tries to find a locally linear manifold containing 
ese points (as if it were performing PCA on the local neighborhood).  I have found 
 
4.3 
 
4.3.1 
ectory error 
ee Discussion). In Figure 4-3b, a monkey performing under saddle forces in the test 
ly a modest amount of 
ariance: 46% in the case of R0, and 42% in the case of R1. (Bear in mind that the 
2001), exp
m
in the workspace. Unlike MDS, the distances are not Euclidean but are the sums of 
the geodesic distances, hopping from the center of one local neighborhood to the 
next. (This neighborhood can be determined either by including a fixed number k of 
neighbors, or through a Euclidean sphere of fixed radius containing a variable 
number of neighbors.) LLE, in contrast, only computes distance matrices for the 
points within a ne
th
LLE to be more sensitive to changes in the neighborhood size parameter, suggesting 
that Isomap manifolds are more topologically stable (cf. Balasubramian & Schwartz, 
2002). Isomap is also less sensitive than LLE to heterogeneous sampling on a 
manifold; dense sampling can bias such algorithms into assuming a linear manifold 
where none exists. The results I present here are therefore restricted to those 
generated with Isomap. Nevertheless, nonlinear dimensionality reduction of synergy 
coefficient data collected on single days of EMG recording in the reach task 
produced generally similar results using either the LLE or Isomap algorithms. Recent 
techniques combining these approaches, such as curvilinear distance analysis (Lee, 
Lendasse & Verleysen, 2002), could also apply. 
 
RESULTS 
Dynamic adaptation evident among synergy coefficients 
 
Figure 4-3 demonstrates the performance trends evident in the reaching 
paradigm. One classical measure of performance is the monkey’s recovery from an 
initial decline in the correlation of its test- and baseline-epoch speed profiles as it 
adapts to the forces in the test epoch (Fig. 4-3a). The return to null-force conditions 
in the third epoch is typically associated with a smaller “aftereffect” recalling the 
larger decline in performance at the beginning of the force epoch. A similar pattern 
of performance can be measured in various ways from the subject’s traj
(s
epoch exhibits trajectory errors characteristic of the saddle field: movements are 
accentuated along one axis and repressed along the perpendicular axis as expected 
(Fig. 4-1c). 
The EMG data collected from 14-16 intramuscular electrodes implanted in 
monkeys R0 and R1 (Table 1-1; Fig. 4-2) yielded the time-varying synergies plotted 
in Figure 4-4. Each set of synergies was able to explain on
v
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 baseline-epoch datasets from which these synergies were derived included 640—or 
aged trials.) Although a similar level of 
uctures of the synergies were clearly very 
istinct, with no significant similarities evident among the scalar product scores. In 
ance in previous chapters, few of 
onkey R0’s synergies would be considered consistently preserved between null and 
force conditions, while for monkey R1, all of the synergies were consistently 
It is not clear that within- or between-subject ANOVAs apply in this analysis, as 
 by a single extraction. 
Nevertheless, the synergies whose coefficients progressed most gradually in 
corr
 
4.3.2 
(Because of computational limits, this analysis could not be performed 
on 
more in the case of monkey R1—non-aver
variance was explained in each case, the str
d
particular, the synergies of monkey R0 appear to encode more phasic muscle 
activations than those of monkey R1. (I continue to investigate the source of the 
tonic activation patterns reported for monkey R1.) 
Despite the structural dissimilarity, the recruitment of several of each monkey’s 
synergies appeared to be tuned to movement direction, and tuned to divergent parts 
of the workspace, as shown in Figure 4-5. (This result, evident for both monkeys, 
was derived after averaging the scaling coefficients used to fit each across-day, within-
baseline epoch synergy to all trials performed in each movement direction in the 
baseline epochs.) Based on the relative alignment of these tuning fields with the 
resistive and assistive axes of the saddle field (Fig. 4-1c), I expected to see an upwards 
or downwards modulation of the synergies aligned with the resistive or assistive axes 
of the force field. As hinted by Figure 4-6, and in particular for the bottom two 
synergies shown, this may indeed have been the case. 
To test for learning-related changes in synergy structure rather than coefficient, I 
extracted synergies separately from each day’s test epochs. A visual comparison of the 
resulting synergy structures, as in the example of Figure 4-7, suggests both general 
conservation of muscular coordination and day-by-day variation in the precise 
structure of the extracted synergies. To examine whether this variation is systematic 
(and not likely a result of measurement noise), I used the scalar product method 
(Chapter 1) to compute the maximal correlations evident for each of the above 
baseline-epoch synergies with a set of four force-epoch synergies. As shown in Figure 
4-8, there was again a substantial difference between the monkeys: by the 0.75-0.80 
thresholds established for correlational signific
m
preserved. 
each synergy is considered its own population represented
elation appeared to do so with decreasing correlation over days. This is 
particularly true in the case of monkey R1, for whom inspection of Figure 4-4 
suggests that synergy 3 came to replace 1 in the set shown. The primary difference 
between these two structures appears to have been the involvement of the long head 
of the triceps.  
Nonlinear dimensionality reduction of synergy coefficients 
 
After the time-varying synergies had been fit to all epochs in each day’s dataset, a 
two-dimensional Isomap manifold was extracted from the space defined by the 
coefficients. 
a dataset pooling all days together.) Although in principal this technique applies 
both to scaling and timing coefficients, I demonstrate the technique by applying it to 
the former alone. In this case the two embedding dimensions (E2) can be described in 
terms of the nonlinear correlation to each of the scaling coefficient dimensions (Ci), 
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 as demonstrated in Figure 4-9. Note that the embedding dimensions appeared to 
describe consistent covariation between coefficient dimensions. 
The manifold embedded in this four-dimensional coefficient space is plotted in 
Figure 4-10. The axes of this figure are the two embedding dimensions. Each panel 
of the figure shows the projection of trials in each epoch and day onto the manifold. 
Each point in the plot represents a single trial, color-coded according to the target 
direction in that trial. The topology of the embedding surfaces is divisible into 
sect
 
 
4.4 
4.4.1 
in a non-negative fashion. Positions within the workspace could be 
spec
ng of muscle synergies is a result that deserves some qualification. 
Such tuning was shown in a fashion similar to that shown for motor cortical cells 
l., 2002), wherein the 
behavioral measure (e.g. firing rate) is averaged within those trials defined by a 
com
ors corresponding to different directions of movement. The topological 
organization of movement direction on the within-session manifolds appears to be 
similar between the baseline and washout epoch, but varied upon introduction of a 
saddle field. Figure 4-10 also suggests that the variability of synergy recombination 
within the manifold is greater in the force field epoch. The manifold appeared to 
transform over days in a manner consistent with the change in force production 
needed to reach the peripheral targets. In particular, after several sessions the warp of 
the manifold in the force epoch appeared to reflect resistive directions in the saddle 
field. 
DISCUSSION 
 
Adaptation of synergy recruitment in reaching movements 
 
In previous chapters I have discussed several methods for estimating the 
appropriate number of muscle primitives required to account for a behavior. These 
have principally included methods based on the reconstruction error curve 
(introduced in Chapter 1), the amount of incremental information provided by each 
element extracted (discussed in Chapter 2), and the structural similarity between the 
synergies (applied in Chapter 3). Here I give a further rationale in my selection of 
four synergies: namely, that four synergies were required to span the monkey’s 
workspace 
ified by two Cartesian dimensions, but muscle synergies are restricted to positive 
axes. (However, in Chapter 6 I discuss further whether the non-negative nature of 
muscle recruitment may in turn be reflected in a similar restriction on movement 
endpoint encoding.) d’Avella and Lacquaniti (2004) and Ting and Macpherson 
(2005) have similarly shown that reaching movements in humans, or postural 
responses in cats, can be decomposed into four muscle synergies with very 
differentiated directional tuning. In the case of movement tasks, though, the 
directional tuni
(e.g. Gandolfo et al., 2000; Li et al., 2001; Padoa-Schioppa et a
mon target direction. 
Such binning by target direction makes statistical comparisons simpler, but it can 
also obscure the actual relationship between central commands and movement 
trajectories (particularly when the latter are inferred only from endpoint position; 
Mistry et al. 2005). For example, the cortical work above as well as EMG recordings 
from human subjects (Shadmehr & Moussavi, 2000) have found that the preferred 
direction of cortical neurons, and in some cases of muscles, tends to rotate in a 
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 direction consistent with an applied curl (e.g. clockwise) force field. This result may 
appear surprising, given that adaptation to such a field is thought to involve active 
com
and have instead chosen to examine modulation of synergy parameters 
according to kinematic (direction) and dynamic (force field) variables (in the same 
manner as I differentiated manual synergies by variables like object shape and 
owever, these experimental procedures afforded me with a simple hypothesis 
about the direction of 
expected synergy modulation (Fig. 4-5a). In particular, I predicted, and tentatively 
sho
 
4.4.2 
eline epoch (Brashers-Krug et al., 1996; Shadmehr & 
Bra
pensation for the forces—as revealed by aftereffects (e.g. in the counterclockwise 
direction) when the forces are suddenly removed (Thoroughman & Shadmehr, 
2000; see Chapter 10). However, if muscle activity is not binned within target 
direction but is rather considered in relation to movement direction, then it can be 
seen that the muscles remain tuned to more or less the same direction of force 
application despite the force field. What “rotates” between targets instead is the 
direction of this force application required to reach each target. 
My decision to focus on saddle field data in this analysis, despite the relative 
novelty of this field relative to the curl fields (Shadmehr & Mussa-Ivaldi, 1994) was 
motivated by a desire to combine the analytical advantage of within-direction 
binning without the complication of expected changes in the direction of required 
force output. In so doing, ironically, I have avoided the superior kinematic 
classification of reaching movements available in this paradigm (cf. the grasping 
task), 
weight). 
H
not only about the conservation of synergies over learning, but 
wed, that among more highly-tuned synergies, one aligned with the resistive 
directions of the force field tended to become attenuated in their recruitment, and 
conversely for a synergy aligned with an assistive axis (Fig. 4-6). Despite this evidence 
for adaptive modulation of synergy coefficients, however, I was unable to show that 
the structures of the synergies derived independently from each day’s force field 
recordings (Fig. 4-7) were consistently similar to the null-field synergies (Fig. 4-8). 
Indeed, in at least one of the monkeys there was a gradual decrease in correlation to 
the baseline synergies over four days of recording. Furthermore, the one force-field 
synergy whose null-field correlation did not decrease appeared related to one of the 
waning synergies but for a single muscle substitution. While this replacement may 
have been due to changes in electrode quality between days, it is also consistent with 
a single-muscle rather than synergistic control scheme. 
Kinematic correlates of learning 
 
Most analyses of performance on the reach task are predicated on changes in the 
movement speed or the movement path over trials (Fig. 4-3). In human studies using 
the center-out reaching task, these have historically been based on the correlation 
coefficient calculated from a correlation of the average speed profile in the force 
epoch relative to the bas
shers-Krug, 1997). This is true even for the saddle field (Shadmehr & Mussa-
Ivaldi, 1994), a perturbation used far less frequently than curl fields. This measure is 
thought to show reliable improvement followed by plateauing over the course of 
learning, reflecting in part the subjects’ ability to reach targets without making 
corrective submovements at the end of the reach. Although the time to plateau in 
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 monkeys performing the same task is longer, the correlation coefficient has 
demonstrated learning in center-out reaching of the macaque (Li et al., 2001). 
More recent analyses, including some with EMG recording (Thoroughman & 
Shadmehr, 1999; Shadmehr & Moussavi, 2000) have considered movement path as 
well as speed, perhaps because path is more sensitive to deviations resulting from 
unexpected changes in external forces (e.g. on catch trials). For instance, measures 
may be based on the total movement length (Shadmehr et al., 1998); or directional 
error (Shadmehr et al., 1998; Osu et al., 2004), perpendicular displacement 
(Shadmehr & Moussavi, 2000; Thoroughman & Shadmehr, 2000; Donchin et al., 
2002), and perpendicular (Thoroughman & Shadmehr, 1999) and parallel 
s (Mistry et al. 2005). And as trajectory “aftereffects” on catch trials reveal 
(Ch
4.4.3 
 
uscle groups either as agonist 
or antagonist depending on the direction of movement. 
ction may further allow several questions to be 
addressed in a more quantitative fashion than is possible with simple two-
dim
components of velocity (Thoroughman & Shadmehr, 2000), each calculated a short 
time (typically 0.15-0.3 s) into the movement. 
Beginning in Chapter 8, I consider and contrast several measures of learning—
and describe why I favor more robust and direct measures based not on speed but on 
trajectory error. Even such measures of learning deserve qualification when compared 
with changes in muscle activity, however, as they are based only on the path of the 
hand. While endpoint trajectories tend to return to relatively undeviated levels with 
adaptation, the underlying joint rotations may remain distinct in null and force 
condition
apter 10), the dynamics generated by the arm as a result of adapting to a force 
field are very distinct from those necessary under null field conditions. Thus my 
primary measures of learning here have been those visible at the level of muscular 
coordination. 
 
Embedded dimensionality in synergy recombination 
My primary purpose in applying this nonlinear dimensionality reduction was to 
better observe the pattern of synergy combinations in natural behavior, in particular 
over the course of learning (Fig. 4-10). Consider the complexity of the coefficient 
combinations demonstrated earlier in Figure 3-9. This complexity only grows when 
consideration is extended to the timing coefficients associated with the extracted 
synergies, as these are more difficult to intuit than the activation coefficients. Indeed, 
in the reaching task, some modulation of timing dimensions was observed (Fig. 4-
5b), perhaps reflecting the involvement of invariant m
Nonlinear dimensionality redu
ensional projections of the data. In much the same way, cortical flattening has 
been a useful tool to study topological organization in cortical sheets (e.g. Fischl et 
al., 1999; see Chapter 12). For instance, how are the coefficients for different 
directions of motion distributed over the embedded manifold? Figure 4-10 suggests 
not only that the embedding surface is open (Tenenbaum et al., 2000), but that 
movement directions could be programmed according to highly differentiable 
combinations of muscle synergies. How is the manifold transformed by the presence 
of a perturbing force field? Most critically, how is learning over days reflected in the 
structure of the manifold—i.e. is the monkey’s recruitment of muscle synergies 
constraint to the preferred combinations of primitives implied by the manifold?  
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 I do not pursue these questions in a quantitative fashion here, in part because 
computational resources made it difficult to test whether each manifolds extracted 
from
eduction may be viewed as a method 
of c
 
 different days varied in structure, or whether a common manifold could have 
been fit to all these data—in the same way that movement direction, another 
variable, could be plotted on to a single surface. But the nonlinear dimensionality 
reduction of the synergy coefficients did at least indicate that there were nonlinear 
relations between synergy combination and movement direction, external forces, and 
learning, and that these relations are well captured by lower-dimensional embedded 
manifolds. The overall continuity of the directional clustering on the maps of Figure 
4-10—extracted independently from each day’s data—also suggested that a common 
manifold was being retained. 
More generally, nonlinear dimensionality r
apturing nonlinear patterns of synergy combination that cannot be described by 
the linear addition assumed by the time-varying and other related algorithms. For 
example, these algorithms do not allow for nonlinear interactions between synergies 
due to muscle saturation (i.e. of muscles encoded in each synergy). Higher-level 
constraints dictating preferred combinations of synergies may also be possible (Saltiel 
et al., 2001), to the extent that synergies are programmed centrally. However, 
development of a fully non-linear (and time-varying) synergy extraction algorithm is 
outside the scope of this thesis. 
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 Figure 4-1 ystick 
mounte wards 
one of ch of 
the trai target 
hold pe ) The 
monke enter-
off eve ement 
paths a al and 
periphe  eight 
pseudo . After 
many d ield, the monkeys were exposed to novel, endpoint velocity-
dependent ) Two 
exampl kwise” 
field (r sional 
velocity
 
   The reach task. a) Each monkey was trained to hold on to a vertically-oriented jo
d at the end of a robotic manipulandum, and use it to guide a cursor on the screen to
eight radially-arranged peripheral target squares, starting from a central origin. b) Mu
ning involved teaching the monkey to maintain both the 1-s central and peripheral 
riods (the former being a variable duration centered at 1 s). (Compare to Fig. 1-2.
y’s movements between the central and peripheral targets had to occur following the c
nt but before the maximum 1.2-s or 2-s time allowed for the movement. The mov
lso had to remain inside a ±60° angular window around a straight line joining the centr
ral squares. The monkeys were required to complete one successful trial in each of the
randomly-interleaved target directions before another 8-target set would be generated
ays of practice with a null f
force fields generated by the manipulandum over a “test” epoch of 160 trials. c
es of such fields were the “saddle” field (left)—the focus of this chapter—and the “cloc
ight), each schematically depicting the pattern of forces experienced in two-dimen
 (not position) space.  
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Muscle locations targeted in the reaching paradigm. Between 16 and 17 intram
muscles of the back, shoulder, and upper arm in two and one surgeries, respectively, on monkey
includes 16 or 14 electrodes from each monkey, respectively, the others having been rejecte
artifacts that developed within the months between implantation and these recordings. These 
the a) lateral arm, b) ventral hand, and c) medial forearm. (Figures adapted from Howell & Stra
 
uscular EMG electrodes were implanted in the 
s R0 and R1. The muscle set presented here 
d based on high cross-correlation or other 
muscles are colored and labeled in views of 
us, 1971.) 
 
Fgure 4-2   
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Sample performance on the reach task. a) Within-day learning is evident in monkeys 
ut task, as shown here for a monkey performing under clockwise field 
b) At the level of trajectory, force fields (like the saddle field shown here with sample 
ed with distinct, transient deviations. 
Figure 4-3   
performing the center-o
conditions. 
trajectories from monkey R0) are associat
 
 Figure 4-4   Time-varying synergies. Shown for monkey a) R0 and b) R1 are four 0.5-s time 
varying structures extracted from their EMG data recorded from the baseline-epoch center-out reach 
task (collected across all days on which the monkey subsequently experienced the saddle field). 
Electrodes not included in the recordings from monkey R1 are masked black. Note that color as well 
s intensity is used to code for muscle activation (cf. Fig. 1-9), as per the scale bar at right. 
 
a
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 Figure 4-5   Directional tuning of synergy coefficients. As shown for the four synergies extracted 
from monkey R1’s synergies (numbered as in Figure 4-4a), each synergy appeared to be tuned to a 
particular direction of the workspace, both in terms of the a) scaling and b) timing coefficients fit 
with the synergy in reconstruction of the data. 
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 Figure 4-6   Day-by-day changes in scaling coefficient tuning. Shown for monkey R0 are the target 
direction-averaged tuning profiles for each synergy’s scaling coefficient, as found in reconstructing 
the day’s data with time-varying synergies extracted from its multiple-day (baseline+test epoch) 
dataset. The bottom-most two synergies are the most highly-tuned to target direction. (Workspace 
rientation and synergy color code as in Fig. 4-5.) 
 
o
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 Figure 4-7   Day-by-day changes in synergy structure. Shown for the four consecutive days of force-
field training by monkey R0 (following two prior, non-consecutive days) are the four synergies 
extracted independently from each day’s force field epoch. The synergy matrices have been matched 
according to correlation with the synergies extracted from the full-day dataset (see Fig. 4-4) and have 
been sorted and colored according to the best-matched synergy within this dataset as in Figures 4-5 
d 4-6. 
 
an
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 Figure 4-8   Day-by-day changes in synergy similarity. Shown for monkey a) R0 and b) R1 are the 
maximal correlations observed for each of the synergies shown in Figure 4-4a and 4-4b, respectively, 
with sets of four synergies extracted independently from each day’s force field epoch. The separation 
of R0’s plot indicates the break between days experienced by this monkey. Both curves are aligned 
over the four days on which each received consecutive saddle field practice. Colors as in Figures 4-5 
through 4-7 (with no similarity between each monkey’s synergy sets implied). 
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 Figure 4-9   Relationship of Isomap embedding dimensions and synergy coefficient dimensions. An 
intrinsically two-dimensional manifold defined by dimensions Ei was extracted from the space 
defined by the scaling coefficients (Ci) associated with four synergies extracted from monkey R0’s 
data on the sixth day of its recording. 
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 Figure 4-10   Visualization of higher-order constraints on synergy recruitment over learning. In this 
example from monkey R0, separate two-dimensional Isomap manifolds were extracted from each 
day’s dataset (including all three epochs and all eight target directions in each case). Colors code the 
movement directions as shown; separate plots are used for each epoch and day. The central points of 
ach target direction cluster are connected together by straight lines to illustrate the continuity of 
directional mapping on the manifold. Ordinates and abscissae represent the two embedding 
dimensions extracted from each day’s data, and do not necessarily map on to those extracted from 
prior or following days. 
 
e
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 5 Muscle Synergy Resistance to Myofeedback Perturbations 
 
I propose a novel paradigm for directly testing the synergy hypothesis in which an organism 
is required to modulate the activity of individual muscles. Although muscle synergies could 
theoretically accommodate single-muscle modulation through appropriate rebalancing of 
associated activation coefficients, the synergy model could be falsified by evidence showing 
individual muscle modulation independent of changes in the activity of other associated 
muscles. Experimentally, I have implemented this test by having a macaque perform the 
whole-arm center-out reaching task with a robotic manipulandum, while it generates 
viscous forces that vary in proportion to the on-line activity of a target muscle. Over twelve 
days in this task, I targeted a dozen different muscles or muscle divisions. Preliminary 
analysis suggested that the monkey was able to accommodate the forces in the case of 
certain muscles, as reflected both in its ability to complete the set 160 trials, and in the 
attenuation of activity observed within the target muscle. Consistent with the synergy 
hypothesis (although not exclusively so) other muscles besides the target muscle were 
observed to modulate in their degree of tuning. However, cortical microstimulation trains 
delivered to MI following these experiments were often associated with transient decreases 
in the activity of the target muscle, but not of similarly attenuated muscles, relative to its 
baseline activity, suggesting a rapid and centrally-driven reweighting of muscle 
coordination.  
 
 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
In Chapters 1-4 I have shown how EMG data from forelimb muscles of 
macaques as they make grasping or reaching movements can be reconstructed as 
combinations of a small number of time-varying muscle primitives. These muscle 
synergies provided a description of motor output that is compact, requiring 
specification of independent, scalar activation and timing coefficients for a group of 
muscles rather than individual time courses of activation for each muscle. Such 
synergies were able to explain a substantial amount of the variance present within the 
muscle data, and at the same time could be informative about behavioral variables 
such as object shape and movement direction. The synergies appeared to be stable in 
structure, available for different tasks, and adaptable to changing dynamical 
conditions. For instance, when a robotic manipulandum controlled by the monkey 
generated forces counteracting movement to a target, I observed a gradual and 
compensatory increase in the coefficient of activation for synergies aligned with that 
target direction. 
In Chapters 1-3 the methods I used were esssentially correlational. In Chapter 4 I 
substituted reach direction for my former control kinematic control variables, chiefly 
object shape and mass, and was able to test a prediction about how the muscle 
patterns would be recruited under novel dynamic conditions. Here I provide more 
direct evidence for the existence of these muscle synergies, by delivering 
perturbations dependent not only on the velocity of the hand but also on the activity 
of individual muscles. The synergy hypothesis predicts that muscles are activated in a 
coordinated fashion with other, functionally-related muscles. Hence, to vary the 
activity of a single muscle the nervous system should have to vary the activity of other 
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 synergistic muscles simultaneously, both those that are part of the same synergy and 
those of other synergies that are needed to compensate for the change in the target 
 
 
5.2 
 
subject (female, 10 a.) was the same as subject R1. Below I 
briefly describe the c
 
5.2.2 
muscle. 
In this pilot study I am currently testing this hypothesis, with one rhesus 
macaque trained to make reaching movements using the manipulandum. Over 12 
days, I presented the monkey with a null-force baseline period and then a pure 
viscous (resistive) force field epoch, created by the robot’s torque motors. The gain of 
this force field was set proportional to the real-time EMG (sampled, rectified, and 
integrated at 30-80 Hz) of a particular target muscle selected for that day. As a result, 
the monkey experienced a resistive force during movement any time that it activated 
the target muscle. I predicted that the monkey would learn to adapt to these forces as 
it had done with pure velocity-dependent forces (Chapter 4). In this task, however, I 
expected that this adaptation would involve an attenuation of activity measured in 
the targeted muscle. By the synergy account, I hypothesized that this attenuation 
would also extend to other muscle related to the target muscle in a synergistic 
fashion, even if these muscles were agonists that might otherwise be expected to 
increase in activation in order to compensate for the attenuation of the target muscle. 
METHODS 
5.2.1 Subjects 
 
As in Chapter 4. The sole 
ranial and cortical procedures undergone by the monkey prior to 
and during the experiment in Chapter 4. 
Paradigm 
 
Reach task   As in Chapter 4. 
Epochs  As in Chapter 4. 
 
Sessions   The monkey performed twelve sessions on separate days spanning a one 
month period (beginning five weeks after the monkey’s EMG implantation surgery). 
On these days the monkey completed at least the baseline epoch and 40 trials of the 
test epoch. Only eight of these days were completed in blocks of four consecutive 
days, as in Chapter 4. 
  
Targets   As in Chapter 4. 
 
Forces    During the test epoch the monkey experienced novel viscous forces, 
calculated on-line as xf &B= , where ⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡
−
−=
1
1
 B
g
g
 and x&  was the movement 
velocity. The matrix B was multiplied by a further scalar gain factor upon each 
iteration of the program, set proportional to the real-time EMG (sampled, rectified, 
and integrated at 30-80 Hz). The gain factors were chosen subjectively to 
approximately normalize for the range of muscle activity observed during the baseline 
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 epoch.Within the force epoch, ~8% of the trials were either pseudorandomly selected 
as catch trials, as described under “Epochs” above. 
 
5.2.3 Rec
 
Craniotomy   Following training a craniotomy was performed on the monkey and a 
etal chamber was implanted on the skull around the exposed dura 
surface. The location of the craniotomy center (AP = 17.0, ML = 15.0) was chosen to 
relimb area of primary motor cortex contralateral to the implanted limb, 
as well as neighboring premotor and somatosensory cortex. This position was 
Dura maintenance   I thoroughly “scraped” the monkey’s dura every seven to ten 
these recordings. Scrapings were performed with Ketaset and Atropine 
, under a microscope set to about 3.5× magnification, using an aspirator mounted 
s had been broken off. Cooled saline was used to 
ber. An accidental evagination over its left postcentral 
rtex had become sealed over by connective tissue prior to the experiment, but was 
 
sed the same multiple vinyl-coated tungsten microelectrodes 
). Thee electrodes were measured to have impedances 
ove 250 k  as measured in saline. These were positioned on a custom grid with 1-
microdrive (each turn translating the electrode 0.3 mm in depth). The signals were 
pe function and aura
ording/Stimulation 
 
Kinematics   As in Chapter 4. 
 
Muscle set   As in Chapter 4. However, only 12 electrodes continued to have 
reasonable signal throughout most of the investigation, which included days before 
and after the experiment in Chapter 4. The muscles included rhomboideus, rostral 
trapezius, infraspinatus, supraspinatus, medial and anterior deltoid, rostral and caudal 
pectoralis, long head and rostral short head of the triceps, and lateral and medial 
biceps (Fig. 4-2). 
 
Muscle implantation   As in Chapter 4. 
Electrode construction   As in Chapters 1-4. 
EMG data collection   As in Chapter 4. 
1.9-cm diameter m
cover the fo
estimated based on reported values (Park et al., 2001; Holdefer & Miller, 2002), as 
well as vasculature-revealing infrared observation of the dural surface during surgery.  
 
days during 
IM
with glass pipettes whose end
periodically rinse the cham
co
still associated with particularly heterogeneous tissue that was difficult to remove or 
penetrate with microelectrodes (and may have been related to the subsequent 
difficulties reported in Chapter 7 concerning this monkey’s dura.) 
Microelectrodes   I u
(FHC) for cortical and LFP recording (not presented here) and for intracortical 
microstimulation (see below
ab
mm spacing between holes, and lowered into cortex by means of a custom manual 
monitored both on a software oscillosco lly through a speaker 
connected to the amplifier. No systematic attempt was made to place the electrodes 
in a particular layer of cortex. 
 
Microstimulation   Following each experiment I performed repetitive intracortical 
microstimulation (R-ICMS) at 2-7 sites in motor cortex shown in prior sessions to 
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 have muscles fields including the target muscle. (In a minority of cases the 
stimulation sites were chosen 1 mm from such target sites.) A custom switch-box 
allowed stimulation current to bypass the sensitive recording headstage. The pulses 
) and were created by staggering two pulse trains (S48 
Stimulators, Grass Medical Instruments) and inverting the polarity of one train (BSI-
BAK Electronics, Inc.). The parameters, including 
×0.2 ms pulse duration, 330 Hz pulse frequency, and 50-ms train duration are 
ally confirmed during experimental sessions by means of a custom 
00× isolated amplifier that magnifies the stimulation current on a digital 
hese trains were initiated by manual 
 the monkey was at rest. 
 
5.2.4 Analysis 
ynergy comparison   As in Chapter 4. 
 
 
5.3 
 
ovement, averaged 
over 32-trial bins) plateaued to a lower level of error by the end of the force epoch. 
nal tuning, and thus to have been available as a 
ubstitute” for the target muscle. Given the opposite tuning of several of these 
were bipolar (cathodal-first
2 Biphasic Stimulus Isolator, 
2
consistent with settings used by other investigators (e.g. Asanuma & Rosén, 1972; 
Strick & Preston, 1978; Cheney, Fetz & Palmer, 1985; Sato & Tanji, 1989; Baker, 
Olivier & Lemon, 1998), although most of these investigators used strictly cathodal 
current. The range of current amplitude used (10-150 mA current) exceeded the 
conventional bounds (see Chapter 6 for the motiavtion). Delivery of stimulation 
pulses was periodic
1
oscilloscope (TDS-210, Tektronix). T
experimenter control, and were delivered while
 
Trial alignment   As in Chapter 4. 
EMG data preprocessing   As in Chapter 4. 
Trial selection   As in Chapter 4. 
Data reconstruction   As in Chapters 1-4. 
Synergy extraction   As in Chapters 1-4 
Synergy set selection   As in Chapter 4. 
S
RESULTS 
Preliminary analysis of the behavioral data suggests that the monkey was able to 
compensate for some of the muscle-dependent forces. In the sample day shown in 
Figure 5-1, the monkey did experience difficulty reaching targets in the presence of 
the rhomboideus (Rho) dependent viscous force field, but its performance (as 
measured crudely but intuitively by the average duration of each m
In general, days when this learning occurred also appear to be days on which the 
monkey was able to decrease the activity of the target muscle, thereby lessening or 
making isotropic the experienced forces (Fig. 5-2a). Consistent with the synergy 
hypothesis, these changes were associated with changes in the recruitment of other 
muscles that were not directly targeted. Particularly prominent modulations (Fig. 5-
2b) were observed on fellow electrodes in the rostral trapezius, infraspinatus, medial 
biceps, and rostral short head of the triceps. Activity in the rostral trapezius decreased 
even though this muscle may be considered an agonist of the rhomboideus based on 
the similarity of its directio
“s
muscles, it appeared in this example as though the average direction of force 
application could have been conserved as a result of these modulations. 
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 These changes appeared to be related to the pattern of attenuation or facilitation 
following cortical microstimulation. The most common trend that I observed in such 
microstimulations was a transient decrease in the activation of the targeted muscle. 
As shown in Figure 5-3, the muscles sympathetically modulated by the rhomboideus-
dependent force field also appeared to undergo a synchronous modulation of activity 
during microstimulation. In this particular example, the sign of these modulations 
appeared to be related to each muscle’s similarity of tuning to the rhomboid, and not 
to the degree of modulation shown by each (Fig. 5-3). This pattern is suggestive a 
rapid re-weighting of corticomuscular efferents, unconstrained by synergistic 
relationships between the muscles.  
DISCUSSION 
Although the results of my analysis are currently very preliminary, I have 
included this chapter because it represents an important and direct test o
 
 
5.4 
 
f the synergy 
hypothesis. In particular, the synergy hypothesis does not disqualify the possibility 
ual muscle modulation is possible (Fig. 5-1). Rather it constrains the 
anner in which such modulation might occur: modulation of the muscle’s activity 
pathetic” changes in its synergists, and 
at may be required to stabilize the 
dition) of the targeted muscle. The initial analysis 
t modulated in isolation of other 
ocal modulation of agonist muscles is not 
olve coordination of both agonists and 
 the overall pattern, but not amplitude, of 
force production (Mussa-Ivaldi et al., 1985; Shadmehr, 1993). 
This chapter is also important because it may help to relate my analysis of motor 
ing strategies at the level of muscle recruitment (Chapters 1-4) with 
the involvement of descending cortical control (Chapters 6-8). My finding that 
cor
al 
pre
training have 
that individ
m
should not occur without “sym
complementary changes in other muscle patterns th
behavior despite the absence (or ad
does at least suggest that individual muscles are no
muscles (Fig. 5-2b). Even simple, recipr
observed. Rather, adaptation may inv
antagonists in such a way as to preserve
control and learn
tical microstimulation may reveal non-synergistic effects on muscles will be 
framed by a wider discussion of the mechanism of cortical microstimulation, and the 
relation of muscular and kinematic invariants evoked by microstimulation, in the 
next chapter. In Chapters 7 and 8, I will consider two additional techniques thought 
to have effects on cortical excitability. 
I have also included this brief report because the paradigm is novel. Sever
vious studies have used real-time control neurophysiological sensorimotor signals 
including extracellular recordings from cortex (Fetz, 1969; Fetz & Finocchio, 1971) 
and functional MRI (deCharms et al., 2004). Electromyographical feedback, or 
“myofeedback” (Johnston & Lee, 1976), has received relatively little research but has 
been evaluated clinically for treatment of conditions including emphysema (Johnston 
& Lee, 1976), stroke (Shiavi et al., 1979), and myalgia (Vollenbroek-Hutten et al., 
2004). 
Overall, the clinical success of myofeedback has been limited. Possible reasons 
may include: 1) stability issues arising from surface (not intramuscular) EMG 
recording; 2) associated perceptions of pain; and 3) reliance on auditory feedback, 
which (in contrast to the sensorimotor feedback used here) has relatively little access 
to the motor system. In addition, the effects of clinical myofeedback 
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 bee
 
n observed to be nonspecific to target muscles (Lee et al., 1976). This evidence is 
consistent with my finding that the nervous system may be limited in its ability to 
modulate the activity of target muscles independently of other muscles. 
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 Figure n this 
sample iscous 
force fie  simply and directly 
y its trial-binned movement time. 
 
5-1   Behavioral adaptation to a novel muscle-dependent perturbation paradigm. I
day, the monkey appeared to be able to adapt to a rhomboideus (Rho) dependent v
ld (right) following an initial null-field baseline epoch (left), as measured
b
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 Figure 5-2   Attenuation of target and non-target muscle activity. a) Comparing the average degree 
of muscle activity in Rho in the second half of the baseline and force fields (using the same sample 
experiment presented in Figure 5-1), it can be seen that the monkey learned to attenuate its Rho 
activity, particularly in directions in which it was originally tuned. b) Several other muscles that 
owed large modulations in activity included rTra (rostral trapezius), iSpi (infraspinatus), mBic 
(medial biceps brachii), and rTri (rostral triceps brachii, short head). Of these, rTra demonstrated a 
similar attenuation of muscle activity, while the remaining muscles, tuned to opposite directions of 
movement, appeared to attenuate their activity in these directions in a fashion that may have 
balanced the overall direction of extrinsic force output by the monkey.  
 
sh
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 Figure 5-3   Relative attenuation of stimulation-evoked activity in target-aligned muscles. Following
the experiment demonstrated in Figure 5-1, the five muscles in Figure 5-2 were also those tha
experienced the largest changes in activity following 40 ms of cortical microstimulation (at t = 0 s),
here summed over 10 trains delivered at 5 separate sites.  Perhaps relating to the tuning direction of
each muscle, both Rho and the related muscle, rTra, displayed a common attenuation, while iSpi,
mBic, and rTri displayed complementary facilitation.   
 
 
t 
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 6 Convergent Movements Elicited by Stimulation in Motor Cortex  
 
I review the historical antecedents of the synergy model, including both kinematically 
defined motor primitives and the more recent definition of primitves at a muscular level. I 
contrast both of these biologically-inspired and empirically-driven models with EMG/force 
control theories of motor function. I introduce my own evidence for a central encoding of 
equilibrium positions rather than invariants of muscle recruitment, in the form of motor 
cortical microstimulation results. Consistent with recent reports, I find that long-train 
stimulation elicits complex multijoint behaviors of the arm that tend to converge towards 
a single point in the workspace regardless of initial arm posture. I confirm many details of 
these reports despite the restriction of the monkey’s hand to a planar workspace. I discuss 
the controversy surrounding the microstimulation parameters used to evoke these complex 
movements, and argue that the critical parameter, stimulation train length, may be 
critical for recruiting the spinal interneuronal pools that may be involved in organizing 
movements according to motor primitives. I also show that these kinematic invariants may 
describe the monkey’s natural movements, by extracting time-varying synergies including 
both non-negative muscle, displacement, and velocity records from the monkey’s center-out 
reach task performance under null-field conditions. Although these “musculokinematic” 
synergies are dominated by muscle channels, a small number of such primitives captures 
kinematic rather than muscular invariants. These basis movements consist of short velocity 
profiles and trajectories translocating the hand through the workspace (to points along the 
displacement axes, not to the targets the monkey actually reached towards), Only with 
additional numbers of extracted synergies did relatively kinematically-dominated muscle 
synergies emerge. 
 
 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
6.1.1 Motor primitives defined as equilibrium postures 
 
Previous chapters have found limited support for the muscle synergy hypothesis. 
I have shown that they are capable of explaining a sizeable amount of EMG variance; 
of providing compact information about behavioral conditions experienced by a 
monkey; of underlying distinct behaviors; and of being associated with an adaptive 
balance of activation coefficients over the course of learning. On the contrary, 
however, I have shown that time-varying synergies may be highly dissimilar between 
animals; that their generalizability across behavioral conditions may be highly 
sensitive to categorical differences between the conditions; that they may fail to 
capture small but meaningful changes in the relative phase or duration of muscle 
activations; and that they may change in structure as much as in coefficient 
modulation over learning.  
Muscle synergies are only one definition of motor primitives. Earlier work by 
Bizzi and coworkers defined motor primitives and their combination at the level of 
force production within two-dimensional space. This elegant work showed that 
microstimulation of the premotor layers in the frog spinal cord lumbar grey matter 
tended to drive the hindlimb to discrete endpoint locations within the workspace 
around the frog, as inferred by isometric measurements of force generation at the 
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 ankle when placed at multiple points around the frog (Bizzi et al., 1991; Giszter et 
al., 1993). Several such force fields appeared to be encoded in the spinal cord, 
 fields were evident both in the “restoring” forces measured at the 
andle when the robot drove the hand in different directions away from a resting 
valdi et al., 1985), and in the static “evoked” forces 
ttempted to move to a target but were prevented from 
 similar in either case, 
not necessarily directed to the 
target posture or location
6.1.2 
suggesting a spinal map of invariant motor postures. Microstimulation at multiple 
sites in the spinal cord would lead to a linear superposition of these isometric “force 
fields” (Mussa-Ivaldi & Giszter, 1992; Mussa-Ivaldi et al., 1994). Similar 
experiments in the decerebrate or anesthetized cat have confirmed the conservation 
in mammals of spinally-encoded convergent equilibrium postures (Lemay & Grill, 
2004). 
These results suggested that spinal cord circuits could simplify postural control, 
and beyond this also movements and the learning of new movements (Mussa-Ivaldi 
& Bizzi, 2000), by specifying an “equilibrium point” as a linearly-interpolated 
position intermediate between hardwired endpoints around the organism. This idea 
extended well to the behavioral evidence collected from primates performing 
reaching movements. In particular, Polit and Bizzi (1978, 1979) found that monkeys 
trained to point to a seen target (without sight of the arm) were able to continue 
doing so after bilateral dorsal rhizotomy, even if the arm was displaced (unbeknownst 
to the monkey) at the beginning of the movement. The implication that the 
monkeys had coded the endpoint of the movement as a particular posture was 
further supported by the finding that the deafferented monkeys were unable to point 
to the target if the configuration of their body with respect to the apparatus was 
altered (Polit & Bizzi, 1979). 
The equilibrium point idea was even able to describe stabilizing movements 
made by (intact) human subjects using a robotic manipulandum (Shadmehr et al., 
1993), if not movements between targets per se (Lackner & Dizio, 1994). 
Convergent force
h
position (see also Mussa-I
measured when subjects a
doing so by sudden braking of the handle. The force fields were
and consisted of individual force vectors that were 
 (or of a magnitude dependent on displacement from the 
target) but were a function of hand position and arm configuration (Shadmehr et al., 
1993). Hence the results suggested that (at least slow) hand movements in humans 
may be specified by shifts between arm postures, and not by a direct specification of 
trajectories between the hand and target.  
 
Motor primitives defined as muscle synergies 
 
The work described above focused on a dynamic, or force-related, description of 
motor primitives. Computationally, each postural primitive encoded in the spinal 
cord was hypothesized to represent a local minimum in an “energy landscape” 
(Shadmehr, 1993) defined by the potential energy of each agonist and antagonist 
muscle (and stored within the limb). Experimental measures of endpoint force fields 
would then reflect a joint “torque field” describing the gradient of this energy 
function with respect to joint angles (Shadmehr, 1993). This formulation did not 
require a close correspondence between muscle synergies and postural primitives. 
Shadmehr (1993) proposed that the nervous system could independently control 
limb position and stiffness by selecting a muscle synergy associated with a postural 
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 primitive and then scaling its activation (without changing the location of the 
minimum in the resulting joint torque field).  
In more recent modeling work, Berniker (2005) suggested that, while muscles in 
general are nonlinear actuators (i.e. in the dependence of their force output with 
muscle length and velocity), in the frog the forces generated by hindlimb muscles 
generally scale linearly with activation. In a physiologically realistic model of the frog 
hindlimb, he found that within the workspace of the hindlimb the muscles generally 
operated within a restricted, pseudo-linear range of their activation workspace. The 
line
nvergent force fields (e.g. Giszter et al., 1993). Perhaps 
mo
6.1.3 
 EMG and posture (Ostry & Feldman, 
2003)—appears sometimes to have been forgotten. When a limb is placed at 
en arm muscle may have zero EMG 
activity (Gottlieb et al., 1989; Suzuki et al., 2001); hence, EMG signals cannot be 
pred
ar, spinally induced isometric forces observed in the frog are a natural result of 
the linearity of muscle forces. But experimentally, while invariant patterns of EMG 
activation and force generation had both been observed following microstimulation 
in the frog spinal cord (Loeb et al., 1993), the finding of invariant, convergent force 
fields has not directly been shown to involve invariant, synergistic cocontraction of 
muscles (Bizzi et al., 1995).  
The transition from earlier, kinematic demonstrations of motor primitives to 
studies of muscular synergies, again in the frog (Tresch et al., 1999; Loeb et al., 
2000; Saltiel et al., 2001, d’Avella et al., 2003), may have several origins. For 
instance, computing power was originally unavailable to perform the 
computationally-demanding synergy extraction procedures. Investigators may also 
have shifted their interest to intact preparations rather than the deafferented frogs 
first characterized as having co
st relevant was a renewed interest in motor primitives in movement and 
impedance control rather than posture and stiffness regulation (see Shadmehr et al., 
1993), despite the great dynamical complexity required for postural behaviors 
(Hogan et al., 1987). Finally, investigators may have followed “force-control” 
formulations of motor control (Ostry & Feldman, 2003), which often assumes that 
the nervous system specifies EMG activity, or a directly related quantity, in order to 
generate desired force levels—as will be discussed shortly. 
 
Central specification of muscle activity 
 
Whatever the reason for the recent focus on muscle synergies and endpoint 
positional equilibria, these two notions have generally not agreed well with each 
other. The simplest explanation for this discrepancy—namely, that there is no one-
to-one correspondence between measured
different positions within the workspace, any giv
icted from postural information. Conversely, any one position in the workspace 
may be associated with multiple combinations of muscle activation; hence posture 
cannot be predicted from EMG activity. This correspondence failure extends also to 
movements, where the transient EMG activity observed during transition of a limb 
can be a function of the original and final postures (e.g. Graziano et al., 2002a, 
2004b), the particular trajectory of the limb between those postures, intrinsic limb 
impedance, joint interaction forces, and external forces acting on the limb. 
Motor control models based on EMG activity and/or force production (rather 
than transitions between equilibrium points) generally posit that the central nervous 
system specifies motor commands—inferable from EMG signals—in the form of 
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 desired muscle forces. These commands are thought to be translated from desired 
endpoint positions via inverse kinematic and inverse dynamic calculations (Ostry & 
Feld
rces also appears to be absent in normal subjects during 
sud
 
6.1.4 
 
treating the latter measure 
f at all) as a byproduct of equilibrium point transitions. One classical resolution has 
specified by a target level of coordinated 
elastic stiffness between multiple muscles. Movement between such postural 
prim
 problem 
face
man, 2003). Indeed, EMG activity may vary with changes in applied force, once 
passive muscle resistance is no longer able to oppose the forces (Henneman et al., 
1965; Desmedt & Godeaux, 1977). However, this is a feedback-dependent process 
rather than one that is solely centrally-driven—one that is not observed in 
deafferented patients (Levin et al., 1995). Proprioceptive feedback may also modify 
cortical excitability, further complicating the putative role of the central nervous 
system in specifying EMG outputs. The postural dependence of muscle activity is 
thought to be a result of changes in cortical excitability driven by posture-modulated 
proprioceptive afferents (Landau, 1952) as can also be inferred using transcranial 
magnetic stimulation in humans (Wasserman et al., see Maeda & Pascual-Leone, 
2003). 
Central specification of fo
den unloading of the limb, when there is a transient, short-latency silencing of 
muscle activity (Merton, 1951; Angel et al., 1965). This silencing, even during rapid 
point-to-point movements (Adamovich et al., 1997), can be attributed to decreases 
in muscle spindle afferents accompanying muscle shortening, rather than interference 
with putative descending commands. To the extent that EMG signals are a measure 
of force generation, therefore, it is questionable whether the nervous system specifies 
these muscle activations and forces directly. This is particularly true given the 
immense computational challenge posed by the inverse kinematics, dynamics, fiber 
recruitment etc. problems. 
Central specification of muscle thresholds 
Alternative models to EMG/force control formulations have generally dealt with 
the non-correspondence of postures and EMG signals by 
(i
been to treat an equilibrium posture as 
itives may then involve re-selecting this reference set of stiffnesses. This 
formulation has been key to explanations of impedance control in deafferented 
animals, in particular the “alpha” model of Bizzi et al. (1992). The idea that active 
muscle reflexes as well as muscle impedance may be determined by displacement 
from a set point of the muscles in intact organisms has driven the “lambda” model of 
Asatryan and Feldman (1965) and subsequent “threshold control” models of motor 
control (see Feldman & Latash, 2005). Notably, each of these models—unlike most 
EMG/force control schemes (Ostry & Feldman, 2003)—also offers a simple 
resolution of “Von Holst’s paradox” (Von Holst & Mittelstaedt, 1950/1973), 
namely that movement exists despite the powerful EMG- and force-generating 
reactions that can follow any deviations from an initial posture. 
I do not wish to enter any further into the debate between these “equilibrium 
control” schemes or between them and the “force control” schemes currently en 
vogue (Ostry & Feldman, 2003). Instead I simply wish to point out the
d by electromyographers: relative muscle stiffness and activation thresholds may 
be more direct measure of central control signals, but are not as easy to measure as is 
the propagation of action potentials through muscles. EMG activity may correlate 
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 with movements (if not postures before and after movements), but it does so in a 
highly nonlinear fashion that is very much dependent on a host of other motor 
variables, and may thus make it an inadequate metric of descending motor 
commands. This appears to be the case even if these central signals take the form of 
direct muscle activation commands (as in the EMG/force control formulations), 
rather than instructions to change the target limb impedance and/or thresholds for 
reflexive muscle activity (as in equilibrium point formulations). 
Synergies organized around centrally-specified endpoint equilibria 
 
In previous chapters I have attempted to circumvent the mis-correspondence of 
EMG activity and kinematic variables by controlling for some of these parameters. In 
the reac
 
6.1.5 
h task, in particular, the movement origin is equivalent between trials, and 
tria
 convergent force fields.  
Extending this work, I also consider the involvement of stereotyped muscle 
d simultaneously with the movements 
themselves. In particular, I consider an expanded definition of function muscle 
syn
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ls begin and end with zero velocity. In the grasping task the movement origin and 
endpoints were equivalent at the level of the arm, and the movements generally 
began and ended with the hand devoid of the grasped object so it is at least possible 
that there was some consistency of hand postures at the termini of each trial. Here, 
instead, I attempt to investigate a more central specification of motor plans by 
examining the movements that result from microstimulation within monkey 
sensorimotor cortex. I leave the topic of cortical encoding to the Discussion and to 
subsequent chapters. But to anticipate these considerations I show here that 
sensorimotor cortex may encode movement endpoints in much the same way as the 
frog spinal cord may encode
activity in these evoked movements, measure
ergies that incorporates invariants both at the muscular and the kinematic levels. 
This synergy model includes both muscle channels, and non-negative endpoint 
displacement and speed profiles in both negative and positive x and y directions in 
the workspace. Related definitions of time-varying sensory-motor primitives 
(Todorov & Ghahramani, 2003) and time-invariant force-muscle “functional 
synergies” (Torres-Oviedo et al., 2005) have similarly been proposed. The division 
used here between both positive and negative displacement and speed allows each 
quantity to express distinct relationships with simultaneous muscle activity, which is 
expected not only to reflect movement intention but to vary with position in the 
workspace, displacement from equilibria, movement direction, and movement speed.  
As a simple test of this “musculokinematic” synergy model, I extracted time-
varying synergies from the data recorded during null-field center-out reach 
movements of the arm. I predicted that the extracted synergies would define 
invariant movements towards a discrete set of locations in the workspace. 
THODS 
Subjects 
As in Chapters 4-5. The sole subject (female, 10 a.) was the same as subject R1. 
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ed in Chapter 5. On 
9 of the 13 days the monkey completed this condition, and continued on to a further 
ys). I do not 
consider the data from these test and washout epochs in this chapter, or the influence 
they
 
6.2.3 
Mic
 
stim
pecific. For 
this reason and for simplicity here, I have collapsed these arm movements into three 
gross anatomical categories: those acting at the scapular/Glenohumeral (“shoulder”), 
ulnar/wrist (“wrist”) joints. I generally repeated the stimulation 
train 5-10 times in order to determine the current threshold at which 
ulation could reliably evoke the response. I did not perform a sufficient 
number of these stimulations to find the exact threshold at which 60% of the trains 
 fine 
gradations (< 25 µA) of current in order to attempt to identify the precise thresholds, 
Paradigm 
Reach task   On each day of recording, the monkey first performed between one and 
three 160-trial epochs using the robotic manipulandum (as described in Chapter 4). 
The first epoch, considered here, was always a null-field epoch. Following this epoch 
the monkey performed between trials in a non-null force field, either a viscous 
counterclockwise field or a “myofeedback” force field as describ
null-field washout epoch (completing this epoch on 7 of the 13 da
 may have had on subsequent cortical activity (cf. Li et al., 2001) or on the 
results of cortical microstimulations done after the monkey had completed as many 
trials as it was willing to attempt. I only consider the EMG and kinematic data 
collected following these experimental sessions when I performed cortical 
microstimulation on the monkey. 
 
Sessions   I consider thirteen sessions performed on separate days spanning a three-
week period (beginning 6.5 weeks after the monkey’s EMG implantation surgery).  
Recording/Stimulation 
 
Craniotomy   As in Chapter 5. 
Dura maintenance   As in Chapter 5. 
roelectrodes   As in Chapter 5. 
Microstimulation   Repetitive intracortical microstimulation (R-ICMS) was 
performed as described in Chapter 5. Long-train R-ICMS was performed with 
parameters including 2×0.2 ms pulse duration, 200 Hz pulse frequency, 25-150 mA 
current, and 0.5 s train duration. Stimulation trains were delivered by manual 
experimenter control without warning to the monkey. However, I generally timed 
the trains to periods when the monkey sat calmly while holding on to the 
manipulandum, so it likely had a general awareness of when it was liable to receive 
stimulation. 
 
Motor response determination   I classified the motor response of each stimulation 
site by visual observation of which body part, if any, moved in response to 
ulation. I made note of leg, torso, and digit movements, but used more specific 
terms to describe movements of the arm when these were clear—see Table 6-1. In 
some cases, e.g. when the microstimulations were applied near-threshold or when the 
monkey’s arm posture had changed between trains, I was unable to be as s
“elbow,” or radio
microstim
could elicit the behavior (a standard criterion). Nor did I attempt to use
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 if indeed these existed. I did use on-line observation of EMG to guide my 
observations to the monkey’s motor responses, but the unrecorded responses I report 
ters 4-5. 
6.2.4 
 
EMG data preprocessing   As in Chapter 5. 
ynergy extraction   I used the time-varying synergy extraction algorithm, as in 
hapter I describe a slight variation of the procedure, 
locity traces with the muscle recordings prior 
nergies (see Introduction). The dataset on which 
this algorithm was applied were the thirteen complete null-field baseline epochs 
t each grid cell) the displacement between it and each site where the 
and was located at the beginning of stimulations (i.e. a “stimulation site”). For each 
here are joint-kinematic and not muscular. In a few (<5) exceptions the 
microstimulations appeared to elicit complex but unreliable actions at a particular 
joint. I only include these sites with the other sites evoking motor actions at that 
joint if the pattern of elicited muscular activity or proprioceptive responses reliably 
confirmed my observations of the monkey’s overt actions. 
 
Muscle set   As in Chapter 5. The twelve muscle implantations used here, as in 
Chapter 5, were a subset of the seventeen implanted in the monkey for the purposes 
of the recordings presented in Chapter 4.  
 
Muscle implantation   As in Chapters 4-5. 
Electrode construction   As in Chapters 4-5. 
EMG data collection   As in Chap
 
Analysis 
 
S
Chapters 1-5. However, in this c
wherein I combined the position and ve
to extracting “musculokinematic” sy
performed by the monkey on the same days that I performed the R-ICMS recordings 
outlined above. 
 
Convergence estimation   Rather than model the field of convergent movements as 
a summation of basis functions (Shadmehr et al., 1993), I used a geometrical 
algorithm to identify the approximate convergence of the trajectories. I did this by 
first dividing the workspace up into square cells (1 cm2 to a side), and then by 
computing (a
h
grid cell I then computed the overall displacement vector at each cell grid site across 
all stimulation sites. I developed a similar vector sum of the population of stimulation 
traces, defined from the manipulandum endpoint position at the end of the 
stimulation trace (again, set at 250 ms after stimulation) to the endpoint position at 
the time the stimulation began. These two vector sums were defined both by radial 
and angular coordinates (i.e. in polar space). In the first case this vector sum was 
defined relative to each grid cell (and computed repeatedly over the entire 
workspace). In the second case this vector sum was defined relative to the stimulation 
sites (as if these sites were all overlaid) and was computed only once. After these 
vector sums were generated, I converted the vectors back to Cartesian space but with 
a radial distance of unit length. In doing so I restricted my comparison of the two 
sets of vectors to differences in their direction, not length. At each grid cell, therefore, 
I could compare the direction of the grid-cell-dependent displacement and the grid-
cell-independent stimulation trace vectors, by computing the direct Cartesian 
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 distance between the intersection of these two vectors and a unit circle around the 
grid cell. Because this Cartesian distance varied monotonically with vector direction 
divergence, I could simply locate the grid cell where this calculated divergence was 
minimal. This site I then identified as the convergence point. 
RESULTS 
 
 
6.3 
 
6.3.1 
re applied to on 182 occasions to the 
nsorimotor cortex of monkey R1, spanning premotor, primary motor and 
timated by sulcal borders visible during 
periments were designed to provide a 
in order to guide cortical recording (not 
ported here). These stimulations were performed at the end of behavioral recording 
 each involved multiple microstimulation trains (330 Hz, 50 ms). Shown 
in Figure 6-1 are the subset of these stimulation sites where EMG and kinematic 
e recorded while I applied either these 
imulation trains or longer trains (200 Hz, 500-ms). Of the sites where I recorded 
When I applied the longer microstimulation trains, I frequently observed 
Movements evoked by microstimulation 
 
Repetitive microstimulation trains we
se
somatosensory cortices. (These areas were es
the craniotomy.) Most of these stimulation ex
map of cortical motor and sensory responses 
re
sessions and
signals (n = 45) or EMG alone (n = 24) wer
st
EMG and kinematic data, most (n = 42) were recorded while performing long-train 
R-ICMS. A crude lateromedial somatotopy can be observed, but the joints are clearly 
represented in a mosaical fashion. Along the orthogonal axis, more posterior sites 
appeared to require lower stimulation thresholds. (The apparent post-central 
extension of the low-threshold sites is a surprising finding that demands closer 
scrutiny of the monkey’s sulcal anatomy, which currently awaits magnetic resonance 
imaging.) 
complex multijoint movements of the arm. Because the monkey in this study was 
very placid, it was possible to have it sit and hold the manipulandum handle calmly 
while microstimulation trains were applied. Even though the manipulandum handle 
was restricted to moving in a planar workspace, the evoked movements were often 
able to translate into movements of the robot. The first two movement records are 
shown in Figure 6-2. Even though the distribution of initial hand positions in Figure 
6-2b was less uniform than in Figure 6-2a, the geometric method I introduced for 
calculating an approximate “convergence point” in the workspace appeared robustly 
able to do so. This was the case even though the movements were not straight and 
only brought the monkey’s hand a short distance towards the convergence points. 
(As another confound visible in Figure 6-2, the circular extent of the 
manipulandum’s reach constrained the hand movements to the right part of the 
workspace in each examples.) 
The examples in Figure 6-2 coincidentally demonstrate some of the larger-
amplitude movements elicited by this long-train microstimulation. The amplitude of 
the movements appeared to be independent of the stimulation current applied, at 
least when averaged across all sites chosen (Fig. 6-3). The amplitude of the 
movements did appear to relate to stimulation duration, with greater displacements 
elicited by long-train microstimulation. (Only at three sites did I test both of these 
types of stimulation, however, so it was not possible to directly compare the two 
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 techniques.) 
Considering only the long-train R-ICMS experiments, Figure 6-4 demonstrates 
that the population of evoked movements could be mapped cortically according to 
evoked movement amplitude, but not to locations in the workspace. In particular, it 
is evident in Figure 6-4b that the largest movements were elicted by relatively lateral 
(i.e. “ventral”) and stimulation within primary sensorimotor cortex. There was 
in the way of a mapping between the cortical distribution of these 
stimulation sites and the actual convergence point estimated for the sites. Within the 
 strong clustering of the convergence 
points, except that the largest-amplitude sites tended to lie directly in front of the 
mo
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MG activity associated with these kinematic invariants was relatively 
sim
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2002a). Possibly this incomplete convergence may be 
attr
otherwise little 
workspace, there was also no evidence for a
nkey. 
Structure of musculokinematic synergies 
 
In considering the relation of EMG activity to kinematic variables, I combined 
the muscle activity data with transformed kinematic variables together coding non-
negative displacement and velocity. The four resulting “musculokinematic” synergies 
shown in Figure 6-5a were able to account for 49% of the EMG and kinematic 
variance, a result comparable to the values reported in Chapter 4 with a smaller set of 
channels (and all of them derived from EMG electrodes) and fewer days of recording. 
Each appeared to describe a particular trajectory among the non-negative 
displacement dimensions, which could be converted back to Cartesian coordinates as 
in Figure 6-5b. The velocity profiles appear to describe bell-shaped movements like 
those seen in natural movements. However, note that the orientation of these 
trajectories did not align with the movement paths, which were spaced at 45° with an 
angular offset of 22.5° from the axes shown. 
The E
ilar between synergies, and appeared to involve less modulation of activity than 
synergies based solely on muscle activity (cf. Fig. 4-4). Only with extraction of higher 
numbers of such musculokinematic synergies (e.g. of eight synergies in Fig. 6-5c, 
able to account for 71% of the varince) do invariant patterns dominated by 
movement activity appear. 
DISCUSSION 
 
Kinematic characteristics of convergent movement fields 
The movement vectors composing the set of responses to microstimulation 
generally converged (Fig. 6-2), but the movements themselves rarely reached a final 
position (cf. Graziano et al., 
ibuted to the non-negligible drag on the hand from the inertia and friction of the 
robotic arm. Graziano et al. (2005) similarly found that at least 26% of the 
microstimulation sites they tested were unable to evoke full convergence when the 
hand was loaded with a weight. Also, the movements I observed were restricted to a 
planar workspace, and the endpoints observed by Graziano et al. (2002a, 2005) 
generally occupied a three-dimensional workspace—hence the movements I observed 
may only represent a planar projection of those movements, themselves impeded by 
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 the tether to the manipulandum handle. Similar reasoning could explain why the 
com
nkey while in its cage kept the hand in, or brought the hand into, the 
central zone (defined both horizontally and vertically) in front of monkey. When the 
anipulation behaviors, the time spent in 
this central zone vs. the surrounding eight zones exceeded 50% (Graziano et al., 
200
ntly of the wiping reflex. Moreover, the 
“co
 cases where the monkey started to move its hand just 
before the stimulation train began,) As a result, I was able to exclude prior movement 
as a confound in the interpretation of the muscle activity. 
6.4.2 Cortical relationship to convergence points 
The cortical topography of the responses I observed did not have a clear, linear 
rela
ponent movement vectors—like the isometric force field vectors measured in 
human subjects holding the manipulandum (Shadmehr et al., 1993) did not point 
directly towards the convergence point. 
Interestingly, most of highest-gain convergent locations in the manipulandum 
workspace appeared to lie in the “central” region (Fig. 6-4a). It is possible that 
convergent locations more to the right of the workspace—spanning the most distal 
targets—would have been observed had we been able to access cortical sites located 
further laterally. But it is worth noting that Graziano et al. (2004a) found that about 
40% of both microstimulation-evoked movements and natural movements generated 
by the mo
hand was observed to perform grasping or m
4a). 
The movement primitives I observed had a time-varying structure. A similar 
result was found in the central point of the convergent force fields obtained by long-
train microstimulation in the frog (Giszter et al., 1993), and described as evidence for 
a “virtual trajectory.” Such evolution has also been observed in corrective responses 
made by spinalized frogs as they encountered obstacles during rapid, aimed 
contralateral wiping reflexes (Kargo & Giszter, 2000). By comparing the frogs’ 
kinematics and EMG with and without the obstacle and with and without feedback, 
Kargo and Giszter (2000) found that the corrective response (an added hip flexion) 
was dependent on intact cutaneous afferents. Under isometric conditions, this 
response was shown to be a structurally invariant force field that could be scaled by 
obstacle force magnitude and time independe
rrective field” itself had temporal dynamics, changing in its component vector 
directions even as its overall duration (~0.5 s) was relatively fixed. 
In contrast to Graziano et al. (2002a), I was able to achieve different starting 
postures in the monkey while it was actually at rest, not while it was performing a 
simple task designed to bring the hand to different parts of the workspace. (I rejected 
from the analysis those few
 
 
tionship to the planar workspace of the monkey. This finding is not inconsistent 
with the crude topography observed by Graziano et al. (2002a), who divided their 
cortical map of endpoint locations into “lower,” “middle,” and “upper” space in a 
3D region around the monkey. Once again, the workspace in this experiment was at 
best a planar projection from this more complicated 3D map. For one monkey, 
Graziano et al. (2002a) also showed the “horizontal” topography of the hand and 
arm postures. Like me, they show that contralateral space (here, the left side of the 
manipulandum workspace) is represented more anteriorly (towards the arcuate 
sulcus) while the “central” region in front of the monkey is represented on the caudal 
portion of the precentral gyrus and the ipsilateral region is represented just as 
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 posteriorly but also more laterally. Graziano (2005)’s maps appear to have even less 
clear-cut vertical- and horizontal-space topography, but the cortical representations 
divide relatively neatly into “hand-to-mouth,” “defensive-like,” “central space + 
finger movement,” “reach,” “leg + arm,” “saccade,” and “no movement” categories, 
all o
he predominance of these points directly in front of the animal. But at least 
it d
mptions, for instance that 
neural activity relating to arm control scales linearly with the position of the hand in 
orkspace. Our data suggest that the 
biologically no less plausible possibility of endpoint encoding by re-evaluated. 
6.4.3 
f which I was not able to distinguish using the manipulandum encoder data. 
Like Graziano et al. (2002a), I have combined microstimulation results from 
premotor, and primary motor and rostral somatosensory cortex, finding no sharp 
divisions between these regions in terms of endpoint locations. Indeed, by other 
sensorimotor measures—threshold current amplitude, evoked movement amplitude, 
multi- vs. single-joint movement, proprioceptive responses, cutaneous responses, size 
of somatosensory receptive field—these regions appear to be divided only by slow 
gradients of encoding. As suggested by Graziano et al. (2002b), primary and 
premotor areas may be defined by a continuous map of manual space. 
Whether the data shown in Figure 6-4a indicate a clustering of convergent points 
beyond t
oes appear to be the case that the responses did not all lie along the edge of the 
workspace—as might be predicted from a simplistic assumption of directional tuning 
in motor cortex. The encoding of motor variables by motor cortex remains a 
controversial topic. Two prominent and competing schemes have suggested that the 
cortex either codes for movement end point locations or postures (Polit & Bizzi, 
1979) or for movement direction (Rosenbaum, 1980). The latter viewpoint is now 
more widely accepted, generally because of experimental results based on the relation 
of cortical firing to movement variables observed under controlled conditions. For 
instance, Georgopoulos et al (1985) found that in out-center movements, m1 and 
area 5 cells fired according to direction and not the central end-point. However, in 
this case only a single end-point was tested. A proper test of different candidate 
coordinates may require a much richer sampling of these dimensions (Ajemian et al., 
2001). 
One consequence of assuming directional encoding was discussed in Chapter 4, 
where the apparent rotation of neural and EMG “preferred directions” along with a 
curl field conceals the more likely relationship between these variables and movement 
dynamics.  Of particular relevance to the current literature on neuroprosthetic 
control, simple linear models of positional encoding (e.g. Ashe & Georgopoulos, 
1994) have likewise implied untenable physiological assu
the workspace, even to the extremes of the w
 
Validity of high-current, long-train microstimulation 
 
In applying cortical microstimulation, researchers have traditionally used short 
train durations and sub- or per-threshold currents in order to map the overt response 
of corticomotoneuronal cell populations. The maximum current applied in such 
studies has been reported as 10 µA (Asanuma & Rosén, 1972); Cheney et al., 1985; 
Baker et al., 1998); 25 µA (Sato & Tanji, 1989); 30 µA (Strick & Preston, 1978a; 
Bennett & Lemon, 1994; Nudo et al., 1996); 40 µA (Lemon et al., 1986); or 60 µA 
(Donoghue, Leibovic & Sanes; 1992). Other parameters are generally more constant. 
In particular, the stimulation pulses reported above were all 0.2 ms in duration 
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 (usually cathodal or occasionally biphasic, with the “negative” or depolarizing phase 
first) delivered at 300-400 Hz, for a duration lasting 10-20 pulses—i.e. in the range 
of 25-70 ms. Trains of much lower-frequency (up to 15 Hz) pulses have also used to 
perform stimulus-triggered averaging of EMG in response to an injected current 
without much likelihood temporal summation of the pulse effects (e.g. Cheney & 
Fetz
02a, 2004b]). 
Gra
ry stimulation of the pyramidal tract (Landau, 1952). 
ensory 
cortex to mimic a tactile stimulus (Romo et al., 1998), Shorter stimulation trains, as 
ar to elicit truncated and 
incomplete movements, relative to those elicited with 500-ms stimulation. Giszter et 
al. (
, 1985; Cheney et al., 1985; Baker et al., 1998; McKiernan et al., 1998; Park et 
al., 2001). 
The studies listed above neither sought nor reported convergent movement fields 
of the sort reported here and by Graziano and coworkers. Like them I have used 
long-train (typically 500 ms), high-current (up to 150 µA) pulses of 0.2 ms delivered 
biphasically at a typical rate of 200 Hz with the negative phase first. (In the 
published work there was some minor variation in pulse frequency and phase 
[Graziano et al., 2002a] and in train duration [Graziano et al., 20
ziano’s results, and the parameters used to find them, have naturally aroused 
some controversy (see Strick, 2002). One purpose of this project, in the proper 
scientific tradition, was therefore simply to replicate their results. I take this goal as 
having been well-accomplished, given the results discussed above—particularly given 
our planar restriction on movements. 
In addition, there is historical precedent for these results of cortical 
microstimulation (besides the obvious parallels with spinal microstimulation in the 
amphibian; Giszter et al., 1993). Although other parameters of the microstimulation 
(e.g. electrode location, stimulation duration) and the species (cat) were quite 
different from those used here, Clark and Ward (1937) and Ward (1938) showed 
that motor cortical stimulation would evoke posture-dependent leg movements that 
seemed to drive the leg to a particular point in space. Whether the motor cortex is 
essential for driving these convergent movements is not clear (see Strick, 2002). For 
instance, similar patterns of movement have been observed (again in the cat) by 
medulla
Nevertheless, a further discussion of the validity of the microstimulation 
parameters that we have used is in order. Graziano et al. (e.g. 2002a) have 
emphasized that 500-ms stimulation trains are appropriate given that this time scale 
approximates that of the natural reach and grasp movements made by the monkey 
(e.g. Georgopoulos et al., 1986; Reina et al., 2001). Researchers using 
microstimulation to study oculomotor and somatosensory systems have similarly 
used relatively long trains. For instance, 400-ms trains were been applied to the 
arcuate sulcus to replicate the time scale of typical regular head movements 
(Freedman et al., 1996), and 500-ms trains were applied to primary somatos
in Graziano et al. (2002a) and in my own data, appe
1993), in their original finding of convergent force fields coded in the frog spinal 
cord, similarly used long-train (typically 300-ms) microstimulation, albeit at lower 
frequency (40 Hz) and current (1-8 µA) than used in the primate microstimulation 
trains reported here and by Graziano and coworkers. 
As for the relatively high stimulation currents used to elicit these complex 
movements, such large currents are likely to activate a cortical territory far outside the 
100-µm radius assumed for about 10 µA stimulation (Ranck, 1981; Yeomans, 1990). 
Nevertheless, currents of up to 150 µA have been used by neurophysiologists 
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 studying the oculomotor system, e.g. to classify particular populations of neurons in 
frontal eye fields such as visual neurons vs. presaccadic neurons (Bruce et al., 1985; 
Gottlieb et al., 1993). Graziano et al. (2004b) has also used 30-µA currents to show, 
as I have done above, that EMG activity (in the biceps and triceps muscle) following 
microstimulation in primary motor cortex is a function of arm posture. (It should 
also be noted that in all of these experiments only the maximum currents used 
reached 150 µA, and not necessarily the individual currents which were as low as 25-
50 
primitives. 
 
6.4.4 
nterpreted as showing 
tha
ing. 
µA.) 
Furthermore, Strick (2002) suggests that microstimulation with relatively high 
currents may be uniquely required to activate non-direct connections between motor 
cortex and spinal motoneurons. Connections by networks of propriospinal neurons 
in the cord may be particularly involved in mediating the convergent force fields 
observed in the spinalized amphibian (Giszter et al., 1993). It should be noted that 
the relative contribution propriospinal pathway in the primate may be small, e.g. as 
compared to the cat following lesions of the corticospinal tract at the C5 dorsolateral 
funiculus in each (Maier et al., 1998). Nevertheless it may be that the stimulation 
parameters used by Graziano and coworkers, and in this project, are in fact required 
to activate and study spinally-encoded 
Systematic variability of EMG activity following microstimulation 
 
In testing the “musculokinematic” synergy model (Fig. 6-5) l, I indeed found 
that the extracted synergies define invariant movements towards a discrete set of 
locations in the workspace—even though these did not correspond to the actual 
targets reached to by the monkey. The muscle activity in these synergies bore even 
less relation to the expected pattern of phasic bursts. Small numbers of 
musculokinematic synergies reflected relatively unvarying muscle activity, both 
within and between such primitives. This result might be i
t—to the extent that muscle activity covaried with movement in this task—the 
monkey simply used similar muscles (e.g. rTra, rTri, aDel) to get to the left and right 
parts of its workspace, and similar, mostly overlapping muscles (e.g. Rho, sSpi, aDel) 
to get to the top and bottom parts of its workspace. What changed may have been 
the balance of stiffness, viscosity, activation threshold etc. between muscles. 
I do not claim that the nervous system actually uses such motor primitives, 
though in the context of “sensory-motor primitives,” the displacement and velocity 
signals I included might be interpreted either as sensory signals (e.g. the muscle 
spindle afferents) or as movement goals. My purpose in performing this analysis was 
merely to document whether invariance in the reach task was more a feature of the 
muscular recruitment or the kinematic patterns. I am not the first to claim that 
EMG activity during movement is dependent on limb configuration—a finding 
previously shown in microstimulation studies (see Lemay & Grill, 2004). One future 
contribution of the microstimulation dataset I have collected, despite the planar 
restriction of the hand and its measurement, may be in its combination of large 
numbers of EMG channels with the kinematic record
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 Table 6 te that 
these m oulnar 
joint), t far as 
these co
 
-1   Biomechanical scheme used to classify microstimulation evoked movements. No
ovements were broadly grouped into those involving the “wrist” (as well as the radi
he elbow, and the “shoulder” (including glenohumeral and scapular movements, inso
uld be distinguished). 
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 Figure 6-1   Map of microstimulation sites according to joint and current threshold. In particular, I 
represent each recorded stimulation site (n = 69) according to the joint(s) where I reliably observed 
evoked movements (color), according to the legend shown. I simultaneously plot the sites according 
to the inverse current threshold needed to evoke these movements (diameter)—hence the size of 
ch circle can be thought of as the “gain” of the stimulation. Sites with no reliable evoked 
movement (even at 100+ µA) are represented by × symbols, and occurred more anteriorly. Estimated 
sulci include the arcuate (anterior) and central (posterior). The recording chamber was centered at 
AP = 17.0, ML = 15.0. Grey cells indicate the cortical region accessible through the chamber. 
 
ea
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 Figure 6-2   Long-train microstimulation evokes convergent movements. Panels a) and b) show two 
sets of evoked movements that followed microstimulation trains applied to two cortical locations on 
the same day. In both plots, the position of the hand at the time of microstimulation is shown as the 
brightest red dot. The progressively darker trace represents the position of the hand recorded over 
the following 250 ms. The thin black lines give the position of the hand during freely moving 
behavior (while still connected to the manipulandum handle) over the cumulative several minutes 
that elapsed between microstimulations at each site. The “convergence points” (see Methods) are 
projected as blue circles. 
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 Figure 6-3   The amplitude of evoked movements was not a function of current applied. The 
average displacement of the hand over multiple microstimulation-evoked movements is plotted vs. 
the long-train R-ICMS current used to elicit the movements (not the current threshold). 
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 Figure 6-4   Convergent positions distributed in the workspace and over cortex. Shown for all 
recorded trials using long-train R-ICMS (n = 45) are a) the convergence point estimated for the 
movement and b) the cortical distribution of these same convergence points. The colors in a) were 
hosen arbitrarily to span the planar workspace with two color dimensions (x: red, y: green). The 
diameter of each circle is proportional to the average displacement amplitude evoked by the 
microstimulation trains. The square symbols in a) represent the locations of the targets experienced 
by the monkey in the context of the center-out reach task recordings (Chapters 4-5, 7) but not 
experienced here. 
 
c
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 Figure 6-5   “Musculokinematic” synergies. a) Four 1-s synergies derived from the EMG and 
transformed kinematic data collected from monkey R1 as it completed null-field trials. The muscle 
intensity is coded by the reference bar at right. b) The trajectories encoded within these synergies, 
within the workspace of the manipulandum. c) Eight synergies extracted from the dataset. Channels 
were normalized to the same peak level of activation prior to extraction of synergies. 
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 7 tPA Disruption of Acquired Adaptation in Motor Cortex 
 
In this pilot study, I applied tPA (tissue plasminogen activator) to the MI arm 
representation in a single macaque as it learned to make reaching movements under a 
clockwise curl force field applied by a robotic manipulandum. The monkey had extensive 
prior experience performing under null-field conditions, which were repeated for a first 
epoch of 160 trials each day of recording, prior to a 160-trial force field epoch. The tPA 
was administered over a ten-day period separated by five days before and after from ten-
day control periods, when the monkey performed the same task under similar conditions 
but without receiving tPA. tPA was infused at a fixed rate during force-field practice, via 
custom canulae to up to four sites per day. These sites wre chosen so as to span the bulk of 
the MI arm area (as assessed through earlier cortical mapping). The canulae were lowered 
along with microelectrodes in order to ensure they were lowered into cortex. Due in part to 
difficulty penetrating the dura, application of tPA may have been limited to 15 of the 40 
canulae lowered over the experiment, most of them during the final five days of the ten-
day per-tPA period. The monkey’s performance, gauged by the signed deviation area of its 
movements, reached a stable level by the end of the control period. The error was non-
zero, possibly related to the presence of catch trials in the force epochs. When the tPA was 
introduced, the most evident behavioral variable observed to change was the monkey’s 
general ability or motivation to complete trials under the force field. Its null-field 
performance was spared. When the monkey returned to the task following the per-tPA 
period, its performance on both the null and force field conditions did not demonstrate 
lasting impairment. Various experimental confounds are addressed to discuss the lack of a 
behavioral enhancement. Another explanation of the findings may be that the monkey’s 
more recently-acquired clockwise field learning was more sensitive to the effects of tPA 
than was the robust null-field performance. 
 
 
7.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
While non-forelimb movements may be synergistically encoded at the level of the 
spinal cord (e.g. Saltiel et al., 1998) there is evidence that a distributed control 
system in the cortex (Schieber, 1996) is directly and uniquely responsible for muscle 
activation patterns of the primate forearm. Beyond the extensive sensorimotor cortex 
area devoted to the hand, anatomical and electrophysiological studies in monkeys 
further suggest that the motor cortex sends monosynaptic projections to the forelimb 
motoneurons (Lemon, 1993). Beginning with this chapter I therefore turn my 
attention from the muscular basis of motor control and learning to the level of the 
central nervous system. 
This chapter describes a pilot study that was designed to test whether motor 
cortical application of a pharmacological agent shown to be involved in synaptic 
plasticity (see below) could enhance primate motor learning. Tissue plasminogen 
activator (tPA) is a serine protease that converts plasminogen to its active protease 
form, plasmin, which in turn degrades numerous substrates. tPA or its derivatives are 
commonly administered for lysis of fibrin clots following thrombotic strokes to help 
restore blood flow. Endogenous tPA is widely expressed in the human and rodent 
central nervous system (Friedman & Seeds, 1994; Tessalu et al., 2004). In the mouse 
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 central nervous system, tPA functions range from neuronal development (Seeds et al., 
1999), neuronal plasticity (Qian et al., 1993), and excitotoxic neuronal cell death 
 over the course of several days of learning 
on the conventional center-out reach task with clockwise curl forces (much as in 
Mataga et al., 2002, 2004). 
 
7.2 
 
7.2.1 
 
 
7.2.2 
ters 4-5. 
(Siao & Tsirka, 2002). 
The onset of long term potentiation (LTP), a proposed mechanism of synaptic 
plasticity, is characterized by the transcriptional induction of immediate early genes. 
tPA was identified as an immediate early gene that is elevated after LTP (Qian et al., 
1993). Inhibition of tPA prevents the late phase of LTP (L-LTP) in the hippocampus 
while application of tPA or overexpression of tPA in transgenic mice enhanced L-
LTP and improved performance in spatial orientation learning tasks (Baranes et al., 
1998; Madani et al., 1999). Recent research has shown that the LTP-enhancing 
effect of tPA is via its interaction with two molecules: the NR1 subunit of the N-
methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor and brain derived neurotropic factor 
(BDNF).  tPA has been shown to cleave the NR1 subunit of the NMDA receptor 
leading to a potentiated calcium influx (Nicole et al., 2001). tPA, via plasmin 
activation, converts the precursor proBDNF to its mature form, mBDNF, which is 
in turn critical for L-LTP expression in mouse hippocampus (Pang et al., 2004).  
Apart from its effects in the hippocampus, tPA has been shown to play an 
important role in cerebellar motor learning (Seeds et al., 2003).  tPA expression was 
induced specifically in the cerebellum of normal mice during the early stages (within 
the first 4 hours) of learning on a complex peg walking task.  Knockout mice lacking 
the tPA gene were impaired in their rate and extent of motor learning compared to 
their wildtype and heterozygote littermates.  It is not known whether cerebellar LTP 
requires tPA activity but the results of Seeds et al. (2003) suggest that the role of tPA 
in the cerebellum is similar to its role in the hippocampus. Little work has looked at 
the involvement of tPA in cortical plasticity (Mataga et al., 2002, 2004), and none in 
primate or motor cortical systems. In this pilot study, therefore, tPA was infused over 
a wide swath of arm-related motor cortex
 
METHODS 
Subjects 
As in Chapters 4-6. The sole subject (female, 10 a.) was the same as subject R1. 
Paradigm 
 
Reach task   As in Chap
 
Epochs  As in Chapter 4, the first two epochs of trials were a null-field baseline 
epoch and a test epoch with forces. In this experiment, however, the monkey was 
only allowed to complete these two 160-hit epochs (a baseline and a test epoch). tPA 
administration was consistently begun within the first minute of the test epoch, 
except on the first two days of the ten-day tPA period, when no tPA was 
administered (and when the monkey was not yet sufficiently motivated to complete 
both the baseline and test epochs). 
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Sessions   The monkey’s last exposure to the clockwise force field (consisting of five 
days of consecutive practice on a slightly weaker version of the field) had occurred 
ove
Tar
 
7.2.3 
 
4. 
Craniotomy   As in Chapter 5. 
 
s initially (on days 3-5 of the tPA period) delivered via commercial 
infusion canulae (Plastics One). As these easily succumbed to distal bending upon 
ated contact with the monkey’s dura, I manufactured custom stainless 
steel canulae, using 28-gauge (O.D. 0.028", I.D. 0.020") and 22-gauge O.D. 
were 
additionally used to protect the canulae from buckling. These were delivered to the 
 custom microelectrode grid made of clear plastic, with grid holes 
stricted to one half of the grid in order to permit (limited) visibility of the dura 
lectrodes and canulae. 
io monitoring of the cortical amplifier, cortical 
r 11 weeks prior to the recordings presented here. Particular care was taken to 
match the control (no tPA) and tPA periods. Prior to the tPA administration, there 
were two ten-day control periods. (Initially only one such period was planned, but a 
review of its data following the first control period indicated its performance had not 
yet plateaued.) Following the single ten-day tPA period, the monkey performed the 
task for a final ten-day period. Each of these ten-day periods was separated by a 5-day 
rest period including ad lib water access and dura maintenance procedures. Each day 
of recording I would allow the monkey up to three hours to complete as many hits 
(up to 320) as it could. In the tPA administration period I stopped the experiment 
after 320 hits had been completed or if the monkey had stopped working for ~30 
min. Performance of the full 320-hit experiment would reliably earn the monkey a 
bonus food reward. 
  
gets   As in Chapters 4-5. 
 
Forces   As in Chapter 4, except that the force field was a clockwise curl field. The 
forces, of magnitude 6 N·s/m, were calculated on-line as xf &B= , where 
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡
−= 06
60
 B  and x&  was the movement velocity. “Catch trials” (trials on which the 
motors are suddenly turned off just as the target is presented) were used as described 
in Chapter 4. 
Recording/Stimulation 
Kinematics   As in Chapter 
Canulae   tPA wa
first or repe
(0.014", I.D. 0.010") tubes. Similar but wider stainless steel guide tubes 
cortex via a
re
surface during its penetration by e
 
Cortical penetration   Each canula was paired with one vinyl-coated tungsten 
microelectrode spaced 1 mm away along the grid surface. One microelectrode/canula 
at a time pair was lowered through the cranial recording chamber, using manual 
screwdriver action. Contact with the dura surface was indicated by an increase in 
resistance to the screw’s progress. Cortex was recognized by an increase in the 
background incidence of “crackles” on a speaker receiving input from the 
microelectrode. In addition to aud
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 acquisition software was used to help identify isolated neurons given a consistent and 
emperature sterile injection water to a concentration of 0.08 
d for delivery. (This amount included an empirically-
etermined 0.35 ml to flush each set of tubes with tPA solution in place of the saline, 
monkey, and 0.1 ml of additional solution to buffer against inadvertent loss.) The 
delivery tubin a
each recording session. Each tPA syringe was inserted into the proximal end of a long 
Plastics One) and four short (6.5 cm) lengths of additional tubing. 
These short tubes were then connected to the proximal ends of the canulae mounted 
at the saline could flow into each canula with minimal 
and equivalent resistance. After the diluted tPA solution was drawn into each of two 
 with two additional blunted 20-gauge needles, 0.35 
y injected from each into the tubing, or more if 
ecessary in order to set the plunger in each syringe to the same starting volume of 
any one day’s force epoch 
uring the tPA experiment. Given the 1:10 dilution of the tPA solution, this 
 
above-threshold waveform. Microelectrodes sometimes could penetrate the dura; 
these were subsequently confirmed by visual inspection either to have become bent 
or pushed back up through the microdrive. When a microelectrode was unable to 
reach the dura, I would nevertheless drive both it and its partnered canula to a depth 
0-4 turns below the depth(s) at which I had reached the cortex with any of the other 
microelectrodes being lowered that day. With only one possible exception, the 
custom-made canulae always penetrated the dura. The saline layer was recognized by 
a drop in noise, since it is conductive. 
 
tPA preparation   Over the course of the tPA period I supplemented an initial 
supply of pre-dissolved and frozen 2-chain recombinant human tPA (American 
Diagnostica Inc.) with a lyophilized powder form that could be reconstituted by 
dissolution into sterile or 0.22 µl filtered deionized water. Before use, the tPA was 
diluted with room-t
µg/µl. Each day I prepared about 1.2 ml total of the diluted solution, i.e. 0.6 ml for 
each of two 1-ml syringes use
d
a further minimum “overhead” of 0.1 ml to occupy the syringes when mounted in 
the pump due to the presence of adjustable stops, 0.04 ml to be injected into the 
g (Pl stics One) was flushed with room-temperature saline prior to 
(60-cm) tube, the distal ends of this tubing already having been fitted with two, two-
way splitters (
on the grid. I confirmed th
1-ml syringes, these being fitted
ml of tPA solution were slowl
n
tPA solution within the syringe. Visual confirmation was again made to ensure that 
fluid could pass through each canula. 
 
tPA delivery   The syringes were then attached to the canulae and loaded into a 
syringe pump apparatus (Harvard Apparatus). This pump allowed the tPA solution 
to be automatically administered from each syringe at a constant infusion rate of 20 
µl/hr (i.e. not to constant target volume). The most solution that could be 
introduced at any one of the four target sites was thus 10 µl per hour, or 20 µl over 
the maximum 1.63 hr that the monkey performed in 
d
corresponded to a maximum of 2.0 µg of tPA administered at any one site on a given 
day. 
Performance error   The monkey’s performance was characterized by the signed 
(clockwise minus counterclockwise) area of its trajectory relative to a straight line 
connecting the beginning and end of its movement. The error was summed over all 
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 directions and 8-hit sets defining either the baseline or test epoch. Catch trials were 
included along with other trials. 
Analysis 
 
Trial alignment   As in Chapter 4. 
Trial selection   As in Chapter 4. 
 
7.2.4 
 
 
7.3 RESULTS 
 
7.3.1 
7.3.2 
 
Figure 7-2 gives the psychophysical results of the monkey’s performance over the 
ith the introduction of tPA (Fig. 7-2), the monkey’s baseline error level 
changed little. The deviation error among force field trials may have increased during 
to perform the reaching task under force field conditions. As before, the monkey was 
Application of tPA 
 
Figure 7-1 depicts the sites over sensorimotor cortex selected for tPA delivery. 
Several months of motor and somatosensory response mapping had revealed both a 
large extent of arm-related cortical territory, and a continuum of sensorimotor 
response (Fig. 7-1a). Both the expected lateromedial somatotopy and the 
anteroposterior motor/sensory axes were broadly confirmed. The tPA sites were 
chosen to span the arm-related portion of this cortical map as widely as possible 
within the eight days during which the tPA was delivered (at up to four sites per 
day). The interleaving spaces were assigned to microelectrodes that accompanied 
each tPA canula at a distance of 1 mm. 
Many of these microelectrodes, and some of the initial tPA canulae, were unable 
to penetrate the dura in spite of the regular dura “scraping” surgeries since the 
craniotomy six months prior. Effort was made to return to these blocked sites on 
subsequent days for further attempts at dural penetration, which were generally 
successful in the case of the tPA canulae used beginning on day 6 of the ten-day tPA 
period. Overall, I estimated that 25 of the 40 attempts were able to pass through the 
dura, although of these there may have been liquid flow problems affecting the tPA 
delivery from a further 10 of these canulae (see Discussion). 
 
Behavioral trends 
two ten-day pre-tPA periods, and the subsequent ten-day per-tPA period. The first 
two ten-day periods shown involved no tPA administration. The null-field errors can 
be observed to plateau in terms of perpendicular displacement only in the second 
ten-day period. Among force trials during these control days, the monkey’s mean 
level of error was comparable to that on null-field trials near the end of the control 
period. Ironically, the plateau level of performance in both the baseline and force 
field epochs appeared to involve a higher level of trajectory error than its initial 
performance (see Discussion). 
W
this period—although this effect may have been confounded by the waning number 
of hits each day. Indeed, as shown in Figure 7-3, the most visible performance 
change associated with tPA infusion may simply have been in the monkey’s capacity 
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 still able to perform 160 baseline hits each day, but its ability or willingness to 
generate the full epoch of force field hits appeared to decline soon after infusions of 
tPA began on day 3 of this period. (The large differences in numbers of hits 
in each epoch precluded meaningful statistical comparisons of trajectory 
ror between these epochs.) 
he task for a final ten-day post-tPA period (Fig. 
or nearly complete epochs of both null-field and 
force-field trials—suggesting that whatever had affected its performance in the per-
tPA period was no longer influencing the monkey’s behavior. This pattern is also 
 profile of trajectory error (Fig. 7-2), which appeared consistent with 
the monkey’s baseline performance in the per-tPA period and its force-field error at 
PA period. 
 
7.4 
 
7.4.1 
 
thods and because of the relation of these 
resu
 
5 of them (19 in days 6-
10) went to the appropriate depth (based on the simultaneously cortical monitoring 
yoked microelectrodes). One alternative to the methods used 
here might be to use beveled, insulated guide tubes not only to penetrate the dura, 
but
of the recording chamber rather than into the denser 
tiss
performed 
er
When the monkey returned to t
7-3), it again performed complete 
suggested by the
the beginning of the t
 
DISCUSSION 
Explanations for the lack of tPA-associated enhancement of learning 
The monkey’s force-field performance in the per-tPA did not appear to be 
enhanced relative to its baseline performance, and if anything appeared to have been 
compromised during this period (Fig. 7-3). I have nevertheless included this report 
both because of the novelty of the me
lts to those of Chapter 8. But with an eye to improving the experimental 
paradigm in the future, I consider below possible explanations of this finding: 
1. The canulae generally were not lowered into cortex. It was clear enough when the 
canulae did not make it through the dura, since they would end up bent or deflected 
upwards (which could be ascertained by comparison of the their initial and final 
elevations, taking into account the displacement due to the microdrive). I found that, 
of the 40 canula which I attempted to lower past the dura, 2
performed with the 
 also to act as microelectrodes—along the same track as the injection needles, 
rather than parallel to them.  
 
2. The tPA could not be pumped into the cortex. Visual inspection of the pump 
apparatus confirmed that the appropriate volume of tPA solution had been pumped 
from each syringe. But one concern on days 3-5 of the tPA administration was that a 
failure to penetrate the dura with either canula of a tube-yoked set (see Methods) 
likely led to all the tPA supplying the two canulae to follow the path of least 
resistance—i.e. into the saline 
ue below. Of the 25 canula which penetrated the dura, flow such flow problems 
may have affected 10 of them, leaving only 15 (13 of them in days 6-10) to deliver 
tPA solution. While the risk of such shunting was clearly minimized beginning day 6 
with the custom canulae, uneven flow through the two canulae of a pair remained 
possible. But provided that both canulae were in cortex, a differential flow of tPA 
solution from each would not have affected the overall quantity of tPA administered. 
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3. Before reaching the cortex much of the tPA was diluted by contact with saline in the 
recording chamber. Even if the dilution was minimal and local to the tip of the 
canulae it could have blunted the effect of the tPA, since only the distal-most ~0.01 
ml in each canula was delivered into tissue. With practice I was able (by day 8 if not 
earl
ilute a solution to begin with. The concentration of 
tPA solution was chosen to be in the same range as values quoted in the literature. 
For instance, Mataga et al. (2002, 2004) quote a concentration of 160 IU/µl, while 
re was 60 IU/µl—at each of one to four sites per day. More 
important than the concentration may have been the total quantity of tPA delivered, 
ere (across 
days 3-10) of 730 IU, and the maximum total (on day 6 with 0.0108 µl at each of 
fou
es not 
apply to the primate then I might still have seen longer-term effects when the 
 dural growth, and/or minimize the diameter of the 
anulae. 
 
ier) to reduce this time of immersion in saline to 10 min at most. The degree of 
dilution could be tested (in vitro) by substituting a green dye in place of the tPA 
solution. If it is problematic, it would suggest that beveled guide tubes should be 
used not only to puncture the dura but also to seal the path of the injection needle 
from most of the surrounding saline. 
 
4. The tPA was delivered in too d
the concentration he
which in the literature above was 240 IU, compared to the average total h
r sites) of 2580 IU. Indeed, if anything a less concentrated solution (or a small 
undiluted quantity injected directly) is recommended in the future. 
 
5. The tPA was not applied for sufficiently many days. Given previous experiments I 
expected to see an effect of the tPA after fewer than ten days’ administration—
indeed, even after a single day’s administration (Mataga et al., 2002). If this do
monkey was retested in the final ten-day recording period, without tPA. However, 
the monkey was able, or willing, to perform nearly the entire set of baseline and force 
epochs in this period. 
 
6. Any enhancing effect of the tPA was mitigated by cortical damage resulting from the 
canulae or the liquid volume. On days 6 and 10, for example, I observed a small 
amount of dural bleeding following the recording session. It was likely that the 
custom canulae caused more trauma than the weaker, commercial infusion canulae I 
used (for the most part unsuccessfully) on days 3-5. Future experiments should use 
subjects with less cumulative
c
 
7. The monkey’s learning capacity was already maximized. Seeds et al. (2003) found 
that cerebellar tPA levels in mice that had already acquired a motor task (or who were 
stressed) were elevated, thus likely reducing the potency of further tPA infusion. 
Although the monkey’s prior exposure to the clockwise force field was minimal, it 
was true that there appeared to be little learning evident within the its force field 
deviation scores—especially when compared to the learning trends evident in its 
baseline scores. For the monkey’s learning capacity both in the baseline and force 
field epochs to have been maximized was also conceivable given that its performance 
did appear to plateau towards the end of the second ten-day pre-tPA period. 
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 8. The monkey’s performance was too variable to allow for significant evidence of 
ed to perform on days when it completed the 
t 160 force hits. Considering the two pre-tPA periods together, the variability 
as consistent as 
ossible within the ten days of recording. Nevertheless, a handful of differences 
itional controls, the monkey’s per- and post-tPA performance 
vels were clearly distinct, its post-tPA performance more closely resembling the 
d in neurogenesis in visual cortex (Mataga et al., 2002, 2004), perhaps via 
ew spine growth of existing cells. While it may be the case that the monkey’s 
 period, 
suggesting that it had not catastrophically “unlearned” the clockwise force field 
during the per-tPA period. Given that the literature on motor learning generally 
learning enhancement. Initially I had planned to give the monkey only one ten-day 
period of training on the clockwise force field prior to tPA administration. In 
reviewing its performance over this period, however, I correctly predicted that the 
monkey’s performance could reach a more stable plateau with a further ten-day 
period prior to tPA introduction. This additional ten-day baseline period would 
allowed me to enforce greater regularity in the monkey’s environment and task 
parameters, including: the degree of its head fixation, the time of day, the quantity 
and nature (juice/water) of the reward, the size of the targets, and the number of 
additional (washout) trials it was allow
se
associated with the monkey’s deviation area was not nearly as large as the systematic 
change in its baseline performance across these periods, and again in the per-tPA 
period. Variability was more of a concern when following behavioral trends in the 
monkey’s force field epochs, given that the monkey often did not perform a full 
epoch of 160 hits, particularly in the per-tPA period. 
  
9. Changes in task parameters or environment factors between the pre-tPA and per-tPA 
periods negated any evidence of learning. As in the second ten-day pre-tPA period, I 
strove to keep the monkey’s environment and task parameters 
p
between the two latter ten-day periods may have remained. For instance, during the 
per-tPA period the experiments typically began in the late afternoon (mean recording 
start time 17:05 ± 1:18) rather than the early afternoon (12:02 ± 1:31), as had been 
the case in the preceding ten-day period without tPA. However, in the monkey’s ten-
day post-tPA period I attempted to more closely replicate the per-tPA recording 
conditions. For instance, the post-tPA mean recording start time was also 17:05 ± 
1:18. Despite these add
le
monkey’s pre-tPA performance (both at the level of hits performed and of trajectory 
error). Nevertheless all of these experimental conditions should be controlled both in 
the pre- and post-tPA periods in future experiments. 
 
10. tPA delivered to MI is simply ineffective at enhancing motor learning. It was 
expected that tPA would have effects on motor learning because it has been 
implicate
n
performance on the force field trials did not improve over the course of the tPA 
administration, the data do suggest that the monkey’s performance on these force 
trials was selectively impaired while its performance on the baseline null field 
condition was generally spared. Such a selective impairment may indicate a greater 
fragility of the monkey’s clockwise force field learning. Whether memory of this 
learning was indeed impaired, or whether motivational issues may account for the 
monkey’s inability to complete the force field epochs late into the tPA 
administration, was tested by the final ten-day post-tPA period. Generally the 
monkey’s post-tPA performance followed the trends in the monkey’s pre-tPA
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 implicates MI in motor execution or recall rather than dynamic adaptation (see 
Chapter 8), it may well be that the tPA—far from facilitating further learning—
simply interfered with the monkey’s expression of its clockwise force field learning. 
Human vs. nonhuman primate motor learning 
 
This investigation also illustrates some of the peculiarities inherent in nonhuman 
primate motor control. Chief among these is perhaps the longer time course 
involved. Whereas in human studies (see Chapters 8-10) adaptation to modified 
dynamical environments can be observed within one hour, a comparable degree of 
monkey learning is thought to require days. Hence trials in this study (Fig. 7-2) were 
averaged over multiple days of practice, rather than binned and compared within-
day. Although I have used catch trials in Chapters 4-5 and here, the time course of 
learning suggests that null field blocks at the end of each day (Li et al., 2001) may 
serve a similar function in assessing learning through aftereffect trajectories (see 
Chapter 10). The relative trajectory errors observ
 
7.4.2 
ed in the monkey’s plateau 
rformance (Fig. 7-2b) are larger than observed for human subjects, making it 
ecapitulated by further days of 
ractice. I have similarly made similar observations about monkeys’ performance and 
pe
difficult to identify a level of error that demonstrates “learning.” Under altered 
dynamical environments, in particular, it may not be appropriate to assume that the 
monkey was similarly compensating for the occasional catch trials by deviating its 
movements into the force field (Thoroughman and Shadmehr; see Chapter 10). Even 
under null field conditions (which I have implicitly presented as a control for learned 
behaviors) clearly involve adaptation in their own right—at least when experienced 
by monkey subjects. 
The apparent fragility of these motor memories may also differentiate monkeys 
and humans. For instance, an early analysis of monkey R0’s EMG data in the reach 
task (see Chapter 4) found that interruptions of learning could reverse prior 
adaptations visible at the level of synergy recruitment. As shown in Figure 7-4, the 
monkey’s adaptive pattern of epochal modulation emerged in a progressive fashion 
over consecutive days of practice on the field. When the learning was interrupted by 
a weekend break, however, the adaptive pattern of dynamic modulation appeared to 
have reversed upon retest in the field, only to be r
p
EMG patterns in the grasping paradigm. Coupled with the longer time required in 
order to observe motor adaptation in monkeys, the sensitivity of this learning 
suggests that nonhuman primates may not be a perfect model for human motor 
learning. The remaining chapters of this thesis are therefore restricted to 
investigations of human motor adaptation and control. 
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   Grid map of sensorimotor cortex targeted for tPA delivery. a) Map of monkey R1’s cortical cutaneous, proprioceptive, motor, 
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b) clockwise-force test (red or 
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ed. 
Figure 7-2   Trajectory errors upon introduction of tPA. The signed deviation area is plotted (mean 
± S.E.M.) over all trials in either the a) null-force baseline (in black) or 
magenta) epochs. Note that there were “baseline” epochs on both tPA and “contro
the left and right plots represent interleaved rather than consecutive da
epochs when the monkey was receiving both the tPA and the clockwise forces. Epochs on which the 
monkey failed to complete more than two 8-target blocks are not plott
 
 Figure 7-3   Task completion upon introduction of tPA. Task completeion was measured simply by 
the number of trials the monkey was able or willing to perform in each epoch or day. Colors and 
alignment as in Figure 7-2. 
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 Figure 7-4   Sensitivity of monkey subjects to interruptions in learning. a) Four time-varying 
synergies extracted from monkey R0’s reach task EMG (spanning the first five days of exposure to 
the saddle field, and including all three 160-hit epochs) were modulated in their average amplitude 
efficient as a function of task dynamics (as well as movement direction, not shown). The pattern 
of coefficient magnitude in the force relative to the null epochs was correlated to the degree of each 
synergy’s alignment to the saddle field (not shown) Recall that a synergy’s amplitude does not reflect 
the average amplitude of the muscle activity it encodes. b) The average amplitude coefficient 
associated with each synergy, averaged over all trials (including null and force trials) of each day. 
 
co
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 8 rTMS Disruption of Motor Cortex Impairs Off-Line 
Improvement 
 
To date there has been relatively little evidence for the involvement of primary motor 
cortex (MI) in human motor adaptation—beyond motor execution. Investigators using 
repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) in MI have found it either unable to 
disrupt retention of recent dynamic adaptations, or able to disrupt off-line improvements 
on a motor sequence task that would normally accrue over the day. Here we using 1 Hz 
rTMS to MI in an attempt to interfere with learning on the classic center-out reach task. 
We applied rTMS just prior to subjects’ exposure to clockwise force field conditions, to 
decrease cortical excitability while they acquired this experience. We were thereby able to 
assess the role of MI in motor acquisition, rather than performance or retention of prior 
training. We found that subjects given rTMS performed as well as control subjects (using 
performance measures including deviation angle, distance, or area)—even during the 
block of trials following rTMS. Because the groups performed similarly during motor 
acquisition, we were further able to compare the groups on their retest performance 24 hr 
later. At retest I found that the rTMS subjects began the session with the same level of 
kinematic error as they exhibited at the end of training, while control subjects 
immediately plateaued at a level of error indicating better adaptation to the field. These 
results indicate that 1 Hz rTMS of MI blocks off-line improvements on a standard motor 
adaptation task. This result is significant both in its implication that such off-line 
“consolidation” describes tasks outside of the sequence learning domain, and in its 
implication of a role for MI and/or associated areas in the stabilization of dynamic 
sensorimotor learning. 
 
 
8.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
8.1.1 The role of MI in human motor learning 
 
Adaptation to modified sensorimotor environments like the one presented to 
nonhuman primate subjects in Chapter 4-7 has been shown to rely on a network 
including nodes in the premotor cortex, cerebellum and certain thalamic structures 
(e.g. Shadmehr & Holcomb, 1997; Imamizu et al., 2000; Kassardjian et al., 2005). 
Involvement of the posterior parietal cortex in acquisition of sensorimotor adaptation 
has also been implicated by imaging (Clower et al., 1996; Inoue et al., 1997; 
Ghilardi et al., 2000) and transcranial magnetic stimulation, or TMS (Della-
Maggiore et al., 2004). 
Primary motor cortex (MI) has traditionally been assigned a role in motor 
execution rather than motor learning, or else has been thought to reorganize slower 
than the areas listed above over the course of learning (Ungerleider et al., 2002). For 
instance, Shadmehr and Holcomb (1997) found that regional cerebral blood flow to 
MI was correlated with baseline motor output (quantified by reach length), but did 
not increase over 5.5 hours between practice and retest on a novel force field (in 
contrast to increased activity in premotor, posterior parietal, and cerebellar areas). 
However, Li et al. (2001) found that in monkeys performing the same task, the 
preferred direction of a population of neurons within MI shifted along with the 
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 monkeys’ novel pattern of muscle recruitment—and retained this “memory
field even when the m
the end of the day. In
” of the 
onkey returned to a null (no-force) field for further practice at 
 sequence learning tasks, functional imaging has also implicated 
MI in motor learning as well as motor execution (Karni et al., 1995, 1998; Ghilardi 
 
8.1.2 
nt forces, Baraduc et al. (2004) found that rTMS of MI was 
unable to affect the retention of dynamic experience gained immediately before the 
rTMS, suggesting little role for MI in short-term memory retention. Given their 
r, this null effect must be treated with some caution. For 
instance, the rTMS was targeted to a cortical representation of the first dorsal 
 more involved in the ballistic finger 
movement than in the force-field movements, these appearing to have been 
dom
stiffness, component of the field may have induced muscular 
coc
et al., 2000). 
The application of rTMS in studies of motor learning 
 
Beyond correlative evidence for the role of MI in human motor learning, a more 
direct test has recently been afforded in the form of repetitive TMS (rTMS). At 
relatively low frequencies (e.g. 1 Hz), rTMS pulses have been shown to disrupt 
behavior by reducing cortical excitability (see Discussion, and Robertson et al., 
2003). When centered on MI immediately following implicit acquisition of a finger 
movement sequence, rTMS has been shown to disrupt off-line improvements that 
would normally accrue over the day (Robertson et al., 2005)—a common feature of 
motor sequence learning (Karni et al., 1998; see Robertson et al., 2004a for review). 
(Resistance to such rTMS-evoked disruption in motor learning tasks might almost be 
considered a novel, alternative definition of motor consolidation.) On a ballistic 
finger pinching task, rTMS applied to MI has also been shown to interfere with the 
retention of earlier performance gains (as measured by movement acceleration and 
force production), but not with subsequent adaptation (Muellbacher et al., 2002). 
The involvement of MI in adaptation to environmental perturbations, as in the 
force field paradigm, could similarly be elucidated by an rTMS manipulation. In a 
comparison of ballistic finger abductions and fast finger movements under velocity- 
and position-depende
novel task design, howeve
interosseus muscle, which may have been
inated by finger flexion and extension. (Electromyographic data are not 
presented to validate the involvement of the target and other muscles in either task.) 
Also, an “optimal” level of performance error on this task has not been characterized, 
as has been done in the center-out reaching task (Thoroughman & Shadmehr, 
2000). Such an analysis would be particularly informative given the large variability 
apparent in subjects’ trajectories and their “root-mean-square deviation” scores even 
after learning (Baraduc et al., 2004). An additional concern about this task is that the 
position-dependent, i.e. 
ontraction rather than coordination as a learning strategy (Burdet et al., 2001). 
Learning to reach with energetic efficiency under complex dynamical conditions 
requires subjects to learn a novel coordination of muscle activity, as frequently occurs 
in acquisition of real-life motor skills—and as represented in the conventional center-
out reaching task. In this paradigm, Della-Maggiore et al. (2004) used single-pulse 
TMS centered over posterior parietal cortex in an attempt to interfere on-line with 
cortical function in the acquisition of a velocity-dependent force field. In the present 
study, we have used the center-out reaching task and standard measures of 
performance (as in Della-Maggiore et al., 2004), but have focused instead on the 
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 involvement of MI by disrupting it with a block of 1 Hz rTMS pulses (as in Baraduc 
et al., 2004). We applied this stimulation just prior to force field learning, rather 
than after (Baraduc et al., 2004) or during (Della-Maggiore et al., 2004) these trials, 
and did so at a relatively low stimulation intensity in order to further minimize 
interference with task performance per se. In doing so we investigated the role of MI 
in the acquisition of motor learning, rather than motor performance or retention of 
 such acquisition, and so 
subjects receiving rTMS of MI would have the same performance level during their 
base
 
 
8.2 
 
8.2.1 
s, 
hea
 
8.2.2 
 
 a 
peri
prior training. We hypothesized that MI has no role in
line (null-field) and learning (clockwise-field) trial epochs as control subjects who 
did not receive rTMS. To further test whether there were delayed effects of rTMS on 
motor acquisition, we had all subjects return for a retest in the clockwise field one 
day after their training. Again we predicted no difference between the rTMS and 
control groups. 
METHODS 
  
Subjects  
 
Sixteen right-handed subjects (mean 25 years old; 6 males) participated in the 
experiment. Subjects were screened for history of seizures, familial epilepsy, stroke
d injury, neurosurgery, other neuorological conditions, psychoactive medications, 
pregnancy, prior adverse reaction to TMS, or other TMS contraindications. Ethical 
approval was obtained through the MIT Committee On the Use of Humans as 
Experimental Subjects. Participants were paid at $10/hour, with a $15 bonus for 
successful completion of the study. No subjects were excluded from the study. The 
subjects were assigned to two experimental groups (“control” and “rTMS”) prior to 
their first epoch. These groups were not run in a blind fashion. (One subject also 
underwent the rTMS localization procedure but then elected not to continue as a 
rTMS subject, and so was reassigned as a control subject.) 
Paradigm 
  
Task   Participants performed the behavioral task by operating a custom 
manipulandum apparatus (Fig. 8-1; Fayé, 1983) with their right hand. The targets 
were white 1-cm-wide squares appearing on a black screen, shown to the subject via a 
vertically-oriented monitor above the planar manipulandum apparatus. Their backs 
were kept vertical by means of a seat belt. Motions of the handle were represented on 
the screen as continuous movements of a 0.8-cm-wide red crosshair. As a standard 
center-out task, movements alternated each turn between the central origin and
pheral target, or a peripheral origin and the central target. Following each trial, a 
new target appeared and the former target became the “origin” for the next 
movement. Participants were given 0.50 ± 0.05 s to complete each movement, 
following the time at which they left the origin square. The target remained on the 
screen even if subjects failed to reach it in the allotted time. Upon acquiring the 
target, a further 0.5-s within-target hold time had to be observed in order for the trial 
to be a “success.” Trial success was indicated to the subject by an expansion and 
disappearance of the target accompanied by an audible “quacking” sound. If either of 
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 the conditions was not met, the trial failure was indicated by a silent transition in the 
color of the target to red (if the target was achieved too soon) or blue (if the target 
was acquired too late) prior to its disappearance. 
 
Epochs   The start time of the experiment was 2 ± 3 p.m. (mean ± S.D.) for both 
control and rTMS subjects (each n = 8). Subjects performed trials in four different 
epochs, denoted as “practice” (250 trials), “baseline” (150), “learning” (400), and 
“retest” (400). (There was some variability in the number of trials performed by each 
subjects in each block, so that these values were actually 253 ± 8, 152 ± 4, 400 ± 0, 
and 403 ± 10 trials, respectively, across subjects.) The latter two epochs required 
about 10-15 min to complete. Intervals between epochs were all measured from the 
end of the previous epoch to the beginning of the next. The practice and baseline 
epochs were separated by uncontrolled breaks of 11 ± 2 min (control subjects) or 17 
± 6 min (rTMS). During this interval we performed the rTMS localization and 
intensity determination procedures on the rTMS subjects, while the control subjects 
 the lab. The baseline and learning epochs were separated by 16 ± 
or 16 ± 2 min (rTMS). During this time the rTMS subjects received 
 ov eft sensorimotor cortex, while the control subjects again remained 
 the lab but received no rTMS. The learning and retest epochs were separated by 
 with time. As a safety 
precaution, subjects were warned prior to each epoch that they might experience 
rated by the robot during the epoch. 
 
simply remained in
1 min (control) 
1 Hz rTMS er l
in
24 ± 2 hours (control) or 24 ± 1 hours (rTMS). During this time subjects were not 
in the lab but we did ask them to get a reasonable amount of sleep. Only the interval 
between the practice and baseline epochs varied significantly between the two groups, 
t(14) = 2.14, p < 0.01 (one-tailed t-test assuming equal variances). 
 
Instructions   We informed participants that they were part of a TMS investigation 
on “motor learning.” We discussed the basic mechanism, application, and possible 
side effects of rTMS. We described the basic task and trial success feedback, and 
asked subjects not to “anticipate” the targets but merely to move as “naturally” as 
possible. They were informed that the experiment was not overly difficult to 
complete, and that their performance would improve
“forces” gene
 
Targets   The possible targets included four peripheral targets spaced around a 
central target at a distance of 10 cm (in the workspace), at 0° (to the right), 45°, 90° 
(ahead), and 135° (Thoroughman & Shadmehr, 1999). Each subject received one of 
two possible target files (each including 96 peripheral targets). The same file was 
repeated as many times as necessary, in each epoch, until the subject had completed 
the intended number of trials in that epoch (see “Epochs,” above). All subjects 
completed each movement specified by the target files—trials were not aborted if 
they failed to reach the target on time. The first origin in each epoch was always the 
central square. The target file experienced by three of the control subjects and one of 
the rTMS subjects was constrained to have peripheral target frequencies of between 
12 and 13% (and a central target frequency of 50%), and no more than two 
consecutive presentations of the same peripheral target (interleaved with trials back to 
the central target). The remaining subjects experienced a target sequence that had 
peripheral target frequencies between 10 and 15% (and a central target frequency of 
50%). 
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Forces   All subjects experienced a null (0 N·s/m) force field during the practice and 
baseline epochs, and a velocity-dependent clockwise field in the learning and retest 
ochs. The curl forces, of magnitude 15 N·s/m, were calculated on-line as 
el known to affect 
ehavior and cortical excitability (Romero et al., 2002; Robertson et al., 2003). After 
s of the TMS localization or the 
8.2.3 
our earlier finding of characteristic and covaried reaction time and speed 
xf &B= , ep
where ⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡
−= 015
150
 B  and x&  was the movement velocity. “Catch trials” (trials on 
which the motors are suddenly turned off just as the target is presented) were not 
used in this study. 
 
rTMS   Stimulation was delivered using a Magstim (Whitland, Wales, UK) Super 
Rapid stimulator. The subjects who received 1 Hz rTMS first underwent a procedure 
(between the practice and baseline epochs) to determine the appropriate rTMS 
anatomical target and intensity level. This procedure involved using single-pulse 
TMS over motor cortex to determine: 1) the approximate location capable of reliably 
and maximally inducing visible contractions in the right biceps muscle, and 2) the 
intensity threshold necessary to reliably activate both the first dorsal interosseus 
(FDI) and biceps muscles (further confirmed in three subjects by on-line surface 
EMG recording). Across subjects, we found these thresholds to be 63 ± 6 (FDI, 
mean ± S.D.) and 66 ± 6 (biceps) measured at the site with the minimal biceps 
threshold, in the arbitrary output units of the stimulator. The intensity level of the 1 
Hz rTMS used in the experiment was then calculated to be 90% of the biceps motor 
threshold (MT) level, or 59 ± 6 units across subjects—a lev
b
the baseline epoch, the rTMS pulses were applied at 1 Hz for 15 min (i.e. 900 
pulses) using a hand-held figure-of-eight coil (commercially-available double 70 mm 
coil; Magstim), positioned tangentially relative to the scalp at the same location 
found to evoke biceps activity during localization. (One subject received an 
additional 126 1 Hz pulses immediately following the regular 15 min of stimulation, 
during a delay before the start of the learning epoch.) A neurologist was present 
during TMS application, given the potential for spread of cortical excitability (Chen 
et al., 1997). No subjects reported adverse effect
rTMS application (e.g. Satow et al., 2002), either immediate or delayed. We did not 
apply sham or control rTMS to the non-rTMS subjects. 
 
Recording/Stimulation 
  
Performance error   Planar position and velocity were sampled at 100 Hz using 
optical potentiometers and tachometers. We applied three measures of motor 
performance commonly used in studies of arm movement adaptation: 1) the 
deviation angle (Sainburg et al., 1999; Della-Maggiore et al., 2004; Malfait & Ostry, 
2004; Krakauer et al., 2005); 2) the peak perpendicular deviation (Shadmehr & 
Moussavi, 2000; Karniel & Mussa-Ivaldi, 2003); and 3) the deviation area 
(Caithness et al., 2004; see Chapters 9 and 10 of this thesis). We chose all of these 
measures to test the validity of our results in a comprehensive (if pedantic) manner. 
We ignored related performance measures that nevertheless fail to indicate the 
directionality of the error, e.g. movement distance (Shadmehr & Holcomb, 1997). 
Given 
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 profile changes in manipulandum reaching tasks (see Chapter 9), we also ignored 
did not consider the correlation coefficient of subjects’ baseline and force field trials 
2004), a measure which can theoretically reflect various underlying trends (e.g. 
8.2.4 Analysis 
 
 
 
8.3 
 clockwise direction. With 
ractice, the trajectories returned to a less deviated form like that exhibited under 
chose to examine this adaptation with three common 
r performance used in motor adaptation studies: the deviation angle, 
8.3.1 
measures that have expected relations to reaction time, e.g. movement duration or 
fraction of trials completed within the allotted time, or deviation at a certain time 
into the movement (Shadmehr & Brashers-Krug, 1997; Donchin et al,. 2002). We 
(Shadmehr & Mussa-Ivaldi, 1994; Brashers-Krug et al., 1996; Caithness et al., 
movement smoothness, speed, and anticipation). 
 
Comparisons   Trials in which the subject failed to reach the target within a 0.50 ± 
0.25-s time window (more generous than the 0.50 ± 0.05-s “success” window 
effective during the experiment) were excluded from the analysis. Trials were binned 
by 16 trials in each epoch and condition. We did not exclude the first 16-trial bin of 
each epoch in the analyses. For display purposes (Fig. 8-3), data within each epoch 
were fit by single-exponential curves (only constrained in their parameters such that 
the exponential “growth” or “decay” part of the curve occurred at the beginning and 
not the end of the epoch). Statistical results were based on the within-bin-averaged 
trajectory error, as defined above. Transfer of clockwise field experience between the 
learning and retest epochs was estimated by comparing the mean scores of the first 
eight 16-trial bins in the retest epoch with the last eight 16-trial bins in the learning 
epoch. Main and interaction effects of rTMS and Time (or Bin average, in the case 
of learning transfer) were assessed using repeated measures ANOVAs. One-way 
ANOVAs were used to test for group differences in the magnitude of these learning 
transfer values at each direction of movement. Differences among the “slope” 
parameter of exponential fits were not compared. All significant effects (at the p < 
0.05 level) are reported. 
RESULTS 
 
As illustrated in Figure 8-2, subjects learning to reach in the clockwise force field 
produced trajectories that were initially deviated in the
p
null-field conditions. We 
metrics of moto
peak perpendicular deviation, and deviation area swept out by each movement 
relative to a straight line connecting the beginning and end positions of the trial (see 
Methods). 
 
Similarity of subjects on performance and force field acquisition 
 
Within the 250-trial practice epoch, both groups showed a significant adaptation 
to the null field, as shown in Figure 8-3. Although we considered movements in all 
eight directions (outward to four peripheral targets and from these to the central 
target), the null-field errors have a non-zero, counterclockwise bias to them. 
However, this bias declined with practice in this epoch, as captured by a significant 
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 main effect of Time on signed deviation angle (F(14,15) = 3.59, p < 0.001), peak 
deviation (F(14,15) = 15.01, p < 0.0001), and deviation area (F(14,15) = 13.78, p < 
0.0001). 
After subjects completed the practice epoch and had either rested (control) or 
received rTMS localization and calibration (see Methods), they performed an 
additional baseline epoch of 150 null-field trials. Subjects exhibited a small amount 
of further adaptation in this epoch (Fig. 8-3), suggesting that they had not fully 
adapted to the null field by the end of the practice epoch. However, this supposition 
 only supported by the signed deviation angle statistic, for which there was a small 
ant main effect of Time on signed deviation angle (F(8,15) = 2.78, p < 
0.05). As in the practice epoch, there were no significant differences between the 
 
8.3.2  changes at retest 
An effect of rTMS was only apparent when the participants returned 24 hours 
ng for a retest epoch. Within the 400-trial clockwise retest epoch, 
there was an overall change in performance  
of T
hange in performance among the rTMS subjects to a new level of error is 
too rapid to create significant rTMS × Time interactions by any of the three 
e quantified the change in performance between the learning and retest epochs 
as t
is
but signific
rTMS and control groups (despite the small difference apparent in each of the 
panels). 
Following the baseline epoch, the rTMS subjects received 15 min of 1 Hz rTMS 
centered over MI, while control subjects again waited for an equivalent time. 
Immediately after this interval, all participants performed a 400-trial learning epoch 
with a clockwise force field generated by the manipulandum. Subjects’ errors were 
strongly deviated in the clockwise direction, but again the participants were able to 
adapt to the field (Fig. 8-3). This trend was supported by a significant effect of Time 
on signed deviation angle (F(23,15) = 27.77, p < 0.0001), peak perpendicular deviation 
(F(23,15) = 24.54, p < 0.0001), and deviation area (F(23,15) = 29.26 (p < 0.0001). Only by 
the deviation angle measure did the trajectories appear to return to their level in the 
null field; in terms of peak perpendicular distance and deviation area measures, the 
trajectories were still deviated in an overall clockwise fashion. But once again there 
were no significant effects of rTMS on subjects’ performance by any of the 
performance metrics. 
rTMS and performance
 
following learni
, captured as before by significant effects
ime on signed deviation angle (F(23,15) = 4.19, p < 0.0001), peak perpendicular 
deviation (F(23,15) = 8.23, p < 0.0001), and deviation area F(23,15) = 4.90, p < 0.0001). 
However, this trend was largely restricted to the control subjects, as a significant 
main effect of rTMS was present according to all three measures: signed deviation 
angle (F(1,15) = 9.45, p < 0.01), peak perpendicular deviation (F(1,15) = 4.28, p < 0.05), 
and deviation area (F(1,15) = 9.62, p < 0.01). Although the exponential fits in Figure 8-
3 suggest that the two groups began at the same level at the beginning of the retest 
epoch, the c
measures. 
W
he change in performance between the last eight 16-trial bins of the learning 
epoch and the first eight 16-trial bins of the retest epoch (Fig. 8-3). This analysis 
again shows a significant overall change in performance by the signed peak 
perpendicular deviation (F(1,15) = 7.19, p < 0.01) and deviation area (F(1,15) = 5.87, p < 
0.05), and a nearly significant change by the deviation angle metric (p = 0.06). As a 
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 measure of “off-line” performance change between the epochs, this statistic also 
indicates that rTMS was associated with significantly reduced changes. This effect 
was captured by significant rTMS × Time interactions at the level of deviation angle 
(F
n particular at 225° and 270°.One-way ANOVAs show that the two groups 
diff
 
8.4 
 
8.4.1 
 
those used in studies of long-term depression (Chen et al., 
1997). Valero-Cabré et al. (2005) used 14C-labeled deoxyglucose (2DG) tracing to 
 rTMS application in anesthetized cats, 
and found that metabolic activity was modulated not only near the target location 
but
 the stimulation intensity necessary to generate motor-evoked potentials 
(Ma
(1,15) = 5.44, p < 0.05) and deviation area (F(1,15) = 5.56, p  < 0.05), and a nearly 
significant interaction in peak perpendicular deviation scores (p = 0.06). 
The transfer effects described above are averaged across the eight directions of 
movement. We also examined the magnitude of these effects on a within-direction 
basis using the signed perpendicular deviation measure, as shown in Figure 8-4. As in 
Figure 8-3, the effects had a negative value if the performance at retest was more 
clockwise than the performance in the learning epoch. While control subjects 
exhibited a positive transfer (i.e. less clockwise deviations) in most directions, the 
rTMS subjects exhibited negative transfer in movements oriented towards the 
subject, i
ered significantly only at 270° (F(1,15) = 9.31, p < 0.01) and to a lesser degree at 
135° (F(1,15) = 4.95, p < 0.05). 
 
DISCUSSION 
Studies on rTMS and MI 
The biological effects of rTMS remain poorly understood. At the cellular level, 
rTMS has been shown to evoke increases in firing rate in rodent auditory cortex, and 
longer-term potentiation and depression of this rate (Wang et al., 1996). Indeed, the 
stimulation parameters used in our experiment (15 min of 1 Hz pulses) are 
temporally similar to 
follow metabolic activity around the site of
 at sites distant to stimulated cortex, in proportion to the degree of efferent 
projections to those sites. 
Functional imaging in awake humans similarly suggests that regional cerebral 
blood flow—a marker of synaptic activity—increases in response to rTMS of the 
motor cortex (Lee et al., 2003). This increase in blood flow is not specific to the site 
of stimulation, although areas immediately adjacent to the stimulated site may not be 
activated (Fox et al., 1997). Instead, both low- and intermediate-frequency (1-3 Hz) 
rTMS to primary sensorimotor cortex is associated with focal sites of activity in a 
wide network outside this region, including premotor, cingulate and supplementary 
motor areas (SMA) and the thalamus and putamen, even at stimulation intensities 
below the MT (Lee et al., 2003; Bestmann et al., 2004). Conversely, suprathreshold 
rTMS to human SMA has been shown to modulate cortical excitability in MI, e.g. as 
assessed by
tsunaga et al., 2005). This distributed effect of low-frequency rTMS at least 
appears to be more anatomically restricted when applied to MI than to dorsal 
premotor cortex, perhaps consistent with connectivity patterns within the motor 
network (Chouinard et al., 2003). 
The lack of a mechanistic understanding of rTMS and the finding that its action 
is widely distributed make the behavioral interpretation of rTMS effects particularly 
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 problematic (Robertson et al., 2003). It is not even possible to expect that rTMS will 
generally impair rather than improve behavior (Tegenthoff et al., 2005). However, it 
is clear that rTMS applied to primary motor areas does have behavioral 
consequences, and that these consequences are modulated by stimulus frequency and 
intensity (Pascual-Leone et al., 1994). Low-frequency (1-Hz), subthreshold rTMS, as 
used
 
8.4.2 MS of MI and motor skill acquisition 
ects of rTMS on motor acquisition by direct comparison to 
control subjects, we made sure to equalize the groups, e.g. in early-afternoon start 
ntervals between epochs were consistent for all groups 
with the exception of a small interval length difference between the practice and 
base
gion to stimulate (cf. Muellbacher et al., 2002; Della-
Ma
 epoch within the 10-15 min duration in which 
rTM
 in our study, has been shown previously to transiently decrease motor evoked 
potentials (MEPs) following single-pulse TMS to motor cortex (Chen et al., 1997). 
On the other hand, rTMS of MI at these parameters (but not 5 Hz suprathreshold 
TMS of SMA; Matsunaga et al., 2005) has been shown to facilitate human spinal 
reflex monosynaptic responses, or H reflexes, e.g. in the flexor carpi radialis muscle 
(Valero-Cabré et al., 2001). Both of these effects (and their converse effects visible 
with higher-frequency, suprathreshold stimulation) may be mediated by a low-
frequency rTMS-induced decrease in cortical excitability (Berardelli et al., 1998; 
Valero-Cabré & Pascual-Leone, 2005), centered in MI. 
rT
 
To assess the eff
times (see Methods). The i
line epoch (when the rTMS subjects received rTMS localization and MT 
determination). However, this difference in interval length, and the unique 
procedures experienced by the rTMS subjects therein, did not appear to lead to any 
significant difference between the groups during the null-field baseline epoch (Fig. 8-
3). 
In our experiment we did not apply “control” rTMS to non-sensorimotor regions 
in the control subjects. Since our task involves not only motor performance but also 
the integration of proprioceptive, visual, and auditory feedback as well as the 
involvement of both long- and short-term memory, it would have been difficult to 
select a control brain re
ggiore et al., 2004). Although we could instead have used sham stimulation in the 
control subjects (as in Baraduc et al., 2004), we did not consider it critical in this task 
because the rTMS was delivered prior to the clockwise field introduction, i.e. while 
the subject was at rest. However, given evidence that TMS of some brain regions 
may have general, affective consequences (e.g. Rossini et al., 2005; cf. Miniussi et al., 
2005), future replications of this study should include additional control conditions. 
But most importantly, we would like to stress that the rTMS and control subjects 
performed identically in the learning epoch (i.e. just after the rTMS was applied), 
arguing that the rTMS had no immediate effect on motor performance (Fig. 8-3). 
Even at the very beginning of this epoch, both groups expressed an equivalent level of 
trajectory deviation (in close agreement with those of control and TMS subjects in 
Della-Maggiore et al., 2004). This was the case even though the rTMS immediately 
preceded the learning epoch—and might be expected to have disrupted retention of 
the prior, same-day baseline adaptation (Muellbacher et al., 2002). Subjects all 
completed the bulk of the learning
S of MI has been shown to have behavioral effects, both with subthreshold 
(90% MT for 10 min at 1 Hz) and suprathreshold (115% MT for 15 min at 0.9 Hz, 
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 or 120% MT for 30 min at 1 Hz) stimulation (Romero et al., 2002; Chen et al., 
1997; Fox et al., 1997). Nevertheless, it should be noted that intersubject variability 
in the stimulation frequency dependence and the direction (Romero et al., 2002; 
Gangitano et al., 2002)—and perhaps the timecourse—of these modulatory effects 
may have been substantial. Despite these concerns, no evidence for a difference 
between our control and rTMS subjects emerged even by the end of the learning 
epoch. 
Single-pulse, suprathreshold TMS, as used by Della-Maggiore et al. (2004) in 
posterior parietal cortex during performance of this task, was associated with a higher 
level of performance error by the end of learning, in contradistinction to our results. 
But the lack of any effect on performance in our subjects does not suggest that 
subthreshold rTMS of MI was ineffective. At 90% of the within-subject biceps MT 
(e.g. Maeda et al., 2000a,b), we expected the rTMS to be able to reduce cortical 
excitability while not inducing reliable or persistent contractions in the biceps. (The 
rTMS was also set below the MT measured for the FDI, a muscle extraneous to the 
many other hand muscles, it may twitch 
in response to rTMS intensities lower than the MT for upper arm muscles.) 
Fur
 
8.4.3 
 
The identical performance of the control and rTMS groups in their first 
cloc
 
 
dire
task but nevertheless relevant because, like 
thermore, previous studies have similarly shown that subthreshold rTMS of the 
motor system can modulate cortical excitability over a distributed network without 
affecting motor behavior (see Lee et al., 2003). As a possible resolution of this 
paradox, functional brain imaging by Lee et al. (2003) indicates the involvement of 
additional motor areas contralateral to the site of rTMS.  
rTMS of MI and motor skill retention 
kwise field (and the null fields that preceded it) allowed us to investigate whether 
rTMS had an effect on motor learning independent of initial practice. The 
performance of the two groups at the very beginning of the retest epoch was 
comparable (Fig. 8-3). Shortly into the retest epoch, however, the control subjects 
displayed a level of error characteristically different from that of the rTMS subjects. 
The rapid divergence of the two groups suggests that the control group was 
expressing performance gains that had accrued over the previous 24 hours. These off-
line improvements, measured well after the immediate excitability effect of rTMS 
would have dissipated (Maeda et al., 2000b; Robertson et al., 2005), were not 
present in the rTMS subjects. 
The trajectory deviations of the control subjects were deviated against the
ction of the force vectors, that is, in a counterclockwise direction (Fig. 8-3). In 
absolute terms, the performance level of the rTMS subjects actually appeared to be 
closer to zero by the deviation area and angle measures (Fig. 8-3a,c). However, given 
that all subjects were performing in a monotonous, clockwise field, their trajectories 
were expected to be “S-shaped” and deviated against the field at the beginning of the 
movement (Fig. 8-2b; see Thoroughman & Shadmehr, 2000). Hence it appears that 
the control subjects developed a more pronounced—and arguably more adaptive—
initial trajectory, as captured most intuitively by the initial angle measure (Fig. 8-3a). 
The absence of a counterclockwise bias in the peak perpendicular error of control 
subjects’ retest trials (Fig. 8-3b) indicates that these participants straightened their 
trajectories overall even as they may have redirected them against the force field. The 
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 magnitude of this additional improvement in the control subjects is small, but this 
may be due to the extended practice they had already received on the first day of 
clockwise field practice. 
The magnitude of the additional improvement also showed a relationship with 
movement direction (Fig. 8-4), as demonstrated with the signed perpendicular 
deviation metric. Our rTMS subjects, like the control subjects, actually did display 
off-line changes in performance leading towards zero mean deviation in several 
dire
ses on conscious awareness 
(Robertson et al., 2004b). Robertson et al. (2005) found a further distinction 
vements: when they applied 1 Hz rTMS to 
MI, off-line improvements were prevented in subjects given daytime hours to 
con
t stabilization for such skills may occur over six hours 
afte
 
ctions of movement (0°-90°). In other directions the rTMS subjects showed 
significantly less off-line adaptation than the control subjects (135° and 225°), or 
actually developed more pronounced clockwise deviations over the 24 hours between 
clockwise epochs (225° and 270°). It is worth pointing out that the biceps have 
previously been shown to be tuned between 180° and 270° in human subjects 
performing this same task under null or clockwise field conditions (Thoroughman & 
Shadmehr, 1999). Although we cannot claim to have targeted only the biceps with 
rTMS while sparing the cortical representation of other muscles, it may be that the 
effect of rTMS in our experiment was relatively more pronounced in directions of 
movement that involved the greatest biceps activation. 
In motor sequence learning literature, consolidation is frequently sought in the 
form of off-line performance improvements (Robertson et al., 2004a), usually 
measured in speed or reaction time. These studies have also distinguished practice- 
vs. sleep-dependent aspects of such consolidation (Korman et al., 2003; Walker et al., 
2003b), and the further dependence of each of these pha
between time- and sleep-dependent impro
solidate, but continued to accrue overnight in subjects given rTMS prior to sleep. 
Our findings are remarkable, first, in their implication that off-line performance 
improvements over a 24 hour period may describe dynamic motor adaptation as well 
as sequence learning tasks. But more than this, we have shown that 1 Hz rTMS of 
MI blocks these off-line improvements, pointing to a clear role of MI and/or 
associated areas in the stabilization of this dynamic sensorimotor learning in memory. 
Given the results of Robertson et al. (2005) and functional imaging evidence that MI 
is not metabolically more active during sleep following serial reaction time or ocular 
pursuit tasks (Maquet et al., 2000, 2003), we do expect the off-line improvements 
following force field learning to be at least partly MI-dependent and sleep-
independent. Indeed, given tha
r practice (Brashers-Krug et al., 1996; Muellbacher et al., 2002; see also Chapter 
10), and that our two groups on average both completed their learning sessions in the 
mid-afternoon, we might predict that most of the off-line improvement occurred 
within subsequent daytime hours. But future studies remain to be done in order to 
assess the relative contribution of time- and sleep-dependent processes to off-line 
improvements in motor adaptation. 
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 Figure of the 
low-fric n the 
monito ursor (not visible). Torque motors mounted above and below the 
robot gener locity-
depend
 
8-1   Task design in the human reach task. Right-handed subjects grasped the handle 
tion human manipulandum with their dominant hand. This handle was represented o
r above the robot by a c
ated forces at each of the two joints of the manipulandum, creating a null or ve
ent force field in endpoint space as per the computer controller. 
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   Sample reach trajectories under null and force conditions. a) Subject holding on to the handle of the man
viewing its cursor representation on a computer monitor. b) Trajectories of sample control (top) and rTMS (bottom) subje
the central square to the target at 90°. Compared to the relatively straight movement paths visible among the null-force pra
especially among the following baseline trials, the trajectories are highly deviated in the clockwise direction during the lear
to a lesser extent among the clockwise retest trials. The recency of the trials plotted, and trajectory improvements within
represented by the brightness of the points representing sampled hand positions. 
 
ipulandum while 
cts, made from 
ctice trials, and 
ning epoch, and 
 each epoch, are 
 
Figure 8-2
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Figure 8-3   rTMS of MI spares motor 
performance and acquisition but disrupts 
off-line learning. Performance trends were 
described in a similar fashion by: a) 
deviation angle from the origin to the 
point of maximal speed, b) peak 
perpendicular deviation distance from a 
straight line connecting the origin and 
target, and c) deviation area relative to this 
same straight line. (In all plots, clockwise 
deviations are represented by the negative 
direction on the ordinate.) By all measures 
the subjects appeared to adapt to the basic, 
null-field reaching task (with initially 
counterclockwise-deviated error) in the 
“practice” epoch. Further small gains were 
seen in the null-field “baseline” epoch 
(following rTMS localization and 
calibration, and before rTMS application 
to MI in half the subjects). Upon 
clockwise force field introduction in the 
“learning” epoch, subjects’ errors were all 
deviated in the clockwise direction, but 
showed adaptation over the epoch that 
occurs regardless of the rTMS. An effect of 
rTMS becomes apparent only in the 
“retest” epoch, when subjects who had not 
received rTMS rapidly displayed a level of 
performance distinct from that of the 
rTMS subjects. Although by the 
perpendicular deviation measure (b) the 
rTMS subjects actually appeared to have a 
less biased performance by the end of the 
experiment, we argue that the movements 
of the control subjects actually displayed 
superior internalization of the force field. 
In particular, the angular deviations came 
to be oriented counterclockwise with 
respect to the target (a), an adaptive 
strategy that may have benefited from off-
line improvements between the learning 
and retest epochs. These off-line changes 
are shown as “transfer” effects that 
compare performance in the final eight 
blocks of the learning epoch with the first 
eight blocks of the retest. 
 
 Figure 8-4   rTMS subjects showed direction-specific im
for the signed peak perpendicular deviation metric (Fig. 8
change in performance between the two clockwise field 
“transfers” of learning are defined as the difference betw
trial blocks of the retest epoch, and the last eight 16-tr
values of this transfer indicate that performance at retest 
than in the latter learning epoch. Whereas these transfers
in Figure 8-3, here they are plotted within each direc
peripheral targets, at 0° through 135°, and the remainder
perpendicular deviation metric, the control subjects exh
error between the epochs (which bring their mean devia
rTMS subjects show a similar increase in error only in ce
between 0° and 90°. At other directions, the rTMS dis
control subjects. In movement directions of 225° and 2
error at retest than at the end of learning. (Lines repr
indicate ±1 S.E.M. around this mean.) 
 
 
pairments in off-line improvement. Shown 
-3b) are the magnitudes of the two groups’ 
epochs (radial axis). As in Figure 8-3, these 
een performance error in the first eight 16-
ial blocks of the learning epoch. Negative 
is more deviated in the clockwise direction 
 were summed across movement directions 
tion of movement (four of which are to 
 of which are returns to the center). By the 
ibit small positive changes in performance 
tions closer to 0 mm; see Figure 8-3). The 
rtain directions of movement, in particular 
played less off-line improvements than the 
70° they exhibited more counterclockwise 
esent mean transfer value; shaded regions 
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 9 Acquisition in Adaptive vs. Sequence Motor Learning 
 
Sensorimotor adaptation and sequence learning have generally been treated as distinct 
processes within the domain of motor learning. Each has been described as having a 
“consolidation” stage, but this has been defined either as a gradual resistance to retrograde 
interference or as off-line improvement following practice. Each has been described as 
having a distinct pattern of generalization, either across a workspace or between limbs. 
Each has been ascribed an anatomical network subserving learning, involving distinct 
cortical and subcortical structures (e.g. premotor and cerebellum, or supplementary motor 
and basal ganglia). The two forms of motor learning have also been studied by different 
investigators using different experimental paradigms, most commonly a reaching or a 
finger tapping task, with different experimental measures, typically ones based on 
trajectory error or reaction and movement times, respectively. Here I attempt to study the 
interaction of these two forms of motor learning simultaneously, by having human subjects 
adapt to force fields imposed by a robotic manipulandum while reaching to an implicit 
sequence of targets. Adaptation and sequence learning thus occur in the context of the 
same task performed using the same effectors by the same subjects, and even at the same 
time. I show that adaptation to a force field and implicit learning of a sequence of 
reaching movements are indeed relatively independent phenomena. When both conditions 
were presented simultaneously to subjects, their average kinematic errors and reaction 
times decreased to the same extent as those of subjects who experienced the force field or 
sequence independently. However, there was evidence for a unique strategy of sequence 
learning among subjects also given a force field. Perhaps due to the accentuation of their 
kinematic errors by the force field, these subjects appeared to apply a chunking strategy 
wherein their movements were organized around returns to the central target, as reflected 
in their relatively high reaction times here as well as their recollections following the 
experiment. 
 
 
9.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
9.1.1 Two modes of motor learning 
 
Several recent studies of motor learning in human subjects (and Chapter 10 of 
this thesis) have investigated motor consolidation. This phenomenon has been 
described psychophysically as a gradual resistance to retrograde interference (McGaugh, 
2000), and can be observed as subjects learn to reach with straight trajectories 
through novel dynamical environments created by a robotic manipulandum 
(Brashers-Krug et al., 1996; Shadmehr & Brashers-Krug, 1997). Another set of 
motor tasks, best represented by a paradigm requiring rapid finger movements, 
considers subjects’ ability to learn a sequence underlying these movements. Recent 
studies using such finger opposition behaviors (Fischer et al., 2002) or tapping tasks 
(Korman et al., 2003; Walker et al., 2003b) to probe motor sequence learning have 
treated consolidation as an off-line improvement in performance (Karni et al., 1998; 
see Robertson et al., 2004a for review), and have distinguished practice- vs. sleep-
dependent aspects of such consolidation and their further dependence on conscious 
awareness. In particular, implicit, or unintentional, acquisition of sequence 
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 knowledge appears to occur off-line both over wake and sleep periods, but off-line 
improvement following explicit sequence learning appears to be limited to sleep 
und at retest. 
Only a handful of recent studies have attempted to investigate the relationship 
es of learning. These investigations suggest that motor 
 in a general way across motor adaptation and sequence 
tion does not facilitate adaptation to 
s. Seidler (2004) presented subjects with a variety of 
visuomoto
ma
periods (Robertson et al., 2004b). 
There may be commonalities to these two disparate notions of motor 
consolidation. For instance, despite different rates of learning (Doyon et al., 2003) 
both sequence learning and dynamic sensorimotor adaptation appear to require a 
minimum of 2-6 hours post acquisition to appear (Robertson et al., 2005; Press et 
al., 2005; Brashers-Krug et al., 1996). But as adaptation and sequence learning have 
traditionally been measured by different groups of researchers using different tasks 
performed by different effectors, the relation between them is not well understood 
(Robertson et al., 2004a). 
Indeed, consolidation defined as a resistance to interference has only recently 
been investigated in sequence learning tasks—and has not consistently been found 
(Goedert & Willingham, 2002; Walker et al., 2003a). Goedert and Willingham 
(2002) further contrasted consolidation in parallel sequence learning and visuomotor 
adaptation paradigms, but with such distinct tasks that direct comparison of the two 
becomes problematic. For instance, in the first case the responses were key presses 
(rather than direct movements towards the sequential spatial locations); in the 
second, they were underhanded whole-arm throwing motions made while wearing 
prism goggles. In motor adaptation literature, meanwhile, rapid off-line “learning” or 
“reminiscence” in a classical rotary pursuit task has traditionally been attributed 
either to a lessening of fatigue (Eysenk, 1965) more so than to active skill 
development (Rachman & Grassi, 1965). Among other concepts commonly applied 
in sequence learning, conscious awareness has been cited as a factor in the 
generalization of sensorimotor learning (Abeele & Bock, 2003; Malfait & Ostry, 
2004). But to the extent that sleep-dependent learning has been studied for 
sensorimotor adaptation tasks (Donchin et al., 2002), no sleep-dependent benefits 
have been fo
between these two mod
learning can transfer only
learning tasks, and that sequence informa
multiple dynamical environment
r tasks and a movement sequence, each involving center-out movements 
de with a joystick. Subjects generalized learning not only across three similar 
visuomotor rotations and to a novel visuomotor gain change, but also showed 
improved performance by a decline of reaction times on both random and sequenced 
trials that might indicate a general enhancement of pattern or error detection or 
conflict monitoring. 
Wainscott et al. (2005), tested subjects who performed reaches while 
experiencing curl forces dependent not only on the direction of reach but also on the 
serial order of the movement within a simple, explicit sequence of alternating “even” 
and “odd” movements. Unlike the alternation of “outward” and “inward” 
movements typical of center-out tasks, these movements were defined only 
temporally and not spatially. However, their experiment does not address the 
learning of the even-odd “sequence” per se (or attempt to make such learning 
implicit, as in traditional SRT tasks). Their focus was rather on the degree to which 
the sequential position of each movement informs the trajectory error on the 
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 following movement (which they find to be minimal). Furthermore, the temporally-
dependent force field was both difficult to acquire (as in Karniel & Mussa-Ivaldi, 
2002, 2003) and not possible to study as a physically independent phenomenon. 
 
9.1.2 
 
ssa-Ivaldi, 1994; Shadmehr & Moussavi, 2000; Malfait et 
al., 
 
9.1.3 Tw
ment may rely more on a network including nodes in the 
pre
Two patterns of learning generalization 
Another phenomenon distinguishing sensorimotor adaptation and sequence 
learning tasks is that of spatial generalization. Adaptation to a velocity-dependent 
field can implicitly transfer to other response locations in the workspace if the 
experienced torques, and not necessarily end-point forces at the hand, are either 
invariant (Shadmehr & Mu
2002) or can be interpolated (Malfait et al., 2005). This pattern suggests that an 
intrinsic joint- or muscle-based system coordinate system underlies such adaptation. 
Sequence learning, in contrast, has been shown to transfer across tasks only if 
response locations, and not necessarily the motor actions, are kept constant 
(Willingham, 1999; Willingham et al., 2000; cf. Willingham et al., 1989). This 
pattern suggests an extrinsic coordinate system. 
Interlimb generalization may operate differently from the above examples of 
spatial, intralimb generalization, but again may distinguish the two forms of motor 
learning. Force field adaptation has been shown to transfer from one arm to another 
(Criscimagna-Hemminger et al., 2003) despite the difference of effectors, particularly 
if explicit learning strategies are recruited (Malfait & Ostry, 2004). In contrast, 
sequential finger opposition learning has been shown not to transfer between hands 
(Karni et al., 1998), even when the extrinsic sequence (or matched component 
movements) was controlled. Future use of our unified paradigm should confirm that 
these distinct patterns of generalization hold for both sensorimotor adaptation and 
sequence learning. 
o neuroanatomical systems 
 
The neural systems subserving sensorimotor adaptation and sequence learning 
have both unique and overlapping elements. Two different subsystems of motor 
memory have been proposed to underlie the two forms of learning (Hikosaka et al., 
1999; Ungerleider et al., 2002; Doyon et al., 2003). According to these models and 
supporting evidence, acquisition and integration of sequence knowledge may depend 
on a frontal-subcortical network including nodes in the supplementary motor area, 
basal ganglia structures, and ventral anterior thalamus (e.g. Schendan et al., 2003; 
Shin & Ivry, 2003; Lehéricy et al., 2005). In contrast, adaptation to a modified 
sensorimotor environ
motor cortex, cerebellum and different thalamic structures (e.g. Shadmehr & 
Holcomb, 1997; Imamizu et al., 2000; Kassardjian et al., 2005). Involvement of the 
posterior parietal cortex in acquisition of sensorimotor adaptation has also been 
implicated by imaging (Clower et al., 1996; Inoue et al., 1997; Ghilardi et al., 2000) 
and transcranial magnetic stimulation (Della-Maggiore et al., 2004). 
However, sequence learning and adaptation tasks do appear to share some neural 
correlates. Both imaging (Ghilardi et al., 2000; cf. Seidler et al. 2002) and 
neuropsychological evidence (Inhoff et al., 1989; Exner et al., 2002; Shin & Ivry, 
2003) have indicated the involvement of the cerebellum not only in motor 
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 adaptation (as in Shadmehr & Holcomb, 1997) but in sequence learning. Imaging of 
premotor cortex has shown it to be involved in acquisition of both a novel dynamical 
environment (Shadmehr & Holcomb, 1997; Inoue et al., 2000) and a sequence 
enkins et al., 1994). Furthermore, primate neurophysiology has demonstrated that 
ually presented rather 
than recalled from memory (Mushiake et al., 1991).  Even primary motor cortex 
(MI
vironments. And while although 
Un
 
9.1.4 
uce a novel reaching paradigm for studying both force field 
adaptation and sequence learning simultaneously, and for testing the interaction 
do not attempt to study the phenomena of motor 
consolidation or generalization in this investigation, or the direct cortical 
invo
(J
premotor cells are responsive to a target sequence when it is vis
)—while it may not similarly be responsive to the degree of sequence present 
between movements (Mushiake et al., 1991)—has been implicated in human 
sequence learning as well as motor execution (Karni et al., 1995, 1998; Ghilardi et 
al., 2000). Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) has been used to more directly 
test the involvement of this area in motor learning—indeed, resistance to interference 
by TMS in such studies may be considered a third definition of motor consolidation. 
When centered on MI immediately following implicit acquisition of a finger 
movement sequence, TMS has been shown to disrupt off-line improvements that 
would normally accrue over the day (Robertson et al., 2005). My own results in 
Chapter 8 similarly found the TMS of MI may disrupt off-line improvements 
following adaptation to novel dynamical en
gerleider et al. (2002) suggest that MI reorganization may lag behind learning-
related changes in either the striatal or cerebellar systems, TMS to this area has also 
been shown to interfere with the process of motor adaptation (Muellbacher et al., 
2002), at least in ballistic tasks if not within novel dynamical environments (Baraduc 
et al., 2004). Therefore, there is reason to suspect that the two forms of motor 
learning share some neural resources. 
A single paradigm for simultaneous sensorimotor and sequence learning 
 
Here we introd
between them. In this chapter I 
lvement in these processes. My focus rather is on the acquisition of new motor 
memories. The degree to which these forms of learning interact is assessed by the 
presence or absence of both a curl force field applied by a manipulandum, and an 
implicit sequence among the targets. Both the force field and, simultaneously, 
sequence were either absent or present for a block of trials performed by each subject, 
giving a 2×2 between-subject design. Subjects not presented with a sequence were 
instead given a random series of targets, subject to similar pseudorandom constraints 
as a control for the task structure resulting from repeated presentation of the 
sequence to the other participants. Subjects not presented with a force field were 
instead given a null field on each trial, rather than a field with mean-matched but 
random gains (Takahashi et al., 2001; Scheidt et al., 2001). The latter likely would 
have led to a cocontraction strategy (wherein agonist and antagonist muscles are 
activated together to increase the stiffness of the arm) as well as an acquisition of the 
mean field structure, rather than the intended “absence of learning.” 
In designing the sequence component of our paradigm, we were motivated to 
keep the sequence acquisition as implicit as possible: 1) to parallel the relatively 
implicit nature of force field adaptation; 2) to minimize possible effects of awareness 
on motor learning (Robertson et al., 2004b; cf. Perruchet & Amorim, 1992); and 3) 
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 to avoid spurious disruptions of either force field or sequence learning due to 
attentional demands (Nissen and Bullemer, 1987). In terms of visuomotor 
presentation, sequence length, and other parameters our design thus followed more 
traditional, serial reaction time tasks or SRTTs (see Nissen & Bullemer, 1987; 
Willingham et al., 1989) rather than the adaptation made by Walker et al. (2003a,b). 
The duration of the trial epoch during which this sequence was repeated was also set 
long enough to guarantee that subjects who experienced a force field would generally 
come to a plateau in their adaptation, but short enough to ensure that subjects would 
neither fatigue nor develop explicit awareness of a sequence as a result of overtraining 
(Stadler, 1994). Further, we questioned subjects immediately following the 
experiment for explicit awareness either of a predictable pattern among the targets 
presented, or of forces acting on their hand. 
To probe the interaction between force field adaptation and sequence learning, it 
was first necessary to show that both could occur in isolation, following a “baseline” 
practice epoch with a random target sequence and null forces. Therefore, we 
predicted that subjects given a clockwise force field would initially experience large 
trajectory deviations that would converge over adaptation to the stable deviation level 
exhibited by subjects given a null field. Similarly, we predicted that subjects given an 
implicit target sequence in the subsequent “test” epoch would develop lower reaction 
times than subjects given a random target sequence. We expected that both of these 
phenomena would be mirrored in heightened trajectory error or reaction time 
aftereffects in a “washout” epoch, when all subjects again experienced the same 
random target sequence with null forces. As for subjects given both an implicit 
sequence and a force field, we hypothesized that they would simultaneously exhibit 
on that 
sensorimotor adaptation and sequence learning are independent processes, as 
sug
 
 
9.2 
 
9.2.1 
ggested that the 
sub
both of the trends described above. We based this hypothesis on the assumpti
gested by the weight of evidence cited earlier. 
METHODS 
Subjects  
 
Forty-six right-handed, English-speaking students (mean 21.4 years old; 34 females) 
participated using a custom manipulandum apparatus (Fayé, 1983). Participants 
were screened for history of neurological illness, epilepsy, seizures, head injuries, and 
neurosurgery. Ethical approval was obtained through the MIT Committee On the 
Use of Humans as Experimental Subjects. Subjects were paid at $10/hour, with a $5 
bonus for successful completion of the study. Participants occasionally reported 
fatigue when asked, but none withdrew from the experiment for this reason. One 
subject was excluded after reporting feeling light-headed, and for talking frequently, 
during the experiment. Five further participants (one or two from each experimental 
group) were excluded for having high mean reaction time plus movement time (> 1.5 
s) in the second half of the baseline epoch, when pilot experiments su
jects would stabilize in their trial times. Of the remaining 40 subjects, ten each 
were randomly assigned to four experimental groups prior to the test epoch. These 
groups were defined by the combination of null forces and random targets (NR, n = 
10), null forces and sequenced targets (NS, n = 10), clockwise forces and random 
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 targets (FR, n = 10), or clockwise forces and sequenced targets (FS, n = 10). The 
group mean start times ranged from 16:34 to 17:24, i.e. consistently enough to 
preclude any circadian influences on implicit learning (Cajochen et al., 2004; cf. 
Heuer et al., 1998). 
Paradigm 
Task   The targets were white 1-cm-wide squares appearing on a black screen, shown 
to the subject via a vertically-oriented monitor above the planar manipulandum 
apparatus. Motions of the handle were represented on the screen as continuous 
movements of a 0.8-cm-wide red crosshair. The targets were spaced hexagonally to 
ensure equidistant separation of neighbor
 
9.2.2 
 
ing targets (similar to the design of 
Wa
ey were part of a study on “motor 
learning” and were all “control subjects” for a TMS investigation. The basic task was 
described, and subjects were asked not to “anticipate” the targets but merely to move 
ssible. They were informed that targets would often be difficult to 
reach in the allotted time, particularly at the beginning of the experiment. The trial 
edb  was described, but participants were told it was given merely to 
elp them make their movements as consistently as possible, and not to evaluate how 
inscott et al., 2005). The movement distances were 10 cm both in real space and 
as shown on the monitor. Participants were given 1 s to complete each movement, 
starting from the moment the target was presented and lasting until their cursor 
entered the target. The target remained on the screen even if subjects failed to reach 
it in the allotted. Upon acquiring the target, a further 0.5-s within-target hold time 
had to be observed in order for the trial to be a “success.” Trial success was indicated 
to the subject by a transition in the color of the target from white to green just prior 
to its disappearance. If either of the conditions was not met, the trial failure was 
instead indicated by a target transition from white to red.  
 
Intervals   Subjects all performed a baseline, test, and washout epoch separated by 5 
min. Subjects sat at the manipulandum during the 5-min breaks, either waiting for 
the next epoch of trials or talking with the experimenter. 
 
Instructions   Participants were informed that th
as “naturally” as po
“success” fe ack
h
successful they were. As a safety precaution, subjects were warned prior to each epoch 
that they might experience “forces” generated by the robot during the epoch. 
However, care was taken before and during the experiment not to refer to any 
temporal order (either random or sequenced) or spatial distribution of the targets. 
 
Forces   All subjects experienced a null (0 N·s/m) force field during the baseline and 
washout epochs, and NR and NS participants received a null field during the test 
epoch. No forces were applied by the manipulandum motors during these epochs. 
During the test epochs of the FR and FS subjects, the motors generated a velocity-
dependent clockwise force field of 10 N·s/m (Fig. 9-1a). Forces were calculated on-
line as xf &B= , where ⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡
−= 010
100
 B  and x&  was the movement velocity. There 
were no catch trials (i.e. trials on which the motors were suddenly turned off). 
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Sequence   In the baseline and washout epochs all subjects experienced targets 
preprogrammed according to the same two pseudorandom 180-target files. The NR 
and FR participants received similar, pseudorandom 360-target files during the test 
epoch. During the test epochs of the NS and FS subjects, the 360 targets were 
ording to 20 repetitions of the same sequence of 18 targets (Fig. 9-1b). 
There were no breaks or other indications of the transitions between repetitions, and 
target). Patterns such as 
triangles” (ABCA) and “parallelograms” (ABCDA) were permitted, as in the 
e 18-target sequence itself 
beys this last rule as closely as possible, with one necessary exception: of movements 
 
9.2.3 
 
to 
escribe the structure of any part of the sequence(s) or the field(s). 
to reaching the peak speed. Speed was calculated by off-line differentiation of the 
ncoder positio
throughout the experiment. Reaction times based on absolute rather than relative 
, gave 
ualitatively similar results.  
presented acc
no random target positions embedded in these epochs. All sequence subjects 
completed each repetition of the entire sequence—trials were not aborted if they 
failed to reach the target on time. 
 
Targets   Target squares were presented at six peripheral locations spaced hexagonally 
around a central location. Following each trial the target became the “origin” for 
movement to the subsequent target, as in Shadmehr and Mussa-Ivaldi (1994). The 
first origin in each epoch was always the central square. From each of the six 
peripheral origins the possible targets were restricted to one of the three neighboring 
equidistant targets. From the central origin, movements to only three of the six 
candidate directions were allowed; these were equally spaced at 120° increments (Fig. 
9-1b). The 18-target sequence was chosen subject to the following additional 
constraints: 1) there were no “repeats” (i.e. targets ABA), and 2) there were no “semi-
circles” (i.e. targets ABCDEA with A as the central 
“
random target files. All target files were further constrained to have equal frequencies 
of both the six movement directions possible from the set of peripheral targets and 
the three directions allowed from the central target. (Th
o
5, 9, 13 and 18, only one originates from the center.) With these restrictions it was 
not possible to maintain equal frequencies of origin and target position, and indeed a 
higher proportion of the trials (27 ± 2% of the test epoch trials across groups, mean ± 
S.D.) originated at the center rather than the periphery. 
Recording/Stimulation 
Verbal reports   Immediately following the experiment we probed all participants 
for explicit awareness of either a target sequence or force field structure. Subjects who 
answered positively to either of these phenomena were further asked to identify the 
epoch(s) in which the sequence(s) or force field(s) was (were) detected, and/or 
d
 
Reaction time   As in classical SRTT studies (Nissen & Bullemer, 1987; Willingham 
et al., 1999; Willingham & Goedert-Eschmann, 1999), we used reaction time as an 
indirect measure of sequence learning. We defined reaction time to be the time into 
the trial at which subjects last reached 20% of their peak speed within that trial, prior 
manipulandum joint e n signals that we sampled continuously 
speed, or spatial displacement relative to the beginning of the movement
q
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Performance error   For our measure of force field adaptation, we chose to look 
primarily at the total deviation area swept out by the movement relative to a straight 
line connecting the beginning and end positions of the trial (Caithness et al., 2004). 
Several other measures of trajectory deviation (peak perpendicular deviation and 
deviation angle—i.e. measures compared in Chapter 8—and path distance) yielded 
qualitatively similar results. We did not consider measures (e.g. perpendicular 
deviation at 200 ms into the movement, or correlation to baseline speed profiles) that 
we expected a priori would change spuriously as a result of decreasing speed-based 
reaction times—our measure of sequence learning. However, we did consider total 
ovement duration following reaction time as an additional performance measure, as 
9.2.4 
8-trial bin of each epoch in 
the analyses. Aftereffects, i.e. changes in performance error or reaction time upon 
och, were estimated by comparing the mean scores of the 
final two 18-trial bins in the test epoch and the first two 18-trial bins in the washout 
 
 
9.3 
 
9.3.1 
 
during the test epoch. Figures 9-3 and 9-5, discussed 
m
it was presumably a more intuitive performance measure from the subject’s point of 
view given the trial success criteria. 
 
Analysis 
 
Baseline correction   Given our finding that reaction times varied with movement 
origin (see Figure 9-6a and Results)—unlike movement direction, a variable not 
controlled for in the experimental design—we applied a correction for movement 
origin location to participants’ reaction times and performance errors. This 
correction involved taking the relative time or error each subject displayed at each 
origin position in the last 30% of the baseline epoch, and dividing their scores in all 
test- and washout-epoch trials originating from the same position by this factor. 
 
Comparisons   Trials in which the subject failed to reach the target in the allotted 1-
s time limit were still included in the analysis. However, we rejected any trial in 
which the combined reaction plus movement time was less than 0.25 s or greater 
than 1.75 s. Trials were binned by 18 trials in each epoch and condition. Statistical 
results were based on the within-bin-averaged trajectory error, movement duration, 
and reaction time scores. We did not exclude the first 1
initiation of the washout ep
epoch. Main and interaction effects of Force, Sequence, and Time (or Bin average, in 
the case of aftereffects) were assessed for trajectory error, movement duration, and 
reaction time separately, using repeated measures ANOVAs. (In this and the 
following chapter post-hoc tests remain to be completed.) All significant effects (at 
the p < 0.05 level) are reported. 
RESULTS 
Sensorimotor adaptation and sequence learning in isolation 
As a validation of our paradigm, it was first necessary to demonstrate that force field 
adaptation and sequence acquisition could both occur in the task. Figure 9-2 
demonstrates such trends for two sample subjects who experienced in isolation either 
a force field or a sequence 
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 below, summarize these trends for all subjects, including those who experienced only 
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 9-3. Across groups, subjects demonstrate a 
gnificant adaptation to the null field during the baseline epoch (F(9,39) = 17.72, p < 
plication of a force field following training was initially associated with 
rge trajectory deviations among both the FR and FS subjects. Both these groups 
may 
dicate global fatigue.) These washout trends are captured by significant Time and 
 
Movement duration   These trends generally hold for another measure of 
bjects’ movement durations, as shown in Figure 9-4. Global 
adaptation of movement time in the baseline epoch is described by a significant effect 
ve in the test epoch, 
as confirmed by a significant main effect of Time (F  = 8.71, p < 0.0001). By the 
null forces and random targets (NR, n = 10), null forces and sequenced targets (NS, 
n = 10), clockwise forces and random targets (FR, n = 10), or clockwise forces and 
sequenced targets (FS, n = 10). Among subjects given a clockwise force field, 
sensorimotor adaptation is evident as a gradual decline in trajectory deviation area. 
Among subjects given nonrandom targets, sequence learning is evident as a change in 
the latency and shape of subjects’ speed profiles, captured by our speed-based 
measure of reaction time (see Methods). 
Effects on performance error 
Deviation area   The average changes in trajectory deviation area in each group and 
epoch are summarized in Figure
si
0.0001). Ap
la
then showed evidence of adaptation to those forces. These trends are captured by 
significant main effects of Force and Time, i.e. trial bins (F(1,39) = 10.10, p < 0.01; 
F(19,39) = 6.50, p < 0.0001), and by a significant Force × Time interaction (F(19,39) = 
11.12, p < 0.0001). When the forces were removed in the null-field washout epoch, 
both the FR and FS groups again showed a large initial level of trajectory error but a 
rapid decline in this error during re-adaptation to the null-force conditions. (The 
relatively large variability in trajectory error across groups during this epoch 
in
Force × Time effects (F(9,39) = 15.74, p < 0.0001; F(9,39) = 6.77, p < 0.0001). The 
magnitudes of these aftereffects—another measure of adaptation—were estimated by 
comparing the average of the final two 18-trial bins in the test epoch with the first 
two 18-trial bins in the washout epoch. Again the force subjects displayed the only 
prominent aftereffects: we found significant main effects of Force and Bin-averages 
(F(1,39) = 3.23, p < 0.05; F(1,39) = 10.53, p < 0.01), and by a significant Force × Bin 
interaction (F(1,39) = 10.46, p < 0.01). The actual magnitudes of the trajectory error 
aftereffects were +6 mm2 (NR), -5 mm2 (NS), +223 mm2 (FR), and +139 mm2 (FS). 
We found no significant main or interaction effects of Sequence in any of the epochs 
or transitions between epochs. (Note that the parallel temporal structure of the 
grouops’ error reflects both the identical target files received by these groups—except 
for the sequenced file introduced to two groups in the test epoch—and any 
uncontrolled concentrations of certain targets or movement directions within these 
files.) 
performance, su
of Time (F(9,39) = 32.98, p < 0.0001). Subjects continued to impro
(19,39)
last two 18-trial bins of the test epoch, movement times of the null-force subjects had 
declined to 0.88 ± 0.08 s (NR, mean ± S.D.) and 0.86 ± 0.07 s (NS), while those of 
the clockwise-force subjects had declined but still remained elevated at 0.99 s ± 0.06 
s (FR) and 0.95 ± 0.09 s (FS). The groups’ differential learning patterns as a function 
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 of force field in this epoch are captured by significant main effects of Force and Time 
(F(1,39) = 42.84, p < 0.0001; F(19,39) = 8.71, p < 0.0001), and by a significant interaction 
of Force × Time (F(19,39) = 2.64, p < 0.01). In the washout epoch, these patterns were 
recapitulated in significant main effects of Force and Time (F(1,39) = 3.80, p < 0.05; 
F(9,39) = 8.31, p < 0.0001) and their interaction, (F(9,39) = 4.26, p < 0.001). Among the 
transitions between test and washout epochs, there is again a significant main effect 
of Force (F(1,39) = 19.97, p < 0.0001) which may simply reflect the FR and FS groups’ 
failure to converge with the null-force groups by the end of the test epoch. As hinted 
by a small but significant Sequence × Bin interaction (F(1,39) = 5.63, p < 0.05), a 
minent among the FS group. We found no other 
significant main or interaction effects of Sequence in any of the epochs or transitions 
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. Statistically, the only significant aftereffect comparison was the Sequence × 
in interaction (F  = 9.11, p < 0.01). The actual magnitudes of the aftereffects 
learning aftereffect is only pro
between epochs. 
Effects on reaction time 
Overall reaction time   The average changes in reaction time in each group and 
epoch are summarized in Figure 9-5. Across groups, subjects demonstrated a 
significant improvement in reaction times during the random-target baseline epoch 
(F(9,39) = 13.86, p < 0.0001). Introduction of an implicit sequence following training 
was associated with a gradual decrease in reaction times among both the NS and FS 
subjects. These trends are captured by a significant main effect of Sequence (F(1,39) = 
6.96, p < 0.01) and by a small but significant Sequence × Time interaction (F(19,39) = 
2.05, p < 0.05). When the target presentation again became random in the washout 
epoch, it was the two force field groups (FR and FS) who initially showed the highest 
reaction times. Their reaction times then declined along with those of the NR and 
NS groups. (The global decrease in reaction times across groups in the washout 
epoch, and to a lesser extent in the test epoch, may indicate impatience as much as 
general skill learning.) These washout trends are captured by a small but significant 
main effect of Force (F(1,39) = 4.85, p < 0.05), and a significant effect of Time (F(9,39) = 
4.05, p < 0.001). We found no other significant main or interaction effects of Force 
in any of the epochs or transitions between epochs. Indeed, the effect of force in the 
washout epoch disappeared when we applied a more widely-accepted and specific 
measure of sequence learning, namely reaction time “aftereffects” (Nissen & 
Bullemer, 1987; Willingham et al., 1989; Goedert & Willingham, 2002; Robertson 
et al, 2004b; Press et al., 2005; Robertson et al., 2005), defined as for performance 
error. We found that only the sequence learning groups, and in particular the FS 
group, experienced a relative increase in reaction time between the test and washout 
epochs
B (1,39)
were -17 ms (NR), +8 ms (NS), -10 ms (FR), and +24 ms (FS).  
 
Reaction time as a function of serial order   In order to better understand the 
uniquely large aftereffect in washout-epoch reaction times among subjects who 
experienced both a clockwise force field and a sequence (FS), we examined how the 
reaction times changed as a function of serial order within the sequence. First, we 
found that subjects generally showed elevated reaction times (prior to correction as 
described in the Methods) when launching movements from the central target 
location. Figure 9-6a shows this effect for the NS group, as well as their decline in 
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 reaction times with learning over the test epoch. We hypothesized that the sequence 
learning subjects might organize their acquisition of the sequence around these 
“returns to center.” Therefore we compared all groups in terms of their average 
reaction time change over the test epoch at all center-originating targets and the 
subsequent periphery-originating target. All subjects demonstrated a small drop in 
reaction times at center-originating trials, but the FS subjects were unique in 
demonstrating a large decrease in reaction times on the next, periphery-originating 
trial. This trend was captured by small but significant Sequence × Bin and Force × 
Sequence × Bin effects (F(1,36) = 4.50 p < 0.05; F(1,36) = 3.20, p < 0.05). 
Implicit vs. explicit learning 
 
9.3.4 
 
Force awareness   During questioning following the experiment, FR and FS subjects 
fy the presence of a force field in the test epoch (Table 9-
1). This was true even though one each of the NR and NS subjects incorrectly 
rticular epoch were 
resent in each condition (one NR, two NS, two FR, and four FS subjects), and 
were reliably able to identi
suspected a force field in the test epoch, and one each of the FR and FS subjects also 
incorrectly claimed there were forces in the washout or baseline epochs. Some of the 
force field subjects in each group described the force field as “resistive,” 
“counteracting,” “harder to start” or “stop,” or “jerky.” Others in both groups 
emphasized the deviations caused by the force field rather than its resistance, 
describing it as “pushing” or “pulling” movements either “to the side” or “off course” 
or “off track,” or otherwise making movements not “straight.” One additional 
participant (from the FR group) included in this category described the forces as 
being stronger in certain directions. One FR subject and two FS subjects more 
specifically described the forces as resulting from a certain segment or joint of the 
robot. Although many of the subjects were MIT students, no subject described the 
force field structure using terms such as “circular” or “clockwise,” or as “viscous,” 
“velocity-” or “speed-dependent.” 
 
Sequence awareness   Subjects who reported that the target positions were arranged 
in a regular (usually hexagonal) pattern were generally from the NS and FR groups 
(three and six, respectively). Only one FS subject and no NR subjects volunteered 
this information. Several subjects in each group further reported that there were short 
but salient patterns of movements between these targets (Table 9-1). For instance, 
two or three subjects in each group reported frequent two-movement lines (targets 
“ABC”) or repeats (ABA). One or two subjects in each group reported “triangular” 
(ABCA) movements. Longer patterns (e.g. “parallelograms,” “diamonds,” “X’s,” and 
“snowflakes”) were only described by two NR subjects and four FS subjects, but 
none described these patterns as being part of a longer sequence. Subjects who did 
actually claim that a sequence underlay their movements in a pa
p
generally incorrect. These reports were clearly incorrect in the case of the NR and FR 
subjects. Furthermore, of these respondents the NS, FR, and FS subjects were evenly 
divided in placing the sequence in the test epoch or, incorrectly (and like the NR 
respondent), in the washout epoch. Four of the subjects, all in the NS group, 
reported a definite feeling of having experienced a sequence during the experiment, 
and in particular an ability to “anticipate” the next target, but only one of these 
referred this experience to a particular epoch (the test epoch). None of these 
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 participants could reproduce any part of the sequence except for one subject who 
drew a sequence of six movements (only four of which correctly corresponded to the 
any part of the 18-target sequence given). 
DISCUSSION 
Sensorimotor adaptation and sequence learning do not compete 
 
 
9.4 
 
9.4.1 
 
Our paradigm allows for acquisition of either novel sensorimotor or sequence 
o modes of learning occur in the context of the same 
task performed using the same effectors by the same subjects, and even at the same 
sychophysical and neuroanatomical evidence cited 
 the introduction, with the caveat that no previous investigation had attempted to 
experience (Fig. 9-2). These tw
time. Because of the common task, the design precluded spurious interactions of 
sensorimotor and sequence learning at the level of motor performance. This was the 
case even though these two phenomena likely share neural substrates at the level of 
motor execution simply because they both involve the arm (rather than the arm and 
hand—more traditional experimental models). Though we included three control 
conditions (NR, NS, and FS) and three experimental epochs (baseline, test, and 
washout), we were able to apply a within-subject design, within a single block of 
trials, to study the immediate interaction between motor adaptation and sequence 
acquisition. 
In so doing, we showed that adaptation to an external force field and learning of 
an implicitly presented sequence are relatively independent phenomena. When both 
conditions are presented simultaneously to participants, they show as much of a 
decline in trajectory error and reaction time as subjects who experience the force field 
or sequence independently, and like them, more of a decline than subjects who 
experience neither condition (Figs. 9-3, 9-5). We predicted the relative independence 
of these phenomena based on the p
in
probe the interaction of these phenomena in a single task. 
Although sequence learning has been shown to have some sensitivity to 
attentional capacity (Nissen & Bullemer, 1987; Frensch & Miner, 1994; McDowall 
et al., 1995), it might be argued that our task was too easy to allow competition 
between motor adaptation and sequence learning to exhaust neural resources. In 
reality, the task we set for our subjects was arguably more difficult than most SRTT 
or dynamic adaptation tasks. We placed a single, 1-s restriction on reaction and 
movement time combined (rather than a restriction on movement time alone). This 
gave subjects the incentive to reduce their reaction time to the extent that their 
prediction of the next target would allow, and simultaneously to minimize the 
duration of their trajectories as much as the force field would allow in order to reach 
the target in the allotted time. This period of time was insufficient for subjects to 
reach the target in time on most trials, even with learning under control conditions. 
By the last two 18-trial bins of the test epoch, the average movement times of the 
null-force subjects (not even considering the additional reaction times) had barely 
declined below 1 s. 
While sensorimotor adaptation and sequence learning did not interfere with each 
other, we also found little evidence that sequence learning facilitated force field 
adaptation. We might have expected that shortened reaction times would have 
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 allowed subjects more time to complete their movements, and thus would have 
granted those subjects experiencing the force field less of a perturbation. However, 
our movement time restriction was strict enough that movement times continually 
decreased in all subjects, independently of their experience of a force field (Fig. 9-4). 
Furthermore, both reaction and movement times decreased in the subjects given 
 a force field, and when these conditions were removed in the 
washout epoch, both reaction and movement times became transiently elevated (Figs. 
ovement time 
appears to hold for the aftereffects of each group. This phenomenon may be 
und
Karniel and Mussa-Ivaldi (2002, 2003), suggest 
that
9.4.2 
 
ce of conscious awareness 
in d
evated reaction times were not likely due simply to “indecision” 
resu
both a sequence and
9-4, 9-5). Indeed, the direct relationship between reaction and m
erstood by reference to Figure 9-2b, which demonstrates that as the speed 
profiles are initiated earlier in time, so too do they become heightened, allowing the 
target to be acquired sooner. 
The absence of an interaction between sensorimotor adaptation and sequence 
learning at the level of subjects’ trajectory error is consistent with recent evidence that 
serial order cues do not facilitate adaptation to multiple dynamical conditions. 
Wainscott et al. (2005) presented subjects with forces that depended both on the 
direction of reach and the serial position of each movement within a two-movement 
“sequence.” The authors developed a generalization function describing the 
transmission of error information from trial to trial as a function of distance in a state 
space defined by movement direction, and to a much weaker extent, by ordinal 
number. Their results, like those of 
 the acquisition of two models of external forces occurs relatively independently 
of simultaneous sequential information about each movement. 
 
Sequences are encoded differently depending on the dynamical context 
Explicit awareness of a sequence need not impair learning of that sequence 
(Nissen & Bullemer, 1987; Willingham & Goedert-Eschmann, 1999), or alter the 
involvement of the hippocampus and cortical areas in the formation of this sequence 
knowledge (Schendan et al., 2003). However, the importan
etermining the features of motor learning has been invoked in the ability to 
generalize motor adaptation across movements (Abeele & Bock, 2003) or space 
(Criscimagna-Hemminger et al, 2003; Malfait & Ostry, 2004). Awareness has also 
been shown to relate to people’s ability to protect the memory of a new motor 
sequence from later retrograde interference (Goedert & Willingham, 2002; Walker et 
al., 2003; see Caithness et al., 2004). 
In part to make the sequence difficult for the participants to recognize, we chose 
a relatively long sequence of 18 targets. This was longer than the 12-item sequences 
commonly used in serial reaction time studies (e.g. Goedert & Willingham, 2002), 
and the 5-item sequences explicitly learned by the subjects of Walker et al. (2003a,b). 
However, it was possible that subjects used a “chunking” strategy, as occurs in other 
visuomotor sequence tasks (Sakai et al., 2003). Subjects’ frequent returns to the 
central target (e.g. Fig. 9-1b) may have demarcated these chunks, perhaps because of 
the relatively long “rests” made by subjects prior to movements from this position 
(Fig. 9-6a). These el
lting from a greater number of candidate targets, since all subjects’ center-out 
movements were restricted to only three paths (Fig. 9-1b), as were movements 
originating at the periphery. It is possible that the elevated reaction times were due to 
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 the greater spacing of the three possible targets—at 120°, twice the spacing of targets 
accessible from peripheral origins. But whatever the cause of the reaction time 
differences, it is clear that the most natural separations between the movements 
occurred at rests at the central target. 
Consistent with this hypothesis, the more complicated movement patterns (e.g. 
“parallelograms;” Table 9-1) recalled by the FS subjects all passed through the central 
target. These recollections developed even though the chunked movements 
themselves were still necessarily discontinuous, given the 0.5 hold period that had to 
be maintained at the end of every trial in order for the next target to appear, and the 
variable reaction time that followed. (Such learning is in agreement with prior 
evidence for serial learning in variable and discontinuous stimulus conditions: 
McDowall et al.; 1995; Willingham et al., 1997.) Our finding that these same 
sub
1982). We neither observed (e.g. Fig. 9-6a) nor expected such an “initiation cost” 
between 
sequences. But our interpretation that the FS group was at least able to chunk their 
mo
ent “repeats” during the washout epoch, as in 
the 
jects also developed a uniquely and relatively large decline in reaction time in 
trials following center-out movements suggests that they anticipated subsequent 
targets. Such anticipation was evident as a reduction in the interval between chunked 
trials, if not at the beginning of these sub-sequences. 
Robertson et al. (2004a) discuss the possibility that long sequences do not require 
a period of stabilization because they can be learned as a series of interleaved 
chunks—in the same way that two force fields can be learned when presented in a 
rapidly interleaved (Osu et al., 2004) rather than blocked (Shadmehr & Brashers-
Krug, 1997) fashion. We found no evidence that sequence subjects actually did 
implicitly learn the entire 18-target sequence. Such learning can often be inferred 
from an increase in reaction time at the first trial of the sequence (Povel & Collard, 
given that there were no explicit or implicit cues as to the transitions 
vements into subsequences (if not into the longer 18-target sequence) may explain 
their disproportionately large reaction time aftereffect upon being reintroduced to 
randomly-ordered targets in the washout epoch (Fig. 9-6b). 
While sequence subjects were unable to acquire the entire sequence implicitly, 
they were even less able to develop explicit awareness of the sequence. The minority 
of participants who reported after the experiment that there might have been some 
general non-randomness to the targets in a particular epoch were distributed across 
all four conditions, and half or more of these responses incorrectly identified the 
sequence as having been in the washout epoch (Table 9-1). These subjects may have 
been deceived by the presence of sali
baseline epoch and, in the case of NR and FR subjects, the test epoch. (Future 
work with the paradigm presented here should avoid target repeats in the random 
target conditions, while observing as many of the remaining pseudorandom 
constraints that we did apply). Beyond these false positive controls, only four subjects 
in the study specifically asserted the presence of a discrete sequence (rather than 
short, frequent patterns or general target non-randomness) and/or their ability to 
anticipate the next target, and only one of these identified even four of the eighteen 
movements. Notably, each of these four subjects was in the NS group. Whether or 
not their level of recall qualifies the criterion for sequence “awareness” on the 
standard 12-item SRTT (Willingham & Goedert-Eschmann, 1999), it does suggest a 
low level of explicit awareness in this group. (In order to better assess subjects’ 
explicit recall, future experiments might include an additional target prediction task 
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 at the end of the experiment, as in Willingham et al., 1989.) 
In curious contrast, all of the remaining subjects who received a sequence and 
were able to recall a salient pattern of four or more movements (e.g. a parallelogram) 
were from the FS group (Table 9-1). These four FS subjects were able to reproduce 
mo
 
vement patterns that were in the actual test-epoch sequence, yet unlike the four 
NS subjects above, they did not claim that there actually had been a sequence 
containing these patterns. The inability of the FS subjects to notice their declining 
reaction times (in spite of their large increase in reaction times upon removal of the 
sequence) may have been related to the forces they simultaneously contended with—
our only evidence for an interaction between force and sequence learning at an 
attentional level. These contrasts, though difficult to quantify, appear to suggest that 
without true explicit awareness, some NS subjects nevertheless recognized their 
ability to anticipate the targets within the sequence, while some FS subjects became 
attuned to their repeating movement patterns—perhaps due to the accentuation of 
their kinematic errors by the force field.  
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 Table 9 ce awareness reports by group. 
Bold text d in the 
second ted to 
initial a s that 
subjects nly its 
general d the 
forces w s of a 
sequenc ch. Of 
those su ticipate 
the targ ) to a 
particul ing up 
the seq alient 
pattern re part 
of a re r or 
articula d or a sequence, while some offered multiple 
escriptions or reported a field or sequence in multiple epochs. 
 
-1   Sequence learning study subjects’ force field or sequen
enotes reports from subjects who actually did receive a force field or sequence 
(test) epoch. False reports of the force field across conditions and epochs may be attribu
daptation to the manipulandum, fatigue, or aftereffects they experienced. The term
 used when the force field was correctly recognized can be classified as emphasizing o
resistance or its deviations (see Results). Three further subjects specifically describe
ith mechanical reference to a certain segment or joint of the robot. False report
e also occurred in all groups and more commonly in the random-target, washout epo
bjects who claimed to have experienced a discrete sequence, and/or an ability to an
ets, all were in the NS condition. But only one referred these sensations (correctly
ar epoch, and only another was able to describe even four consecutive movements mak
uence. Other subjects, notably concentrated in the FS group, did recall relatively s
s longer than two or three motions (e.g. “parallelograms”), but none claimed these we
peating movement sequence. In all reports, note that some subjects did not voluntee
te a description of either the force fiel
d
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 Figure 9-1   Revised reach task structure. a) Subjects experiencing a planar, clockwise viscous force 
field in the second (“test”) epoch felt the manipulandum apply forces to their hand that were 
consistently proportional in magnitude to the speed of their movement, and perpendicular to the 
direction of their movement. b) Subjects presented with a repeating, nonrandom 18-target sequence 
in the test epoch made movements between the seven targets in the serial order shown. Whether 
participants experienced a null (N) or clockwise force (F) field and/or a (pseudo)random (R) or 
sequenced (S) target presentation, they were required to make “natural,” 10-cm movements to each 
new target as soon as it appeared, without “anticipating” the target location. Trials were deemed 
“successful” if the subject’s total reaction plus movement time did not exceed 1 s, and if they then 
held the cursor representing their hand in place within the target for 0.5 s. Movements of all 
participants in each epoch were constrained to the paths denoted by the arrowheads between target 
locations. 
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 Figure 9-2   Force field adaptation and sequence learning in isolation. a) FR subjects experienced a 
clockwise force field but no sequence in the test epoch. As can be seen in the center-out trajectories 
of this sample participant, movement paths are deviated in the direction of the field. The paths 
appear more deviated at the beginning of the epoch (•) than at the end (•). This force field 
adaptation was well-characterized by a measure of the total area of the trajectory deviation. b) NS 
subjects experienced an implicit target sequence but no viscous force field in the test epoch. As can 
be seen in the speed profiles recorded in one direction of movement from a sample participant, speed 
profiles remained bell-shaped but movements early in the epoch (•) appear delayed and slower at 
peak speed relative to those late in the epoch (•). This sequence learning was well-captured by a 
measure of the time at which subjects reached 20% of their peak velocity. 
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 Figure 9-3   Decrease in trajectory deviation evident among subjects given a force field. After 
subjects had achieved a stable level of performance in the baseline epoch (left panel), the 
introduction of a force field in the test epoch of the FR and FS subjects (center) led to immediate, 
large trajectory deviations. These deviations declined over the first half of the epoch and then 
converged with the deviations exhibited by the subjects experiencing a null field (NR and NS). 
When all subjects performed a final washout epoch with null forces (right), subjects who had 
previously adapted to the forces show a characteristic “aftereffect,” which again rapidly declined to 
baseline levels. (The aftereffect was defined as a change in average error between the last two 18-trial 
bins of the test epoch and the first two bins of the washout epoch.) These trends were consistent 
regardless of whether subjects simultaneously experienced an implicit target sequence. (Lines 
present group averages of subjects’ binned data, ±S.E.M.) 
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 Figure 9-4   Decrease in movement duration evident among subjects given a force field. As an 
alternative measure of performance, subjects’ adaptation is shown in terms of movement duration 
(following reaction time) rather than trajectory deviation area (Fig. 9-3). The trends of each group 
and epoch are generally consistent between the two performance measures, except that a movement 
duration “aftereffect” is pronounced only for the FS group. (Lines represent group averages of 
subjects’ binned data, ±S.E.M.) 
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 Figure 9-5   Sequence learning evident among subjects given nonrandom targets. After subjects had 
trained on a baseline epoch (left panel), the introduction of a repeating, implicit target sequence in 
the test epoch of the NS and FS subjects (center) led to a gradual decline in reaction times relative to 
the subjects experiencing a random target order (NR and FR). When all subjects performed a final 
washout epoch with random targets (right), subjects who had previously experienced a sequence 
exhibited an aftereffect of reaction times (defined as for performance error). This was particularly 
ue of the FS subjects.  
 
tr
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 Figure 9-6   A chunking strategy may be used by subjects learning a sequence and a force field. a) 
The structure of the reaction time adaptation is shown for all NS subjects in a comparison of their 
initial (sequence repetitions 1-2) and late (11-20) test epoch performance. The adaptation is 
apparent both for trials beginning at the central target, and the variable number of trials following 
each such trials. b) FS subjects experience a greater decline in reaction time on trials immediately 
subsequent to trials originating at the central target. (Both sets of trials are shown boxed together in 
panel b.) These center-out trials, in turn, retain relatively high reaction times over learning, 
ggesting that they are used to organize the 18-target sequence into “chunks” of predictable, 
outwardly directed movements. (Lines represent group averages of subjects’ binned data, ±S.E.M.) 
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 10 Consolidation and Interference in Motor Learning with Catch 
Trials 
 
Motor consolidation—a gradual resistance to retrograde interference from a second, 
inconsistent motor program—has been shown to emerge over several hours after subjects 
learn to reach with straight trajectories through novel force fields applied by a robotic 
manipulandum. The robustness of motor memory against later interfering conditions and 
the time course of this stabilization have recently been questioned. In the human study 
presented here, I attempt to reconcile these conflicting reports by exploring the effect of 
catch trials, in which the forces are unexpectedly removed. I found that this 
methodological tool, while not consistently applied by different investigators, not only 
demonstrates the process of consolidation, but might itself influence motor learning. 
Although the mechanism is unclear, the experience of catch trials clearly altered the motor 
recall of our subjects, who uniquely demonstrated retention of their earlier clockwise field 
learning, despite an interfering counterclockwise force field presented after learning. 
However, this retention of learning was inconsistent with the standard understanding of 
motor consolidation, as catch trial subjects given 5 minutes to stabilize their motor 
memory prior to interference, and those given 6 hours, both appeared able to recall this 
learning 24 hours after the interference. While the 6-hr group may indeed have 
“consolidated” their clockwise field experience, analysis of catch trial aftereffects during the 
interference trials suggests that the 5-min group experienced particularly severe 
anterograde interference that protected them from internalizing (i.e. mentally 
representing) the counterclockwise forces. We thus interpret the chief effect of a longer 
interval as allowing subjects not to consolidate their earlier learning, but to more rapidly 
internalize the interfering field. While catch trial performance did not reveal an effect of 
stabilization interval on the degree of consolidation, they were—ironically—critical in 
enabling motor recall. 
 
 
10.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
10.1.1 The consolidation controversy 
 
In this chapter I focus on motor consolidation, a dissociable process from the 
motor acquisition (Zach et al., 2005) that was the focus of the previous chapter. 
Several recent studies of motor learning in human subjects have investigated this 
phenomenon, characterized by a gradual resistance to retrograde interference 
(McGaugh, 2000). The time course of consolidation was classically demonstrated in 
the motor system as subjects learned to reach with straight trajectories through novel 
dynamical environments, or “force fields,” created by a robotic manipulandum 
(Brashers-Krug et al., 1996; Shadmehr & Brashers-Krug, 1997). 
The robustness of this consolidation against later interfering conditions has 
recently been questioned, as has its generalization to other sensorimotor adaptation 
tasks such as simple visuomotor transformations or prism adaptation (Bock et al., 
2001; Goedert & Willingham, 2002; see Robertson et al., 2004). In particular, 
Caithness et al. (2004) presented subjects with visuomotor and dynamic motor 
adaptation tasks progressively approximating those of Brashers-Krug et al. (1996) 
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 and Shadmehr and Brashers-Krug (1997). Yet in each case they failed to show that a 
learned m
interferen
otor memory of condition A could gradually become resistant to 
ce by a second condition B. 
10.1.2 
 
bed as having “prevented subjects from learning the novel 
dynamics,” e.g. destabilizing forces, that are created experimentally (Milner & 
Franklin, 2005). 
he presence of randomly-interposed, unannounced catch 
trials would demonstrate the process of consolidation, as in Shadmehr and Brashers-
that subjects given 6 hours between practice in a 
clockwise viscous force field and subsequent exposure to an interfering 
cou
 
 
10.2 
 
10.2.1 
In contrast, the results of Krakauer et al. (2005) suggest that consolidation is a 
property of visuomotor learning under some conditions, in particular with null-field 
trials inserted prior to retest with the presumed effect of erasing any anterograde 
interference effects (Miall et al., 2004). But while these results demonstrated that 
motor memories can develop resistance to retrograde interference, Krakauer et al. 
(2005) also found that such resistance can emerge within just 5 minutes, rather than 
hours, if subjects merely double their duration of learning—even well after they have 
reached a stable level of performance. 
 
Catch trials in consolidation studies 
Here we attempt to reconcile these conflicting reports, by drawing attention to a 
methodological detail not consistently applied in the literature. Catch trials—in 
which the force field is unexpectedly removed—were originally used to track the 
formation of an internal model of the field (and not a reactive increase in stiffness). 
When applied, such trials have been presented at rates between 10% (Shadmehr & 
Mussa-Ivaldi, 1994) and 16-17% (Shadmehr & Brashers-Krug, 1997; Thoroughman 
& Shadmehr, 2000; Donchin et al., 2002; Wainscott et al., 2004). In Chapter 4, 5, 
and 7 I applied catch trials at a rate of 8%. Other researchers—including me in 
Chapter 9—have used null-condition washout epochs (e.g. Caithness et al., 2004, 
Krakauer et al., 2005) or have restricted the catch trials to the final blocks of the 
experiment (Baraduc et al., 2004) in order to test for learning “aftereffects.” 
Others—including me in Chapter 8—have avoided null trials altogether (Bock et al., 
2001; Goedert & Willingham, 2002). Randomly interposed catch trials have even 
been used but descri
We predicted that t
Krug (1997). We hypothesized 
nterclockwise field would consolidate their initial learning, as measured by a 
superior level of performance at retest. In contrast, subjects who experienced only a 
5-minute consolidation interval would not. We expected both to infer consolidation 
from the initial error levels of subjects at retest, and among the catch trial subjects, to 
track subjects’ on-line internalization of the force fields via their aftereffects on catch 
trials. We did not predict that the catch trials themselves would influence motor 
acquisition or consolidation. 
METHODS 
Subjects  
 
Thirty-five right-handed, English-speaking students (mean 24.8 years old; 14 males) 
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 participated using a custom manipulandum apparatus (Fayé, 1983). Participants 
were screened for history of neurological illness, epilepsy, seizures, head injuries, and 
neurosurgery. Ethical approval was obtained through the MIT Committee On the 
Use
ppeared). Of the remaining 32 subjects, eight 
each were randomly assigned to four experimental groups prior to the test epoch. 
ination of uninterrupted forces (i.e. 0% catch 
trials) in all force epochs and a 5-min interval between the learning and interference 
epo
 
10.2.2 
, either waiting for the next epoch of trials or talking with the 
exp
calculated on-line as 
 of Humans as Experimental Subjects. Participants were paid at $10/hour, with a 
$5 bonus for successful completion of each day of the study. Subjects were asked to 
ensure they would sleep at least 6 hours the two nights before and during the 
experiment. The only subject who reported having failed to do so was excluded from 
the study, as was one subject who arrived too late for the retest epoch. One other 
participant was excluded for anticipating more than 10% of the trials in the baseline 
epoch (where “anticipation” occurred whenever a participant’s cursor was located 
outside of the origin when the target a
These groups were defined by the comb
chs (UM, n = 8), uninterrupted forces and a 6-hr interval (UH, n = 8), 20% 
catch trials and a 5-min interval (CM, n = 8), or 20% catch trials and a 6-hr interval 
(CH, n = 8). 
Paradigm 
 
Task   As in Chapter 9. 
 
Intervals   The baseline and learning epochs were separated by 5 minutes for all 
subjects. The two possible intervals between learning and interference epochs were 
constrained to be within a range of ±1 min (5-min interval subjects) or ±10 min (6-
hr interval subjects). Similarly, the 24-hr interval between the interference and retest 
epochs was observed with a ±10 min range. Intervals were all measured from the end 
of the previous epoch to the beginning of the next epoch. The epochs themselves 
required about eight minutes to complete. Subjects sat at the manipulandum during 
the 5-min breaks
erimenter. We did not control the activities of the subjects in the remaining 
intervals, except to require that the 24-hr interval include at least 6 hours of sleep 
(verified by subject report). 
 
Instructions   As in Chapter 9. 
 
Forces   All subjects experienced a null (0 N·s/m) force field during the baseline 
epoch, a velocity-dependent clockwise field in the learning and retest epochs, and a 
counterclockwise field in the interference epoch (Fig. 10-1). The curl forces, of 
magnitude 10 N·s/m, were xf &B= , where ⎢⎣−= 010 B  
 (counterclockwise), and  was the movement 
suddenly, silently, and with no warning 
ject turned off just as the target was presented. These occurred at a rate of 
⎥⎦
⎤⎡ 100
(clockwise) or ⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ −=
010
100
 B x&
velocity. On “catch trials,” the motors were 
to the sub
20% in all force epochs performed by the CM and CH subjects. Catch trials 
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 occurred on the same trials for all CM and CH subjects (as in Shadmehr & Brashers-
Krug, 1997). They were preprogrammed pseudorandomly such that 2 catch trials 
occurred among each of the 21 possible movement combinations in each epoch. 
There was no constraint that they were to occur at a regular rate within each epoch. 
 
Sequence   Within each, 216-target epoch, all subjects received the same, 
pseudorandom sequence of targets. (The one exception was one early subject in the 
UM condition, who received a 180-target baseline target file and 300-target files in 
the remaining epochs. As a result of this exception, we consider only the first 180 
trials performed by all subjects in the baseline epoch. In the remaining epochs we 
consider the first 216 trials performed by the subjects.) All subjects completed each 
movement specified by the target files—trials were not aborted if they failed to reach 
the target on time. 
 
Targets   As in Chapter 9. I used only the pseudorandom, not the sequenced, target 
files. In addition, my finding that some measures of performance error could vary 
systematically with movement origin (Chapter 9) prompted me to equalize the 
frequency of each movement origin/target combination as much as possible, by 
at each epoch’s target file contained at least 7 trials in each of these 21 
ovement path possibilities. 
10.2.3 Recording/Stimulation 
rdinates.  
10.2.4 
applied a correction for this recency to the results depicted in Figure 10-6. This 
erform or each subject
displayed in the learning epoch at each catch trial, subsequent force trial, or further 
res in all force e
requiring th
m
 
 
Verbal reports   As in Chapter 9. Subjects were not asked if catch trials were 
experienced, but this information was recorded when volunteered. 
 
Performance error   For our measure of force field adaptation, we chose to look 
primarily at the total deviation area swept out by each movement relative to a straight 
line connecting the beginning and end positions of the trial (Caithness et al., 2004; 
see also Chapter 9). Several other measures of trajectory deviation (e.g. path distance, 
peak perpendicular deviation, and deviation angle) yielded qualitatively similar 
results. All measures were based on the manipulandum joint encoder position signals, 
translated into endpoint coo
 
Analysis 
 
Baseline correction   Given our anticipated finding that performance error varied 
with catch trial recency (see Figure 10-4 and Results), and in order to include both 
catch and force trials in the comparison of UM/UH and CM/CH subjects, we 
correction involved equalizing the average, relative p ance err  
force trials (up to five trials following the catch trial; Fig. 10-4), and then subtracting 
each subject’s sco pochs by these factors. The first force trials in each 
epoch, until the first catch trial, were treated as though they were subsequent to a 
catch trial. These trials always followed a period in which the subject experienced no 
forces until they brought the cursor into the central origin in order to start the first 
trial. 
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Learning index   In order to summarize subjects’ internalization of each field using 
their pattern of errors both on catch trials and “fielded,” force trials, we also 
computed a learning index (LI) that expresses performance as a ratio 
catchfielded
catch
areaarea
LI += . The measure is like that of Donchin et al. (2002), except 
that it is based on deviation area rather than perpendicular distance, and we allow the 
numerator to be signed in order to better distinguish learning of the two curl fields. 
(We also tried following Donchin et al. [2002] in defining kinematic error to be the 
perpendicular displacement at 300 ms into each movement, following a reaction 
time defined as the time point at which subjects reached 15% of their peak speed, 
with catch and fie
area
lded movements averaged within 50- vs. 36-trial bins. The 
sults—despite our concerns that this performance measure may reflect changes in 
plus movement time was less than 0.5 s or greater than 
.5 s, i.e. outside a ±0.5 range around the allotted time. Trials were binned by 36 
ndition (a duration sufficient to include, across subjects, at 
ast one trial of each movement origin, target and direction, at least among non-
ntial curves (only 
nstrained in their parameters such that the exponential “growth” or “decay” part of 
stead of the interference epoch. Main and 
teraction effects of catch trial Frequency (as in Figs. 10-3, 10-5, and 10-6) or 
ig. 10-4), consolidation Interval, and Time (or Bin average, in the case of 
arning transfer or aftereffects) were assessed using repeated measures ANOVAs. 
 
 
10.3 
 
10.3.1 
 
atically skewed in the null-field baseline epoch. Following introduction of a 
re
speed profile shape and timing (Chapter 9) as well as changes in movement 
deviation—were nearly identical to those shown in Figure 10-5.)  
 
Comparisons   Trials in which the subject failed to reach the target in the allotted 1-
s time limit were still included in the analysis. However, we rejected any trial in 
which the combined reaction 
1
trials in each epoch and co
le
catch trials). We did not exclude the first 36-trial bin of each epoch in the analyses. 
Data within each epoch of Figure 10-6 were fit by single-expone
co
the curve occurred at the beginning and not the end of the epoch). Statistical results 
were based on the within-bin-averaged trajectory error or learning index. 
“Aftereffects” of clockwise field learning on counterclockwise performance were 
estimated by comparing the mean scores of the first two 36-trial bins in the 
interference epoch with the last two 36-trial bins in the learning epoch. “Transfer of 
learning” between the two clockwise epochs was estimated similarly, but using the 
first two bins of the retest epoch in
in
Recency (F
le
Differences among the “slope” parameter of exponential fits were compared using 
ANOVAs. All significant effects (at the p < 0.05 level) are reported. 
RESULTS 
Forces can be inferred from trajectory error 
Subjects’ trajectories were deviated in the pattern typical of curl force fields. As 
shown in Figure 10-1 for three reach directions performed by a sample subject who 
did not experience catch trials, trajectories were initially variable but not 
system
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 clockwise force field in the learning epoch, movements from the center to the 
24 hours later still. 
Figure 10-2 presents 
error) in the learning epoch for all subjects who experienced catch trials embedded 
10.3.2 
 
significant main 
effect of consolidation Interval (F(1,31) = 3.87, p < 0.05). This effect was particularly 
evident in the CH’s group’s much more rapid increase in field-consistent 
e. their internalization of the counterclockwise field—as compared to 
the CM group. There was also a small but significant interaction between catch trial 
pparently reflecting the failure of the 
CM and UM/UH subjects to reach either stable or low levels of absolute error, 
resp
 
 
 
periphery became deviated in a clockwise direction. Essentially the opposite pattern 
of errors was evident in the counterclockwise field presented in the interference 
epoch 6 hours later, but clockwise-deviated movements were again expressed at retest 
the trajectory deviation area (our measure of performance 
randomly in their force epochs. Catch trials, and subsequent “fielded” trials in which 
the forces were restored just as suddenly as they were removed, were characterized by 
opposing deviations. Within this first exposure to the clockwise force field, the 
magnitude of the “aftereffects” seen on catch trials appeared to grow over time (as 
quantified below). This increase in aftereffect magnitude may be considered a 
hallmark of subjects’ internalization of a novel dynamical environment (Shadmehr & 
Mussa-Ivaldi, 1994; Shadmehr & Brashers-Krug, 1997). 
 
Force field acquisition is reflected in catch trial aftereffects 
Figure 10-3 depicts the performance of subjects on catch trials. In each force 
epoch, the catch trial groups (CM and CH) performed with a characteristically high 
level of error on catch trials. This is confirmed by significant main effects of catch 
trial Frequency in the three epochs (F(1,31) = 145.61, p < 0.0001; F(1,31) = 82.78, p < 
0.0001; and F(1,31) = 236.78, p < 0.0001, respectively). The groups given 
uninterrupted practice on the forces also changed in their performance on their 
movement-matched trials (with the same origins and targets). As a result there was 
also a significant main effect of Time in each force epoch (F(5,31) = 19.75, p < 0.0001; 
F(5,31) = 4.93, p < 0.001; and F(5,31) = 42.96, p < 0.0001). This effect of Time was 
reduced in the interference epoch, when the UM and UH subjects plateaued at a 
higher absolute level of error than they had in the clockwise epochs. 
These performance trends were generally consistent between the two clockwise 
epochs (Fig. 10-3). In the retest epoch, there was an additional, small but significant 
interaction between catch trial Frequency and Time (F(5,31) = 2.89, p < 0.05), as well 
as a nearly-significant interaction between catch trial Frequency, consolidation 
Interval and Time (p = 0.05). These effects might describe the slightly different 
performance among the CH and CM groups. Overall, though, the subjects’ 
performance on catch trials in the retest epoch was similar to their performance in 
the learning epoch, suggesting that the clockwise field had to be internalized anew by 
subjects.  
In the interference epoch (Fig. 10-3) there was also a small but 
aftereffects—i.
Frequency and Time (F(5,31) = 3.36, p < 0.05), a
ectively, on their own catch or matched trials. 
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 10.3.3 
 
 trials (Fig. 10-3), differences in fielded trial performance within 
each
ach epoch (as in Fig. 10-3), 
but on fielded trials their errors were initially enhanced in the direction of the field, 
ith those of subjects 
who had not experienced catch trials. The resulting, global trend among these 
sub
 and catch trial 
Fre
d movements is the learning index used by Donchin et al. (2002). As 
sho
is effect as indicating a relative 
difficulty among the CM subjects in acquiring and/or expressing field-appropriate 
learning. 
 
Force field acquisition is reflected in fielded trials 
Figure 10-4 depicts the groups’ mean performance in each force epoch across 
both catch trials and the subsequent force trials (up to five trials beyond the catch 
trial). As with catch
 force epoch were dominated by a distinction between the catch and non-catch 
groups. Here, the mean level of fielded trial error did not distinguish the groups in 
any epoch. Instead the differences were validated by significant interaction effects of 
catch trial Frequency × Recency in each force epoch (F(5,31) = 73.29, p < 0.0001; F(5,31) 
= 55.10, p < 0.0001; and F(5,31) = 80.49, p < 0.0001, respectively). UM and UH 
subjects did not experience catch trials, and their error was relatively constant across 
the seven sets of movement-matched force trials shown for these subjects (these 
including movements of any origin/target combination). The CH and CM subjects 
did display catch trial aftereffects counter to the field in e
until after about five trials when their errors were consistent w
jects is thus captured by significant main effects of catch trial Recency in each 
epoch (F(5,31) = 95.24, p < 0.0001; F(5,31) = 65.13, p < 0.0001; and F(5,31) = 106.28, p < 
0.0001). 
As with catch trial performance, the trajectory errors of CM and CH subjects on 
fielded trials mainly distinguished these groups in the interference epoch (Fig. 10-4). 
In this epoch a significant main effect of consolidation Interval once again emerged 
(F(1,31) = 5.98, p < 0.01). We interpret this effect as reflecting a generally more rapid 
acquisition (at Recency = 0) or application (Recency > 0) of the appropriate 
counterclockwise field learning among subjects given 6 hours instead of 5 minutes to 
consolidate the previous, anticorrelated field. In the retest epoch there were small, 
additional effects of consolidation Interval (F(1,31) = 4.49, p < 0.05)
quency × Interval (F(1,31) = 3.80, p < 0.05). These effects may reflect a distinctly 
reduced level of clockwise deviation among UM participants, who thereby appear to 
be less “prepared” to experience counterclockwise or null-field trials. (Given the 
trend towards similar trends in the initial learning epoch in Figure 10-4, left, we 
cannot discount that these differences are a result of baseline variability between 
subjects.) But overall the retest epoch performance trends appear similar to those 
observed in the initial clockwise epoch. 
A convenient metric to summarize the learning trends evident both in catch trials 
and fielde
wn in Figure 10-5, this measure reproduces the catch trial subjects’ shared 
aftereffect trends within each force epoch, as supported by significant effects of Time 
(F(5,15) = 13.70, p < 0.0001; F(5,15) = 10.08, p < 0.0001; and F(5,15) = 32.61, p < 0.0001). 
Although some difference in initial performance within the retest epoch was 
apparent, it is not statistically significant (p > 0.05). The only difference between the 
CM and CH groups that is distilled by the learning index metric is a small but 
significant main effect of consolidation Interval on learning in the interference epoch 
(F(1,15) = 5.25, p < 0.05). Again, we interpret th
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 10.3.4 Force field recall is evident in initial retest performance 
t main effect of catch trial Frequency on both the bin-averaged data and the 
exp
significant (p > 0.08). 
ffect of catch trials on clockwise field recall can perhaps be summarized 
ost succinctly by comparing subjects’ performance at the end of the learning epoch 
 
The previous results speak to subjects’ acquisition of each force field, at the level 
of catch trials as well as subsequent fielded trials (or movement-matched controls of 
these trials among UM and UH subjects). The ability of participants to recall their 
previous clockwise learning can be assessed by correcting for mean differences in 
catch vs. fielded vs. control trials (see Methods) and then by directly comparing their 
average trajectory error in the learning and retest epochs. As shown in Figure 10-6 
(and as emphasized by exponential fits), at least some subjects had to re-adapt to the 
clockwise forces in the retest epoch, just as they had adapted to the basic task in the 
baseline epoch, and to the clockwise and counterclockwise force fields in the learning 
and interference epochs. Across groups, there was thus a significant overall adaptation 
to the task in each of the four epochs, described by main effects of Time (F(4,31) = 
37.82, p < 0.0001; F(5,31) = 22.43, p < 0.0001; F(5,31) = 34.38, p < 0.0001; and F(5,31) = 
28.16, p < 0.0001, respectively). 
It is the particular pattern of adaptation or re-adaptation among subjects in the 
two clockwise epochs that distinguishes the groups. In the learning epoch (Fig. 10-6, 
left), despite a similar initial level of error the catch trial subjects came to plateau at a 
higher level of average error compared to the non-catch subjects, as captured by a 
significan
onential slopes that were fit to those data (F(1,31) = 23.02, p < 0.0001; and F(1,31) = 
11.79, p < 0.001), and by a significant interaction of Frequency × Time (F(5,31) = 
4.91, p < 0.001). 
These patterns of learning are similar to those exhibited in the interference 
epoch, where there was a significant main effect of catch trial Frequency on 
performance (F(1,31) = 9.23, p < 0.01), and a small but significant Frequency × Time 
interaction (F(5,31) = 3.12, p < 0.05). Comparing participants’ initial counterclockwise 
performance with their error level late in the learning epoch (Fig. 10-6, center), all 
subjects performed counterclockwise field movements with elevated absolute error 
levels, as confirmed by a main effect of Time (F(1,31) = 282.25, p < 0.0001). But catch 
trial subjects displayed a distinctly pronounced aftereffect (F(1,31) = 11.34, p < 0.001). 
There also appears to be an effect of consolidation interval, such that subjects both 
start and plateau at lower level of error if given 6 hours to consolidate the previous 
field. However, all main and interaction effects of Interval on performance scores, 
exponential fits, and aftereffects are non-
In the retest epoch—in contrast to the initial clockwise learning—subjects 
plateaued at a similar level of error, but they began the epoch with different levels of 
error (Fig. 10-6, right). In particular, the CM and CH participants have a reduced 
level of initial error. As such there is no main effect of catch trial Frequency on the 
retest data, but there is a significant Frequency × Time interaction (F(5,31) = 14.56, p < 
0.0001) and a significant effect of Frequency on the exponential slopes (F(1,31) = 
35.72, p < 0.0001). Furthermore, whereas in the learning epoch there was no effect 
of consolidation interval, in the retest epoch there is a small but significant effect of 
Interval × Time (F(1,31) = 4.83, p < 0.05). Inspection of the data suggests that the UM 
subjects, and in particular the CM subjects, show particularly little re-adaptation to 
the clockwise forces. 
The e
m
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 with their performance at the beginning of the retest epoch (Fig. 10-6, center). The 
only significant effect among these transfer patterns was again a significant catch trial 
Fre
 
10.3.5 
h none were able to describe the structure of the 
forc
r similar to each other (regardless of their relationship to the 
inte
 subjects). 
 
 
10.4 
 
10.4.1 
 Participants who practiced with randomly-interspersed catch 
tria
quency × Time interaction (F(1,31) = 28.17, p < 0.0001). (Effects of Frequency × 
consolidation Interval, and of Time, both approached but did not reach significance, 
p = 0.06.) Subjects who performed each force epoch with uninterrupted forces 
showed no recall of the clockwise force field learned earlier, even when 6 hours 
elapsed before an interfering force field was introduced. Subjects who performed each 
force epoch with randomly inserted null-field trials showed an almost immediate 
recall of their earlier clockwise field learning, even if that learning had been followed 
by the anticorrelated field only five minutes later. 
Awareness of force field identity and predictability 
 
As shown in Table 10-1, subjects were generally accurate at recognizing forces 
when they had occurred, althoug
e field (beyond using words such as “resistive,” “jerky,” “stronger in certain 
directions,” etc.). Most subjects found that the forces were consistent or declined 
over time. Several participants in each group (between 4 and 6 of the eight subjects) 
were able to recognize some distinction between the counterclockwise forces and the 
force fields in one or other of the clockwise epochs (e.g. they were reported to be 
stronger or weaker, more or less jerky, etc.). Likewise, at least a few subjects in each 
group (between 3/8 and 6/8) found that the force fields in the learning and retest 
epochs were eithe
rference forces) or at least both noticeably different from the interference epoch. 
These responses were relatively balanced between groups. But of the few participants 
who were able to report correctly the equality of the two clockwise epochs and the 
inequality of the clockwise and counterclockwise epochs, a disproportionate number 
(and half of the group, 4/8) were CM subjects. 
Subjects’ reports of force field predictability were generally as correct as their 
recollections of force field identity (Table 10-1). Participants given massed practice 
on forces in each epoch (5/8 UM and 3/8 UH subjects) generally found the forces to 
be more “predictable” (or more easy to “adapt” or “compensate” to) than did catch 
trial participants (2/8 each of the CM and CH subjects). But the catch trial 
participants were the only subjects to volunteer that they had experienced trials when 
the forces were “off” (2/8 CM participants and, notably, 5/8 CH
DISCUSSION 
Consolidation interval and motor acquisition 
 
Our results are surprising in at least two ways. First, they suggest that 
consolidation interval has little effect on the degree of motor recall (Fig. 10-6). 
Subjects who practiced with uninterrupted forces in each force epoch showed similar 
patterns of adaptation and retest performance, regardless of the time allowed for 
learning stabilization.
ls in each force epoch also showed similar performance, although this pattern was 
distinct from the subjects not given catch trials. The near-irrelevance of consolidation 
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 interval on recall was particularly evident in errors made on catch trials (Fig. 10-3)—
or control movements in the case of subjects not given catch trials—and in a 
composite measure reflecting both catch and fielded trials (Fig. 10-5). Only small 
main and interaction effects of consolidation interval were evident among the retest 
epoch force trials (Fig. 10-4) and overall performance (Fig. 10-6). Furthermore these 
trends, while weak, suggested that it was the CM participants who started, and the 
UM subjects who reached, the lowest level of trajectory error—i.e. the two groups 
given the least time to consolidate the clockwise field. 
Consolidation interval appeared mainly to affect the manner in which subjects 
were able to internalize the counterclockwise field—as could be uniquely assessed 
among the catch trial subjects. Catch trial aftereffects are not evident when naïve 
y develop with practice in the 
field. Like Shadmehr and Brashers-Krug (1997), we have used aftereffect magnitude 
to 
we found significant main effects of 
con
e to their 
CM and UM counterparts (Figs. 10-4, 10-6, right). 
Consolidation interval may also have had some influence on subjects’ awareness 
n our participants’ verbal reports following the experiment (Table 
10-1), they were usually able to recognize the presence but not the structure of forces, 
. But the ability to recognize: 1) the 
presence of unpredictable forces and/or catch trials, and 2) the equality of the 
cloc
subjects first practice moving in a force field; they onl
depict the differences in force field learning between catch trial participants 
differing in their consolidation interval. A distinction between catch trial groups in 
our study was evident only in the interference epoch (Figs. 10-3, 10-5 center; 
compare Figure 6 in Shadmehr & Brashers-Krug, 1997). In both studies, catch trial 
subjects all experienced the same sequence of targets and catch trials, and thus the 
error measure could be averaged across participants and directly compared across 
groups. In Shadmehr and Brashers-Krug (1997), the critical difference between the 
groups plotted is their starting error at the first catch trial. Their CM subjects—fresh 
from clockwise training—appeared to apply a clockwise “internal model,” in that 
they displayed aftereffects in the same direction as those they displayed in the 
clockwise field. Their CH subjects—having already consolidated their clockwise 
learning—appeared naïve. The mean aftereffect errors of these subjects pointed in 
the clockwise direction, suggesting that their longer interval since learning had 
enabled them to learn anew, with minimal anterograde interference. 
Like Shadmehr and Brashers-Krug (1997), 
solidation interval on error magnitude in catch trials (as well as subsequent force 
trials) in the interference epoch. However, we also suggest that the time and/or rate 
by which each of these groups begins to internalize the new force field may better 
distinguish CM and CH participants (Figs. 10-3, 10-5 center). The superior 
counterclockwise field acquisition by the CH subjects (and, we might presume, by 
the UH participants), might have come at a cost, however, given the marginally 
worse initial or plateau performance these groups exhibited at retest relativ
of the force fields. I
and to do so regardless of experimental condition
kwise force fields and the inequality of these with the counterclockwise force 
field, appeared to be enhanced among the catch trial subjects. Though difficult to 
quantify, there also appeared to be a differential tendency of the CM subjects to be 
more aware of force field contrasts (consistent with their closer juxtaposition of the 
clockwise and counterclockwise fields), and of the CH subjects to be develop more 
awareness of catch trial presence (consistent with their demonstrated, superior ability 
to acquire a second force field). 
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 It might be argued that our subjects’ performance at retest merely reflects the 
anterograde interference from the counterclockwise field (Miall et al., 2004). This is 
particularly plausible given the inverse relationship apparent between each group’s 
performance late in the interference epoch and early in the retest epoch 24 hr later 
(Fig. 10-6). That is, participants who retained high levels of error in the 
counterclockwise field did best when retested in a clockwise field. Such anterograde 
interference would be consistent with reports that aftereffects of clockwise learning 
can be observed a day later when subjects return to practice in null field (Shadmehr 
et a
 
10.4.2 
 
or at retest (Fig. 
10-
 several subsequent fielded trials 
(Fig
 catch trial frequencies beyond 0% and 20% in this 
l., 1998; Donchin et al., 2002). To be sure, future experiments with our 
paradigm might try allowing more than 24 hours before retest (Shadmehr & 
Brashers-Krug, 1997; cf. Goedert & Willingham, 2002; Krakauer et al., 2005), or 
inserting several null-field trials (Krakauer et al., 1999), rather than a single null-field 
pre-trial as in our experiment, prior to every force epoch (Shadmehr & Brashers-
Krug, 1997; Krakauer et al., 2005). However, our catch trial aftereffect results 
present an alternative hypothesis: subjects who retain a high level of error in the 
interference epoch (in particular, the CM subjects) do so because they are unable to 
internalize it as effectively as other groups (CH, and to an even greater degree the 
UM and UH), due to their own, lingering anterograde interference from the 
clockwise practice (Figs. 10-3, 10-5, 10-6). Their failure to adapt to the interfering 
condition then allows them to retain and express a superior memory of the clockwise 
field, as is evident at retest (Fig. 10-6).  
Catch trials and motor consolidation 
Our second surprising finding was that the pattern of learning was strongly 
related to participants’ catch trial frequency. Indeed, the dominant factor affecting 
subjects’ performance during initial learning, in the interfering field, 
6) was not consolidation interval but rather the frequency of catch trials that they 
experienced in each force epoch. The participants who appeared able to retain their 
initial clockwise learning despite interference (and regardless of consolidation 
interval) were those subjects who had practiced non-monotonous forces. 
These catch trial subjects were also distinguished by their relatively high level of 
error in each epoch relative to the subjects given uninterrupted forces. This under-
compensating error level (as shown by Donchin & Shadmehr, 2004) appears to 
reflect these subjects’ response to each catch trial, following which they displayed 
enhanced deviations in the direction of the field for
. 10-4). Thoroughman and Shadmehr (2000) followed not only trajectory 
deviations following catch trials but also the preferred directions of movement-
initiating arm and shoulder muscles. They showed that transient muscular 
overcompensation, predicted by their formalization of internal model formation, was 
washed out by about three trials following a catch trial. In the retest epoch the UH 
group may too have acquired a moderately elevated clockwise error relative to the 
UM group (Figs. 10-4, 10-6), perhaps following their own experience with non-
clockwise forces. But as catch trials are both unannounced and only discovered after 
their movement has begun, CM and CH participants in particular may have been 
attempting to mitigate the effect of force field removal by directing their movements 
in the same direction as the force field.  
Although we did not explore
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 stud
 trial subjects’ retest learning indices, they do 
appear to have uniquely transferred their earlier clockwise experience to this epoch, 
e after practice. 
Experiments by Krakauer et al. (2005), Caithness et al. (2004), and Goedert and 
Wil
tion even if 
it is
 
10.4.3 
experienced by the non-catch subjects: 20% 
of t
y (as modeled by Thoroughman & Shadmehr, 2000), it is further plausible that 
the level of field-consistent error the CH and CM subjects adopted was chosen to 
balance the large error they displayed in the opposite direction on occasional catch 
trials (Fig. 10-4). It is also possible that the number of fielded trials in which subjects 
displayed enhanced field-consistent error following a catch trial was a function of 
catch trial frequency. Indeed, enhanced trajectory error on fielded trials persisted for 
approximately four or five movements following catch trials (Fig. 10-4), calling to 
mind the 4:1 frequency of fielded:catch trials. Given these observations, the errors on 
fielded trials thus appear to reflect an adaptive preparation for catch trials, and not a 
reflexive, kinematic task switch cost (Logan, 1985) following the removal or addition 
of forces. 
The presence of these “adaptive errors” could explain why the catch trial subjects’ 
overall performance in the retest epoch—reflecting both catch and fielded trials—
appears stable even while their catch trial deviations become enhanced. The learning 
model of Shadmehr and Mussa-Ivaldi (1994) posits an increase in learning index 
(Fig. 10-5) with both increased aftereffect magnitudes and decreased deviations on 
fielded trials. In contrast, we suggest that consolidated memories in our paradigm 
may be characterized by an equilibrium of opposing trajectory errors on catch trials 
and fielded trials (Fig. 10-4), and that subjects repeatedly recalibrate their reference 
level of kinematic error when changing between fields (Bock et al., 2003). But 
whatever the interpretation of our catch
even with only 5 min of consolidation tim
lingham (2002) have all challenged the notion that motor memories are 
protected against interference once a “consolidation window” of several hours has 
passed. Others have challenged the notion of such a window by finding that under 
certain conditions subjects can develop a memory resistant to retrograde interference 
after only 5 min. In particular, Krakauer et al. (2005) showed that prolonged practice 
at reaching with a visuomotor rotation (i.e. 66 “cycles” each of 8 trials, instead of 33 
cycles) appears to protect participants from interference by a counter-rota
 presented only 5 min after initial learning. 
It may appear that we too show that subjects can develop a relatively stable, 
protected memory after only 5 min, thus challenging the traditional view of motor 
consolidation. But alternatively our results in Figures 10-3 and 10-5 may be 
interpreted as showing that the 5-min catch trial participants failed to be affected by 
the counterclockwise interference because of their strong, lingering aftereffects from 
their clockwise learning. Only the subjects given catch trials and six hours to 
consolidate demonstrated both internalization of the counterclockwise field and 
resistance to this retrograde interference, as measured by their retest performance 
(Fig. 10-6). 
Catch-trial vs. uninterrupted experience 
 
The rapid resistance of catch trial subjects to retrograde interference is 
particularly surprising given that the two force fields experienced by these subjects 
were in a sense more similar than those 
he trials in both force fields were catch trials. Given the suggestion (and partial 
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 evidence) that retention of multiple motor memories is impaired by their 
competition in working memory (Bays et al., 2005; cf. Bock et al., 2001), the catch 
trial subjects should have been worse at expressing their clockwise field learning at 
retest. In addition, the catch trial subjects should have been disadvantaged because 
they essentially had to juxtapose three rather than two force fields, including the null 
field. 
While the route by which catch trials appear to enable these powerful reductions 
in retrograde interference is unclear, our results are consistent with extensive 
literature showing long-term benefits of distributed rather than massed practice (see 
Schmidt & Lee, 1999). While monotonous repetition of a motor behavior is known 
to lead to superior immediate performance, practice with some degree of randomness 
faci
at they may have provided 
dist
arning by causing our subjects to 
con
her possibility is that motor adaptation without catch trials is simply 
coactivation learning—a possibility that cannot be disproved without using null-field 
tor learning (Milner & Franklin, 2005), 
catch trials might in this scenario create it. Paradoxically, the very learning feature 
that
 
litates long-term retention (Shea & Morgan, 1979; Proteau et al., 1994). Even at 
the cellular level, it has been shown that visual activity-induced synaptic 
modifications are afforded resistance against subsequent interference from white-
noise stimuli by distributed presentation of the initial stimuli (Zhou et al., 2003).  
Behaviorally, we may interpret this effect as follows: practice of a motor skill on a 
relatively random schedule, as in our experiment, may be more difficult but also 
more effortful, thereby both causing and allowing subjects to repeatedly re-solve a 
motor learning problem. Research into saccadic adaptation by primates with either a 
block of catch trials or an equivalent period of rest without visual inputs suggests that 
practice under null conditions is required in order to cause active unlearning and 
relearning of the novel condition (Kojima et al., 2004).  
An additional benefit of catch trials in our study is th
inct error cues aiding memory recall (see Shadmehr & Brashers-Krug, 1997) or 
disambiguating novel and null-field environments. Consistent with this supposition, 
researchers have shown that subjects can separately internalize two opposing viscous 
force fields if the fields are presented randomly with audiovisual cues (e.g. 
background color) prior to movement (Osu et al., 2004; Wada et al., 2003). If the 
fields were simply alternated each trial, participants learned poorly, suggesting that 
their cue-based switching was only triggered when the subsequent field were not 
known until the beginning of the trial (as was the case in our experiment as well). 
Catch trials may also have influenced le
sciously attend to the perturbations they experienced. The importance of 
conscious attention is relevant given the recent findings of Malfait and Ostry (2004) 
that the degree of interlimb generalization of force field adaptation depends on the 
subject’s awareness of the force field (which awareness can be eliminated entirely by 
gradually ramping up the force field magnitude). Among our subjects, awareness of 
force field unpredictability (among CH subjects) and in particular the recognition of 
force field differences (among CM subjects) was associated with superior initial recall 
at retest. 
Yet anot
trials. Far from interfering with dynamic mo
 catch trials were designed to measure, consolidation, may only exist 
experimentally when people practice with such random interruptions. 
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 Table 1  were 
all able lacing 
these ex g and 
retest; B When 
particip ental 
group they were generally able to recognize at least that the counterclockwise forces were somehow 
different fro  in the 
two clo kwise 
field. A sistent 
between s were 
generall  (UM 
and UH e CH 
subjects gory 
of ques ld give 
multipl
 
0-1   Catch trial study subjects’ awareness of the forces they experienced. Participants
to recognize that they had felt forces during the epoch, and were usually accurate in p
periences in the epochs in which they actually appeared. (B1, B1': clockwise learnin
2: counterclockwise interference epochs) rather than the null-field baseline epoch (N). 
ants were asked to describe the relationships between forces, regardless of their experim
m the force fields in one or other of the clockwise epochs, and that the force fields
ckwise epochs were similar to each other, or at least both different from the countercloc
lmost half of participants who recognized both that the clockwise forces were con
 epochs, and distinct from the counterclockwise force field, were CM subjects. Subject
y accurate in labeling forces as predictable when they had not experienced catch trials
), but of those participants who volunteered an experience of catch trials, most wer
. (Numbers in bold correspond to relatively complete, correct answers within each cate
tion. Responses for each group and report do not sum to eight because participants cou
e, single, or no answers.) 
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 Figure 10-1   Sample trajectories in each epoch. Shown are all center-out reaching trajectories in the 
first half of each epoch performed by a subject (group UH) experiencing no catch trials but a 6-hr 
interval between the learning and interference epochs. Darker circles (•) represent trials early in the 
epoch; lighter circles (•), trials near the middle of the epoch. Movements in the baseline epoch are 
shown superimposed on a grid with arrowheads denoting, for all epochs, the possible combinations 
of the seven origins/targets. Like all participants, this subject experienced four epochs with null, 
clockwise, counterclockwise, or clockwise viscous force fields (shown schematically) in the baseline, 
learning, interference, and retest epochs, respectively. Despite the 6-hr interval following clockwise 
field learning, the participant’s trajectories appear as curved in the retest epoch as they did in the 
learning epoch, suggesting that the original learning did not consolidate and so was interfered with 
by the opposing field. 
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 Figure 10-2   Subject errors on catch trials and subsequent force trials have characteristic magnitude. 
Shown for all subjects who experienced catch trials (n = 16) are the trajectory deviation areas on each 
trial in the learning epoch. Catch trials, in which the force field was unexpectedly removed, are 
characterized by deviations in the direction counter to the viscous field otherwise experience by the 
participant, i.e. in the counterclockwise direction in this epoch. The trajectories are pointed in the 
opposite direction when the force field is restored. These patterns are less evident at the beginning of 
the epoch, when subjects are learning to reach in the field. 
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 Figure 10-3   Subjects’ performance on catch trials reflects their internalization of each field. 
Participants learning the clockwise field with interrupted forces (left; CM and CH) develop an 
elevated level of counterclockwise error on catch trials (as shown in Fig. 10-2 at the individual-trial 
level). The parallel changes in trajectory deviation on the movement-matched clockwise force trials 
experienced by the UM and UH subjects instead reflect their general adaptation to the forces. These 
trends are generally recapitulated in the retest epoch (right), despite the different intervening 
experience of the participants. In the interference epoch (center), however, the passage of time 
etween initial learning and interference has an effect, particularly on the performance of the catch 
trial subjects. While CM subjects initially display evidence of clockwise-appropriate catch trial errors, 
CH subjects seem relatively unhampered by their prior clockwise field experience, and instead 
internalize the counterclockwise field with aftereffects that appear to mirror those they displayed 
during initial, clockwise field learning. (Data are averaged within each 36-trial bin and plotted 
±S.E.M., as in the following figures.) 
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 Figure 10-4   Subjects’ performance on fielded trials reflects their internalization of each field. On 
force trials subsequent to catch trials, CH and CM subjects display an elevated clockwise level of 
kinematic error relative to the corresponding clockwise-force trials UH and UM subjects. This is 
evident both in the learning epoch (left) and the retest epoch (right), with error summed across all 
catch trials and subsequent force trials (up to six trials following the catch trial, and lumping further 
force trials into the last data point in each plot). As in Figure 10-3, the CH and CM groups are 
distinguished by “consolidation interval” mainly in their performance on the interfering, 
counterclockwise field. Here it is again evident that the pattern of error in CH subjects, but not CM 
subjects, more closely mirrors their level of error when learning the clockwise field. Their aftereffects 
are counter to the field, and their error on subsequent trials gradually converges down to the level 
exhibited by UH and UM participants, who perform with uninterrupted forces. 
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 Figure 10-5   Subjects’ internalization of each field can be summarized by a learning index. The 
trends reported above for the CM and CH groups are distilled when their performance is assessed by 
a learning index (Donchin et al., 2002; see Materials and Methods)—a measure that grows both as 
catch trial aftereffect magnitudes increase, and errors on fielded trials decrease. CM and CH subjects 
learn similarly in the learning epoch (left)—and re-learn similarly in the retest epoch (right). But the 
longer consolidation interval experienced by the CH group appears to let them internalize the 
counterclockwise field more rapidly in the interference epoch (center), as suggested by the catch and 
fielded movement errors alone in Figures 10-3 and 10-4. 
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 Figure 10-6   Subjects’ performance in each force epoch depends on their experience of catch trials. 
CM and CH participants, who experienced the catch trials on 20% of their clockwise force field 
trials, plateaued at a higher level of error in the learning epoch (left), as compared to subjects who 
performed with uninterrupted forces (UM and UH). A similar pattern is repeated in the interference 
epoch when participants all experienced a counterclockwise field. In the retest epoch (right), the 
groups soon converged to a similar level of error but the CM and CH groups begin the epoch with a 
lower level of error than the UM and UH subjects. Data in these plots are overlaid with single-
exponential fits. The central panel depicts the transfer of learning from the end of the learning epoch 
 the beginning of the retest epoch (wider bars), again demonstrating evidence of motor recall 
among the CM and CH subjects. For comparison, the panel also depicts the aftereffects displayed by 
subjects when they experience counterclockwise forces rather than the clockwise field they earlier 
trained on (narrower bars). 
 
to
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 11 Distributed Digit Somatotopy in Somatosensory Cortex 
 
We obtained high-resolution somatotopic maps of the human digits using 4.0 T 
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). In separate experiments, the volar surface 
of either the right thumb, index or ring finger was stimulated in a sliding-window fashion 
in both distal-to-proximal and proximal-to-distal directions using a custom-built 
pneumatic apparatus. Analysis of the functional images was restricted to Brodmann’s 
areas 3b and 1 and areas 4 and 3a, as well as a randomized simulation of the functional 
data in each of these areas. Using in-house algorithms, we detected discrete regions of 
cortical activation showing phase reversal coinciding with alternation in stimulation 
direction. Most stimulation-related phase maps of the digits were obtained in areas 3b 
and 1, rather than “control” areas 3a or 4, despite the somatic input to the latter two 
areas. The area 3b and 1 representations thus appear to be relatively discrete and 
somatotopic compared to other somatic processing regions. Our results within areas 3b and 
1 confirm the nonlinear mapping of the body surface suggested by recordings in 
nonhuman primates in terms of phase band topography, scaling, and frequency relative to 
the actual digit surfaces. The scaling and frequency nonlinearities were more evident 
within area 3b than 1, suggesting a functional differentiation of these regions that has 
previously been observed only in more invasive recordings. Specifically, the area 1 
representations were larger overall than those observed in area 3b, and the frequencies of 
area 3b phase bands and voxels were related disproportionately to thumb and index finger 
stimulation and to particular areas on the digit surface, suggesting a weighting based in 
part on receptor distribution. 
 
 
11.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
High-resolution studies of cortical response to cutaneous stimulation in the 
human have come from preoperative exploration in brain surgery patients. Such 
studies are restricted to superficial cortex (Gelnar et al., 1998) and may further be 
limited by deviant cortical organization (Maldjian et al., 1996; Weiller et al., 1993; 
Maegaki et al., 1995). While the advent of fMRI (functional magnetic resonance 
imaging; Ogawa et al., 1992) has enabled comparably high-resolution mapping of 
somatosensory responses (Maldjian et al., 1999), few investigators have examined the 
precise spatial organization of this activity in humans, even for a body surface as 
small and accessible as the digits. Researchers have been limited by magnetic field 
strength (Gelnar et al., 1998; Kurth et al., 1998; Blankenburg et al., 2003), or by 
restricting their stimulation to two digits (Kurth et al., 1998; Francis et al., 2000; 
McGlone et al., 2002) or just the tips of the digits (Gelnar et al., 1998; Maldjian et 
al., 1999; McGlone et al., 2002). Investigators then typically delineate a 
somatosensory organization on the basis of distinct activation hotspots in response to 
cutaneous stimulation (Gelnar et al., 1998; Kurth et al., 1998; Maldjian et al., 1999; 
Francis et al., 2000; McGlone et al., 2002). Even when multiple areas are stimulated 
on the same finger (Blankenburg et al., 2003), the sites are stimulated in separate 
experiments, thus making it difficult to compare neighboring somatosensory 
responses. 
Here we present results of high-resolution somatotopic mapping, achieved by 
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 using a high-field (4.0 T) magnet and by stimulating the entire surface of three 
digits: the thumb, index and ring fingers. While higher-resolution scanning limits the 
to-proximal experiment, but relatively late phase of tip 
sponse in proximal-to-distal stimulation. 
ch of the three digits (thumb, index and ring finger) of 
-handed subjects. Scanning focused on the contralateral 
ns
con
signal-to-noise ratio in individual voxels (Bandettini, 2001), this effect is 
countervailed by an analysis based on the temporal relation of BOLD (blood-
oxygenation level dependent) activity to the stimulation time course. To study this 
relation we used the sliding-window stimulation technique that Servos et al. (1998) 
developed to map out the somatotopic representations of the human arm. This 
method is based on the phase-analysis technique that was originally employed to 
yield precise retinotopic maps of visual cortex (Engel et al., 1994; Sereno et al., 
1995). While our basic pattern of stimulation is a square wave of stimulation 
interspersed with non-stimulation periods, the skin surface experiences the 
stimulation in a moving window that cycles over the surface repeatedly during the 
course of the experiment. In the case of digit stimulation, the general direction of 
stimulation is always the same, either from the base of the digit to the fingertip (the 
proximal-to-distal condition) or from the tip to the base (distal-to-proximal). One 
such cycle is depicted in Figure 11-1, with six channels of stimulation available over 
the course of the experiment, but only three stimulation locations active at any one 
time. The two directions of stimulation act as control experiments for one another, 
with only the temporal pattern of stimulation across the digit acting to distinguish 
the conditions. Within a somatotopic map of a given digit, the hemodynamic 
activity should approximate the on/off stimulation pattern, with characteristic delays 
in each voxel depending on the voxel’s receptive area along the digit. Furthermore, 
such a somatotopic map would necessarily have an early response to tip relative to 
base stimulation in a distal-
re
We individually tested ea
the right hand of right
se orimotor region, where the somatotopic representation of the hand is known to 
occupy a particularly large surface area (Penfield & Boldrey, 1937). Analysis focused 
on Brodmann’s areas 1 and 3b, as well as area 3a (all in primary somatosensory 
cortex, SI) and, further rostrally, area 4 (corresponding to primary motor cortex, 
MI). Each of these areas has been suggested to contain a parallel somatotopic sensory 
representation of the body surface among primates (Strick & Preston, 1978a; 1978b; 
Wong et al., 1978; Kaas et al., 1979; Nelson et al., 1980). Areas 3a and 4, however, 
are involved in motor production (Huffman & Krubitzer, 2001) and are typically 
responsive to kinesthetic afferents rather than cutaneous inputs (Kaas et al., 1979; 
Mountcastle, 1998). We therefore treated them as controls for areas 3b and 1, which 
are responsive to more superficial stimuli (Mountcastle, 1998). Area 2, though also 
in SI, was not included in the analysis both because it is thought to be secondary to 
area 3 processing (Vogt & Pandya, 1977; Künzle, 1978) and because the somatotopy 
here was expected to be obscured by overlapped, multifingered representation of the 
digits (Iwamura et al., 1980; Darian-Smith et al., 1984; Iwamura et al., 1985).  
We also investigated whether the digit representations in these areas reflected 
several details evident from electrophysiological results, including nonlinearities in 
the multiplicity, scaling, and arrangement of the maps. More precisely, we located 
maps of the digits that showed phase reversal coinciding with reversal in stimulation 
direction, and compared: 1) the frequency of these representations in SI and its 
trols (areas 4/3a and a simulation of the data described in the Methods) as well as 
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 within SI areas; 2) the differential representation of the three digits (and the surface 
within each digit) in terms of map volume and voxel populations within each map; 
and 3) the topography of the digit responses. 
METHODS 
We obtained high precision maps of the neural response to hand stimulation by 
using 4.0 T fMR imaging and a custom-built pneumatic device with a grid of closely 
spaced stimulation sites. We tested each of three digits (the thumb, index and ring 
fingers) twice, in opposite directions of stimulation. In data analysis, we paid 
particular attention to the delineation of Brodmann’s areas 4, 3a, 3b, and 1. 
Functional analysis was applied to these regions, but was not restricted to the knob 
region usually associated with hand sensation and control in humans. We used in-
house algorithms to detect discrete regions of cortex showing phase reversal 
coinciding with stimulation reversal. 
Subjects 
 
Six right-handed subjects (three males; average age 25 years) participated in this 
study. An additional subject was run but his data were discarded because of a 
suboptimal choice of functional slice planes. The subjects were neurologically intact 
and in good health. Ethical approval was obtained through the University of Western 
Ontario. 
 
 
 
11.2 
 
 
11.2.1 
11.2.2 Par
 
 
Pne
adigm 
Stimulation apparatus   A custom-built arc-shaped clear Plexiglas frame conveyed 
pulses of air to the surface of the hand. An array of 1152 fixed tubes (3 cm long, 1 
mm aperture) opened into shallow depressions (0.5 cm wide) along the frame 
surface. The array was constructed such that air could flow back into each opening 
after striking the hand surface and be conducted away through the frame, in order to 
minimize the spread of air to adjacent regions of the digit. The device was modified 
for each subject to optimize the distribution of the jets under their digit surfaces, by 
selecting 16 particular tubes from among the 1152 available on the frame. The 
chosen jets were spaced regularly and in a straight line under each digit, extending 
from the base of each to within 1 cm of its distal end. Six jets were used for both the 
index and ring fingers, and four jets for the thumb, allowing for two jets per phalanx. 
The approximate spacing between jets was thus either one-sixth or one-quarter the 
length of the digit, generally about 1.5 cm. The hand frame rested on a Plexiglas 
table above the torso of the subject. 
umatic stimulation   A Power PC Macintosh computer with an A/D board 
(National Instruments NI PCI-DIO-96) was used to control a series of 16 manifold-
mounted air valves located directly outside of the magnet chamber. The valves 
received air through plastic tubing (6 mm aperture) from an air compressor 
(Campbell Hausfeld) located outside the magnet room. Sixteen flexible tubes 
(aperture constricting gradually from 6 mm to 1 mm) led from the air valves and 
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 passed through a waveguide in the wall of the room before connecting to the 16 
selected fixed tubes embedded in the stimulus frame under the subject’s hand. The 
length of all tubing was constant across the sixteen channels. The air was supplied at 
a steady-state pressure of 240 to 275 kPa (35 to 40 p.s.i.) as measured at the air 
compressor outlet. This pressure was chosen empirically to maximize the strength of 
while minimizing the spread of air. Pilot tests prior to the 
experiments indicated that puffed air would not elevate the digit above the Plexiglas 
fram
oth hands, as still as possible during each 
experiment. Each subject’s head was also stabilized with a bite bar. Each experiment 
ed by the sagittal scout, and then a sequence of air puffs delivered over the 
surface of a digit. Subjects were instructed to make any adjustments in the position of 
mulate the digit under investigation without excessive spread of air to the 
ther regions of the hand. This was followed by a 1-2 min pause before the 
proper. 
 
f of the available jets) would cycle through all 4 
or 6 jets, depending on the digit stimulated. Each burst of 5-10 air puffs was 
11.2.3 
the stimulation 
e or spread detectably along the length of the digit. A program written in 
MATLAB (MathWorks Inc.) specified the pseudorandom sequence of air puffs to be 
delivered to a digit in a given experiment. 
 
Stimulation calibration   Prior to entering the bore of the magnet, the distribution 
of air jets across the hand surface was optimized for each participant, and subjects’ 
arms were positioned such that they reported feeling comfortable with their hand 
resting on the air delivery apparatus. Subjects were instructed to keep their eyes 
closed and their body, including b
was preced
that digit so as to cover all the active jets. At this time other digits could be moved 
slightly to keep the digit being stimulated in a “natural” position, as long as the digits 
were not in contact with each other. These adjustments, along with the curvature of 
the hand frame, were designed to keep the hand comfortable and unstretched, and 
thus to sti
o
experiment 
Stimulation protocol   Subjects each participated in six experiments, i.e. two 
experiments on each digit, corresponding to the contrasted distal-to-proximal and 
proximal-to-distal directions of stimulation. The experiments were pseudo-randomly 
ordered such that no two successive experiments would stimulate the same digit, and 
to preclude order effects across subjects. Each experiment consisted of 6 cycles of 36 s 
each. During the experiments, jets were on for 40 ms per “puff”. The minimum 
interval between puffs was 60 ms, giving a frequency of stimulation of 10 Hz. To 
reduce the predictability of the stimulus, the jets were activated in “bursts” of 
between 5 and 10 puffs, each separated by 60 ms. These bursts were themselves 
separated by random interburst intervals equal in duration to between 10 and 20 
empty stimulation cycles of 100 ms each; hence the frequency of bursts varied 
between 0.33 and 0.67 Hz. Finally, the jets within each window were activated in a 
random sequence. As depicted in Figure 11-1, within each stimulation cycle the 
window of stimulation (equal to hal
confined to a single jet, but could be followed by another burst of 5-10 puffs at the 
same or another jet within the window. 
 
Recording/Stimulation 
 
Functional recording parameters   Scanning was performed using the 4.0 T 
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 magnetic resonance imager (Varian, Palo Alto, California, USA; Siemens, Erlangen, 
Germany) at the Robarts Research Institute (London, Ontario, Canada). Functional 
and anatomical images were acquired with a custom-built 14-cm quadrature surface 
coil centered around the left frontoparietal region. In addition to these scans, a full-
brain volume was collected in a separate scanning session using a custom-built 
transmit-receive cylindrical birdcage coil. Functional images (TR = 750 ms, 4 shots, 
TE = 15 ms, FA = 40°, FOV = 19.2 × 19.2 cm) were acquired using a T2*-weighted 
gradient echo-echo planar imaging (EPI) pulse sequence. We sampled nine 
contiguous pseudocoronal 5-mm thick functional slice planes (1.5 × 1.5 mm in-
plane resolution). Seventy-two functional volumes were acquired over the course of 
the 216 s long experiment. 
 
12.2.4 
We defined the cortical region of interest (ROI) based on 
atomical landmarks delineating Brodmann’s areas 4, 3a, 3b, and 1, as illustrated by 
Anatomical delineation   Our ROI selection was performed manually for each 
inspection of three-dimensional cortical anatomy in the 
bject’s full-brain volume. The high resolution images in this volume allowed us to 
Anatomical recording parameters   During the same scanning session we also 
acquired 64 T1-weighted contiguous pseudocoronal 1-mm thick slice planes (0.75 × 
0.75 mm in-plane resolution; TR = 12 ms, TI = 500 ms, TE = 6 ms, FA = 11°, FOV 
= 19.2 × 19.2 cm). In a separate scanning session 256 T1-weighted contiguous axial 
0.94-mm thick anatomical slices were collected (TR = 12 ms, TI = 500 ms, TE = 6 
ms, FA = 11°, FOV = 24.0 × 24.0 cm). The orientation of the pseudocoronal images 
approximated the angle of each subject’s central sulcus. The scanning volume 
encompassed most of the pre- and postcentral gyrus, but clipped the most posterior 
extent of the postcentral gyrus in five subjects (S1-S5). 
 
Analysis 
 
Anatomical landmarks   We initially analyzed the data with BrainVoyager (Brain 
Innovation, 2000). 
an
the colored regions in Figure 11-2. The borders approximately followed previous 
macroanatomical (Allison et al., 1989; Gelnar et al., 1998; Francis et al., 2000; 
Moore et al., 2000a; Blankenburg et al., 2003) and cytoarchitectonic (Geyer et al., 
1999; Rademacher et al., 2001) divisions, insofar as these are correlated (Rademacher 
et al., 1993; White et al., 1997). Fortunately the central gyrus anatomy is relatively 
consistent between subjects (Ono et al., 1990; Rademacher et al., 2001) and reliably 
identifiable in MR images (Sobel et al., 1993), in contrast to the more variable 
anatomy of the primary auditory (Penhune et al., 1996) and visual (Amunts et al., 
2000) cortices. We were also able to identify an omega-shaped “knob” region in 
coronal views from each subject, following previous anatomical characterizations 
(Yousry et al., 1997; Moore et al., 2000b). Note, however, that even expert 
judgments of anatomy are less reliable in identifying a functional “hand” sensation 
region here (as validated by direct cortical recording and stimulation) than are 
noninvasive responses measured with fMRI or somatosensory-evoked potential 
dipole localization (Towle et al., 2003). Hence the ROI included primary 
sensorimotor cortex medial and lateral to this structural landmark. 
 
subject based on careful 
su
clearly delineate the precentral and postcentral gyri. In general, area 3a was defined as 
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 the gray matter flanking the fundus of the central sulcus; area 4 was symmetrical and 
anterior to both area 3b (the posterior wall of the central sulcus) and area 1 (the 
crown of the postcentral gyrus, extending posteriorly to the rostral lip of the 
postcentral sulcus). More medially, areas 4 and 3b converged directly at the 
paracentral lobule. These ROI borders were used to localize functional activation on 
a within-subject basis, but for comparison purposes each subject’s brain volume was 
also standardized according to the Talairach and Tournoux (1988) atlas. Also, an 
averaged brain volume was processed and rendered for display of functional points of 
interest. 
 
Functional data preprocessing   We corrected for linear trends in the vascular 
activity of each slice by preprocessing the functional images within the frequency 
ing shifted iteratively by 3 s 
increments, i.e. phase delays. (As such, the 5-s hemodynamic lag was not the only lag 
 correlating the response function to the BOLD signal in each voxel.) As 
described in the Introduction, the phase delay of a given voxel can be related to the 
 after an initial 
ualitative inspection of the data.) The phase bands were also required, following 
domain. A significant motion artifact excluded the experiments involving digit 4 
stimulation of subject S2. The remaining data were not spatially averaged but 
functional images were generated with minimal spatial clustering. A reference time 
course determined by the stimulation protocol (18-s on/off half-cycles) was blurred 
and systematically shifted by a 5-s hemodynamic response lag. We selected this lag 
both on the basis of other published results (e.g. Glover, 1999) and on our own 
empirical optimization of the correlation between the hemodynamic reference 
sinusoid and the BOLD changes in each fMR image voxel. The reference time course 
was then correlated with the functional data after be
allowed in
delay in stimulation of a particular region on the digit surface. As shown in Figure 
11-3, voxels were color-coded according to the phase delay of maximal correlation to 
the reference time course. The twelve such colors included phase values for which the 
maximal correlation was found with a reference time course interpolated between the 
actual sliding-window positions. Thus, in the case of the index or ring finger, six of 
the twelve values would refer to positions between the six actual stimulation jets. For 
all digits, the smallest phase delay is depicted as orange to yellow, the longest as violet 
to red, and intermediate phase shifts run through the color spectrum between these 
extremes.  
 
Functional phase analysis   The functional slice planes were coregistered with the 
full-brain volume of each subject using BrainVoyager. This was accomplished by 
iterative translation and rotation of the trilinearly-interpolated anatomical volume. 
Images of ROI-masked, phase-coded activity above an initially low, r2 = 0.10 
correlation value cutoff were then exported to MATLAB. We applied in-house 
algorithms to detect bands of at least 20 laterally connected anatomical voxels (i.e. a 
cortical volume of at least 56 mm3) that exhibited phase reversal coinciding with 
stimulation direction reversal. (This minimum number of voxels, enough to allow for 
at least five independent functional phase values, was chosen
q
gyral/sulcal anatomy, to be relatively straight (having no turns equal to or exceeding 
90° in physical space), to be relatively continuous in phase space (having no 
neighboring voxels separated by more than a 90° phase shift in either stimulation 
direction), and to span at least one quarter (90°) of the phase spectrum. This two-
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 dimensional analysis was also repeated in simulations of each experiment. These 
simulations used randomly generated phase lags, taken from a uniform distribution 
of 12 values ranging from 0° to 330° in 30° bins. These values were overlaid on all 
voxels which, in the real dataset, showed hemodynamic activity significantly 
correlated to the stimulation waveform (at r2 > 0.10). The simulated dataset may be 
considered as an additional control (besides the paired distal-to-proximal and 
proximal-to-distal experiments) which define the frequency of phasic relations that 
would be expected by chance. 
 
 
11.3 
 
 
11.3.1 
 
s overlaid on the observed signal correlation values, and was intended to 
t as an additional control to gauge the number of phase bands expected purely by 
 
11.3.2 
 
RESULTS 
We located continuous bands of functional voxels showing a reversed ordering of 
phase delays associated with directions of stimulation inverted between experiments 
on the same digit and subject. Although the search algorithms were designed in 
principle to look for phasic relations in three dimensions, in practice all such phase 
bands were located within-slice in the original pseudocoronal scan planes. As a result 
of the individually-applied ROI masks, these within-subject representations were 
necessarily limited to gray matter in the central gyrus region. As shown in Figure 11-
4, the same digit could be represented multiple times in the same subject. In 
addition, the representations of two digits (observed in separate experiments) would 
occasionally cluster together (as in Fig. 11-4), though this was not commonly 
observed. 
Frequency of representation across sensorimotor areas 
As a criterion for significance, the phase maps were thresholded above a 
correlation value, averaged across voxels, of r2 > 0.22 (cf. the r2 > 0.10 cutoff 
originally applied to individual functional voxels). This criterion was the greatest 
average correlation value achieved among the simulated data; above this cutoff we 
detected representations across sensorimotor cortex but none in the simulated 
dataset. (Recall that the simulated dataset was a randomization of functional voxel 
phase value
ac
chance.) Among the real digit representations, we observed a relative predominance 
of bands in primary somatosensory areas over those in the “control” areas 4 and 3a 
(Fig. 11-5). This disproportionate representation in areas 3b and 1 appeared despite 
greater combined cortical territory in areas 4 and 3a. On average, and for each 
subject, area 4/3a occupied more volume (15.3 ± 1.6 cm3) than area 3b/1 (13.3 ± 2.2 
cm3). Most of this volume can be attributed to area 4: as in Geyer et al. (2000) and 
insofar as areas 3a and 3b can be distinguished (Geyer et al., 1999), we found that 
area 3a (unlike area 4) occupied a particularly small area relative to both areas 3b and 
1. 
Somatotopic variation by digit identity 
Within SI, the phase bands distinguished between the digits in both frequency 
and in size. Among the bands sampled in Figure 11-5, a majority (11/13) were 
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 associated with thumb or index digit stimulation. Similarly, there was a significant 
difference between the average volume of the digit representations, with thumb 
representations occupying the most volume (94 ± 9 mm3), index finger maps less (81 
± 12 mm3), and ring finger bands the least (67.5 ± 0 mm3). A two-way (area 3b/1 × 
digit 1/2/4) ANOVA found a significant effect on map size of digit (F(2,8) = 10.30, p < 
0.01). A Tamhane post hoc pairwise comparison—a conservative test assuming 
heterogeneity of variance as well as unequal sample sizes (Toothaker, 1991)—found 
the digit 1 vs. 4 difference significant, p < 0.01. 
 
1.3.3 Somatotopic variation by SI area 
The two-way (area 3b/1 × digit 1/2/4) ANOVA revealed a moderately significant 
effe
 
l bias in area 3b 
 representations there was 
hetero
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ributed in the lateromedial and dorsoventral dimensions. As shown in Figure 11-
7, the average locations of the digits were proximal and slightly lateral to the “knob” 
 coronal extent of the knob region was -
37.7 ± 5.4 to -23.2 ± 5.0 (lateromedial) and 43.5 ± 3.3 to 65.3 ± 3.6 (dorsoventral). 
Ho
1
 
ct of area on map size (F(1,8) = 6.25, p < 0.05), with area 1 maps possessing slightly 
larger volume. The area × digit interaction was non-significant (p > 0.05). As a 
whole, area 3b occupied an average of 6.3 ± 0.9 cm3, while area 1 occupied 7.1 ± 1.6 
cm3. Geyer et al.’s (2000) cytoarchitectonic mapping results (in which area 3b 
occupies 27% more volume than area 1 within subjects) thus suggest that we may 
have delineated area 3b conservatively relative to area 1. Nevertheless most of the 
phase bands in SI (8/13) were in area 3b. All of these represented the thumb (4/8) 
and index finger (4/8), while a smaller fraction (2/5 and 1/5) of the area 1 bands 
represented these digits. 
11.3.4 Representationa
 
Not only between digits but within the area 3b digit
geneous representation. That is, the distributions of phase values making up 
each digit map were less uniform in this area. Collapsing voxel populations across 
digits, the functional voxel distributions in area 3b were significantly non-uniform in 
both directions of stimulation. Using Rayleigh’s statistic for circular data (Fisher, 
1993) we found Z = 14.37, p < 10-6 (distal-to-proximal) and Z = 12.57, p < 10-5 
(proximal-to-distal). In area 1 the proximal-to-distal voxel distribution was non-
uniform, but less significantly so (Z = 3.44, p < 0.05). Figure 11-6 displays the area 
3b voxel distributions as a function of phase, and makes clear both the non-
uniformity and the symmetry of the two direction-specific distributions. For 
example, there is a representational peak for both stimulation directions at phase 
delays of 210°—the phase lag associated with stimulation at the very tip of the digit 
in both directions of stimulation—and frequency dropoff in the adjacent bins. 
Distribution of digit representations 
While most phase bands were localized to the somatosensory region in the 
posterior part of the ROI (Fig. 11-5), the digit maps appeared to be much more 
dist
area. In Talairach coordinates, the average
wever, the spread in digit map locations, particularly in the lateromedial 
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 dimension, was substantial compared to the relatively consistent knob-area borders. 
Insofar as the locus of each digit representation could be distinguished, the average 
thumb map location was on average more lateral, anterior and ventral (Talairach -45 
± 18, -21 ± 11, 42 ±17) than the index finger representation (-35 ± 18, -32 ± 9, 52 ± 
17). The average ring finger representation appeared to be more dorsal and otherwise 
intermediate between these two (-41 ± 9, -26 ± 8, 54 ± 6). However, one-way 
ANOVAs showed no significant difference between the within-slice locations of 
these averaged digit representations at (p > 0.05), either lateromedially or 
dorsoventrally. The distributed pattern of representation is visible in Figure 11-8, 
ose phase bands meeting the more stringent 
significance criterion on a rendered view of the average subject brain volume. 
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g, and frequency compared to the digit surfaces stimulated. 
Finally, within SI the area 3b and 1 representations were differentially nonlinear in 
(both across and within digits), size, and 
multiplicity—consistent with functional and afferent differences between the two 
area
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 task 
(Weinstein, 1968). Third, multiple somatotopic maps exist in SI. Detailed studies of 
(e.g. Kaas et al., 1979) have revealed that 
parallel homunculi are present within each of the four Brodmann areas (1, 2, 3a, and 
3b)
which projects the locations of th
DISCUSSION 
Three patterns of results deserve further discussion. First, the presence of 
stimulation-related phase reversing bands in areas 3b and 1 but not in areas 3a or 4 
suggests that the input organization of the former areas is relatively discrete and 
somatotopic. Second, our results in SI confirm those obtained by more invasive 
recordings as to the nonlinear representation of the body surface in terms of phase 
band arrangement, scalin
their topographical weighting 
s. 
Nonlinearities in somatosensory mapping of the digits 
A remarkable characteristic of SI is its somatotopic patterning after the body’s 
own conformation in the form of a contralateral somatosensory homunculus. Several 
striking nonlinearities may be noted in this homunculus. First, the body parts 
represented are not all attached in their real-world configuration. Farah (1998) 
suggests that the somatotopic proximity between, for instance, the hands and face is a 
result of their repeated, synchronous stimulation in the womb. Second, 
disproportionate representation is given to the tongue, lips, and hands, especially the 
digits (Penfield & Boldrey, 1937). These parts of the body are also among the most 
receptor-dense and sensitive, as measured by the two-point discrimination
somatotopic organization in monkeys 
 of SI (Kaas et al., 1979; Nelson et al., 1980). Each somatotopic strip appears to 
be primarily responsive to a given receptor type (Kaas et al., 1981). Definitive 
evidence of multiple SI maps coding for different mechanoreceptors within the 
human brain is still lacking, despite the results of Moore et al. (2000a) and Gelnar et 
al. (1998). 
The structure of the area 3b/1 somatotopy we observed is generally consistent 
with previous reports. The average location of the digits is slightly lateral to, but 
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 otherwise within the anteroposterior and dorsoventral bounds of the knob region 
(Fig. 11-7). This localization was not a result of a lateromedial ROI restriction (cf. 
Blankenburg et al., 2003), since our ROI included nearly all of areas 4, 3a, 3b, and 1. 
The observed somatotopy was also in agreement with the previously discussed 
nonlinearities of the sensory homunculus. The differential representation of the three 
digits sampled in this study is consistent with the relative sensitivity of the three 
digits, as recorded directly by Penfield and Boldrey (1937) in somatosensory cortex. 
In particular, the differential number of phase bands (Fig. 11-5) attributed to the 
three digits may reflect a greater representation of the thumb and index finger, both 
of which are involved in precision grip and other opposition behaviors (Napier, 
1956). The significantly greater average volume associated with cortical maps of the 
thumb testifies further to the size and sensitivity of the thumb pad. 
In addition to frequency and scaling nonlinearities, the arrangement of digit 
ith the actual ordering of the digits. In agreement with previous 
reports from evoked potential recording in animals (Woolsey et al., 1942) and direct 
stim
002) and Gelnar et al. (1998) find no regular lateromedial progression of the 
maps. An anteroposterior arrangement is even more controversial (McGlone et al., 
as 3b and 1, as measured 
electrophysiologically, may be more discretely and consistently organized than the 
met
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Wong et al., 1978). In humans, fMRI evidence suggests that MI also 
pass
passive limb movements in humans (Weiller et al., 1996) as it is in monkeys 
maps was at odds w
ulation and recording in humans (Penfield & Boldrey, 1937; Woolsey et al., 
1979), we find that the locus of representation for the thumb lies laterally to that of 
the index finger. A relatively anterior and ventral average location for the thumb 
representation compared to the index finger locus is also consistent with the fMRI 
findings of Maldjian et al. (1999). However, the average ring finger map location 
does not follow a regular somatic ordering of the digits, being more dorsal but 
otherwise intermediate between the thumb and index representations. In other fMRI 
research, Kurth et al. (1998) also report some variability in the lateromedial 
arrangement of the second and fifth fingertip representations. In contrast, McGlone 
et al. (2
2002). We suggest that the neuronal firing response of are
abolic activity thought to underlie the BOLD response (Logothetis et al., 2001).  
Caudal restriction of somatotopic maps 
The digit representations we observed were necessarily localized to primary 
sensorimotor areas given our a priori ROI definition. However, some form of 
somatotopic organization exists in areas outside of SI (Kaas & Pons, 1988) such as 
secondary somatosensory cortex (SII) as well as Brodmann’s areas 4, 5 and 7. For 
instance, although its function is not well understood, in primates area 3a has been 
implicated in providing motor cortex (Huffman & Krubitzer, 2001) and area 1 
(Jones & Friedman, 1982) with somatosensory input. McGlone et al (2002) report 
fMRI evidence that this area responds to vibrotactile stimulation in humans (cf. 
Moore et al., 2000a). 
As for motor cortex, while cutaneous inputs to MI (in particular the cutaneous 
inputs to Brodmann’s area 4p) are generally neglected, they have been observed in 
single-unit recordings from squirrel monkeys (Strick & Preston, 1978a; 1978b) and 
macaques (
ively receives at least kinesthetic input from the muscle spindles (Naito et al., 
2002), and positron emission tomography (PET) shows that MI is activated by 
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 (Colebatch et al., 1990). Such cutaneous and kinesthetic activity is observed even 
when stimulation is passive, as it was in the present experiment. 
Somatotopic organization is a feature of areas 3a and 4, as it is for the more 
posterior areas 3b and 1. Furthermore, the overall somatotopy of the area 4 map 
(Penfield & Rasmussen, 1950; Woolsey et al., 1952) and possibly the area 3a map 
(Kaas et al., 1979) appears to be nonlinear in the arrangement of somatotopic 
features (Woolsey et al., 1952; Huffman & Krubitzer, 2001). The representations in 
these areas are also scaled nonlinearly like those in somatosensory cortex, with 
disproportionately large areas devoted to the hand, digits, and face (Woolsey et al., 
1952; Krubitzer & Kaas, 1990). Finally, as in somatosensory cortex, in primates 
there appears to be multiple somatosensory representation in areas 4 and 3a, based 
on parallel sensory input. In squirrel monkeys, Strick and Preston (1978a; 1978b) 
fou
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 we measured between subjects’ digit 
representations, and the infrequency of clustering among different maps within 
sub
e multiplicity of representation in areas 3b and 1 observed in 
our
nd two separate motor representations of the hand and wrist in MI, one 
responsive to cutaneous receptor input and the other to joint receptors. In area 3a, 
besides a somatotopic representation based on muscle spindle input (Kaas et al., 
1979), work by Huffman and Krubitzer (2001) revealed responses to cutaneous 
stimulation in the marmoset monkey.  
Areas 4 and 3a thus appeared to be suitable anatomical controls for areas 3b and 
1, since all these areas handle cutaneous afferents but the latter are better known for 
discrete somatotopic patterning. Indeed, we found that both control areas had a 
much lower concentration of discrete, continuous digit representations than did areas 
3b and 1 (Fig. 11-5), despite a greater combined cortical territory in areas 4 and 3a. 
The only other fMRI study known to us to directly compare somatotopic digit-
related activation in motor and somatosensory cortex (McGlone et al., 2002; cf. 
Gelnar et al., 1998) also found precentral activation in most subjects in response to 
stimulation of digits 2 and 5, but the activation was not spatially distinct for the two 
fingers. 
Functional differentiation of area 3b and 1 representations 
The degree of positional variability
jects, suggest caution in identifying a precise “hand” area in SI. Previous studies 
have attempted to describe such a hand area based on average locations of digit-
related activation hotspots (e.g. Maldjian et al., 1999), thus overlooking the 
likelihood that the digits are represented multiple times even within SI, as suggested 
by single-unit recording work of Kaas et al. (1979) in areas 3a, 3b, 1 and 2 of New 
World monkeys. Conversely, a “multiple-representation view” (McGlone et al., 
2002) has been invoked when additional activation centers are observed outside of SI 
(e.g. Gelnar et al., 1998; Kurth et al., 1998). 
We believe that th
 results (Fig. 11-5) may be specifically related to receptor type. The class of 
superficial cutaneous receptors includes Meissner’s corpuscles and Merkel’s disks; 
these cells differ in several respects including response adaptivity and optimal 
stimulation frequency. The rapidly-adapting Meissner’s corpuscles (associated with 
motion perception) respond best to stimuli with a 3-40 Hz frequency, while the 
optimal stimulation range for the slowly-adapting Merkel’s disks (suited for fine 
detail discrimination) is 0.3-3 Hz (Bolanowski et al., 1988). Within SI, areas 3b and 
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 1 are themselves specialized for certain receptor types (Mountcastle, 1998), though 
few human studies have looked for receptor-specific representation here. 
Ana
ea 3b can similarly be explained by the use of 
high
al slice planes. Such an anisotropic bias may have contributed to the fewer 
phase maps observed in area 1, whose surface was frequently normal to the slice 
ted by the relatively 
stringent correlation threshold applied to the aggregate of voxels included within 
each
f digits observed in area 3b (Fig. 11-6) 
is m
tomically, area 3b is a sensory distribution center that represents the cutaneous 
receptors associated with both slowly- and rapidly-adapting fibers (Mountcastle, 
1998), including both Merkel’s disks and Meissner’s corpuscles. Area 1 is more 
restricted to the input of rapidly adapting fibers from deep as well as cutaneous 
receptors (Kaas et al., 1979). 
Given the frequency dependence of Meissner’s corpuscles and Merkel’s disks, 
both types of receptors were likely activated by our stimulation protocol (which 
included both 0.33-0.67 Hz bursts of 10 Hz puffs of air). In our study we observed 
digit representations in both areas 3b and 1, and furthermore a functional 
differentiation between the two areas. Area 3b had a greater fraction of the observed 
SI phase bands, a result consistent with the notion that it receives input from two 
receptor types rather than one—and may thus have even more functional maps of 
the digits (Iwamura et al., 1985) than estimated by Kaas et al. (1979). A relatively 
greater (Gelnar et al., 1998) or more balanced (Kurth et al., 1998) number of digit 
response hotspots in area 1 relative to ar
er (50 Hz) or intermediate (8.1 Hz) stimulation frequencies, respectively, leading 
to greater activation of rapidly-adapting fiber inputs. 
We observed these multiple representations in area 3b despite a conservative 
delineation of area 3b relative to that of area 1 (cf. Geyer et al., 2000), and the partial 
voluming that might be expected more in area 3b than area 1, the latter being 
generally orthogonal to our pseudocoronal slice planes. Note, however, that we were 
limited to detecting phase bands that happened to lie coplanar to our slice planes. 
Although the phase reversal search algorithms operated in three dimensions it would 
have been difficult to track phase maps that stretched even 5 mm between successive 
function
planes. Our sampling of digit representations was also limi
 phase band.  
All of the area 3b digit maps represented the thumb or index finger, in contrast 
to the relatively equal representation of the three digits in area 1. A similar bias exists 
at the sensory periphery, where the surface area of glabrous skin is greater for the 
thumb and index finger than for the ring finger. This bias holds for the entire digits 
as well as the fingertips (Johansson & Vallbo, 1979). The discrepancy we measured 
between areas 3b and 1 may reflect a greater bias of this receptor density earlier in the 
somatosensory processing stream, as anatomical evidence suggests that area 3b (as 
well as 3a) sends projections to area 1 (Jones & Friedman, 1982). 
The more heterogeneous representation o
irrored by the non-uniform distribution of phase values within the digit maps of 
this area. The heterogeneity of phase values in area 3b that we observed may reflect 
the non-uniformity of Meissner and Merkel receptor distribution across the digits 
themselves (Johansson & Vallbo, 1979; Stark et al., 1998). For instance, there is a 
local maximum of voxel responses associated with fingertip stimulation in both 
stimulation conditions (Fig. 11-6). Besides this distal-to-proximal variation in 
response we did not further investigate within-digit somatotopy. Despite our use of 
high-resolution fMRI, such fine patterning within phase band maps would be 
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 difficult to interpret given our anisotropic and frequently non-parallel sampling of 
the cortical surface. 
While area 3b maps were small and possibly localized to a particular digit 
segment (Iwamura et al., 1983), the area 1 digit representations were larger in size. 
This finding appears to contradict electrophysiological results from monkeys. 
Specifically, relative to other SI subregions area 3b has been shown to have the largest 
cortical area devoted to representation of the body, including the digits (Kaas et al., 
197
  
9; Sur et al., 1980), and smaller (i.e. more sensitive) receptive fields (Hyvärinin & 
Poranen, 1978). Yet insofar as fMRI measures aggregate subthreshold dendritic 
activity (Logothetis et al., 2001), the cortical activation seen in area 1 supports the 
existence of larger receptive fields here (Kurth et al., 1998). In particular, greater 
activation volume in area 1 may enable multifingered representation (and the 
concomitant need for overlap of the different digit maps), as observed in primates 
(Iwamura et al., 1985). Our results are thus consistent with a functional 
differentiation of areas 3b and 1 in terms of digit representation, with area 3b maps 
more discrete and biased by receptor distribution. 
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 Figure ger) is 
stimulated at any of six jet locations distributed over the glabrous surface of the finger. Three jets 
define a “w ction, 
and com lation 
directio f the 
three je e only 
four jet
 
11-1   Sliding-window paradigm. In this example a digit (here the index or ring fin
indow” of potential stimulation that moves along the surface of the digit in one dire
pletes one stimulation cycle over the digit surface in 36 s. In this example the stimu
n is distal-to-proximal, or from the tip to the base of the digit. At any given time one o
ts within the sliding-window may be active. In the case of a thumb experiment there ar
s and so the stimulation window is limited to two jets. 
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 Figure 11-2   Regions of interest. The nine 
functional slice planes in pseudocoronal 
orientation from one subject, spanning the 
primary sensorimotor areas (Brodmann’s 
area 4 in red, area 3a in blue, area 3b in 
green, area 1 in yellow). The anatomical 
slices representing each plane are 0.5 cm 
apart, with slice 1 most anterior and slice 9 
most posterior. The bottom right image 
shows a sagittal image taken from the left 
hemisphere of the same subject, oriented so 
that the nine slice planes (shown in cross-
section) are vertical. Areas 4, 3a, 3b, and 1 
are color-labeled as in the pseudocoronal 
slices. 
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Figure 11-3   Phase reversal. The direction of stimulation leads to different phase values being 
 v
temporal shift required to achieve maximal correlation
measured hemodynamic activity in a voxel. The 
hemodynamic convolution. Stimulation occurs with a 
because the first stimulation windows in the first half of
location. In distal-to-proximal experiments, areas on the
phase with respect to areas nearer the base of the digi
experiments. Thus across the voxels representing a dig
shifts of the reference time course should show a reverse
is reversed. 
 
alues are coded by color, and represent the 
 between the reference time course and the 
reference time course is shown prior to 
phase lag of 0° near the middle of the digit, 
 each stimulation cycle include the jet in this 
 tip of the digit are stimulated with an earlier 
t; the converse is true for proximal-to-distal 
it, the colors associated with different phase 
d ordering when the direction of stimulation 
associated with the same location on the digit. Phase
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 Figure 11-4   Sample digit maps, showing phase reversal, conjunction and multiple representation. 
Phase bands representing the thumb (D1) and index finger (D2) are shown with heavy and light 
outlines for one subject (S2). Two maps in area 3b (Talairach -56, -16, 30) are seen to lie adjacent to 
one another and show phase reversal between a) distal-to-proximal stimulation, and b) proximal-to-
distal stimulation of the digits. The digits are also represented multiple times in this subject, as 
shown by overlapping phase bands in another location in area 3b (-46, -28, 48), again showing phase 
reversal between c) distal-to-proximal and d) proximal-to-distal stimulation directions. Note that the 
digit maps shown here are atypical in that their phase values appear to reflect stimulation of more 
basal regions of the thumb and index finger. 
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 Figure 11-5   Total frequency of digit representations across subjects. Most bands of functional 
voxels showing phase reversal coinciding with a reversal of stimulation direction lay in Brodmann’s 
areas 3b and 1, despite a greater cortical territory in area 4. The phase bands in areas 3b/1 depicted a 
greater frequency of representation for the thumb, followed by the index and then ring fingers. Few 
phase bands were detected in randomized functional data across the aggregate of areas 4, 3a, 3b, and 
1; real digit maps are thresholded above the maximal correlation achieved by these simulated phase 
bands. 
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 Figure 11-6   Area 3b representations as a function of phase value. Both the distal-to-proximal and 
proximal-to-distal voxel distributions are displayed, superimposed over the color-coded phase 
spectrum. The radial scale (shown on the horizontal axis) indicates voxel frequency per phase value. 
The voxels are derived from the area 3b phase bands thresholded as in Fig. 11-5, collapsed across all 
digits stimulated in each of the two directions. Significantly, the two distributions appear to be 
symmetrical around the axis defining phase reversal (i.e. the phase values at which the same location 
on the digits is stimulated in either direction of stimulation). The two distributions also reflect a 
on-uniform clustering of voxels around particular phase values. The two arcs represent the phase of 
distal fingertip stimulation (solid, distal-to-proximal; hollow, proximal-to-distal). The symmetrical 
pattern of the two distributions, while complex, suggests that they both reflect the structure of the 
afferent inputs from the digit surface, with more voxels representative of more sensitive digit 
locations. 
 
n
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 Figure 11-7   Average location of area 3b/1 phase maps in coronal view. The loci of the 
representations exhibit a lateral to medial progression from thumb (D1) to index finger (D2), with 
an intermediate location of the ring finger (D4) representation, but there is substantial variability in 
the positions across subjects. Phase bands are thresholded as in Fig. 11-5. The coronal projection of 
the knob region borders are also shown for the six subjects (S1-S6). 
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 Figure 11-8   Area 3b and 1 phase maps projected onto rendered, averaged brain. The central sulcus 
(CS) and postcentral gyrus (PoCG) are seen from the front. Brain and skull matter anterior to CS 
have been removed, as well as skull matter overlying the left postcentral sulcus (PoCS) and more 
caudal cortex. Despite Talairach standardization of the brains the brain surface appears smoothed 
due to averaging. Digit map locations are indicated by superimposed colored icons. The lateromedial 
gregation of the thumb and index finger representations is again evident, as are the preponderance 
of area 3b phase bands, the occasional clustering between maps, and the substantial variability 
between subjects. Phase bands are thresholded as in Fig. 11-5. 
 
se
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 12 Symmetric Sensorimotor Somatotopy 
 
Receptors in the skin provide cutaneous information to the primary somatosensory cortex. 
Detailed studies of cortical somatosensory responses have traditionally been based on 
electrophysiological recordings from monkeys. Investigations of somatosensory organization 
in human cortex have either relied on superficial recordings from epileptic patients, or 
more recently from fMR (functional magnetic resonance) imaging. The latter has been 
limited not only by scanning resolution but by the assumption that fMRI can reveal 
discrete activation “hotspots” in response to cutaneous stimulation, like those measured 
electrophysiologically as the firing output of cells (particularly under anesthesia). Here we 
instead accept that fMRI largely reflects the metabolic demands of dendritic input to cells. 
Using high-resolution functional magnetic resonance imaging in human subjects, we find 
a widely distributed cortical response upon pneumatic stimulation of the hairless surface of 
three digits: the thumb, index and ring fingers. Areas of primary somatosensory and motor 
cortex were both extensively active during stimulation of the thumb and index finger. 
Though not organized in a discrete somatotopic fashion, the thumb/index population 
activity indicates a disproportionate response to fingertip stimulation that is modulated by 
stimulation direction. Qualitatively, the activation appears to be structured with a line of 
symmetry through the central sulcus reflecting inputs both to primary somatosensory cortex 
and, precentrally, to primary motor cortex. These findings suggest a striking functional 
mirroring of areas conventionally ascribed either an input or an output somatotopic 
function. 
 
 
12.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
Receptors in the skin provide cutaneous information to the primary 
somatosensory (SI) cortex. Following detailed electrophysiological studies of cortical 
somatosensory responses in monkeys, investigations of somatosensory organization in 
human cortex have either relied on superficial recordings from epileptic patients 
(Penfield and Boldrey, 1937), or more recently from fMRI (Blankenburg et al., 
2003; Dechent and Frahm, 2003; Gelnar et al., 1998; Kurth et al., 1998). Previous 
human somatotopy studies using fMRI have been limited not only by scanning 
resolution (Blankenburg et al., 2003; Gelnar et al., 1998) but by an underlying 
premise that fMRI reveals discrete activation “hotspots” in response to cutaneous 
stimulation (Dechent and Frahm, 2003; Kurth et al., 1998), like those measured 
electrophysiologically as the firing output of cells—particularly under anesthesia 
(Tommerdahl and Whitsel, 1996). Recent evidence suggests instead that fMRI may 
reflect more the metabolic demands of dendritic input to cells (Logothetis et al., 
2001). Here we applied this tentative interpretation to our methodology, and used 
high-resolution (4T) fMRI to seek cortical somatosensory responses. 
Our experimental paradigm adapted the phase analysis method used previously 
to identify retinotopic maps in visual cortex (Engel et al., 1994) to instead map the 
cortical representations of the human digits. The approach validates observed 
activation on the basis of spatiotemporal relations between voxels comprising the 
cortical response to stimulation across each digit. In our sliding window stimulation 
technique (Servos et al., 1998; Chapter 11), a reference time course is made up of 
periods of stimulation interspersed with non-stimulation intervals, but in contrast to 
conventional block designs, different points on the digit receive stimulation at 
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 staggered points in time. That is, the stimulated digit 
of stimulation which cycles repeatedly over the surface. For a finger spanne
experiences a moving window 
d by six 
 
 
12.2 
2.1 Subjects 
y right-handed human subjects (four males; average age 
26 years), at the Robarts Research Ins
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air jets, this window consists of three jets potentially active within any given 
stimulation half-cycle (Fig. 12-1a). Correlated cortical activity is therefore driven by 
an on/off stimulation time course shifted by a particular time delay unique to a 
location on the digit surface (Fig. 12-1b). As a within-digit control, we vary the 
general direction of stimulation (Fig. 12-1c), from the base of the finger to the 
fingertip, or from the tip to the base.  
For this investigation we passively stimulated the glabrous (hairless) surface of the 
thumb (D1), index (D2) and ring finger (D4) of seven subjects using puffs of air 
delivered through a custom-built apparatus (see Methods). Each subject participated 
in all six experiments (three digits × two directions) in a pseudorandom sequence 
such that no two successive experiments would involve the same digit. While 
stimulating the digits we measured the blood-oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) 
response of left-hemisphere cortex using fMRI. The functional voxels were assigned 
phase lags of maximal correlation to the reference time course (Fig. 12-1c). The 
phase lag associated with each significantly correlated voxel was taken to reflect its 
activation delay (including a 5-s hemodynamic lag) following stimulation at a 
particular location on the digit surface. 
METHODS 
 
1
 
We scanned seven health
titute (London, ON) using a 4T magnetic 
resonance imager (Varian, Palo Alto, CA; Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). Ethical 
approval was obtained through the University of Western Ontario. A significant 
motion artifact excluded the D4 experiments of subject 1.  
Paradigm 
 
Stimulation apparatus   As in Chapter 11. 
Pneumatic stimulation   As in Chapter 11. 
Stimulation calibration   As in Chapter 11. 
Stimulation protocol   As in Chapter 11. 
Recording/Stimulation 
Anatomical recording parameters   As in Chapter 11. 
Functional recording parameters   As in Chapter 11. 
Analysis 
Anatomical landmarks   As in Chapter 11. 
Anatomical delineation   As in Chapter 11. 
Functional data preprocessing   As in Chapter 11. 
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 Functional phase analysis   As in Chapter 11, functional voxels were color-coded 
according to the phase delay of maximal correlation (Fig. 12-1). Because there were 
either four (thumb) or six (index/ring finger) jets per digit, but twelve possible phase 
delays, for some of the phase values the maximal correlation was achieved with a 
reference time course interpolated between the actual sliding-window positions. For 
all digits, the largest phase shift is depicted as violet to red, the smallest as orange to 
yellow, and intermediate phase delays span the color spectrum between these 
extremes. After coregistering the functional and full-brain anatomical slice planes of 
each
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nalysis were directed at primary sensorimotor 
cortex contralateral to the right hand. Using the full-brain anatomical volume from 
each subject we highlighted the lateromedial extent of several cortical regions, 
ann’s areas 1, 3b, and 3a in SI as well as area 4, i.e. MI. For 
visualization purposes, the cortex of the left hemisphere of each subject was further 
y white-matter segmentation, and inflated using an iterative morphing 
algorithm (BrainVoyager). Area borders were estimated on these inflated maps based 
12.3.1 
f interest was dominated 
by voxels having only a few of the possible phase delay values. In particular, the 
of all D1 and D2 (but not D4) voxels that were correlated to the 
ference time course in each digit × direction stimulation condition were 
ayleigh’s statistic (Fisher, 1993) for the 
arkably, this trend of nonuniform phase 
 depict the distribution of all voxels 
significantly correlated to the reference time course, with color and degree 
e phase delay of maximal correlation. In cortex outside of 
areas 4, 3a, 3b, and 1, the populations of r2 > 0.25 voxels in both of these 
 simulated data set in which 
random values taken from a 
uniform distribution of the possible phase delays (see Materials and Methods), the 
 were also uniform (p > 0.05). Hence the occurrence of significant 
nonuniformity within the D1 and D2 experiments exceeded the frequency either 
or expected on the basis of randomized 
 
 subject, phase-coded functional data were assigned to one of the regions of 
interest and tested for uniformity. The same analysis was applied to Monte Carlo 
simulations of each subject × digit × direction experiment. In these simulations, the 
voxels retained their measured degree of correlation to the reference time course, but 
the optimal phase lag of each voxel’s correlation was substituted by a random value 
taken from a uniform distribution of the possible phase delays. 
RESULTS 
Our fMR imaging and subsequent a
including Brodm
delineated b
on point-to-point correspondence with the anatomical volume. 
 
Nonuniformity of phase representation 
 
We found in most experiments that the entire region o
distributions 
re
significantly nonuniform (p < 0.01, using R
circular distribution of r2 > 0.25 voxels). Rem
response was true not only in SI areas 3b and 1 but also in MI and area 3a in 
between (Fig. 12-2). These polar plots
equivalently representing th
experiments were not significantly tuned (p > 0.05). In a
the active region-of-interest voxels were substituted by 
distributions
observed in cortex neighboring MI and SI, 
simulations. 
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 12.3.2 
 
tip initially contacted 
in each cycle of stimulation. The cutaneous response we observed was therefore not 
discretized into activation hotspots but did reflect fingertip sensitivity, in MI as well 
12.3.3 Sen
 
t a more local level a 
mosaic of activation was visible on both sides of the central sulcus. Within each 
 frequently be seen in overlapped activity 
between the tip-to-base and base-to-tip experiments. The symmetrical pattern of the 
acti
 
 
12.4 
 
12.4.1 
 
e demonstrate here that it is the overall pattern of functional activation 
in the region of the central sulcus—not limited to SI areas showing phase reversal—
that is of most interest. While in identifying areas 1, 3b, 3a, and 4 we have had to 
Fingertip predominance in digit-related activation 
This significant tuning of the D1/D2 phase value distributions corresponded to 
the stimulation delay at which the surface of the fingertip was being stimulated. That 
is, during the time window when the tip was being stimulated, in most area × 
direction experiments a disproportionate number of voxels in these SI and MI areas 
were maximally correlated with the stimulation time course (Fig. 12-3, summed over 
subjects and over D1 and D2). 
Moreover, while the mean directions in the two cumulative distributions were 
both within the phase delay range corresponding to fingertip stimulation, they were 
also significantly different (p < 0.01). The peak of the underlying response 
distribution appeared to have shifted to a more proximal phase lag in the base-to-tip 
experiments. This suggests in both stimulation conditions that there was an 
enhanced population BOLD response to the part of the finger
as in SI. 
 
sorimotor distribution of fingertip-related activity 
The digit-related activation in both motor and somatosensory cortices was not 
only extensive and biased towards fingertip representation, but was also markedly 
symmetric with respect to the central fundus. To better visualize the topographical 
layout of sensorimotor activation in our experiment, we displayed our functional data 
on inflated views of the pre- and postcentral gyri (Fig. 12-4). While the BOLD 
response may have been globally tuned to fingertip phase lags, a
mosaic, a reversal of phase lag order could
vation was clear in inflated views in each of our subjects, but could also be 
reconstructed from the original pseudocoronal slice planes (not shown), and was thus 
not an artifact of volume coregistration or segmentation. 
DISCUSSION 
Non-somatotopic, digit-related activity is distributed throughout SI 
Our experimental methodology has previously allowed us to describe discrete 
somatotopic maps of the digits as regions of connected voxels displaying a strong 
correlation to the pattern of stimulation across the digit surface, and a reversed 
pattern of peak correlations when the stimulation direction is reversed. While we 
have found evidence for such somatotopic patterning in areas 3b and 1 in response to 
digit stimulation (see Chapter 11), the digit maps are widely distributed outside of 
the “knob” region (Yousry et al., 1997) often associated with hand somatotopy in 
human studies. 
Indeed, w
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 rely on macroanatomical landmarks rather than more precise cytoarchitectonic 
divisions (e.g. Young et al., 2003), the similarity in population-level BOLD 
wav
vation in the region of interest is compatible with the 
rela
12.4.2 
 
conventionally thought to be involved principally in motor output and to 
receive kinesthetic rather than cutaneous afferents (Mountcastle, 1998). Studies of 
ly neglected the possibility 
of somatosensory processing in motor cortex, and simultaneously of motor functions 
in 
fibers are also significant, 
although the relative contribution of area 3a and 4 fibers, projecting mainly to 
motoneurons of the intermediate zone of the spinal cord, is inconclusive (Coulter & 
ma et al., 1979; Jankowska et al., 1976; Kuypers, 1960; Kuypers 
& Brinkman, 1970). Latent motor function within somatosensory areas presumably 
enzie et al., 
2003), and the widespread activation across MI and SI areas observed as normal 
sub
trick & Preston, 1978b,c). Straddling MI and SI, area 3a is thought 
to p
eforms across these independent areas (Fig. 12-2) suggests a common response. 
Our analysis allows for non-somatotopic but nevertheless significantly correlated 
activation, and in doing so has revealed widely distributed activation that appears 
weighted towards fingertip stimulation of the thumb and index finger (Fig. 12-3), in 
accordance with the high sensitivity of the distal finger pad. That we observe no 
consistent tuning of the D4 acti
tive importance of D1 and D2 in precision grips and other behaviors (Napier, 
1956). 
 
Non-somatotopic, digit-related activity spans SI and MI 
Furthermore, we have considered digit-related activation not only in Brodmann’s 
areas 1 and 3b—sensory receiving centers for the afferents from Merkel’s disks and 
Meissner corpuscles1—but also in area 3a (also in SI) and area 4 (MI). The latter two 
areas are 
sensorimotor organization in human cortex have frequent
somatosensory cortex—despite old but extensive neurophysiological and 
anatomical evidence for such sensorimotor overlap. 
Indeed, the origin of corticospinal projections (which include direct 
corticomotoneuronal projections, allowing voluntary movement) is not limited to 
primary motor areas. In rhesus monkey (Russell & DeMeyer, 1961) and cat (Crevel 
& Verhaart, 1963b), about 40% of pyramidal tract fibers are derived from parietal 
areas including the postcentral gyrus, as opposed to the relatively thicker (Crevel & 
Verhaart, 1963a; Lassek, 1962) fibers from areas 6 and 4 precentrally. In humans this 
postcentral fraction is still significant but probably closer to 20% (Jane et al., 1967), 
and pyramidal fiber projections from postcentral areas 3b, 1, 2, and 5, which in 
primates generally terminate in the spinal dorsal horn (Coulter & Jones, 1977), are 
relatively sparse (Schoen, 1964). Area 3a pyramidal 
Jones, 1977; Asanu
underlies the plasticity of these areas following motor impairment (McK
jects flex and extend their digits (Moore et al., 2000a). 
Conversely, cutaneous inputs to MI have been observed in single-unit recordings 
from awake macaques (Murphy et al., 1978) and squirrel monkeys (Strick & Preston, 
1978c), and these cutaneous receptive fields have been shown to associate with 
intracortical microstimulation effects at the nearest joint. As in SI, these sensory 
inputs to area 4 appear to segregate in modality-specific maps, with neighboring 
representations of the hand and wrist differentially responsive to cutaneous and joint 
receptor input (S
lay a role in providing both motor cortex (Huffman and Krubitzer, 2001) and 
area 1 (Jones and Friedman, 1982) with kinesthetic input. But in addition to muscle 
spindle input to this area (Kaas et al., 1979), cutaneous responses can emerge with 
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 training in owl monkeys (Recanzone et al., 1992) and in the marmoset monkey may 
physically parallel those in primary somatosensory cortex (Huffman and Krubitzer, 
2001). 
There is also evidence that the sensorimotor maps in areas 4 and 3a are physically 
parallel to those in primary somatosensory cortex. For instance, the area 3a marmoset 
simiunculus has disproportionately large hand, digit, and face representations 
(Krubitzer & Kaas, 1990), and a lateromedial representation of the digits like that in 
neighboring area 3b (Huffman & Krubitzer, 2001). Within humans, a 
somatosensory homunculus has not been defined precentrally, although the motor 
output of MI is known to be somatotopically organized as shown by electrical 
stimulation in epileptic patients prior to surgery (Penfield and Boldrey, 1937; 
ibrotactile stimulus can 
elicit precentral gyrus activity (Moore et al., 2000a; McGlone et al., 2002), few 
rese
12.4.3 
s mediolateral, rostrocaudal, and 
infe
ay from the central sulcus 
may
Woolsey et al., 1979). Indeed, despite fMRI evidence that a v
archers have tried to localize cutaneous even kinesthetic function (Naito et al., 
2002) to the frontal lobe in humans. 
 
Non-somatotopic, digit-related activity is mirrored by the central sulcus 
 
Qualitatively, this coactivation of SI and MI appears to have a symmetric 
character. There are no statistical tools known to us to quantify this 
multidimensional phase symmetry, particularly across two-dimensional slices where it 
can be observed to follow the central sulcus along it
rior-superior contortions. The symmetry we observe across these areas exists 
despite less orderly somatotopic organization in precentral relative to postcentral 
areas in the primate. For instance, relative to the SI representations the area 4 and 3a 
maps in monkeys appear to be more fractured (Huffman and Krubitzer, 2001; 
Recanzone et al., 1992), perhaps consistent with the involvement of these areas in 
coordinated muscle recruitment. Less discrete representation may underlie 
investigators’ inability to resolve precentral activation hotspots in response to human 
digit stimulation (McGlone et al., 2002; see Chapter 11) or indeed to digit motor 
output (Dechent and Frahm, 2003; Indovina and Sanes, 2001). 
In contrast to the spiking-defined somatotopy found with electrophysiological 
mapping of motor cortex, fMRI, like optical imaging (Tommerdahl and Whitsel, 
1996), appears to reflect a more distributed, dendritic-level processing (Logothetis et 
al., 2001) of both sensory signals and motor commands. Under this interpretation 
the relative absence of activity we observe within the fundus of the central sulcus 
(Fig. 12-4)—despite the interposition of this region between MI and SI—may reflect 
area 3a’s integration of diffuse, converging inputs from areas 4, 3b and 1 (Huffman 
and Krubitzer, 2001). The observed fanning of activity aw
 also reflect a diffusion of the hyperoxic response (Malonek and Grinvald, 1996) 
in the vasculature on either side of the Rolandic artery. However, Young et al. (2003) 
found that in the human left hemisphere, the resting regional blood flow in the area 
3b classical “hand” area was correlated to blood flow in both anterior MI and area 3a. 
The mosaical yet symmetrical nature of somatosensory inputs that we find in 
sensorimotor cortex is the first evidence known to us of activation symmetry across 
function-defined modalities. Within-modality mirror symmetry has recently been 
reported within tonotopic maps of primary auditory cortex (Formisano et al., 2003) 
and object representations within occipito-temporal cortex (Hasson et al., 2003). 
Within SI, researchers have found mirrored area 3b/1 responses to stimulation of the 
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 third finger and palm (Blankenburg et al., 2003). Such somatotopic regionalization 
may reflect a natural tendency for functionally related neural networks to segregate 
with each other, under the two-dimensional constraint imposed by the cortical sheet 
(Kaas, 1987). 
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 Figure 2, or 
D4, via to the 
referenc aximal 
correlation within a stimulation cycle. Because the number of jet positions was only four (D1) or six 
(D2/D4), the color values included interpolated phase lags. c) The colors corresponded to locations 
on the digit surface, although the mapping from phase delay to location differed depending on 
stimulation direction (tip-to-base, black, or base-to-tip, grey). 
 
 12-1   Sliding window paradigm. a) Pneumatic stimulation was delivered to D1, D
 a restricted set of jets within a sliding window of stimulation. b) Voxels correlated 
e waveform were assigned one of 12 colors, according to the discrete delay of m
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 Figure 12-2   Phase value distributions are nonuniform across areas 4, 3a, 3b, and 1. Shown here for 
D2 (summed over subjects), the distributions are nonuniform for voxels in all areas of interest. Each 
histogram is a cumulative sum of voxels having a correlation to stimulus waveform of r2 > 0.18, 0.25, 
or 0.33, these populations depicted by successively thicker outlines. Black or grey coloring of the 
distribution borders denotes stimulation direction as in Fig. 12-1. Mean direction is represented by a 
thick black or gray radial line; the radial axis represents voxel frequency (with range 0 to 400 voxels).  
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 Figure 12-3   Responses are tuned to fingertip stimulation. Distributions of r2 > 0.33 voxels are 
summed across digits (D1 and D2) and subjects, and are shown cumulatively for areas 4, 3a, 3b, and 
1 along a linearized axis (cf. polar plots of Fig. 12-2) aligned with the digit surface. In the 
distributions for both tip-to-base (top; ordinate flipped) and base-to-tip (bottom) stimulation 
directions (shown as arrows next to schematic digit), there is a strong response coincident with 
stimulation across the fingertip jets. The peak of this response appears to shift in phase as a function 
of stimulation direction. 
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 Figure 12-4   Mosaical responses 
are mirrored across the central 
sulcus. Sample anatomical images 
a) through c) (subject 1) and d) 
(subject 3) depict the region of 
interest on the inflated left 
hemisphere from a viewpoint 
above the central sulcus. The 
region is shown within an 
expanded view for subject 3 in e), 
with a dotted line indicating the 
approximate fundus of the central 
sulcus. White borders in panels a) 
through d) approximate areas 4, 
3a, 3b, and 1; the “knob” area is 
in the bottom half of each image. 
Functional data are superimposed 
on panels a) through d) with color 
coding for phase lag and 
brightness indicating correlation, 
as schematized in the digits drawn 
below each image. Experiments 
with tip-to-base (a) and base-to-
tip (b) D2 stimulation of subject 1 
depict partially-overlapping voxel 
distributions weighted in each case 
towards fingertip representation. 
Panel c) shows the activation 
associated with tip-to-base D1 
stimulation of the same subject, 
while panel d) depicts the response 
found for tip-to-base D2 
stimulation in subject 3. Again, 
the activations have a complex 
mediolateral distribution but are 
relatively symmetric with respect 
to the central sulcus. R, rostral; C, 
caudal; M, medial; L, lateral. 
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 CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this thesis I have addressed three particular questions: What are the organizational principles 
subserving the control of the forelimb? How do such principles facilitate learning of new 
movements? And, how is this control implemented physiologically? Among these principles, I have 
focused on three independent candidates: 1) muscular coordination patterns, 2) motor cortical 
excitability, and 3) sensorimotor interactions. 
 
In regards to muscular patterns, I recorded electromyographic activity from a large number of 
chronically-implanted muscles in the left or right forelimbs of awake macaques as they performed 
behaviors including grasping and reaching. I then reconstructed the recorded patterns of muscle 
activity underlying such behaviors as combinations of a small number of time-varying muscle 
primitives. Such synergies provided a description of the motor output that is compact, in that they 
only require specification of independent, scalar activation and timing coefficients for a group of 
muscles, rather than individual time courses of activation for each muscle. Such synergies were also 
able to explain a substantial amount of the variance present within the muscle data, and to be 
informative of some of the behavioral variables experienced by the monkey.  In addition to their 
facilitation of motor control, such muscle primitives furthermore appeared able to simplify the 
process of motor learning, insofar as such learning could be described parsimoniously as a 
recombination of existing muscle synergies, both in amplitude and time. Three to four synergies 
appeared to be an appropriate number to capture the bulk of the EMG variance in these tasks. 
Additional evidence that this number was appropriate came from these synergies’ relative 
dissimilarity, and their ability to span the spatial (and temporal) workspace relevant to the task. In 
general only limited spatiotemporal or functional similarities could be identified between synergies 
extracted from different monkeys performing the same task. I also found relatively little evidence for 
the hypothesis that these muscle synergies are non-malleable. For instance, the synergies did not 
appear to generalize well to behavioral conditions, unless these conditions differed parametrically 
(e.g. according to a range of object masses) rather than categorically (e.g. the task performed with the 
object). Also, at least one monkey exposed to a velocity-dependent force field appeared to develop 
progressively more dissimilar synergy structures particular for that task. When one monkey was 
exposed to a force field that scaled with the activity of an individual muscle sampled in real-time, it 
was frequently able to adapt to these forces; furthermore, this process may have been subserved by a 
relative attenuation of descending motor drive to this muscle, as suggested by suppression of the 
target muscle following cortical microstimulation in primary motor cortex (MI).  
 
To study cortical excitability, I analyzed the results of MI microstimulation in the context of the 
reaching task in more detail. I confirmed recent reports that long-train microstimulation of MI is 
able to evoke complex and multijoint movements that typically drive the monkey’s limb to a 
particular, invariant configuration, even when its arm is restricted to the planar workspace of a hand-
held manipulandum. Extraction of functional, “musculokinematic synergies” from the monkey’s 
performance on the reach task similarly suggested that the invariant dimensions underlying its motor 
control are heavily weighted towards kinematic variables including displacement. In further 
experiments I investigated the role of MI in enabling motor adaptation as well as in organizing 
movements. In one pilot study, I applied tissue plasminogen activator (tPA) to MI over several days 
while the monkey was practicing reaching movements under a relatively novel clockwise force field. 
The tPA did not appear to disrupt motor performance per se, given the monkey’s stable level of 
kinematic error during null-field baseline trials each day. If anything, the tPA application may have 
been associated with a temporary decrease in the monkey’s ability to perform under force field 
condition—or perhaps to recall its recent internalization of the clockwise field. In a manipulation 
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 that in some respects mirr
anscranial magnetic stimulation (
ored the tPA application, in a human study I applied 1-Hz repetitive 
rTMS) to MI of human subjects just prior to their acquisition of 
call recent motor adaptations. 
tr
the clockwise force field. While the rTMS, like tPA, did not appear to disrupt basal performance, in 
the human subjects it also spared performance on the clockwise force field. Only at retest a day later 
did the rTMS subjects perform differently than controls, the latter having developed off-line 
improvements in performance during the intervening time. Although tPA and rTMS are thought to 
have opposite effects on cortical excitability and cellular learning mechanisms, both appeared to have 
isrupted the subjects’ ability to retain, improve, or red
 
Finally, I conducted several additional human studies to look at the importance of sensorimotor 
interaction in motor learning and control. In one study, I investigated the interaction of force field 
adaptation and sequence learning, two modes of motor learning that have previously been 
investigated as wholly independent phenomena. By modifying the reach task to allow for implicit 
sequencing of the targets, I showed that simultaneous acquisition of a force field and a sequence does 
not impair performance on either, as measured by kinematic error and reaction time. Instead, 
subjects given both conditions appeared to have become attuned to their enhanced kinematic errors 
and thereby to have developed a chunking strategy to organize their movements. In a second study, I 
showed that motor consolidation—a gradual resistance of recent learning to retrograde interference 
from a second motor program—is critically dependent on the manner of learning. In particular, 
clockwise force field learning in human subjects appeared to be more stable if subjects had been 
given random null-field trials interspersed in their force trials, rather than monotonous performance 
with the forces. Catch trials may both have made motor learning more effortful, and allowed more 
effective cue disambiguation of the fields. Lastly, I investigated in more detail the importance of 
sensory cueing in motor performance that was hinted at by the previous studies. Using a passive, 
cutaneous stimulation procedure, I performed functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) of 
human subjects in order to localize cortical activation associated with finger stimulation. I initially 
treated MI as a control area, and confirmed that relatively somatotopic representations of the finger 
are restricted to primary somatosensory cortex (SI) However, when I examined non-somatotopic 
patterning of the activity, I found that it was widely distributed throughout sensorimotor cortex, 
while still biased according to receptor concentration on the fingers. This distributed sensory input 
was consistent with the correlation of fMRI with synaptic inputs, and anatomical evidence for a 
continuum of input and output functions in MI and SI. 
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